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This is the first detailed explanation of the way British Sign Language works 
and is the product of many years' experience of research and teaching of sign 
linguistics. It assumes no previous knowledge of linguistics or sign language, 
and it is not structured around traditional headings such as phonology, mor
phology, and syntax. Instead it is set out in such a way as to help learners and 
their teachers understand the linguistic principles behind the language. 

There afC sections on BSL and also on the use of BSL, including variation, 
social acceptability in signing, and poetry and humour in BSL. Technical 
terms and linguistic jargon arc kept to a minimum, and the text contains many 
examples from English, BSL, and other spoken and sign languages, The book 
is amply illustrated and contains exerc ises la encourage further thought on 
many of the topics covered, as well as a reading li st for further study. 

RACH EL SUTTON -SPENCE is Lecturer in Deaf Studies at the University of 
Bristol. BENCIE WaLL is Professor and Chair of Sign Language and Deaf 
Studies at City University, London, 

A 90-minute video has been produced containing specially designed exercise 
material to accompany the book. T he video is available from CACDP, 
Durham University Science Park, Block 4, Mount jay Research Centre, 
Stockton Road, Durham D H l 3UZ. 
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Conventions used 

Throughout this book wc will frequently refer to USL signs. Because of vari
ation inllSL, a sign wc descr ibe may be different from onc yOll know. T here 
is no currently accepted) widely used wri ting system for BSL and wc need lO 

adopt a system for representing signs on paper. Then: arc several sophisti
cated, accurate systems for representing signs from any language on paper 
(,notation' systems). H owever, these systems are complex and take time to 
Jearn. In this book we will not use these notation systems. 

GLOSSTNG 

We will u se glossing as the main method of describing BSL signs. When we 
gloss a sign, we write ilS meaning using an English word or words, but it 
should be remembered that wc are referring to me BSL sign and not to the 
English word used to write it down. 

There arc several conventions th at are observed in the glossing u~cd in this 
book: 

(1) W hen we write the meaning of a sign using an English word, wc write it 
in capiralleners. For example, to write the sign that means 'cat'> we \\tri te 
CAT 

(2) M any signs cannot be glossed by a single English word, because there is 
no exact English translation. In such cases, we write several English 
words to give th e meaning of the sign, but each word is joined by a 
hyphen to show that we are referring to a single sign. For example, if we 
want to sign 'don't like' there is a single sign for this that may be written 
as DON'T-LIKE. The I3SL verb that means 'I ask you' is a single sign in 
BSL that is glossed as I-ASK-YOU. 

(3) lf a verb sign is repeated, this is glossed to give its meaning, so that a sign 
that would be translated in English as ' knock on the door for ages', might 
be glossed KNO CK-FO R-AGES. However, we might also want to show 
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xii Conventiolls used 

that the sign KNOCK was repeatedly made, and this can be shown by 
the symbol +++, to give KNOCK +++. 

(4) There arc other times when an English gloss is not so easy to provide, 
but the basic meaning of the sign still needs to be written. For example, 
when a signer points to a particular location, wc write 'lndcx' to show that 
the signer has pointed to a specified location. If we neoo to know what 
gramm atical in rormation is included by the pointing, wc may add 1.2, 
or 3, where I would mean '1' in English,2 would meDn <you" and 3 would 
mean 'he', 'she', or 'it'. Index2 LOVE Index) would be another way of 
writing YOU LOVE HER or, in English 'you love her', 

(5) If we are writing a fingcrspclled word, we write it in small letters, with a 
'-' in between each letter. To wrile that someone has fingerspelled the 
English word 'cat', we would write -c-a-t-. Where leuers from one
handed manual alphabers are referred to (e.g. in those from America, 
Ireland, and France), we write them in small lcnets, with a '.' bctween 
each letter. The two-handed British manual letter corresponding to the 
written letter 'f' is written -f-, and any manual letter from a one-handed 
alphabet is written .f. 

(6) A grear deal of information in BSL is shown by the face or by head move
ment.The meaning of this information is not easily translated into English 
but is often needed in a gloss, especially to give grammatical info rmation. 
Information given by the face and head is shown by adding a line along 
the top of the words of the gloss, and writing conventional abbreviations 
to describe the information . The line extends over the glosses thal arc 
accompani ed by a particular facial expression or head movement. 
Conventional abbreviations written along this upper line include: 

q - this means that the facial expression and head movements are those 
normally seen during a question in BSL (see chapter 4) 

neg- this means that the facial exp ression and head movements are those 
normally seen during negation in BSL (see chapter 4) 

t - this means that the facial expression and head movements are those 
normally seen during the marking of lhe grammatical lopic (sce chapters 
3 and 4) 

hn - this refers to a head nod 

br - this refers to a brow-rai~e 

bf - this refers to furrowed brows, often with a frowning expression. 

There are times when a sign is difficult to gloss in English because the sign 
is made up very differently from an English word or phrase. W here the hand -

Convenliolls lIsed xiii 

shape of a verb contains informntion aboUl what class a noun belongs to (a 
"classifier"), the gloss includes this information. T hus, if the handshape tells 
us that an animal is involved in th e action, the gloss wi ll be written as animal~ 
CL. lfthe handshape tells us that a vehicle is involved, the gloss will be written 
as veh-CL. If it is a person, the gloss is person-CL. 

Proforms stand in the place of something previously idcntified, and include 
infonnation about an object's shape. For example, if wc want to say '1 looked 
at a p icrure', we represent the picture with a flat hand, indicating its two~ 
dimensiona\icy, while signing LOOK with the other. The gloss for the picture 
is written as pro-2D. 

Pronouns in BSL are articulated by pointing to a location associated with 
the noun. The form of the point is the same in all pronouns, but the location 
of the point varies depending on the location assigned to dlC noun. Pointing 
has many other functions in BSL so we use thc term ' index' to refer to 
pronoun pointing. T his is glossed us J ndex wim a subscript to indicate lhe 
location in space. If an Index has the meanings '1', 'you', etc., it is glossed !.IS 
Index! or Index2. Otherwise Indexes have subscripts ' 'and' 'to indicate left 

. I ·d f ' . L R or ng It SI es 0 slgrllng sp[lce; or 'A', 'n', etc. 

DESCRIPTION OF HANDSHAPES 

Glossing is very useful for discussion of sign linguistics, but it has one major 
drawback: it only tells us the meaning of th e sign, not about its form. On many 
occasions in thi s book, we will need to describe the form of the sign, as well 
as its meaning. 

To describe a sign completely, wc need to say what handshape was used, 
what location the sign was made at, exacdy how the hands moved, what the 
orientation of the hands was, and what facial expression and other mo\'e~ 
ments of the head and body were made. T illS can be qu ite a lengthy descrip~ 
tion, but there is a very quick way of noting the handshape of a sign. Often in 
this book we will use a description of the handshape in conjunction with a 
gloss, but we will not always specify the other parts of the sign, if this in for
mation is not required in the discussion. 

~rnerc arc many ways of representing sign handshapcs on paper. They may 
be drawn , or allocated a symbol. ~n this book we wiU use symbols. Readers 
?ew to 111is sys tem may need so me time to get used to the conventions, but it 
is ~ very simple system, once the basic rl1les arc understood, and it allows very 
qUlck and easy description of hands ha pes. 

Single letter labels .are assigned lO different handshapes to describe them. 
~a?y of the label names come from the American manual alphabet (which 
IS different from the Bri tish manual alphabet, and us(''s only one hand). When 
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a sign's handshape is the same as a lener in the Anu;rican manual alphabet, 
we give it that letter name. For example, a dosed fist is similar to the American 
manualletter 'A', so insteud of writing 'fist', we ca n say 'N hand . The Aat hand 
with all the fi ngers together is similar [0 the American letter 'B" so we label 
th is a 'B' hand . Sometimes, a numeral is used instead, so that an open hand 
with al! the fingers spread out is called a '5' hand because it is the same as the 
American numeral 5. Some of the handshape names use additional symbols 
to describe a haodshapc fu lly. M ost commonly, wc might need to say a hand
shape is 'bent' or 'clawed'. 

T he following symbols will be used in this book: A, A, A, B, B, C, E, F, G, 
H, 1, K, L, 0, 0, bO, R, V, V, Y, 4, 5, 5, 8. You may want 10 refer to the illus
trations here as YOll read the book until you become more familiar with the 
system. 

A Fist 

A Fist wi th 'hat' 

A Fist with thumb extended 

B Flat hand, fingers extended and 
together 

B Curved hand, thumb at side 

E Fist with Ihumb alongside 
fingertips 

G Index finger extended from fist 

Convemiolls //Sed xv 

C 'C' shape<! hand 

F T humb and index finger form 
circle, other fingers straight 

H Index and middle fing~rs extended 
together 
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Little finger extended from fis t 

L Index and thumb extended 
at right angles 

bO 'X' with index finger and thumb 
touching to form 'buby 0 ' 

K 

~~ .• ' , , , 
, . 

, 

o Circle with thumb and fi ngertips 
touching 

R Fist wi th index and middle fingers 
extended and crossed 

V Fist wi th index and middle fi ngers 
extended and spread 

4 All fingers exttpt tlltuob extended 
and spread 

5 All fi ngers extended, sprelld and 
loosely curved 

Corrventions llsed X'l)ii 

v 'V' hand with index and middle 
fi ngers bent 

~' 
, ,. 

" 
, I 

5 All fi ngers extended and spread 

8 Index, ring :md little fingers 
extended and spread, thumb and 
middle finger form circle 
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DOM INANT AND NON-DOM INANT HANDS 

Many signs in BSL are made only using one hand. Howcver, thcre are also 
signs made using two hands. Whcn we describe a sign, we will also want to 

describe the actions of the two hands. Reference to the two hands is compli
cated by the fact that left-handl.:d and right-handed signers will usc opposite 
hands for the same sign. For this reason, we will not refer to 'left' and 'right' 
hands. Instead, we will refcr to the 'dominant(d)' Rnd 'non-dominant(nd)' 
hands. For the right-handed signer, the dominant hand is the right hand. This 
is lhe signer's stronger, more easily controlled hand and if a sign is one 
handed, the dominant hand will usually be used [0 articulate lhe sign. The 
non-dominant hand is the weaker, less easily manipulated hand. tn many uses 
of two-handed signs, the dominant hand will move, while thc non-dominant 
hand remains stationary. 

ACCEP'rABTLlTY 

On some occasions wc will describe a sign construction that is linguistically 
unacceptable or ungrammatical in BSL.When such a construction is glossed, 
it will have a '.' in front, to show this. 

There are also times in this book when it is necessary to refer to socially 
unacceptable language. When a sign is deseribed_ that is socially unacceptable, 
it will have a 'x' in front to show that many signers consider it socially unac
ceptable. 

Conventions //Sed xix 

Direction symbols 

Open arrowheads indicate movem ent towards or away from the signer; closed 
arrowhead s indicate movement to the left or right; or up or down. Double 
arrowheads indicate repea ted movement in the dircr.:tion of the arrowhead; 
pairs of doubled arrowheads indicate repeated movement in two directions: 
up and down, side to side, or towards and away from the signeT. 

> movement towards (rl' away from the signer 

... m(1vcmcnl IQ the lefL or right or up or down 

> > repealed mOf)emem iO'wards or away from the siglleT 

.AA repealed movement 10 the left or right or lip or down 

< < > > repealed movement lOwards and away from the signer 

•• 'Y", repealed movement from side to side or liP and down 

Path symbols 

A line is uscd to ind icate path of movement of the band. When the symbol 
appears in a curved arrow around the wrist, it indicates a twisting movement 
It may also be used to show wrist or finger bending. An interrupted line indi
cates slow movement; a doubled line, fas t movement; a line with a bar al the 
end indicates firm movement or abrupt ending of the movement. 

hand or part of a hand moving i,l a line 

- - - - slO'W movement 

OTHER CON VENTIONS fast lIlovemelll 

When we refer to a sign gloss, W l.: will use capical leltcrs. When we refer to an 
English word or phrase, we will u&e italics. Whe n we rerer to an idea that may 
be expressed in any language, we will use ' ' around the words. 

Where it is necessary to rerer to the sounds of a spoken language, we will 
use /1 around the leners to show that they represent' the phonemes of a lan
guage. Where we use ( ), wc refer to the physical sounds (scc chapter 6). 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

The photographs in the book have been taken from video recordings. We have 
tried to select video frames which contain the most impor tant features of the 
example. However, since still images cannot show movement, sym bols for 
movement have been added where necessary. These symbols arc the same as 
those used in the BSUEtlgLish Dictwnary. 

Arrows and lines show direction and path of movemCnl. The arrowhead 
indicates the main d irection of movement. 

----I firm movcmem 

Circular movem ent 

Circles indicating movement have direction symbols in line with the path of 
movement. Each circle shows the movement of onc hand, unJess both hands 
move along the same path. T he arrowheads indicate whether the movement 
is single or repeated, and the direction of movement. Arrowhead position 
indicates whether the hands move in parallel or alternating movement. Circles 
are also used to indicate signs where the hands maintain contact throughout 
the movement (sce interacting movement symbols below). 
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Inter nal m ovement "symbols 

Several symbols are used to indicate movements of the fingcr(s). Thc~c 
in clude 'tapp ing' m ovements of the fingers, 'crumbling' movements, and 
'wiggling' movements. 

N\ tapping movement in which the hand [(RIches a/lother part of the body 
several times quickly . 

L.J.n crumbling mO-VCInCIII in which the pad DJ the thumb rubs the pads of 
the fingers 

~ wiggling movement of che fingers 

>-- opening or closing oj part of the hand 

~ closed hand opening or open lumd closing 

I 2 3 movemems occurring in sequence 

Interacting movements 

A circle with a cross in it placed over one hand ind icates that the hand does 
not move; a large circle over both hands indicates that the hands mainrain 
contact throughout the movcmem of the sign. Direction and path symbols 
attached la a circle indicate that the hands are held together and move 
togeth er. 

® stationary hand - /10 movement 

o hands main/aill colllact throtlghoUl the mcroemer/t 

E xamples ofsymhols in combination 

~ the hand mcroes in an arc 

tile hand moves slowly downwards .. 
t the hand moves s!Imply IIpwards 

,-- the hand movcsfirmly towards rhe signer 

+<;>+ the hands move apart while the extetldedfmgers close 

-+ the hand moves away from lhe siguer while opening from ajist 

1 2 2 1 

r Hr 
C? 

00 

O· 

ContJentiom ustd X)'l 

the hands make two parallel upwards movelllents 

the hand moves in a clocku·ise honzonlal circle 

the hands move at lite same time in circles parallel w the signeT's 
body; the left ha1ld 1tJuves amicfuckwise, the right hand muves clrxk
wise 

the hands mave rightwards together, maimaining contact throughout 

EXERCISES 

T hese sections are designed for srudents of BSL who wish to apply some of 
the concepts introduced in the book to BSL data. Exercises are fou nd at the 
end of each chapter. Suggested further reading for each chapter follows each 
set of exercises. 

Wh erc an cxcrcise involves collecting, identifying or analysing samp les, 
students may wish to use the CACDP Sign Linguistics video, whi ch has been 
specially made (0 accompany this book, and which provides video material 
specifi cally designed la be su itable for me exercises. Allernatively, source 
material such as the BSUEnglish DictionOlyl, lhe BSL CD-ROMz series, 
video recordil1gs of such progranunes as See Hear, or materials provided by 
tutors will also be useful. Students will benefit most from the exercises if lhey 
discuss their find ings with their BSL tutor. 

I BSUElIgliJh Diclio/Uuy, D. Brien (ed.). Paber & Faber (1993). 
l BSL CD-ROM. Microbooks (1 997). 
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Chapter one 

Linguistics and sign linguistics 

L inguistics tries to find OUl the rules that' explain what language users know, 
so that we can understand how language works. 

People who know a language use it without lhinking. They can use a lan
guage very well, and get it right nearly all of the ti me . But, if we ask them to 
tell us the ru les of the ir language, they often find that they cannot because 
!hey have never had to mink about it before. Most users of a language do not 
think in terms of , rules' for their language and often do not stop to think aoom 
it. As sign linguists, wc want to stop and think about language, most especially 
Bri tish Sign Language, so thal we call find the rules that explain how the lan
guage works. 

If we are to understand how BSL works, sign linguistics needs to ask ques
tions like: 

• Is BSL just a pantomime? 

• Is sign language the same around the world? 

• How do we ask a question in BSL? 

• How do we say 'no' in BSL? 

• What is the order of signs in BSL? 

• D oes BSL have ad jectives and adverbs like English does? 

• How do we show somerJling happened a long time ago in BSL? 

• Are there some handshapcs that arc not par t of BSL? 

• Can wc sign with a straight face and give the full meaning? 

• Do aU signers sign in tllC same way in BSL, or orc there differences? 

A linguist looks at the l~nguagc and tries 10 find out the answers to questions 
such as these , 

One of the tasks fo r linguislics has alwllYs been to find out everything pos
sible about a language and write it down, so that someone else could learn iL 
Linguis(s have written dictionaries of languages so that learners could learn 

1 
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2 Linguistics and sign linguistics 

the vocabulary of the language. In many cases they have made a wri tten form 
for the language, if itdid not have one (it may seem strange to users of Engli sh 
to think that a language may not have a ',','titlen form, but many of the world's 
languages arc only spoken and do not have a wriuen form).The linguists have 
then tried to work Out and write down as many of the grammatical rules of 
the language as poss ible. 'n,c main aim of this sort of work was to describe 
the language. Many linguists were also missionaries who wanted to learn 
differem languages so mal they could teach their religion to the people who 
used those languages . Other linguists worked for the governments of coun
tries that had colonised the speakers of these new languages and needed to 
know the languages in order to rule the people. 

M issionaries and other church workers in Br itain may have been some of 
the fir st sign linguists. They hoped that their descriptions of sign languages 
would make it possible for hearing people [0 learn to communicate with deaf 
people so that deaf people could share in church life. 

Linguistics was revolutionised in the 1960s by Noam Chomsky, an 
American linguist. He pointed out that to just describe languages was not 
very challenging or very helpful for understanding language as a whole. His 
view was that it was a bit like collecting stamps - all very pretty to look at, 
bur it did not answer any deep questions about the way language worked. 
Chomsky wanted to ask bigger, morc important queslions like: 'Why do we 
use language?', ' I-Iow do wc lea rn language?', 'How do all human languages 
work?' 

Lingu istics now has two main aims: it still tries to describe languages, but 
it is now also illlercsted in asking why the languages are like this. 

Some sign linguistics is very theoretical and uses theoretical ideas from 
mainstream lingui sllcS. This is useful and important wo rk, to help increase 
OUT underS[anding of huma n languages generally. However, that is not what 
this book is about. From the point of this book, we will be trying to describe 
the way that BSL works. Sometimes we will ask why it works likt this, but 
really our first job is to be abl e to explain what bappens in BSL. 

A knowledge of the linguistics of BSL is important for many peop le. 
Learners of BSL need to know how it works, so that they can learn it better, 
and undtrstand how to use the language marc like a fluent signer. They ca n 
a lso use sign linguistics to compare the English language (which they know) 
with BSL (which they are learning). People who are working as sign language 
teachers need to understand how the language works iftJley are going to teach 
it weil. W hen a student signs someth ing wrong, the tutor needs (0 be able to 
explain why it is wrong, and how to sign it right. A sign tutor who is a fluent 
BSL signer still needs to be aware of the rules of I3SL, in order to explain the 
Janguage in a structured way to learners. Tutors could just teach people all the 
signs in the BSL dictionary, but that would not be the whole of BSL. AlI lan-

Linguistics and sign linguislics 3 

guages are very much more than just vocabulary and tutors need to know how 
to explain this to students. 

L inguistics is not easy. Even the best users of a language cannot always tell 
us the rules of their language. We can use an analogy here to think about the 
problems for fluent language users talking about lheir language. Many people 
can ride a bicycle, but very few people can explain how it is done. If we ask 
them. they may stOp and think about it, and come up with some basic rules 
(e.g. you have to put your feet on the pedals and you have to keep going for
wards, otherwise you fall off), but what is important is that they never nor
mally think about it. 

If a person knows BSL, they may be able to think for a while and be able 
lO answer a question about it. For example, a linguist may ask 'When do you 
u se fingerspelling in BSL?' or 'Why do deaf people nod their heads a lot when 
they sign?' They will probably have a few immediate answers, but as they 
think more about it, they will probably find that they have to add things or 
change their mind . Maybe they will have to watch th emselves signing, or look 
at other people. Just because a person uses nods or fi ngcrspelling, it does nOt 
mean that they can explain it easily to someone else. 

Any person describing their language also must be careful, because if they 
have never thought about something before they could give the wrong 
answer. A person might tell a linguist that they never use one particular sign, 
when really they do, but think mat they do not. Par example, one British deaf 
signer said that she did not use the American sign OK, and only used the 
British sign OK (fig. 1. 1). Ten minutes later, in conversation with the same 
people, she used the American sign. She was not lying when she said she never 
used the American sign. She really believed that she never used it. 

Again, it may seem odd that someo ne who is fluent in a language is not 
aware of what they a re doing. Jf we go baek to the bicycle analogy we can see 
that it is not so strange. If we ask someone how to ride a bike, they might tell 
us that we need to steer by moving the handlebars. They really think that we 
do turn the handlebars when we ride a bike. In fact, we normally lean to steer 
and if we tried to turn the handlebars, we would probably fall off. 

Fluent users of a language arc very u seful to linguists, but we cannot always 
expect them co get things right, especially when il comes (0 asking them for 
rules about their language. So, linguists need to study language for them· 
selves. L inguists have to try to be detached and view a language as if they were 
nothing lO do with it. 

We can say th at the job of a linguist is (0 find Out how a language works, so 
we need to ask what it is that users of a language ' know'. We can say that they 
will know the sounds or gestures that are allowed in the language, they will know 
the words or signs that are in the language (and what they mean) and they will 
know how to string the words or signs together to make larger units of meaning. 
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Fig. I. la OK ( I3SL) 

Fig. Ll b OK (ASL) 

WHAT DO WE KNOW WH EN WE ' KNOW' A LANG UAG E? 

(1) Someone who knows a language has knowledge of its forms 
(sounds, gestures, etc.). T his includes knowledgl.: of what forms arc in the 
language and what forms arc not. People who know English immediute1y 
know if a word could be a \vord of English. People who know BSL immedi
ately know if a sign could be a sign of BSL. In both cases, we know what is 
acceptable in the language and what is not. 

If we use a word from another language thaT has fo rms that are not in our 
language, wc have three main options. We can use a substitute from our lan-

117llat dJJ we know when U~ 'know' a language? 5 

Fig. 1.2 EIGHT (Portuguese Sign Language) 

guage, we can add that form [ 0 our language or wc can mark it in some way 
as being 'foreign', 

Some handshapcs appear very odd to British signers, such as the hand
shape for th e Portuguese number EIGHT (fig. 1.2) . At first, British signers 
may even wonder how people can gel their fi ngers into such positions, but 
for Portuguese signers, it is no problem, because it is a part of their lan
guage. 

In BSL there is no native sign hand shape identical to the American manual 
letter 'e' (althou gh it can be made if the shape of tbe referent requires that 
bandshape):rhcrc is a sign EUROPE that uses this handshape (for example, 
in French Sign Language). Users of BSL who borrow this sign need to deal 
with a form oUlside their language. One solution is {Q change the handshape 
to fit BSL by relaxing the handshape into a looser O-shaped hand (sec fig. 
1.3). Signers usuaUy do this without thinking about it. Tbey may even be sur
prised that thcy do it. Another solution is to use rhe handshape but note in 
their minds, perh aps subconsciously, that it is foreign in some way. 

BSL does not use certain parts OrUle body for making signs. There is a set 
signing space in BSI.., and signs are normally not made outside this space. For 
example, there are no established signs that use (he buuocks, or the back of 
the head, or the inside of the upper arm as a location. Some strongly visually 
motivated signs (sec chapter 10) can be made outside the normal signing 
space (e.g. SMACK-ON-BACK-OF-HEAD or BEE-ST ING-INNER
UPPER-ARM) but these arc exceptional. The BSL sign ASDA is derived 
from the supermarket chain's logo of patting the rcar trou ser pocket. BSL 
does not have establish'cd signs on the buttocks, so many signers relocate the 
sign to the side of the hip. 

BSL has handshapes in its signs that orner languages do not. Greek signers 
do nol use a handshape with the flSl closed and only the little finger and ring 
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Fig. 1.38 EURO PE (French Sign 
Language) 

Fig. l .3b EURQI'E (BSL) 

fi nger extended . In BSL this is u sed for th e numeral SEVE N in some dialects, 
and found in signs such as NEXT· WEEK (fi g. I .4).American Sign La nguage 
(ASL) does not have the handshape with the fist closed and only the middle 
finger extended. BSL uses this in HOLIDAY and MOCK (fig. 1.5) . Any ASL 
signer would know automatically that this handshape is not a part of ASL. rf 
we asked them to make a liS[ of every handshape in ASL, they would p roba· 
bly not be able to, but if they saw the BSL sign M O CK ) they could easily say 
that ASL did not use that hand shap e. 

These d iO'crences between languages can be seen in spoken languages as 
\Veil. Standard British E nglish does not use the sound made in the back of the 

Fig. l A NEXT·WEEK Fig. 1.5 MOCK 

t\l'hm do t« k,!ow u'hen rt.le 'know' a language? 7 

Fig. 1.6 IT (Irish Sign Language) 

throat, that is found in Scottish words like /Q(.h and German words like Bach. 
English speakers often change the sound (0 a /kJ, so that loch and Bach are 
pronounced like lock and bark. Alternatively, they may keep the 'foreign' 
sound for uny words that they know use it in the original language bu t they 
cer tainly would not make a new English word using it. 

A user of the language knows what could be a part of their language> and 
what could never be found in it. For example, the word mbwa (the Swahili 
word m eaning 'dog') could never be part of English, but wamb could be, if 
someo ne tnvented it'. The first word has a sound combination that cannot 
occur in English . T he second word contain~ a combination that is seen in 
English. 

A BS L u ser also knows what could be in the language, and what could 
never be found in it. For example, we would have to reject a sign made on the 
back of the knee as a possible sign of BSL. The l rish Sign Language sign IT 
uses a h andshapc foreign to BSL, so that sign is not part of BSL (fi g. 1.6) . 
However, there is no reason why BS L could not have a sign that uses the little 
finger extended fro m the fist, circling in contact w ith the check. II just 
happens that no such sign exislS - at least, nOt at present - although it would 
be allowed by the rules of BSL. 

It is worth n oting that speakers of d ifferent languages often cann ot even 
hear different sounds from other languages and very often cannot make these 
sounds accurately. S igners usually can use the locations or make the hand· 
shapes from other sign langu ages, perhaps because sign elements can be 
easily seen, while the (l rticulators fo r spoken language arc largely invisible. It 
is even possible to mould a signer's hand into the right config uration if they 
have problems forming it (although this is not good ma nners if the signeT is 
an adult). The faCl that sign languages sti ll reject certain forms as being 
foreign, even if they are not difficult to make, shows that the sign languages 
are working in a simil ar way to spoken languages. 
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(2) Someone who knows a language a lso knows the sign/words in 
the language and h ow to relate these forms to meanings. '['his means that 
they know the lexicon (me memol vocabulary) of the language, and lhey 
know whac signs or words mean. This is probably what mOSt people mean 
when they say they ' know' a language. 

The relationship between forms and meanings is 'conventional', This 
means that everyone who uses a language has agreed that a particular sound 
or gesture has a certain meaning. Here we need to understand lhc term ' ref
erent' . /\ referent is something referred to by a sign or a word. If we see a 
mouse, we use !.he word mouse to describe i t The real animal we are talking 
about is the referent, and the word mouse or the sign MOUSE is the symbol 
that refers to it. We can say that the symbol MOUSE has a conventional rela
tionship with the referent 'mouse'. M Ol/se, sOllris, and rato have been agreed 
by speakers of d ifferent spoken languages [Q refer to a small furry creature 
that lives in a hole and eats cheese. So there is a different convention in each 
lanb'1lsge. If speakers did not agree, someone could use another word such as 
dog to refer to a 'mouse' and it would be very confusing. 

In sign languages this is also true, even for signs that seem very visually 
motivated . Users of a sign language must all agree on a symbol for a referent 
The 13SL and ASL signs fo r the referent ' pig' are both clearly visually moti
vated, but very different in form: the 13SL sign focuses on the shape of a pig's 
snout, and the ASL sign focuses on a pig eating from a trough . The 13SL sign 
UNIVERS ITY is visually motivated and focuses on the shape of a mortar
board, while the equally visually mmivaled Spanish Sign Language sign 
focuses on the idea ofsrudents carrying books under their arm (fi g. 1.7) .Two 
similar signs in ASL and BSL represent a beard but in ASL this means 'old ' 
and in BSL it means 'man'. These examples show that signs must be agreed 
conventionally by the language llsers, even when mey are visually motivated. 

There are many diffe rent signs for MOUSE~ even within BSL, but users 
are agreed that their sign means the same small furry animal that lives in a 
hole and eats cheese.Tltis means that the signers know the lexicon, and know 
what the lexicon m eans. Ifwe know It language, we are able to name a mouse 
when we see it. We do not know a language fully if we know that one sign is 
formed as 'bent index finger at the side of the nose' but we do not know that 
it means MOUSE, and refers to the small fu rry animal. We will discuss this 
topic in more detail in chapter 9. 

(3) Someone who knows a language, knows how to combine 
words/signs to form phrases and how to combine phrases to form sen
tences. It means having knowledge of the syntax of !:he language. It gives the 
user of the language the opportunity to be creative. 

Dictionaries contain many word s, and a good dictionary may be expected 
to contain most of the 'words' in a language. H owever, there are no diction-

F ig. 1.7a UNIVERS ID' (BSL) 

Is BSLa/I/{/, real human lane/wge? 9 

Fig. 1.7b UNIVERS ITY (Spanish Sign 
Language) 

aries to tell us the sentences allowed in a language:Tllis would be impossible 
because there are an infinite number of sentences thut can be mad e in any 
language. This is not a problem for a person who 'knows' a language because 
if we know the rules of the language, we can understand and produce new 
sentences. We may not know how we do it, but we can do it. 

T his is why it is not enough to teach someone BSL by teaching them every 
sign in thc dictjonary. Even after learning the entire lexicon, a person still 
would not know how to put the signs together to make a sentence. 

In BSL, users also know how to add grammatical info rmation to signs. 
Signers can also take parts of signs and put them logether to make new signs. 
This is unlike English, where words are mostly fixed and a speaker does not 
often create a new word. We will discuss this in more detail in chapter 11. 

IS BSI... A F U LL. REAL H UMAN LANGUAG E? 

All too often, people (including some linguists) have dismissed sign languages 
as not being 'real' languages. The popular view of sign languages is tbat they 
are merely some sort oflimited pantomime or gesture system, and very much 
inferior to spoken languages. H ere we will consider the possibility that BSL 
may not be a real language. We will reject this idea, and show that it is - in 
every way - a full human language. 

One of the most important results of sign linguistics smdies over the last 30 
years has been to demonstrate to everyone (who carcs to look) that BSL is a 
language JUSt as goor;! as English, or any other language . 

This is important because some powerful people have thought that BSL is 
not a language at all, so it has not been used in many settings, includ ing 
schools, churches, or on television, and deaf people have suffered by having 
their language ignored or insu lted. The Abbe de I'Epee, the great French edu-
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cator of deaf child ren in the late eighteenth century, believed that deaf people 
should use signs, but even he believed that the 'muural gestures ' of dcnf peoplc 
needed changing la follow the grammar of French. Many deaf people have 
been told by English speakers that deaf signing is not as good as English, and 
they have come to believe this. Be<:ause of this prevailing anitude, it is worth 
making two points very d ear: 

• BSI. has got a grammar, just as good as English . Its ru!c:..-s arc very 
different, and in some ways they are more flexible, but it stiU has got a 
grammar. BSL sign order is different from English word order, but it sti ll 
has its own rules of sign order. 

• DSL has got a lexicon. ju st as good as English. T he lexicon is not as 
big, but !.he Si7.c of the ICJ(icon is not as important as being able to say any
thing nec(.-'Ssary. It sometimes happens that there is not a single BSL sign 
to express something for wh ich English uses a single word or phrase, but 
there arc also some BSL signs for which lhere is no easy translation imo 
English. M any languages lack exact translations for words in other lan
guages. A well-known example is that English does not have a single word 
for the German word Schadenfreude (th e pleasure derived from another 
person's d iscomforl), and yet English can sti ll ex press this meaning if nec
essary. If BSL really needs a specific item for a concept, it can create new 
signs just as English can make new words. BSL can also borrow new signs 
from other languages, just as English can bor row new words. 

A linguist nam ed C harles H()ckett suggested in the 1960s that there were 
sever .. 1 'essential characteristics' of all human languages which are nOt found 
in other communication systems. T his approach fO defi ning language is very 
different from traditional dictionary definitions. It can also help us to sce what 
chamcteristics are common to both spoken and signed languages. We will 
consider some of these characteristics here. 

Language h a s b r oadcast transmission a n d directi onal reception 

Human language is 'broadcast'. T hat is, it is not beamed to an individual 
receiver, bUl can be received by anyone within heariug (fo r spoken langu;lges) 
or sight (for sign languages). Anyone within range can receive what is be ing 
communicated and identify the person communicating. 

H: apid fading 

Both speech and sign have rApidly fading signals. Tne channels remain open 
fo r use and rc- use. Language users need complex memory abilities to process 
and store the short-lived signals of language. 

Is BSL aft,ll, real human langl/age? 11 

Interchangeability 

All people arc both senders and receivers of language. Animal communica
tion systems are often 'uni-din:clional' - for example, only worker bees dance 
to commun icate information. Other lypes of human communication systems 
that are not language are also often 'uni-directional' - for example, road signs. 
Language also offers feedback so tha t speakers and signers can m onitor tlleir 
own lingu istic output, can talk or sign to themselves, and can al te r their 
communication as lhey desire. 

Arbitrariness and conventi onality 

Words and signs have the meanings they do because users of the language 
agree that those arc their meanings. T here is no reason why dle word cal 

means what it does - it does not look like a cat or sound like a car. Even th ose 
words which do sound like what they mean are conventional. ln BSL, 
allhoug~ many signs are not completely arbitrary, their meanings are always 
convenuonal. Por example, we have seen that the BSL sign J\1A N clearly is 
related to 'beard', bura nearly identical form in ASL means ·old'. Many other 
signs are completely arbitrary, such as WHY. 

C reativity and produ ctivity 

Users ofa language can create and und erstand an infi nite number of n ew sen
tences. The rules of a langu age allow us to combine the vocabulary wc know 
[ 0 c:eate n~w meanings. Humans can talk abou t anything, even things that 
a~ lmpo~slble. Even as strange a semence as English: The geranium pulled a 
szx-fool htgh slrawberry gal.eau from his pocket and watched while t', stood on one 
leg and combed ifs hair or BSL: FLOWER g-e-r-a-n-i-u-m_ POCKET PULL
FROM-POCKET CAKE STRAWBERRY CAKE Index SIX-f-t- HIGH 
FLOWER WATCH CAKE Index STAND-ON-ON E-LEG COMB-HAlI< 
can be understood, even though no onc has ever seen these sentences before, 
and has never been in a situation where this is true. 

Users of a language can also produce new words or signs which have never 
ap?C.ared before in the language, 'r hey can be made either by combining 
e~ stlllg words or parts of words in new ways, or by making up new words 
USing the rll lc~ of the language (sce chapters 3 and 11). 

Discreteness a nd duality of p atter ning 

Discreleness refers to the faCI that human languages are made up of elements 
dis tinguished from each oth er. 1n English the sounds Ibl and /p/ are perceived 
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as different from each other. There are no intermediate sounds halfway 
between /b/ and /p/. rn BSL, 'il' and '5' are d istinguished in (he same way. A 
handshape produced with slightly spread finge rs is understood as either a 'il' 
or a '5" not as some other intermediate handsh'lpe (sce chapler 9 fo r furth er 
discussion of BSL phonology). 

Duali ty refers to th e observation that languages combine basic units thal 
have no meaning illlo meaningful signs or words. In English, lhe sounds that 
make up the word dog have no meanings on tlleir own, but if we combine them 
in tlle right order, they make the word dog. The same characteristic is lIue for 
BSL as well. Ench sign is made up of a handshapc, a sequence of movements 
and holds, and a location. Ench nlonc is m eaningless, but when they ::are put 
togelher, a sign is formed. For example, FLOWER has a handshape (also seen 
in other signs like PERFECT and ASK), a location at the 11ose, and a move
ment from one side of the nose to the other. 

The feature of duality means that a small set of meaningless features can 
be lI sed to build up a large sel of meaningful signs. There are only a small 
number of handshapes in BSL, bllt they can be used at different loc.:ations 
with different movements, so that many different signs can be made. 

Displacement 

Users of n language can construct messages about the past, present and 
future, nnd :,lbom imaginar y worlds as well as the real world. Animal 
communication does not have the same flexibility. As a philosopher once snid: 
'No maller how eloqu ently your dog may bark, he cannot tell you thnt his 
father was poor but honesl.' 

In the past educators often believed th at deaf children could only refer to 
things I.hat were present in the environment, or talk about things happening 
at that tinle. These educators thought there wns no way to mlk about tlle past 
and fu ture in BST.... \Ve now know, however, that BSL is no more tied to the 
here and now than English. 

Cultural transmission 

Human language is passed on to children within a culture. The specific lan
guage children acquire depends on the linguistic group into which they are 
born. No onc is 'programmed' to acquire a specific lang'loge. All languages 
are equally leftmublc, provided that tllere is adequate exposure. Deaf babies 
often use gestures, even if their parents do not sign to them, because they 
have a natural urge to communicate, but neither these, nor the 'home signs' 
that families create, arc language. BSL has to be learned from other users of 
BSL. 

What is and what is not BSU J 3 

Talking about language itself and lying 

Language can be used to talk about language - just as we arc doing here . In 
contrast, dogs do nOl bark about barking. Language can also be used other 
than [0 provide accurate information: it ean be used to lie and mislead. 

Languages are based on sound 

The vast major ity of human languages make use of the 'vocal~aud i tory' 

channel - they are produced by the mouth and perceived by the ear. All 
writing systems also derive from or arc representntions of spoken language. 
Sign languages are different; they make use of the 'corporal-visual' channel 
produced by the body and perceived by the eyes. '.X'hy sign languages are 
almost never found in hearing communities is not known. However, what wc 
have seen so far in thi s chapter is sufficient to show that BSL is a human lan
guage, even though it does not use sound . This means that theories based on 
language as essentially spoken arc wrong. 

WHAT IS ANI) WHAT IS NOT BSL? 

Studying sign linguistics, we will be looking at BSL. But often there is great 
confusion ove r what we mean by BSL. BSL is the natural language of signs 
that has developed in Brimm over ce nturies. It is the language used by the 
British Deaf community. In the last par t of this chapler we will briefly review 
visual forms of language that are not BSL. We will d iscuss C ued Speech, 
Paget-Gorman Sign System, Signed English, Sign Supported English, and 
fingerspelling. 

Cu ed Speech 

Hand cues are made near the mouth, to identify the different speech sounds 
which look the same on the lips (e .g./p}, fbI, and /mf) or those which cannot 
be seen on the lips at all (e.g. fkI and (g/). 

This system does not u se signs at all. Tt focuses on speech. Eight hand
shapes show groups of English consonants, and when these handshapes 
combine with different lip pattern s) it is possible to identify each sound. 

ibe Forchhammer hand-mouth system in Denmark is a similar system. 
Ultimately, a person is not expected to rely on C ued Speech, but rather to use 
it as a tool to learn spoken English. 

Cued Speech is not BSI.. because it dots not use 13SL signs, and it always 
foll ows spoken English mouth patterns. The cues have no meaning on their 
own (fig. 1.8). 
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Fig. 1.8 Cued Speech configu rations for '\1,1111 ' 

Paget-Gorman Sign System (PG SS) 

It is important to remember that this is what it says it is: a sign system, not a 
sign language. It provid es a one-ta-one, sign-to-ward match. It was designed 
in tlle t 930s (and refined in the I 950s) to be used in the classroom with deaf 
children. Nowadays it is mostly used with children with learning difficulties 
or specific lnnguage impairments, but who have normal hearing. 

The signs do not come from any sign language, but have been created to 
represent English words and English grammar. There are signs fo r pronouns, 
prepositions (e.g. ' at' , 'on', 'under', 'through', etc.), and also separate signs for 
grammatical endings to English words like ' -s', '-ing' and '-cd'. 

II has thirty-seven basic signs for categories such as 'colour', 'time', 
'animals', ' buildings', 'food ', and ' surfaces'. One hand makes the sign for the 
basic category, and the other hand makes the sign for the parti cular meaning 
referred to. 

For example, tJle non-daminanr hand makes the category sign for 'colour', 
and the dominant hand makes the sign that means 'red' . 

In the signs meaning 'school' and 'classroom', th e specific sign is the same, 
but the basic category sign differs. In the sign used to mean 'school', the basic 
sign is the 'building' category, and in the sign used to mean 'classroom', the 
basic sign is the 'room ' category (Fig. 1.9) . 
T his system moy seem a little unusuaJ to English speakers, but there are many 
languages in the world that include categories in their words. They are called 
'classifier languages' (sec chapter 3) . However, English is not one of them. 
Thi s means th at the aim or teaching English to children may be con fused by 
making an important principle out of something that English does not use. 

It also means that all signs are equally complicated. In ' natural' languages, 
most simple words that we use often are easy to sign or say. It is usually more 
effort to sign or say more complicated concepts. In Pagct-Gorma n, signs 

Fig. 1.9a SCHOOL (Paget-Gormun) 

What is a'ld what is '101 RS L? 15 

Fig. 1.9b CLASSROmvl (plI.get
Gorman) 

for simple ideas may be just as complicated as those for more complicated 
concepts. 

The Paget-Gorman Sign System does have advantages, though . 
Importantly, it has been a way ror deaf children to have better access 10 
English than they would through li p reading. 11 is a lso quite easy for English 
speakers to learn. However, it is not the language of the British D eaf com
munity. 

Paget-Gorman is not BSL because it uses a d ifferent lexicon and granmlaJ" 
from BSL, and it is not used by the British Deaf community. 

Signed English 

This uses basic BSL signs in English word order, and also has sign markers 
to show English grammar (e.g. articles and past tense) (fIg. 1.10). Tt also uses 
fi ngerspeIJing (sce below). l! is aJmost always used with specch. 

Pig. 1.10a THE (British Signed 
English) 

Fig. 1.10b -ED (British Signed 
English) 
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There are problems wim the use of Signed English. It is very slow, and a 
message takes longer in Signed English than in either BSL or English. T his 
means that spoken English accompanying Signed English becomes unnaru
mUy slow, and many English speakers lel speech take over and drop some 
signs. Many BSL signeTs using Signed English insert features of BSL 
grummar so that the grammar is not 'pure English' any more. 

Signed English is not often used in everyday communication. Tt is mostly 
u teaching tool, so that signers can learn more about the structure of English . 
Many deaf children recognise the usefulness of Signed English when sitting 
in an English lesson, but use BSL in the playground. 

There is also the problem tha[ mere is no one-ta-one match bctween the 
English and BSL lexicons: one word in English does nOl correspond to one 
sign in BSL. For example, the word OpC1l in English can be translated by 
many different signs, as in : 'open a window', ' open a door', 'open a can of 
fi llY drink', 'open a tin of cat-food', 'open a drawer', 'open curtains', etc. 
Therefore it is not clear whether different signs should be used fo r these 
different meanings. H owever the benefits of Signed English are th at it does 
u~e BSL signs, it is easy for English speakers to learn, and it refl ects tlle struc
ture of English. 

Sign Supported E nglish 

In Sign Supported Engljsh (SSE), the key words of a sentence arc signed, 
while the person speaks. This means the main vocabulary is produced from 
BSL, but much of the grammar is English on the mouth. 

It is quite easy for users of English to learn, which mean s it is easy for 
English-speaking, hearing parents to usc. T his is important. Hearing parents 
ef a deaf child m ay not have the time or ability CO learn full BSL, but SSE 
allows some communication and some access to signing. H owever, the child 
has no access to any gramma r words except English through lip-reading. 

It is importa nt to remember that SSE does not refer to a single way of com
municating. Someone who is Huem in both English and BSL will use SSE 
dilTercndy from someone who is Huenr in BSL but knows only a little English, 
or someone who is Huent in English bUl knows only a little BS L. 

Finger spelling 

-fh is represents the written form of English, not speech. It is possible to recre
a te anywritlen English word by fingcrspe lling, with twenty-six hand-arrange
ments corresponding to thc lWenty~six letters of th e Engljsh alphabet. By 
using these~ fi ngerspellers can produce the spellin g of an English word on 
their hands (fig. 1 .11). Fingcrspelli ng is not BSL though, because it does nor 
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use BSL vocabulary. However, BSL does use fingcrspell ing quite a lot, espe· 
cially in some d ialects. 

People may say that t.he manual alphabet is not a ' natural' part of BSL. 
There is a 'political' aspect to dlis. T he manual alphabet was invented by 
hearing people and fingcrspelling is always derived from English, so it can be 
seen as a threat to BSL because of the power of English. 

However, it is not 11 good argument to say that fingerspelling has no part in 
I3SL just because it is derived from another language. M any languages take 
words from other languages and make them their own (English certainly 
does). Mso, the manual alphabet is used so much in BSI.. that it cannot really 
be ignored. It is Lhe responsibility of linguists to describe what they see, not 
what they think should be there. 

Younger people fingerspell less man older people, but older deaf people 
fingerspell quite a bit. It is important fo r linguisrs to understand how 
fingerspelling fits into I3SL. 

Fine manual alphabet is used for fingerspelling whole words that do not 
have equivalents in BSL, und for tlle names of people and places . In fact, this 
accounts for about a third of all uses of fingerspel\ing. Even people who do 
not fmgerspell very much will often fingerspell names. Fingerspelling may 
oft en accompany a sign with a similar meaning, as welL For example, 
someone may spell a personal name and then give a personal name sign (e.g. 
· n-e-I-s-o-n- EYE· PAT CH), or nngerspell me name of a place and then give 
its sign (e.g. -t-h~a-i-I~a-Il-d-, NEAR CHINA, T HAILAND). T illS may also 
happen with other signs where a word is fingerspcUcd and followed by a sign 
with the same basic meani ng, but with more information. 

Many fingerspellings are of words that do have a sign synonym in 
BSL, so there must be other rcasons for fingerspelling. Some reasons are as 
follows: 

(a) to introduce an English word \vhich has no sign cquivalent (yet), often 
occurring with new technology, currelll affairs, or in academic discussion 
(e.g. -f-a-x-, · s-e-r-b-, or terms like -m-o-r· p· h-e-m-c- from linguistics); 

(b) to accompany a new conceptexprcssed in sign, (e.g. 'computer mouse'); 

(c) to explai n a regional sign th at may not be well·known to [I signer from 
another region (e.g. the Scottish sign T UESDAY); 

(d) to produce English idioms while signing BSL (e.g. 'there is going to be a 
happy event' or 'he got away witll murder'); 

(e) to produ ce euphemisms (e.g. s~e-x-, -g-a-y-, -t-t- (toilet)); 

(f) for convenience and time-saving (e.g. if evcryone knows the English 
word); and 

(g) to use as part of the core lexicon of BSL (e.g. MOTHER, SON, 
JANUA RY produced :IS -m-m-, -s-o-, and -i-a· n.). 
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Signers whose first language is English may also use fi ngerspeUing even 
though an equivalenrsign exists throughout the sign community. For example 
a learner may ask how to sign -b-i-o-l-o-g-y- or -u-n-i-v-e-r-s-e-. Interpreters 
may also use fingerspelling while interpreting into BSL, especially if they are 
tired . 

Abbreviations of fingerspellings are often made into signs, and the use of 
only the fust letter of words is very common. We will d iscuss fingerspelling 
fu rther in chapter 12. 

Relationship betwee n visual 1an bruagc and B SL 

None of the five forms of visual language dcso;;ribed above is BSL. However, 
languages are not in dosed boxes, and some of these forms may 'leak' into 
BSL. 

PGSS is not a part of BSL, but some children use PGSS vocabulary with 
BSL grammar, and some adults use some PG SS signs when they are signing 
BSL. 

Fingerspe!iing and cued spec<;h are often borrowed by sign languages. 
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Many sign languages ure influenced in some ways by fingerspeUing. Danish 
Sign Language has severul signs borrowed from the Forchbammer system of 
hand· mouth cueing. 

The whole area of Signed English is com plex. It takes most of its vocHbu
lary from BSL.lf it is 'pure' Signed English, with all English grammar, then 
it is not much like BSL. Certainly ilS vocabulary is much more limited because 
it does not have many of the ways of creating signs that BSL does. However, 
many deaf people use signing that is more or less influenced by English fo r 
various reasons, and rhey often feel lhat it is BSL. In the cnd we must rely on 
a social defin ition: does the person believe that the language they use is BSL.? 

None of these ways of communicating is better or worse, from a linguist's 
poi nt ofview. T hey may have diffe rent social valu e but they arc not 'better' or 
'worse' as languages. In the past, many people felt that BSL was 'bad' and 
Signed EngUsh was 'good' . Now that we accept BSL, Signed English and SSE 
are sometimes felt LO be 'bad' . That is not very good for the seJf· esteem of 
someone who uses SS!! or Signed English. Linguistic discussions should try 
to avoid resulting in valu e judgements. 

As a last point, we must remember that BSL is independent of English, but 
it has still been influenced by English. Any minority language that is sur· 
rounded by a majori ty language will be influenced by the majority language, 
and BSL is no different (as wc will see in chapter 12). 

SUMMARY 

]n this chapter wc have discussed what linguistics is, and why sign linguistics 
is important. We have d iscussed what it is that we know if wc 'know' a bm· 
guage. Wc know what is aUowcd in the language, what words or signs are in 
the language and what they mean, and how to put these words :lnd signs 
together in the r ight order. Wc have seen that BSL is a full human lanb'1Jage, 
just like any other. It can do all the things that any human language l.'an do. 
We have also considered visual forms of language that are not BSL. Cued 
Speech, Paget·Gorm an Sign System, Signed English, Sign Suppon ed 
English, :md fingerspe!ling have all been invented fo r use with deaf people, 
but they arc not rhe narurnl Janguage that BSL is. 

EXERCISES FOR CHAPTER 

I. Consider some possible ancl impossible signs in BSL. 
(a) Think of a nonsense sign that uses a handshape never used in BSL. 
(b) Think of a nonsense sign that uses a location never used in BSL. 
Cc) Thi.nk of a sign that obeys all the rules of BSL (i.e. uses a legal hand· 

shape and location) bu t simply does not exis t. 
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The importance of knowing the language rules us well as vocabulary is 
2. 

considered here. . . 
(a) T ranslate the sentences using a BSL dictionary. 

(iJ The priest doesn't fikefish. 
(il) Twenty cows crossed lhe road yesterday. 
(iiiJ Send the ne<Q school a feLler. 
(ivJ Who is Ihm person hugging the dog? 
(v) The proof of the pudding is in lhe eating. 

(b) What problems did you find in doing this? 
(c) Translate the sentences into 'well· formed BSC'. What differences do 

yoU sec between the wcll·formcd BSL senlCl1ces and the ones based 

solely on your dictionary work? . 
(d) What does this tell us about the importance of knowmg how to 

combine signs? 

What are the communication limitations of traffic lights, road .signs, and 
3. h 

the washing instructions on clothes that we do not sec In uman 

communication? 
4. Make up a sentence in BSL tbat you arc fairly su.re nOb.odY has : ver 

signed before. (You should not make u p any new Signs - Just use Signs 
that you know are already used in BSL, but hllVC never been used together 

before.) 
5. Observe the fingerspelling of fi lleDt BSL signeTS. Note d~wntht.he ~ ifferen t 

uses and put them inro the categories wc have discussed m . IS C apter. 

FURT HER READ ING FOR C HAPT ER I 

Aitchison,j. 1983, The ar/ia/lau mammal, London: Hutchinson. 
Crystal, D. 1988, Rediscover grolnlllar, Harlo~v: Lonw:nan. 
Fromkin, v., and Rodman, R. 1993, All mmuJuCllon /0 language, London: Holt, 

Rinehart and Winston. 



Chapter two 

BSL in its social context 

The main part of this book concerns the structure ofBSL. We will be describ
ing the way that the language works and how it can express different types of 
Linguistic information. However, it is important to remember that all lan
guages are used within a social context. To und erstand how a language is 
used, it is important to understand the interaction behveen the language and 
the communities that use it. 

By now it should be cl ear that British Sign Language is the language afme 
British Deaf community. Its lexicon is different from other sign languages. 
Signianguages a TC not universal, and most sign languages arc mutually unin
telligibl e. The sign languages of all Deaf communities are independent of 
(even if they are influenced by) the spoken language of the surrounding 
hearing communities. For this reason there is very little similarity between 
American Sign Language, Irish Sign Language, and British Sign Language. 
The three Deaf communities are independent of each other, and so are th e 
three sign languages. 

However, some sign languages are historically related to each other. T hey 
are more similar to each other than to languages that are not related. In a 
similar way, some spoken languages are related. 1£ we know German, we can 
read some Dutch, to which German is closely related. 1£ wc know Spanish, 
we can read Porruguese fairly easily, again, because the two languages are 
related. However, knowing Dutch and German will do us little good if we try 
to read Finnish, to which neither is related. Knowing Spanish and Portu6'1ICSe 
will leave us totally unprepared to deal with Basque, which is spoken on the 
borders of France and Spain. We can see the same pattern in sign languages . 
Por example, French Sign Language (Langue de Signes Fran<;:aise - LSF) 
and American Sign Language have a common language ancestor. As a result, 
signers ofLSF can recognise many ASL signs and vice versa. Australian Sign 
Language (Auslan) is closely related to BSL , because of the historical links 
between the Deaf communities and deaf education in the two countries, and 
BSL signers can understand Auslan fairly easily. Users of Scandinavian sign 
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languages are reported to be able to understand eaeh other fairly well, again 
because the sign languages have a common history. 

Although BSL is a language in its own right, and different from other 
national sign languages, British signers do not all sign in exactly the same way 
all the time. Just as there are variations in English according to region, social 
group membership an.d tl1e soci~ 1 ~iruation, so there are regional, s.ocial and 
situational differences In BSL. It IS l111portant to be aware of tllese dIfferences 
in BSL, if we want to have a really good understanding of the language. 

SOCIAL VARIATION IN BSL 

We will begin by considering social variation in BSL. In spoken languages, 
linguists generally expect to find differences according to different social 
groupS within the language community. \Ve can expect differences in lan
guage according to the social class of the speaker, their age, sex, ethnic iden
tity, religious identity, and wh ether they have experienced bilingual siruations. 
We wil1look at all these for BSL. 

Social class 

Sign linguists need to ask if there is a class distinction in sign languages. In 
order to be able 10 answer this, we need to decide what is meant by 'class'. In 
British English, social class labels are based upon a person's income, educa
tional background and family background. However, there is no reason why 
'social dass' should have the same defming points for British deaf people. 
Research has shown that deaf people are more likely to have unskilled and 
semi-skilled jobs than hearing people, so income is not necessarily a good 
guideline. Few members of the Deaf community were able to go to university 
until very recently, so there is !lot the same educational parallel with hearing 
people. In American deaf society, however, there is a recognised 'social class' 
grouping of deaf people who have attended Gallaudet University, the national 
university for deaf sUldents.ln Britain, we might think that the educated elite 
of the Deaf community would be those who attended the Mary I-lare 
Grammar School for th e Deaf. There has been 110 formal research illlo the 
BSL of Mary Hare alumni, but since this school has not used sign language 
Officially, having been a pupil at Mary Hare might not necessarily have a 
strong influence on BSL usage. 

The most noticeable 'social class' distinction in BSL derives from family 
background. Only 10 per cent of deaf children in Britain are born to deaf 
parents, while 90 per cent have hearing parents. Exposure to sign language at 
an early age is different for the children of deaf parents and the children of 
hearing parents. Those born to deaf parents are more likely to have had early 
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exposure to n fluent model of adult BSL.Those born to hearing parents often 
(although by no means always) only begin to learn BSL when they start 
school, or even after they have left school. Consequently, those deaf people 
coming from deaf families are seen as members of a linguistic eli te. Research 
comparing adult signers from deaf and hearing families has shown that their 
signing differs signifi cantly. Deaf signers from deaf families use featurt'S of 
BSL such as syntactic space, mouth panerns, and proforms (aU of which will 
be discussed in more detail in later chapters) very differently from signeTS 
from hearing families. 

Social class ;n relation to the hearing community may also have some effect 
upon BSL, ahhough this has not been researched. In English there is a class 
dialect or vari ant which is very similar across different regions. T ltis is often 
called Standard English. We will discuss the idea of a standard form later, but 
it is worth mentioning that there is no evidence yet of a social class form in 
BSL unrelated lO region. 

Age dialect 

The form of u language also varies according to the age of tile person. T here 
are many features that differentiate older and younger signers. It is important 
to ask why language varies in different age groups. In spoken English, 
differences between generations are fairly small. They are often limited to the 
lexicon: slang, and words that have currency when people are young and then 
are retained liS they get older. For example, some older people in England still 
talk about the 'gramophone' and 'wireless', while younger people do not. On 
the whole though, there is a reasonable ease of communication bet'ween tile 
two generations. 

In sign languages the d ifferences are often far greater than in established 
languages such as English. T his arises especially because of the breaks in 
passing the language from generation to generation. Some young deaf people 
claim tllat they cannot understand the signing of older deaf people. As a broad 
gcneralisation, older deaf people (for example, those over seventy) often use 
much more fi ngerspelling and many fewer clear English mouth patterns than 
younger deaf people. Many younger deaf pcople (for example those un der 
t\venty) use a form of 13SL that is morc heavily influenced by English 
grammar, and use relatively little fi ngerspelling. Signers from different age
groups also use different signs for the same referents. 

Many of the differences we see in the signing of deaf signers of different 
ages arc due to three major factors. First, as we have seen, there are few deaf 
children with deaf parents. This means that children rarely Jearn sign lan
guage from their parents. This in itself results in large changes in sign lan
guage between generations. 
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Second, educational changes have had a large impact on the signing of deaf 
people . Before the 1940s, English was taught lhrough lip-reading and 
fingerspelling, with the result that the fi ngerspclli ng of older deaf people is 
fluent and a promincnt feature of their signing. Since the J 940s, improve~ 
menrs in hear ing~aid (echnology have mean( (hat deaf people have been 
expected to use more of their residual hearing ( 0 listen ( 0 and learn English. 
Until fairly recently, most deaf schools used English in the classroom and 
signing was proscribed Witll varying degrees of severity. However, most 
schools were residential, so that deaf child ren signed together (often in secret) 
and therefore learnt BSL in the playground, in dorntitories and al weekends. 
Since the 1970s there have been increasingly f.olerant attitudes towards some 
use of signing in the classroom, and most recently in some schools, even of 
BSL. At the same time, however, deaf schools have been closing down as more 
deaf children are sent 10 local 'mainstream' schools. Although this new policy 
of educating deaf children in the mainstream has many advantages, one major 
loss is that of exposure of children in schools to a relativc\y large signing com~ 
munity. It remains to be seen what effect this will have upon BSL. 

A th ird reason for agc differences in BSI.. arises from the way in which 
many signs in BSL reflect some aspect of the appearance of items, or the way 
they are used, as wc wil! see in chapters 10 and 11. As technology has 
changed, so younger signers have changed signs to reflect the new appear~ 
ance or means of operating or handling new appliances, while older signers 
often maintain the sign in its earlier fo rm. T he BSL sign TELEPHONE has 
changed over time as telephones have gone from a two~part apparatus with 
the mouthpiece held in onc hand and the earpiece in the otller, to a dumb
beU~shaped apparatus, and now to oue with an aerial, that is held in the palm 
af the hand (fig. 2.1). Similar changes may be seen in signs such as T RAIN, 
CAMERA, and WATCH (the timepiece) where technology, and conse
quently the form, have changed greatly over the lasl seventy or eighty years. 
l bis same pattern is seen in other sign languages as well as BSL. 

Old signs also d ie out. For example. signs such as PAWN-BROKER and 
ALMS are no longer in wid("'Spread use, although they are given in a very 
basic list of signs from 100 years ago. Young people today might not need 
signs for these referents, but would n("'ed signs such as FAX, LO'ITERY, or 
LASER to refer to new inventions (fig. 2.2). 

Men and women 's dia lects 

In most languages women and men use language differently. There has been 
a great deal of research on this topic, especially in the last thirty years. T he 
extent and type of difference vary in d ifferent languages. Again, the impor
tant question is why dillerences occur. 
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Fig.2. 1 Changes in T ELEP H ONE 

T heories explaining differences in the English of men and women usually 
focus on the d ifferent social status of men and women (women rraditionaUy 
having a lower social status), or on the d ifferent social roles of men and 
women (women rraditionally having a more car ing role in society and men 
being more prone to confro ntation and asser tion) or on the different aims of 
conversation (women using language to construct friendships more than men 
do). Although .!.here is something useful in mally of tJlese !.heories, the 
differences described bet\veen men and women in E nglish arc relatively small. 
Only very rarely do dlCY result in a complete breakdown in communication 
between th e sexes. 

1n some ~ ign languages the difference between men and women's sign ing 
is very great) to tbe extent of m utual uninteJligibility. T his is not the case in 
BSL. where the differences in the language of men and women arc as slight 
as they arc in English, if not even less important. It has been theorised that 
since m ost teachers working with deaf children in primary schools arc 
women, they m ay be the major source of signing for both boys and girls, so 
th at at an eurly age boys do not have aduJt male role models for signing. 
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Fig. 2.2 FAX 

However, there has been no research to confirm this. In Irela nd, there are 
greater d ifferences between men and women's signing than in Britain because 
boys and girls were educated sepa rately. 'T'his is also true in Belgium, and in 
other Roman Catholic countrie.:s where boys and girls are traditionally edu
cated separately. 

Two researchers, Durbam LeMastcr and John Dwyer, found su bstantial 
lexical d iffere nces between the signing of Dublin deaf men and women . T he 
two schools of St Mury's (girls) and St Joseph's (boys) used totally different 
sign vocabulary. When d (.'"af young people left school, they had to learn a new 
vocabulary to communicate with the opposite sex, with the girls tending to 
adopt dle boy's signing . Srricr segregation of the children no longer exists, but 
knowledge of the two fo rms ofTrish Sign Language still persists, pa rticularly 
among older signers. 

Variation linked to e thnic gr oup 

In America, there arc some dialecrs of ASL that flre easily identifiable as 
'Black' ASL and others thm a re clearly 'W hile' ASL. In America, until the 
1960s, Black and While child ren were segregated for education. Deaf clubs 
also had, and continue to have, a tradi tion of being separate, alth ough they arc 
no longer segregated by law. T his history of segregation has led to language 
variations based on racial group. Black'signers often know both the White and 
Black varieties of sign, while the White signers often only know the White 
signs. 

The var iation in BSL between Black and White signers appears to be less 
marked. There were relati'vcJy few Black people in Britain until the 1950s, and 
Black deaf children all WC!1t to 'mixed' deaf schools, where they were often in 
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the minority, so they learned the general 'White' dja lcct of BSL.'Inis is not to 
say that the signing of British Black and White signers is identical. Until 
r&ently th ere has not been a strong Black deaf identity in Britain. Black deaf 
people saw themselves as part of either the Black community or the Deaf 
community, but not both. However, some Black deaf adults have adopted a 
style of signing U1nt marks their identity as Black. As this joint identity grows, 
a more distinctive 'Black' dialect of BSL may emerge. 

The British Asian Deaf community is relatively small. However, since 
genetic deafness appears more common in the British Asian community, wc 
may see an emerging ' Asian' variety of BSL in time. 

Religious groups 

T here a re some diflc rences in BSL arisi.ng from membership of religious 
groups. Again, there are clear reasons for th.is, especially in relation to educa
tion or membership of social groups. Different religious groups do have 
special signs relating to practices or beliefs of their religion . For example, 
Jewish deaf pcople have signs for 'rabbi', and for religious festivals like 
'Chanukkah '; and Hindu deaf people have signs for lheir gods and religious 
festivals. 

Muslim signing in BSL has never been formally researched. Wc would need 
to consider why British Muslims might sign differently from non·Muslim 
signers. Certainly Britain's deaf Muslims have their own signs fo r specifi cally 
religious terms as do other religious groups. 

O ne clear difference in BSL is in Roman Catholic and Protestant signing. 
The signing of deaf British Catho li cs is strongly influenced by lrish Sign 
Language because Irish monks and nuns have provided education fo r 
Catholic deaf children that is su itable fo r Catholic beliefs, and lrish·trained 
priests serve the Catholic Deaf communities in Britai n. The Catholic signing 
uses many initialised signs that arc based on the lri sh manual alphabet (sec 
chapter 12 for more about initialised signs) . 

British Jewish signing has an interesting history. At onc time there was a 
school for Jewish deaf children 1.11 London. This was an oral school, bU( some 
signing was permitted afte r the arrival of deaf German refugee children in the 
late 1930s, to ease communication . Where child ren remained within tlle 
Jewish community, they continued to lIse this signing after they left school, 
and did not m ix much with other deaf people. After the deaf school closed (in 
the early 19608) the Jewish School for the Deaf dialect began to decline and 
very few people use it now. However, Israeli Sign Language is now 
influencing the signing of British Jewish deaf people. Many Jewish dea f 
people visil Israel and they a re increasingly adopting Israeli signs. 
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Different spoken language identities 

This is not a major feature in J3SL, as there is onJy onc dominant national 
spoken language in J3ritain . J3ut it is worth remembering that some British 
deaf people's home language may be neither English nor 8SL, but another 
language (such as Greek or Urdu). In ma ny other sign languages, however, 
this is impor tant. For example there a re dialects of ASL that are different 
depending on whether the deaf person's family uses English or Spanish . Ln 
Canada, deaf people from English-speaking families use a dialect of ASL; 
deaf people from French-speaking families use a different language: LSQ 
(Lanf,'Ue de Signes Q uebecois). ln Nigeria, the sign languages vary depend
ing on membership of different tribe~, as they do to some extent in South 
Afr ica. 

We have seen, lhen, mat social group identity may have an effect on the 
signing of BSL users. Another impor tant factor is the signer's regional iden
ti ty within Britain . It is this type of dialec t we will now consider. 

REGIONAL DIALECT S 

Regional variants are what most people think. of as 'd ialects', even though in 
linguistics sodal di(llects are just as impor tant as regional dialects. 

Researchers fro m Bristol University a few years ago presented a lisl of 
English words for translation to signers in different parts of the country. 
Regional lexical differences were identified, particularly in some semantic 
fields, for example colour terms, days of the week, and numerals (fig. 2.3). 

T his is very interesting in itself. Tt is important for anyone wanting a good 
command of BSL to know regional variants of signs. H owever, in lingu istics, 
it is not enough jllst to collecl and describe different regional signs. We also 
have to consider why regional signs exist. It is possible to say thal I3SL 
regional dialects arose because deaf people were quite isolated, and only knew 
the BSL of the people around them. There is no way to send letters in 8SL 
to distant places (because there is no written form), and BSL cannot be used 
on dle telephone. So when spontalleous changes arose in one dialect of BSL, 
no one outside the dialect area knew about iL Now that we have national 
broadcastin g of BSL on relevision, people can see more va rieties of BSL, and 
differences between regional d ialects may be decreasing. 

Tlus may explain why dialects have not merged until recently, bur it does 
not explain how they arose in the fir st place. It suggests that there was once a 
single BSL which split up as deaf people spread throughout the land. That is 
likely to be only partly trUe . 

Dialect differences in BSL have probably a risen from schools where signs 
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Fig. 2.3 Regional variants of ELEVEN 

have been used informally by children for many years. When young people 
leave school, they may nOI use school signs in contact with deaf people from 
other areas, but continue using those signs with other local people. Signers 
will have 1:\\'0 variants of BSL: onc t ha! they use when they meet people from 
outside their local region, and one that they use 10caUy. Fluent signers are as 
skilled at switching between regional varieties as speakers of English arc .. 

D ictionaries may also be responsible for the lessening of sign language 
dialect differenccs .. If a regional sign does not get imo a dictionary (or only 
with the title ' regional sign ') it will lose out to signs thal arc in the dictionary. 
All these factors arc likely to kad to regional dialects becom.ing more uniform 
in the future. 

SITUAT10NAL VARIETIE S OF BSL 

The language used by any member of a language community will vary 
according to the social situation . 'Social situation' includes the topic of 
conversation, lhe reason for the conversation and the person or people who 
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Fig.2.4a WHAT (child. direcr!!'d BSL) Pig.2.4b WHAT 

make up the conversation:!l partners. As with all languages, BSL changes 
according to whether a signeT is addressing- one person, a small group, or a 
large gathering. It also changes wh ~n a signet meets someone who does not 
have good conunand of BSL (either a fore ign deaf person or an English
speaker), It changes when a signeT is signing to a small child, rather than an 
adult. It also differs depending on whether a situation is informal and relaxed 
and the group present kn ow each other well) or whether a situation is formal 
and the conversational partners arc strangers. Knowing about the situational 
varieties of BSL is impor tant fo r anyone who wants to have a thorough under
standing of the language. 

In m ore casual BSL the signing space lIsed tends to be larger and more 
expansive than in formal signing. Informal BSL uses less fingerspelling and 
a greater variety of non-manual fealun .. 'S, including more marked fac ial 
expressions (see chapter 5 fo r fu rther discussion of non-manual fearures) . 
T here is less influence from English and the sign lexicon may include signs 
appropriate only to informal conversation, including idiomatic signs and 
creative metaphors, or to conversation with young children, for example, use 
ofa special sign WHAT (fig . 2.4) .. 

Signs may be less clearly articulated, so that, for example, a two-handed 
sign may be made with only one hand, or may be articulated in the space in 
front of the body, rather than at a specific location on the body. There may be 
greater use of signs more like 'gestures', for example, a simple shrug, instead 
of the sign DON'T-KNOW. 

When deaf people mcet foreign deaf pcople, they change their signing to 
include more gestures. More non-m anual rearures are used, and there is 
considerably morc paraphrasing and negotiation of meaning. Deaf people 
who arc experienced in communicating with foreign deaf people may not use 
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BSL, but instead use a form of communication known as ' International Sign '. 
T his is a mixture of mime, international gestures that arc mutually known 
(perhaps borrowed from another language or perhaps not) and signs made 
up for that encounter only and widl meaning only in that (:ontext. 

Often, howevcr, the person using International Sign uses a high percentage 
of their own sign language. One study by Bencie Wall found up to 70 per cent 
of signs produced by a BSL user as part of International Sign were BSL signs. 
For this reason, we might want 10 say that International Sign is not a separate 
form of communication bu t a situational variant of BSL. This approach is 
further supported by the fact that the grammar used in BSL and International 
Sign is often very similar. 

CHANGES IN BSL 

lfwc arc to understand BSL in its social context, we also need to undt rstand 
its development through time. Knowing about the way BSL has been llsed 
and thought about in the past can teU llS a lot about the way BSL is used and 
thought ubout today. T his section will identify some of the changes that have 
occurred in BSL, and propose somc reasons for tllese changes. 

All living lunguages change, and BSL is no exception.We have already seen 
that older signers ~ ign differently from younger signers, and this is an example 
of language changing. 

There afe four processes by which signs change over time. Sometimes, a 
new sign arises for a new concept. T his often happens fo r developments in 
science, technology or medicine (FAX, LASER, INJECTION, AID S) (sec 
pages 24-5 earlier in this chapter and also chapter 11). Sometimes a new sign 
replaces an old onc with cxactly the same meaning. Sometimes a new concept 
arises, but a sign already in use takes on that new meaning. For example, tlle 
sign SOCIAL-WORKER is the sign previously glossed as MISSION ER. 
Although social workers do not wear the distinctive clothing of church 
workers see n in the sign, they re placed missioners' work, and the old sign was 
maintained but with al tered meaning. Finally, there can be a change in a 
concept) and this change is reflected by a new sign replacing the older fo rm. 
[n the past, the concep t of' interpreter' was signed as 'missioner sign for me'. 
With the cbange to recognising the function of an interpreter as signing for 
both participants, a new sign INTERPRETER was developed (fig. 2.5) . 

Problem s with studying the history of BSL 

Before wc can consider change in BSL wc need to look at some of the very 
real difficu lti es in historical research on BSL.The study of the hi STory ofBSL 
is hampered by the lack of written records. There never has been a way of 
writing 13SL. It is much easier to do historical research on languages with a 
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Fig. 2.5a SOCIAL 
WORKER/lYUSSlONER 

Fig.2.5b INTERPRET ER 

literary tradition. The history of English, for example, can be traced dlrough 
surviving texts tllat date back for many hundreds of years. These texts reveal 
the history and development of English words, grammar and even pronuncia
tion. Historical sign l ingui~tics cann ot use a corpu s of BSL literature in the 
same way, simply because onc does not exist. 

Although data about BSL's hiSTory is limited, it is not non-existent. 
Information about the past of BSL can bc fo und from several sources. It is 
possible to read about BSL from written descriptions in English, and there 
arc some printed records containing drawings and photographs of signs. 
There is also some fil m of 13ritisb deaf signers dating from the 1920s. With 
the widespread use of video now) we will have a better record of BSL to pass 
on to future generations of historians. 

Another important source of information is the linguistic knowledge of 
deaf people themselves. Sometimes linguists have the oppornmiry [0 study 
the signing of very old deaf people. Por example a lOO-year-old deaf woman 
has been interviewed on television. Information can also come from those 
members of the Deaf community with deaf grandparents, and even greal
grandparents. They may have considerable knowledge of the ways that people 
used to sign. Deaf people in their eighties, who had deaf grandparents, would 
know of the signing used by someone \oVho had been born as long ago as the 
1840s or 1850s. Sign linguists and members of the Deaf community arc now 
realising tlle importance of recording li nguistic information from older deaf 
people. 

Information written in English 

Written descriptions or comments about signing in the past are not uncom
mon, but they were usually written by people with little detailed knowledge of 
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deaf people's sign language. M any of these rcferenc(..'S sim ply mention that 
signing was used . ~rn erc are, however, a few descriptions of the signs them
selves. The earliest known of these comes from 1575. The parish register of 
SI Martin's, Leicester, mentions that in February 1575 a deaf man, T homas 
Tillsyc, was married to a woman named Ursula Russcl (who was probably 
hearing), making his vows in sign. 

The saydThomas, for the expression orills minde, instead of words of his owne accord 
used these signs: first he embraced her with his armcs, and took her by the hande, putt 
a ring upon her finger and Jayde his hande upon her harte, and held his handcs 
towardcs heaven; and to show his continuance to dweU with her to his Iyves endc he 
did it by closing of his eyes wi tll his handes and diggingc:: out of the earthe with his 
foote, and pulling as though he would ring a bell with divers otht't signs approved. 

O ne major d rawback to these descrip tions is that it is not always possible 
to tell (.;xactly how the signs were made. In the passage above, the parish clerk 
mentions thacThomas made a sign 'digginge out of the earthe with his foote'. 
This might have mea nt that he gestured digging with a spade, or simply that 
he dug his heel into tlle ground, or even his toe. T here is no way of knowing. 

Drawings of signs 

Illustrations solve the problem of vagu e English descriptions, but illustrations 
have always been expensive [0 produce in tex ts, and Ihey are rare before the 
nineteenth century. 

l11uscrations show the form of signs much marc clearly than written 
descr iptions ever could . They also show some facial expressions accompany
ing signs. However, lhey are only lexical lists. There arc very few references 
to any morphological fearures or to the syntax of the language. 

There arc u few F rench dictionaries of the signs uscd in the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries in the Paris deaf school, providing an excell ent 
record of the sign vocabulary used in France. T here is no known similar 
record in Britain because of the different histories of the two countries' educa
tion systems. Thomas 13raidwood, who ran tile first non-private school for 
deaf children in Britain, claimed to use an entirely oml method of teaching, 
because he believed this gave him greater prestige. ill 1809, h is grandson 
Joseph Watson revealed that the teaching methods used in the school had 
always used a combination of lip-reading, signs, finge rspelling, writing, and 
pictures. T here is no record of what tllese signs were, though. 

From the m iddle ofthe nincteenth century onwards, several sets ofilJustra
tions of signs used by British deaf people were produced. Many deaf men 
were trained to work as printers, and deaf peoplc ran their own magazines and 
newspapers for the D eaf community. Occasionally these papers carried 
illustrations of signs, o[(eo drawn by deaf artists. 
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Other sources of pictures 3re texts published by missioners to th e deaf, 
which oilen contain a few pictures of signs. These signs were often connected 
10 religion, although some common signs wefe also shown. It is these illustra
tions that allow some discussion of changes in signs over the hlst century (fig. 
2.6). 

History of s ign lanb'1Jage in schools 

The history of BSL is closel y bound up witl1 the development of deaf educa
tion and the growth of schools for the deaf. Deafness. is not common and 
before schools existed, deaf people rarely, if ever, met omer deaf people. Aside 
from some basic home signs which they would have used fo r communi cation 
with meir immediate family and friends, they d id not possess a full sign lan
guage. The same is true today in many parts of the world . For example, in 
India today, many rural deaf people ure isolated and have to resort to the crea
tion of their own signs. 

In eighteenth-century Britain, it was these isolated deaf people in particu
Jar who benefited from being brought together in schools. Their sign language 
was profoundly infl uenced by the social community created by the schools. 
in these schools deaf children were able to learn a shared language for the firs t 
time. 

However, ic is clear that deaf people were signing before the schools and 
institutions for the deaf opened . Signing ex isted 200 years ago, wherever there 
were groups of deaf people. Although deaf people in rural communities have 
often been isolated, deaf people have gathered in larger towns and cities. and 
sign languages have been used there for centuries. Deaf people who moved 
into the new [Owns and cities created by the industrial revolution would have 
found other deaf people with whom they could socialise. Pierre Desloges in 
the 1780s referred to the many dea f people in Paris who would meet and 
discuss all manner of things in sign lanb'llage, without having had the benefit 
of any education. In England, Pepys described a deaf servant who signed to 

his master, George Downing, to te ll him of th e Great Fire of London in t666 . 
The lexicon of sign language used in British schools from the mid-eight

eenth century onwards developed from a mixture of signs used by the deaf 
children themselves, and th ose signs introduced by the teachers. 

CHAN GES IN ATTITUDE T O THE LANGL'AG E 

Widespread changes in BSL occur because of the way that the language is 
officially accepted and uscd in public places. BSL changed when schools 
started using it nearly 200 years ago, and again when it was banned in schools. 
It has also changed as a result of its introduction to TV. 
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The lack of continuity between generations of signers may also have 
contributed to changc in BSL. M any deaf children have, in recent genera
tions, learnt their sign langu age from other children (often the children of deaf 
parents) rather than from adult language m odels. 

Another possibility is that adult~ cause the change deliberately. T hey may 
use, and teach, the language the way they think it should be used rather than 
the way they acruaUy use it Some BSL teachers teach BSL thal they never 
use, because they believe it should be like that. 

One of th e causes of change in sign languages has been language plan
ning. Ever since public t.."<I ucation of deaf people has e"jsted, hearing people 
have attempted to alter the language used by deaf people. Even the great 
sign language enthusiasts of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, such 
as me Abbe de l'Epee in France, and Thomas and Edward Gallaudet in 
America, tried to alter the ' natural signs' of the deaf children they taught, [Q 

match the strll cture of th e spoken language of the country. Interestingly, t"he 
earliest writer to criticise this was Joscph Warson, nephew of Thomas 
Braidwood, and headmaster or the first school for the deaf in London. I-le 
wrote in 1809: 

Never \ct any thing so chimerical be thought of as an auempt to turn master to the 
deaf and dumb, in the art of signing . . What should .... 'e expect from an European 
who should undertake to teach his own ... language, to a SOUlh-Sea hlunder, who lYas 
henceforward 10 live umong Europeans ... Should wc suspect that the teacher would 
set about new modelling, methodizing and enlarging this ... language as the readiest 
method to make the islander acquuinted wi th the European tongue ... (p. 77) 

Unrortunately for the language planners, the changes have not been as great 
as they would have liked. H earing people often try to invent new signs or sign 
systems for deaf people (e.g. new fi ngerspeUing alphabets or complete new 
systems such as Paget-Gorrnan) b ut t hese have never been totall y accepted. 

ST ANDARD ISAT ION 

One of the causes of language change is standardisation . The standard form 
of a language is th e one used by the educated elite of th e language commu
nit}' and so it has high prestige. II Cllts across regional differences and is an 
institutionalised norm which can be used in the mass media, to teach fo reign
ers, etc. It is usually the form of the language that is written, has had its 
grammar described and is found in the dictionary. Once it has developed it 
changes very slowly. 

It is by no means clear that there is a standard form of BSL. Standard 
English is the language lIsed by the hearing social elite, and is not regionally 
identifiable. The BSL of the social elite, however, is regionally marked . 
Standard EngliSh is the dialect that is taught" to second language learners of 
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English; learners of BSL learn local dialects of BSL. Standard English is 
written, taught in schools and is validated by being preserved in dictionaries 
(any words from non-standard fo rms of English that do make it into diction
aries are clearly marked as being non-standard) . However, there is no wri tten 
form of BSL, and BSL has only recently been officially reintroduced to 
schools, where it is not always taught by native signers. T he BSUJ3nglisIJ 
Diclionary has only recently been published and contains a limited number 
of signs. Standard English is used on television and radio and by government 
orga nisations. BSL on television is not standard and deaf television present
ers use different regional signs. Despite these major differencesJ there is no 
doubt that British deaf people recognise BSL as one language. We have seen 
that there arc certain signs that arc accepted as being those one uses across 
regions. Sometimes standard isation of a particular sign can be traced to the 
intluence of single individuals or small groups. For example, in the past t.here 
were u number of different regional signs fo r 'people', many of these have 
been lost and have been replaced by the sign PEOPLE (a compound of MAN 
+ WOMAN) lhought to have been spread by social workers. The sign 
GOVERNMENT used on television (and consequently spreading through
out BSL) was imported· by peop le who had attended international confer
ences. Il is possible that some form of Standard BSL is slowly emergi ng, but 
with the social context of BSL being so different from that of English, there 
is no certainty as to what form it will take. 

SU MMARY 

This chapter has described some of the variety seen within BSL in relation to 
d ifferent social contexts. We have seen that the lexicon and grammar of a sign 
language differs in diITerent social groups within a Deaf communilY. We have 
also seen that there are regional dialects in BSL, just as there are in English. 
Situation will also affect the choice of B$L variety. Looking at BSL in a his
torical context, we have see n that like all living la nguages, BSL has changed 
to reflect changing socicty. 

EXER CISES FO R CHAPTER 2 

1. Here you need to think about the way that th e social situation will lIfrect a 
signer's language. 
(a) Consider different contexts for conversation (e .g. legal matters) 

education, deaf politics, lunch, cars) health, linguistics, fi shing) world 
politics). I-Iow would the context affect your signing? 

(b) Consider how YOll would change the signing you use with different 
cOllversational partners (e.g. a child, your mother, your best friend, 
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your partner, a hearing person who can sign quile well, a hearing 
person who signs very little, a foreign deaf person, a television audi
ence, an old er person, a meeting of five colleagues, a room of fifty 
people, etc.). 

(c) Consider different reasons why you nught be talking or signing (to tell 
a story, to arrest somCQne, to deliver a lecture, to tell someone off, to 
make friends, to interview someone, [Q build up and solidify a fr iend
ship, to seduce someone, to ask a favour, etc.). How would th is affect 
your signing? 

2. Compare video clips of the same signer in twO different social situ ations. 
Watch the t\vo clips and identify linguistic features that you find different 
in the two contexts. include the following: 
(a) the different use of mouth patterns (is onc more 'E[]glish' and one 

more 'BSL'?) 
(b) the diffe rent facial expressions 
Cc) the varying amounts of 'geslurc' in the signing 
(d) the different amounts of fingerspelung 
(e) the size of signing 
(t) the speed of signing 
(g) the use of space 

3. Compare video clips of three signers of different ages. Try to find one 
signer over seventy, one in their for tics, and one a teenager. \X1hat 
differences arc there in their signing that might be attributed to their ages? 

4. What signs can you think of that must have come into BSL during your 
lifetime because the concept d id not exist before then? 

5. Think about the idea of a 'standard' dialect of BSL. 
(a) Is there a standard form of BSL? 
(b) Is there a single dialect thac is used by the educated elite of the Deaf 

community? 
(c) Is there a single dialect that has high prestige? 
(d) Is there a single dialcctthat cutS across regional differences? 
(e) Is there a single dialect that is an institutionalised norm which can be 

used in the mass media? 
(t) Is there a single dialect that is used to teach 'foreigners' (Le. hearing 

people)? 
(g) Is there a single dialect that is written? 
(h) Is there a single dialect that is found in the dictio nary? 
(i) Might thcce be one in the futu"? 
(j) Should there be onc? 
(k) Is tl1ere a dialect that is not a standard yet but you think should be? 

Why? 
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Chapter three 

Constructing sign sentences 

Syntax is the term for the way that words or signs are put together to create 
meaningful sentences and phrases. Although there are conventions in written 
English to mark the beginnings and ends of sentences, there is no formal 
agreement on what a sentence is. 1t is very difficult to define a sentence, but 
most people have a rough feeling that they know a sentence when they see or 
hear one. 

Although words have their own meanings, the order of words or signs in a 
language is just as important in relation to meaning. If words and signs are 
not combined according to the syntactic rules of the language, the meaning 
is either lost, changed, or becomes unclear. 

Before we can address the syntax ofBSL sentences in much depu1, we need 
to consider the idea of 'proforms', and how and why BSL uses them. 
Understanding and using proforms in BSL is essential for the understanding 
of me syntax of BSL. 

A proform is anything that refers to, and stands in the place of, something 
previously identified . The identification may have been made llsing a sign for 
the referent, or the referent may be present for all to sce. For example, the sign 
CAR has a related proform (a 'B' hand (see Conventions for an explanation 
of this and other symbols)) that is used to provide more information about 
the location of the car and the action it is involved in. This type of strucmre 
is also found with MAN and CAT ('G', 'V' or '\1', depending on the context), 
CAKE ('5' hand), PLATE CB' hand), and many other signs. 

Pronouns are a familiar type of proform to those who know English. A 
pronoun stands in place of a previously mentioned noun . 'Pronoun' li terally 
means 'in place of a noun' . A 'proform' is any form that stands in the place 
of, or does the job of, some other form. 1t is often a noun, so the terms 
'proform' and 'pronoun' may seem to be the same, but we keep the term 
'pronoun' to mean J,you, he, she, it, we, them, etc., and we use 'proform' for a 
more specific BSL structure . 

41 
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Pronouns contain information relating to who is being talked about, and 
how many of them there are. This info rmation is called 'person' and ' number'. 

Person refers to who is being talked about: in fir st person, the speakers or 
signers refer to themselves, or thcmsdvcs and some others. In second person, 
the speakers or signers refer to the conversational partncr(s) . In thu-d person, 
the speakers or signers refe r to anyone or anything else, apart ftom speaker 
or signer, and conversational partners. 

N umber tells us how many individuals are involved. T he English number 
system only has singular and pIUr'dl, so we only know if there is only onc 
person involved or more than ol1c.'l be BSL number system is more complex. 

Pronouns can only have meaning when th e referent can be identified. In 
the sentence ThaI's IllS book we need to know who 'he is. In She won 'I like it, 
we need to know who 'she' is. ' I' and 'you' are easier to identify, because the 
referents are often presen£. If a speaker says 'T' we know who is being referred 
to, and we know who 'you' refers to, because ' I' is talking to 'you'. In writing, 
or on the telephone, however, we may not know who 'T' refers lO, because the 
speaker or signer is not present. 'We' in English is a bit harder to identify. It 
includes the speaker, but who el se? If 11 person says, I~ will go shopping on 
Saturday does that mean 'the speaker and a friend', or ' the speaker and their 
fami ly' or 'the speaker and the whole of London' ,or 'the speaker and the res t 
of England' or 'the speaker and the conversational P3Ttner'? The context of 
the sentence almost always identi fi es 'wc'. 

Pronouns in BSL arc articulated by pointing to a location associated with 
the noun. The form of the point is the same in all pronouns, but the location 
of the point varies depending on the location assigned to the noun . Pointing 
has many other functions in BSL so we use the term 'index' to refer to 
pronoun pointing. 

Pronouns ill BSL are similar to those in English, but there are five m!lin 
differences. 

(1) BSL does not distinguish between 'he' and 'she', but English 
does. Many languages do not mark this difference, fo r example Finnish and 
Hungarian.This does not mean that these languages are somehow less perfect 
than English. It just means lhat dley are different. Even English does nor 
always make this gender distinction in its pronouns, because 'they' can be 
used to refer to more than one woman, or more than onc man, or a group of 
men and women. 

(2) BSL has many more pronou ns than English. English has pro
nouns for one, and pronouns for more than onc. For 'singular' (pronouns 
referring to onc) , we have 1, he, she, il, and you. For 'plural' (pronou ns refer
ring to more than one wc have we, and they. They covers he, she and it, while 
you is the same whether it is singular or plural. 

BSL has p ronouns for (ind ividual) onc, two, thn.--c, four and five (although 
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there is some d isagreementaboUl five) and for (plural) many.T his means that 
instead of being limited to wc, as English is, BSL has WE-TWO, WE
THREE, and possibly WE-FOUR and WE-FlVE as well as WE-ALL and 
EACH-OF~US:rhe same applies to ' you' and 'they'. . 

(3) BSL does not always use possessive p ronouns th e way English 
does. In BSL, pointing is 3lso used fo r possession, such as 'my', 'your', 'ours', 
etc., where this is regarded as 'inal ienable', or 'permanent', for example ' his 
name', 'your husband', 'their children', 'my kidneys'. T he usual possess.ive 
pronouns with d osed fist (MY, OUR, YOUR) are. only used for possesSIOn 
regarded as transitory, temporary, or capable ofbemg changed . 

(4) BSL pronouns include ad ditional infor mation ahout the noun, 
In the signed form:TEACHER Index) (where we sign TEACHER, and then 
point _ meaning 'the teacher, he .. .') the pronoun refers both to the tea~her, 
and also to where he is. English pronouns do not tell us where a person IS. 

(5) The English pronoun it refer s to almost a nything that is not a 
person. English uses it to refer to a house, a dream, an aeroplane, a 6-foot 
strawberry gateau, tbe whole or the USA, the whole world, or a tiny virus. So 
English it is used for anything of any size or shape, j u~t so long as it is not 
human (with a few exceptions). 

BSL can use a simple point with the index fi nger to refer to any 'it', bu t it 
also uses so many different handshupes for different shaped and sized refer
ents, that we give this group of pronouns the speci.al name ' proforms'. . 

There are many proforms in BSL but we arc gomg la focus on three baSIC 

groups of proforms used frequently in BSL (and a fourth handshape which 

is slightly different): 

(1) A single fmge r ('C'): this stands for referents which are considercd to be 
long and thin: PERSON, PENClL, TOOT HBRUSH, TUBE-TRAlN, 

etc. 
T he 'G' hand is used when an object is represented as having onc 

dimension (length or height). 

(2) A flat hand ('B'): this stands for referents representcd as having lWO 

dimensions: BED, PLATE, TABLE, CAR, PICTURE, etc. 
The same handshape can be used as a proform for many signs, e.g. a 

fiat 'B ' hand can SLand fo r nouns such as WALL, VEHICLE, TABLE, 
CARD, FAX, BICYCLE, PLATE. The '8' hand occurs in d ifferent 
orientations: palm-down (e.g. in FAX); palm-up (e.g. in PLATE); and 
palm-sideways (e .g. in WALL). 

The Swedish linguist, Lars \X1nllin, has said that this handshapc is used 
when objcc lS arc represented as having a top and a bonom, and with two 
dimensions as mOSl im portant (or 's31ient'). it is interesting that Irish 
Sign Language and ASL proforms for cars and other similar \'chides 
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have lhe palm facing sideways (representing length and depth), while the 
BSL proform has the paJm facing down (representing length and width), 
The languages arc foc using on different dimensions, but all still 'see' cars 
as two-dimensional. 

(3) A curved 'clawed' hand ('5'): this stands for referents represcntcd as 
having thrce dimensions, whcther square or round: a building. a rock, a 
cake, a bush, etc. Two slightly different hands ha pes are used, one with the 
palm facing down (c.g. fo r H OUSE) and one with the palm facing side
ways (e.g. fo r M UG). but both are represellled as three-dimensional, 
wi!h length, width, and depth. 

(4) '1\\10 fingers extended and spread ('V' or ''V') . These are slightly diffe rent 
from the previous examples, because thcy do not focus on d imcnsions. 
T hcy foclls on the legs (or sometimes the eyes) of a person or animal. 
T hey are included here because although they do not replace the signs 
LEGS or EYES, they are used to represent the movement or location of 
a person or animal previously identified . For example, ulis proform 
would be used in 'the child ran down the stairs' and 'the cat shot out 
through the cat-fiap'. 

In BSL the full sign is normally produced ftrst, followed by the proform. 
The full sign is usually needed to identify the referent. Otherwise, while it will 
be possible to identify some features of the referent as, e.g" fl at or long, it will 
not be clear what it is. 

Pronouns, u nlike the proforms described here, do not have 'dimensions' . 
In some ways, pronouns are 'zero-dimensional'. T hey point out a grammati
cal area where II person or !hing is placed~ but there is no reference 10 shape. 

Preforms allow signers to move signs freely in signing space. T he impor
tance of proforms can be seen m ost clear ly when wc think about fu ll signs 
which either use t\vo hands or arc anchored to the body. Because preforms 
use only one hand, and arc not body-anchored, lhey call be placed in different 
locations, rcpeated and moved. ~rll is freedom of movement is often not pos
sible fo r the full signs. T here are some one-handed signs, made in the space 
in front of the body, for which proforms are not used, because the signs them
selves are free to movc. This freedom is important because BSL uses ~ pace to 
provide so m uch grammatical information. The placement and moveme nt of 
signs in space indicate their relationship to each other. 

When we comider proforms, it is also worth discussing classiners, because 
proform s are among those signs that contain classifters. Classifiers are found 
in many languages, not only in sign languages. In the broadest scnse, they 
label referents as belonging to a particular meaning group, such as refcrents 
that share the same shape, or arc living, or are male. French uses le and la to 
classify nouns' referents as masculine or feminine . English does nOt have 
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Fig.3. 1 (SOMEONE) PASS 

many classifiers, but there arc some examples like sheet of papClj piece of fruit, 
head of cal/le, stick of wood, or blade of grass. All these words put the nouns' 
referents into cenain classes. Using -ess as n suffix to mark females (e.g. stew
ardess, hostess, actress, etc.) is also an example of classifier llse. Other languages 
use classifiers much morc, such as Chinese and many South American lan
guages. In one South American Indian language) lIIa-mamak means 'banana' 
and ma-kanu means 'canoe'. At first glance these [\','0 referents do not appear 
to belong to a common category, but people with an interest in sign linguis
tics often quickJy spot that canoes and bananas have a similar shape, so th e 
language uses the classifier ma for both nouns. All the classifiers mentioned 
above are <noun classifiers'; they label nouns as belongin g to specifi c cate
gories. Languages also have ' predicate classifi ers', In order to understand 
these, we need to define what a predicate is. 

PREDICAT ES 

A predicate is anything tilal makes a statement about a noun or a noun phrase. 
Predicates can be nouns, verbs, verb phrases or adjectives. In the BSL sen
tence (SOlvtEONE PASS) 'A person passed by', the subject is SOMEONE 
and the predicate PASS (fig. 3.1 ); in MAN ILL 'The man is ill ', the subject 
is M AN and th e predicate is ILL. 

In BSL sentences relating to location or movement, the predicate contains 
info rmation about the location or movements of the subject. In the first 
example above, the predicate PASS not' only curries information about the 
movement, bur the handshape shows that the subject is an ind ividual human. 
However, in the sentence MAN ILL, there iS!lo information in the handsh ape 
of ilL to indicate that the subject is an in dividual human. Unlike the 'G' 
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Fig. 3.2a Ungrammalieal sentence 
-I<DENMAR K-IS-SURROUNDED
BY-WATER 

Fig. 3.2b Grammatical sentence DENMARK 3D-PRO-SURROVNOED-BY
WATER 

handshape in SOMEONE, not all noun handshapes Cll n occur in predicates. 
Elisabeth Engberg-Pederscn points this out in her research on Danish Sign 
Language. In the sentence ' Denmark is surrounded by water' rhe handshape 
of the subject DENMARK cannot occur in the prediclIte IS-SUR
ROUNDED-BY-WATER. Hence the example in figure 3.2a is ungrammati
ca!. T he handshape of DENMARK can be replaced with a '5' hand in the 
predicate to create a grammatical sentence (fig. 3.2b). 

In other examples, the handshape in the predicate does not appear in the 
subject noun phrase. For example. in 'The car drives up the hill ' (CAR Veh
CL-DRlVE-UP-H1U~) the dassifier handshape for the car (the 'B' hand
shape) oruy occurs in the predicate (fig. 3.3). 
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Hg.3.3 'The car drives up the hill ' 

The lnnguage identifies different referents as belonging to the same class 
(e.g. bus, lorry. boat. etc.) so they use the same predicate classifie r even if the 
noun signs are different. The term 'classifier' is used because the handshape 
'classifies' the referent as belonging to a particular group. We can sec from this 
where proforms fi t into the idea ofclnssifi crs.The handshapes of the proforms 
arc defined by dle class of the nouns (e.g;. objects seen as one-dimensional, 
two-dimensional, or three-dimensional, etc.). 

Predicflte classifi ers form parts of verbs. DENMARK in the earlier 
example is not part of a classifier group, because it does not belong to any 
class and is not part of a verb. 

CLASS IFTI]RS 

Linguists have described classifiers in two ways. One way has been to use the 
term ' classifier' to mean any handshape which is used in signs referring to 
similar objects ('noun cl assifiers') and the other is to restrict the term 
'classifier' solely ro predicates. Mary Brcllnan's definition, in the BSI./Englislz 
Dictumary, is very broad. Any handshape that can be used to denote a group 
of referents that share any similar features is called a classifier. The shared fea
lures can be the shape and size (e.g. something small and round). or the way 
they arc handled (e.g. something held between finger and thumb), or some 
shared abstract meaning (e.g. all motorised vehicles). This broad defin ition 
weakens the use of the sp(.'Cialist term classifier. Any sign with some visually 
motivated link between form and meaning in this definition is labelled as a 
classifier. Most sign linguists in the USA and elsewhere reslrict the use or the 
term classifier to elements that meet the following criteria: 
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Fig. 3.4 'T he cat sits.' 

(3) they refer to a group that" shares some common features; 

(b) they are proforms (that is, they substimte for more ~pecifi c signs); 

(c) they occur in verbs of morjon or location. 

A clear defi nition of rhe more specific concept of classifi er has been given 
by Clayton VaUi and Ceil Lucas: 'A classifier is a handshape thal is combined 
with location, orientatioll, movement and non-manual features to fo rm a 
predicate. It is a symbol for a class of objects: Tn 'T he car went past', the 
subject is CAR and the predicate is Veh-eL-PASS. The classifter handshape 
is a fiat hand, with palm facing down. The same handshapc would be used 
with any motorised four-wheeled vehicle. 

[n 'The cat sits' , the subject is CAT and the predicate is Animal-CL
SIT(fig. 3.4). The same classifier handshape would be used for any animals 
wilh similar fearures. We can Sl..'e from Valli and Lucas 's definition that 
classifier predicates have twO parts - a movement morpheme and a classifie r 
handshape morpheme. Movement morphemes may be of Lhe following 
types: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Existence - the hand movement does not mean that the noun itself is 
movi.ng. For example, in order to describe the shape of a bus, or a stack 
of coins, the movement of the hand outlines the shape (fig. 3.5a) . 

Motion - the movemenL of the hand represents the motion of a moving 
referent, e.g. BICYCLE-PASS (fig. 3.5b) . 

Location - the movement of the hand places a referent in a particular 
location, e.g. ANlMAL-LOCATED-AT, HOUSE-LOCATED~AT (fig. 
3.5c). 
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Fig.3.5a Existence: STACK-OF
COINS 

Fig.3.Sb MOlion: BICYCLE-PASS 

Fig. 3.5c Location: HOUSE
LOCATED 

Classifi er predicate handshape morphemes may include Whole Entity, 
Handling, and Extension. In a Whole Entity-CL the handshape represents a 
whole referent. This may be in terms offearures (such as 'animate' or'human '); 
or in terms of its dimensions or shape (also called Size and Shape Specifiers). 
In a Handling~CL, the ha ndshape shows the con figuration of the hand as it 
moves, uses or tracks an object or part of an object. Extension-CLs trace the 
shape of an object and include handshapes used to represent surface areas. 

The same referent can be represented by different handshapes depending 
on the predicate. For example, a sheet of paper can be represented by a Whole 
Entity-CL, (in this case, a 'B' hand) in the !\entenee 'The sheet of paper was 
lying on the rabic', and by a H andling-C L (in this casc, an '6' hand) in the 
sentence 'Someone was carrying a shcct of paper'(fig. 3.6) . 
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Fig.3.6 Predicate ha!ld~hnpes representing SHEET-OF-PAPER ('Cl' and 'B') 

The sentence J-LOOK-AT-YOU does not contain a predicate classifier 
because the handshape does not represent a class and LOOK here is not a 
spatial verb (i t does not describe the existcnce, location, or movement of the 
subject). The handshape is visually inspired in somc way at a metaphorical 
level, but it is not with in the grammatical system of predicate classifi ers (sec 
fig. 8.9). 

Is the handshape in WALK a classifie r? It occurs in a verb of movement, 
and it has a meaningful handshape. It has 'two things sticking out', bur it is 
not cl ear that there is a natural class of referents with 'two-things-sticking out'. 
In LOOK and WALK it would see m that we have classifiers, but the former 
represents gaze direction, and the laner, legs. The nouns FORK and SNAKE 
represent further examples of different referents with 'two-th ings-sticking
out' . In contrast, classifiers need to form a genuine and natural group with 
shared meaning, e.g. 'vehicles'. 

Understanding proforms and classifiers in 13SL is essential for under
standing the rules of sign order in BSL. We will return to classifiers again 
when we discuss verbs in chapler 8. 

SIG1\: ORDER 

One area of BSL that many people are confused by is the question of sign 
order.There is no full description of correCl sign order in BSL.This can make 
it very difficult for people learning BSL, and also for people teaching it. 

However, it is imponant to understand that BSL does have its own rules 
for the order of signs, and that these rules are different from English. This is 
important for people who want to use simultaneous signing and speaking. h 
is impossible to speak English and sign BSL at the same time. Il is sometimes 
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possible for vcry short phrases, but not fo r more than that. If there are more 
than !\VO or three signs, either the signs have to follow English ord er, or the 
words have to follow BSL order. 

People whose firs t language is English often think in English and translate 
into BSL as they go aJong. ' rIlis can result in signing fo llowing English order. 
It is irnporront to note that using BSL signs in English order may help 
communiclltion if someone does not know much BSL. It might be better to 
communicate with some signs rather than nOt at all, or only in spoken English. 
But it wouJd not be BSL. 

Before introducing the rules of BSL order, it is important to be fa miliar 
with the terms used to refer to the parts of sentences . Sentences can be 
divided into two basic parts: the subject and the predicate. The subject is the 
theme or topic and is most often a noun, noun phrase, or pronoWl.Thc pred i
cate is the rest of the sentence and serves to say something ubout who or what 
is receiving the action (the goal, or, grammaticaUy, the object). 

Linguists traditionally distinguish 'direct' from 'indirect' objects. The direct 
object is directly affected by the action of the verb, while the indirect object 
receives the object of the action, benefits from the action, or experiences it. 
For example, in the sentence Maud gave M illicent a lomaw, ,Vfaud is the 
subject, and gave M illicent a lomato is the predicate. Within the predicate gave 
is the verb; a lomaw is directly affected by the action, and is therefore the 
direct object.; while M illicem receives the object, and is therefore the ind irect 
object. Another way in which a sentence can be described is as consisting of 
a topic and a comment, which we will d iscuss in more detail below. Some rules 
ofBSL order arise from the features we have already discussed in this chapter. 

Full signs and profol'tns 

To use a proform, it is u sually necessary to sign the fu ll sign and then the 
proform. In BSL, to sign 'l 'be car goes under the bridge', 'car' and 'br idge' 
come in twice, as a sign and as a classifier, as may be seen in figure 3.7. See 
al so figure~ 3.3 and 3.4. 

Ad;ectives 

Another important rule in BSL relates to the order of adjectives and nouns. 
An adjective describes a noun. The signs BOOK, NlAN, and DOG are nouns. 
The signs HOT, COLD, TALL, SHOKI~ OLD, YOUNG, FREN CH, 
GER1vlAN, N EW, HANDSOME, RED, and GREEN are all examples of 
adjectives. 

In some languages, the noun goes fi cst and the adjective second (e.g. 
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Fig.3.7 'The car goes under the bridge' 

Hebrew: 'scfer atik' tran slated as 'book old '), and in other languages the ad jec
tive goes fi rs t and the noun second (e.g. Russian 'staraya kniga' translated as 
'old book') . BSL usually puts the adjective second, and Engli sh usually puts 
it first . Wc will discuss adjectives in morc depth in a later chapter, bur it is 
useful at this point to recognise that the choice of order in BSL depends to 
nn extent on the sentence and context For example. a person offering a 
choice of hot food or cold food would sign H OT FOO D, and in this context 
FOOD HOT would be odd. Por now, it is worth maki ng a b~neral rule thal 
adjectives usually come after nouns in BSL This is another example of why 
signi ng and speaking at the same time is difficult. 

It is important to note that BSL can also build adjectives into nouns, by 
changing the form of the noun. Por example, while it is possible to sign BOX 
SMALL,it is more com mon to arti culate tIle sign with the size or shape incor~ 

porated, so we have the sign SMALL-BOX, or LARGE-BOX, or ROUND~ 
BOX (see fig . 3.8a). As well as incorporating adjectives into nouns, they can 
be incorpor,Hcd into the noun's proform, for example BOOK THICK~ 
BOOK (fig. 3.8b). 
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Fig.3.8a SMALL-BOX 

Fig.3.8b BOOK THICK· BOOK 

Setting the time 

When signing, a lime framework is ~et up to establish when events happened. 
This is necessary in I3SL beca use information about time (such as reference to 
the past) is not in every verb as it is in English, as we will see in more detail in 
chapter 7. Therefore tl time frame (e.g.YESTERDA Y) is marked at the begin
ning of a signer's fir st sentence. All foUowing sentences are assumed to have fol
lowed in time order until the time frame is changed :YESTERDAY GIRL EAT 
CAKE vs. English 111e girl ale the cake yesterday. "GIRL EAT CAKE YES
T ERDAY is ungramnunical. A m ore general time marker like BEEN can also 
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be used t.o set the time fram e, \vith more specifi c information later in r11e scn ~ 
tenee. For example in YESTERDAY BEEN LECT URE ME, the framework 
is established fi rsl, but BEEN LECTURE ME YESTERDAY is also lIccept_ 
able, because the general Lime frame 'past' is set up at the beginning. 

Asking questions 

In questions, the question sign is usually placed a[ the end in BSL: 

KEYS WHERE 'Is. Where are lhe keys? 
TOM WHO 'Is. Who's Tom? 
LINGUISTICS WHAT vs. What is li1lgllistics? 
TICKErs HOW~MANY vs. How mallY tickets? 
T RAIN LEAVE WHAT-TIME 'IS. What time does lhe lrain leave.-

It is also worth noring that since BSL question signs are different from 
English, questions like 'what timc' arc single units. 

T he qucs Lion sign may also be placed both at the beginning and the end of 
the sentence, for example: 

WHERE KEYSWI-JERE 

Pronoun copy 

In pronoun copy, the index used for the pronoun is repeated at the cnd of dle 
sentence. It is very common in BSL, for example: 

GfRL Index) RICH Index) ('llte girl is rich') (fig. 3.9) 

Index l Or.'.AF Index l Cl am deaf') 

In English we might say The girl's rjch~ she is, or / am deaf, J am, but lhis is 
unusual in Standard English, and much less common than pronoun copy in 
BSL. 

Pronoun copy is often accompanied by a head nod, especially if the sen. 
rence is emphatic. 1l is also possible to leave out the manual sign altogether 
and JUSt nod in the direction of th e pronoun. 

Nouns a nd verbs 

Sometimes in BSL nouns come before verbs, and sometimes verbs come 
before n OUt1~. The reasons for the difference are clear. We havc already said 
that the fu ll sign mu st come before the proform.This means that if" proform 
is used in a verb) th en the noun must come firSt, e.g. CAR Veh-CL-BACK_ 
UP. Where proforms arc not involved, other factors [Ire important. 1n 
MAKE CAKE or LIGHT FIRE or PAINT PAINTING, the vcrbcomes first 
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Fig. 3.9 'The girl is rich' 

and then the noun. In FOOD PACK) GLASS BREAK, or WALL PAINT, 
the noun comes firs t and then tbe verb. This is because verbs are of MO types 
- 'effective' and 'affectivc' . 

'b k " k ' 'I ' ht' 'paint' (a) Effective verbs make something cxiH - c.g. [I e, ma e, 19 , 
(a picture). 

Cb) Aifectjve verbs act. on something that already exisls - 'cat', 'hit', 'break', 
'pack', 'paint' (a wall). 

In other words: the fire does not exist until \vc light it; the paintin~ does not 
exist until wc paint it, etc. But [be lunch is there to pack; the glass IS there to 
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Fig. 3. 1 Oa l-ASK-YOU Fig. 3.1 Ob YOU-ASK-M E 

break; the wall is there to paint, etc. BSL represents this logic by ordering the 
nouns and verbs accordingly. 

MAIN EL EMENTS IN SENT ENCES 

So far we have considered the order of some signs within a sentence. We will 
now consider the general structure of the whole sentence. Linguists have 
categorised the world's languages according to the order of th e main elements 
in sentences: the subject, the verb, and the object. Information about which 
word is the subject or the object may be given in three basic ways: through 
inflectional morphology, the fo rm of the word, and word order. 

Inflectional morphology 

An example of information through infl ectional morphology in English is the 
addition of /-sl to the ending of a verb to mark if a 3rd person singular (he, 
she, it, the man, etc.) is performing the action, e.g. He asks mo/her vs. J ask 
mother. BSL includes even more information in the verb, e.g. the direction of 
movement is different in J-ASK-YOU vs. YOU-ASK-ME (fig. 3.10), as wc 
will see in chapter 8 (see also figures 8.4 and 8.5). 

The form of the word 

In English, pronouns change depending on whether they arc the subject or 
object of the verb. f and he are used for subjects, e.g . I like mice or Fie likes mice. 
Me and him are used for objects, e.g. Mice like me or Mice like him. 
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In BSL there is no difference (in the manual component) between the pro
nouns for the subject and object. Many spoken languages also do not dis
tinguish subject and object p ronouns. 

Word order 

Word order can show which element is the subject and which the object. In 
English, for example, the subject comes before the object. 

Given that there are three basic elements (S, V, and 0), there are six ways 
they can be ordered . Different languages order them differently. Where lan
guages are highly inflected (see inflectional morphology above), word order 
is often less important grammatically because the relationship between 
subject and object is shown by the inflectional morphology. Some languages 
have free word order because they are so highly inflected, e.g. Latin, Quechua, 
and Navaho. Others have a preferred order for sentence elements . 

SVO - e.g. English, French, :mdThai 'the girl won the race' 
VSO - e.g. Welsh, Biblical Hebrew 'won the girl the race' 
OVS - e.g. Hixkaryana 'the race won the girl' 
OSV - e.g. Hurriun 'the race the girl won' 
VOS - e.g. Tzurujil 'won the race the girl' 
SOY - e.g. Turkish,Japanese 'The girl the race won' 

Seventy-five per cent of the world's languages use SVO or SOY. Standard 
English follows an SVO order, e.g. Jane smiled at Mary . Jane comes first 
because she is the subject. If Mary had done the smiling, she would have come 
first. However, this rule is less strong in casual spoken English than in formal, 
written Standard English. It is probably better to talk about preferred order, 
rather than what is allowed. In poetry and songs we can take even more lib
erties. David Crystal gives the following examples: 

Hear thou Ollr prayer - VSO 
Strange fits of passion have J known (Wordsworth) - OSV 

Just as spoken languages vary in their preferred order, so do sign languages . 
To a certain extent the order of the signs may be influenced by the spoken 
language of the surrounding community and the written language the signers 
knOw. However, the preferred order for Italian Sign Language is like that of 
spoken German and that of German Sign Language is like that of spoken 
ltalian. 

In English, word order is very important for identifying the subject and 
object. In our earlier sentence Jane smiled at lvfary only word order tell s us 
who smiled at whom. In BSL, sign order is not always so important. This is 
partly because of extra information carried in the verb, for example in 'I tele
phone you' (this will be discussed later). There are also other cues (especially 
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non-manual ones such as role shift and eye gaze changes - which will also be 
discussed later) which make the meaning dear. 

It hus been claimed that there is no fixed order in BSL, but only general 
preferences. In the past) it was said that this flexibility indicated that BS L was 
not a real language. However, fixed order is only one way of c reating meaning. 
Also like other languages (for example Spanish) BSL often omits the subject 
completely, especially where the subject is '1'. 

Influence of the spoken language on signers 

English can influence the order o f signs in BSL. This influence can come in 
many ways: 

(1) It may occur for some signers because sign language is their second lan
guage and the order of the spoken language dominates their signing. 
Signers whose first language is Engush often use English word order to 
a greater or lesser extent, even if they do not intend to. 

(2) Other signcrs who arc fluent in both English and BSL may choose ( 0 use 
n more English sign order when communicating with signers with good 
Engli sh skills but limited BSL. 

(3) In fo rmal situations signers often feel that signed English is required . 
There is no exact definition of signed English or BSL, but there may be 
times when signers use rather more English sign order in their DSL. 

(4) Signing is particularly infl uenced by English word order when the signer 
is signing while translating from a text. T V presenters who are signing 
fro m an autocue may follow a more English order than if they arc signing 
OUl of the srudio. 

R eal world knowledge 

Real world knowledge plays a rolc in deciding on word order in BSL at the 
sentence level. The order of signs ca n be flex ible if there is no question of who 
is doing the action or receiving the action. For example, 

GIRL CAKE EAT or CAKE GIRL EAT 

MAN NEWSPAPER READ or NEWSPAPER MAN READ 

are nil acceptable becau se cakes do not eat girls and newspapers do nOt read 
men . 

Tht: American linguist Scan L iddellhas pointed out that being able to \vork 
out the likely meaning of a sentence does not necessarily mean that it is 
grammatically correct. For example in English if we heard The 'lcwspapcr the 
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Fig.3.1 1 PIZZA EA' I:PIZZA 

mall read, we would be able to guess that the man read the paper and not vice 
versa, but we would still not feci the sentence conformed to the rules of 
Standard English . 

Note that in these examples, however, that the verb comes after the object. 
Tills is necessary because th e form of the BSL verb can vary, depending on 
the obj ect. For example, th e handshape in EAT is different in EAT-PIZZA, 
EAT-APPLE, and EA'f·HAMBURGER (fig. 3. 11 ) . In order to establish the 
correct form of the verb, the object often comes before it. 

Nouns receiving the a ction can be built into the verb 

Sometimes there is no need to think about the order ofdle signs because there 
is only one sign. For example, [here is no need to worry about whether the 
correct order is WASH FACE or FACE WASH bccause WASH-FACE is 
signed as a single unit (fig. 3.12).The same is true of SMOKE· CIGARETTE 
or OPEN-DOOR, etc. 

Topic-comm ent 

In BSL, the topic is usually established fir st, and then commented about. The 
topic is the subject of the sentence. It is also the focus, the old information, 
the theme of the discourse, or tht: person or thing about which the conversa· 
tion is taking place. 

The comment is what is said about the topic. It is also the predicate, and 
the new information about th e topic. 

The topic sets up a spatial, temporal, or individual fra mework within which 
the predication takes place. 

Temporal framework - e.g. 'During the war ... ' After the topic has been set 
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Fig. 3.12 WASH-FACE 

up, everything that follows is set in the time of the war. 'W'hen r was at 
schooL ' sets up a time fnlmework so that everything which follows is in that 
parti r.:u lar time. 'When 1 go on holiday next sununer. . .' sets up a time frame
work for talking about the future. 

Spatial framework - c.g. '1 saw a lovely house .. .' After this topic has been 
set up, everytbing th at foll ows belongs to that spatial framework of Ullking 
about the house. 

Nominal framework -C.g. 'Let me tell you about my sisler. . .'This sets up 
the nominal framework of talking about the signer 's sister. 

In topic-comment struc tures, the topic is set up and re-established each 
time it is changed. BSL is not the only language that sels up lopics and then 
commcnts upon them; topic-comm ent languages are common around the 
world . 

So, in BSL, the top ic is importam. It is marked in several ways. 

(1) It comes fi rst. 

(2) It is followed by a pause - e.g. SCHOOL (pause) LErr ER SEND. An 
English translation would be fl uoas the school thalsent lht! JeUel'. 

(3) T he eyes are widened during the topic, followed by a pause, e.g. 
__________ wide eyes question 

SISTER BEFORE LIVE Ajv1ERICA (pause) NOW COME-BAC K 

'Is your sister who was living in America, back now?' 

(4) It can be accompanied by a head nod, e.g. 

j n 

DOG CAT CHASE 

'It's the dog that cha ses the cat.' 

Main eleme1lts ill sentences 6] 

Fig. 3.13 READ-NEWSPAl'ER 

(5) T he topic may be signed and held with onc hand while producing the 
conun ent with the other hand, e.g. 

NEWSPAPER (nd) NEWSPAPER 

(d) READ 

'It's the newspaper that I'm reading.' (fig. 3. 13) 

Because different parts of a sentence can serve as topics and comments, 
the order of signs can vary, depend ing on what has been made the topic. Any 
of these is orders ;s possible if the topic is marked . 

GlRL EAT CAKE 

CAKE G IRL EAT 

EAT CAKE G IRL 

SVO 'As for lhe girl, she a te the cake' 

OSV 'As for th e cake, the girl ate it' 

vos 'As for eaLing the cake, the girl d id it' 

Top ics a re sometimes established by making the senlence into a ' rhetorical' 
question. For example. the signer may sign: 

________ q hn 

GIRL WHAT EAT CAKE 

'What about the girl? She's eating cake.' 
_____ _ q _ hn 

EAT CAKE WHO G IRL 

'As for eating the cake, who 's doing it? The girl.' 
______ ,q _ hn 

GIRL EAT WHAT CAKE 

'What's the girl eating? Cake.' 
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Tt is important to realise that these look like questions but are not really 
questions, and an answer is not expected. T hey merely serve to emphasise the 
topic. 

SUMMA RY 

In this chapter wc have considered pronouns and preforms in BSL. BSL has 
a rich syslem of signs to represent referents, and this system is rather different 
from English. 

Proforms vary depending on the shape and size of referents. Proforms are 
par licularly impor t~mt for BSL because BSL is a spatial hmb'l.lHge which 
moves signs in space. 

We have considered many of the influences on sign order in BSL. BSL h<ls 
defi nite rules about sign order, which are different from word order rules in 
English, so that speaking Engl ish and signing BSL at the same time is not pos
sible. 

Fu!I referents usually must come before proforms. Adjectives often come 
nfter the noun (or arc incorp orated into the form of the noun) . Question signs 
arc sentence-final, or can oecur both at the beginning and at the end of a sen
tence. Pronoun copy permits th e repetition of a pronoun at the end of a sen
tence . Nouns may precede or follow verbs, depending on whether the verb is 
affective or effective. 

The order of signs is influenced to some extent by English, bUl also by 
common sense and the way that nouns can be built into dIe verb. Finally, BSL 
sign order is controlled by the topic of the sentence, with whatever the topic 
is com.ing first. 

EXER CISES FOR CHAPTER 3 

I . Consider further the importance of proforms in BSL. 
a) Try placi ng the fo llowing signs in space in front of the body. Which 

are possible and fo r wh ich do you need proforms? 
(i) CU P 
(i,) VIDEO-CAMERA 
(iiO AEROPLANE 
(iv) TRAIN 
(v) CAR 
(VI) WOMAN 
(viij ROSE BUSH 
(viii) BED 

(b) Translate each of these examples into BSL and note where the full 
sign and the proform come: 

(i) video casselU$ on a shelf 
{il} boo~ piled 011 a rablc 
(iil) tables stacked OfllOP of each Oliler 
(ivJ a bomb under a car 
(v) a limpel stuck 10 the side of a ship 
(vi) a sheep jumpil1g over a hedge 
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2. Adjectives . . 
(a) Create sentences indud ing translations of lhe follow1I1g mto B$L and 

see how you use the adjectives in BSL: 
{iJ a short /iM 
(ii) my blue car 
(iii) the preny girl 
(iv) the thick book 
(v) his hol food 
(vi) the German President 

(b) What positions are acceptab le? rs the idea of a 'position' always rele
vant? Which adjectives go before th e sign, after the sign, at the same 
time as the sign, arc represented by proforms, or are incorporated into 

the sign? 

3. T ranslate the fo llowing sentences into 13SL, using pronoun copy. 
(a) W'hat is linguistics? 
(b) The boy stole the TV 
(c) Shc l1!On a gold mcdal. 

4. Sign order 
(a) T ranslate the following scnlences into BSL, thinking in particular 

about sign order. Is there only onc acceptable sign order, or can each 
sentence be signed in diffe rent ways? 
{iJ The man likes the woman 
(ii) The woman likes {he man. 
(iii) i fike yOUT sisler. 
(iv) The man reads a newspaper. 
(v) The boy stole a television. 
(vi) The girl ealS cake. 
(vii) The car hit the bHS. 
(viii) 1 pho/If you. 
(ix) You phonl! lIIe. 
(x) The cake ale tlte girl. 

Cb) Translate the sentences above into BSL using topic-comment struC
tures. 

(c) Vary the topics of the sentences. For example make the mml, the news
paper, or the reading of the newspaper the topic in the sentence The man 
reads the IICflJspaper. 
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5. U sing a BSL video clip, identify the pronouns and proforms that arc used. 
CH) For each pronoun that you identify: 

(i) say if the referent is present in me signing environm ent or if it 
needs to be speci fi ed by a separate sign 

(i i) say how many people arc referred to by the pronoun. 
Cb) For each proform th at you identify: 

( i) say what fu ll sign it replaces 
(i i) say if the proform describes one, two, or three d imensions, or 

the legs or eyes afthe referent, or ifil is another sort of preform 
(ui) say why you think the proform was used, e.g. to locate the sign, 

to indicate whether there was more than one referent, or to show 
how the referent moves. 

6. The followi ng tasks address central 'grammatical' ideas thut wc use when 
discllssing sign J;nguisti cs. 
(a) Mark the subject and predicate in (he following English sente nces: 

{ij The Ca! sal on the mat. 
(ii) Blisabeth ElIgberg-Pedersell and Cm'O] Padden have written some 

imc'resting papers 011 sign linguistics. 
(iii) /IOtJe the tvay you smile at me. 

(b) Mark the subject in the following English sentences. Also mark the 
direct and ind irect objects (wh ere applicable) . 
(I) You won the argument. 
(ii) The J"abbit ale a lot of lettuce. 
(iil) M aud handed M illicelUlhe offending photograph. 
{ivy Mary is a doctor. 
(v) '1 'he sun set slowly. 
(vi) I like mice. 
(viI) DiSTadi was me pn'me minis/er. 
(viii) I rode my bicycle up lhe hill. 
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Chapter four 

Questions and negation 

QU ES'rIONS 

All languages can ask questions. in chapter 1, where we discussed character
istics of communication systems, wc found that animals and traffi c lights 
cannot ask questions in th e way humans can with language. BSL can ask 
questions" just as well as English cao. 

Language users know how to aska question, bUlacrually a 'question' is quite 
difficult to define. Questions can be defined by their function (the reason fo r 
asking a question), or by their form or structure (ho\"", a speaker or signer knows 
that a sentence is a question, and not a command or a declarative statement). 

Anyone who knows English bas no problem saying what is and what is not 
a question. Tht same is true for sentences in BSL; signers know what is a 
question and what is not. I-lowever, it is much more difficult to describe th e 
rules for forming questions. 

QUEST ION FUNCTION 

Questions have a basic func tion in language - t hey can be trealCd as requests 
(or informatio n. One defini tion of a question is dlal it expects (although does 
not necessarily get) a response, and prefe rably an answer. 

A response is sometrung that follows and rclales to what another person has 
said, whether or not that other sentence was a que~tion. 

Mary: Lovely day! 
lane: Yes, alld I've heard it'll last. 
In this example,jane is responding to what M ary has said, but l\tlary's sen-

tence was not a question and jane 's response is not an answer. 
An answer provides information that is requested in a question, e.g. 
M ary: Is Ihe call1psr.air.r? 
jane: Yes. 

65 
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There are also occasions when information can be requested without 
asking a question, for example by a command to give information, e.g. Name! 

QUES TT ON STRUCTURE 

Linguists have found that questions differ from sentences that are not ques
tions (called 'declarative' sentences) in all languages, because they have one 
or more of the three features below: 

(a) a word or sign that signals a question 

Cb) a characteristic intonation pattern or fadal expression 

(c) a characteristic word or sign order. 

There are three main forms of question in BSL that we will discuss here: 
Yes-No, W'h-, and Alternative.\'7e will look at the role of question signs, facial 
expression and sign order in each of these three question forms. 

Yes-No questions 

These occur when the person asking the question asks for an answer that is 
'yes' or 'no' (also called 'confirmation' and 'negation'), e.g. 

Mary: Is there a king of France? 
Jane: No 
Other examples include: Didyou go to the deaf club yesterday? Have you got 

any children? Is there life on the moon? Is it really true tlzatyou drive a BMW? 
Do you like ice~cream? 

All these questions only expect yes or no as answers, although it may be pos
sible for the person answering to give a different answer. 

It bas sometimes been said that BSL does not have single manual signs 
meaning 'yes' and 'no'. The nodding of an 'A' hand or a 'V' hand, or the side
to-side shaking of an 'A' hand are used by some people for NO and YES, but 
these have been introduced into BSL through signed English . Many signers 
use only non-manual signs for YES and NO. There are many other manual 
signs that have some sort of 'no' meaning, but these all have more specific 
negation than just 'no' (as we will see later in this chapter). Other languages 
do not have single words for 'yes' and 'no', for example Irish. 

Questions are often answered in BSL by repeating part of the question 
(most often the verb) . For example: 

=:-::-:-:-:-= =====,q hn 
Mary: MOON LIFE EXIST-THERE Jane: EXIST-THERE 
Mary: 'Is there life on the moon?' Jane: 'Yes.' 

=:-::=-:-:-:-:-:::cq _hn 
Mary: ICE-CREAM LIKE Jane: LIKE 
Mary: 'Do you like ice cream?' Jane: 'Yes.' 

_=-==~q _ hn 
Mary: BUDGIE I-IAVEJane: HAVE 
Mary: 'Do you have a budgie?' Jane: ·Yes.' 
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Some questions look like Yes-No questions, but they are really requests for 
more information than a simple 'yes' or 'no'. For example, if Mary asks: 'Have 
you seen the cat?', it is rarely usefully answered ifJane says: 'Yes' . The ques
tion is understood as meaning 'Where is the cat?' even though it is not asked 
like that. 

Tag questions are a form of Yes-No question. They are attached to the end 
of declarative sentences. ]n BSL tag questions are formed by signing a sen
tence that is not a question, and then adding a sign that can be glossed as 
RlGHT or TRUE, with the appropriate facial expression for a question . For 
example: 

- - q 
THREE CHILDREN HAVE RIGHT 
'You've got three children, haven't you?' 

--q 
LAST- YEAR \X'ENT FRANCE TRUE 
'You went to France last year, didn't you?' 
[n both examples, only RIGHT or TRUE is accompanied by question 

facial expression, but it makes the whole utterance a question . These tags ask 
for confinnarlon of information, rather than for additional information. 

English also has tag questions with a similar structure, e.g. There are three 
children, right? However, there is a more common way to form tag questions 
in English: e.g. You haven't seen the cm, have you? 

In a Yes-No question in BSL there is no special question sign to show 
that the question is a question. While English does have special structures 
for Yes-No questions, it is possible to ask questions in English without 
using them: e.g. The eat's upstairs? Linda has children? This happened in 
the USA? This type of question is quite common, especially in spoken 
English. 

Instead of using special question signs, Yes-No questions in BSL are sig
nalled by facial expression. A Yes-No question is usually accompanied by 
raised eyebrows, opened eyes, and a slight backward thrust of the head and 
shoulders. 

However, the ' brows raised' rule, abbreviated br, does not always hold, 
because emotional facial expression is also important. For example, if a 
person is puzzled, or angry, the eyebrows may be dovm, even though the 
question is a Yes- No question . 

Sign order does not change in BSL Yes-No questions. For example, the 
manual part of CHIT...OREN HAVE could be a question or declarative sen
tence. 
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Wh~ questions 

T hese request new information from a wide range of possibilities. "Iney are 
called 'Wh~ queslions' because in English all Wh- questions contain a ques
tion word that begins with wh- (what, why, where, when, who, which, and how 
(in the past h(JWaiso began with wh-)). UnlikeYes-No questions, in BSL these 
questions do have a special question sign. Examples ofWh- questions include 
!Where did you go for your holiday? When does this progmmmefinish? lt1ho is lhat 
man? Why are you late? None of these questions can reason ably be answered 
by a simple yes or 110. 

French also has similar ' qu- questions' including the words qui, qtlelle,qlloz~ 
quand, comment, and combicn (although OU does not fit in). In n SL there is less 
similarity between these question signs, although many do have some sort of 
repeated moveme nt (WHAT, WHAT-FOR, WHO, WHICH, and WH ERE 
have a side-le-side movement and WHEN, HOW-MANY, HOW-M UCH, 
HOW-OLD have an internal movement) . WHY and HOW fit less well into 
this pattern, although they are also question signs. 

Facial expression is also important in Wh- questions. T he general rule for 
Wh- questions is that the brows are furrowed (abbreviated as 'bC), the eyes 
are slightly dosed, and the head is thrust slightly forward or slightly tilted to 
olle side. 

Again, though, th is is just a general rule. As wc said earlier with Yes-No 
qu estions, pU:lzlemcnt or anger can lead to lowered eyebrows. If the person 
asking the question is surprised or just showing polite imerest, then even 
though the Question has a \Vh- sign, the eyebrows are raised. 

The British linguist Margaret Deuchar has said that the facial expression 
is not so mueh 11 d istinction between Wh- and Yes-No questions, as between 
ones which request a lot of information and those which do not. 

The brows are fur rowed to show a puzzled face for Wh-, but only if the 
questioner genuinely does not know the answer. A mother talking la n toddler 
may ask 'Where'sFleddy?' in order to get the child to poim at a picture. Tn this 
case her eyebrows are raised and not furrowed. This is in contrast la a genu ine 
question wherc the mother does not know where the child put the (eddy (fig. 
4.1) , 

= -=-===",b,r 
TEDDYWHERE 
'Where's'Teddy? ' (questioner does not know dIe answer) 

======-,bc 
TEDDY WHERE 
'Where's Teddy?' (question with known answer) 
Raised eyebrows arc also used in I3SL to signal turn-taking.This means that 

signers raise their brows when they are ready to hand the signing turn to the 
other person. Por this reason, a Wh- question may end with raised brows. 

Fig. 4 .1 a Wh- question with unknown 
answer \V'}[ERE? 
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Fig. 4. 1 b Who question with known 
answer WHERE? 

Sign order is also relevant here. Wc said earlier in chapler 3 that in BSL, the 
question signs most often come at th e cnd of lhe sentence. Sometimes the 
Wh- sign comes both at the beginning and at the end of the sentence, as fo r 
example, in WHERE CAT WHERE. This can be analysed as a sort of'ques
tion copy', like 'pronoun copy' . It may also occur for emphasis. 

T he sign glossed as WHAT and another question sign made with palms 
turned upwards are oflen used as generai" question markers and as general 
markers for turn-taking. T hese arc always placed at the end of the sentence. 

Alternative qu estions (or Which·qucstions). 

These questions only allow for an answer already provided in the question. 
For example, If Mary asks IVollld yOIl like tea, coffee or milk? she allows Jane 
only the possibility of answering lea, coffee, or milk. She does not expect orange 
squash and also does nOl expect the answer Yes. In BSL these questions arc 
mainly distinguished from Yes- No qu estions by the optional use of the ques
tion sign WH ICH at the end: UKETEA COFFEE MILK WHICH. 

Note : it is possible to use lhe sign WHIC H in a Wh- question as well. For 
example,TODAY SANDWfCHES,WHICH FTLUNG? is an ordinaryWh
question because no choice is given in the sentence. TODAY SAND
WICHES HAM, CHEESE, PEANU'T~BU1TER WHICH? is a 'Which' or 
'Alternative' question becau se th e choices are given in the sentence. 

Rhetorical qu estions 

We have said that questions ask for information, but there are also times when 
this is not their function. Rhetorical questions are one type of question that 
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Fig. 4.2 True rhe(Qrio.;al question: 'Arc we finished? Not yet' 

does not expect an answer. T hey are not real questions because they are nOt 
a request for information. T heir form is the same but their function is 
diffe rent. T he ta~k of a rhetorical question is to emphasise what the person is 
saying and draw ,mention to a point. 

Rhetorical questions imply a closeness with the conversational partners 
because lhe use of a rhetorical question implies that the conversational part
ners know the answer and are thinking in the same way as the speaker or 
signer. Consider this example: 'And why have we asked this? Beclluse we 
know they won't tell us!' 

Rhetorical questions occur when speakers or signers ask a question with no 
expecmtion that it will be answered by the conversationaJ partner, or when 
taJking or signing to thcmse\v(..-'$. In the latter case the question may be 
answered by the signer or speaker themselves: e.g. 'Where did I put that? Oh, 
yes, in the kirchen.' 

T he America n linguist Ronnie Wilbur has described three types of ques
tion which do not expect an answer. T rue rhetorical questions (e.g. 'Are we 
fin ished? Not yet') hove appropriate facial expression (furrowed brows for 
Wh- questions, raised brows for Yes-No questions) (fig. 4. 2). 

Echo questions are a response to a previous utterance and mimic pan of 
that utterance - Mary: 'Where arc the keys? Jane: Where ... ? M aybe in the 
kitchen.' BSL has similar constructions (fig. 4.3). 

The third type Wilbur describes have often been confused with true 
rhetorical questions, but :m.: characterised by always having raised brows 
despite having the form ofWh- questions, for example (fig. 4.4): 

_ _ be 

(SEE) KEYS WH ERE KITCHEN 

,j 
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Fig. 4.3 Echo queslion: 'Where ... Maybe in the ki tchen' 

T hese serve to introduce a topic, and arc therefore It type of topic-comment 
structure, having a parallel with English sentences of the lYpe: iVhere the keys 
were last was in. the kitchen.. 

When interpreting from BSL to English, it is sometimes tempting to trans
late START WHEN FOURTEEN YEARS- AGO as So, when did it starl? 
Fourteen years ago. In fact it would be morc appropriate to translate this as 
1Vhcn it started was jourteen years ago or Il was joul"lc{;1I years ago when it 
started. 
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rig.4 .4 'lbpic-introducing question: 'Where I saw the keys was in the kitchen' 

NEGATION 

Negation is a grammatical coostruction, just as a question is. Tt is very difficult 
to dcfine negation exactly, bu t, as with questions, people who know a language 
know if a sentence has negation in it. English users know that the second of 
each of the following pairs contains negation: [like »lice vs. f don't like mice; 
Mice are nice vs. Mice are not nice; Henry missed the bus vs. HCllry did nol miss 
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the bits; She a/way! goes to umdon vs. She tlcvtr goes to wndon; There were mice 
in the house vs. There were 110 mice in the house. 

It is easy to confuse the linguistic notion of negation with 'bad' meanings 
or things that have 'negative emotions' in them. Some words have a 'bad' or 
'negative' meaning attached to thcm~ e.g. sad, disappoimed, depressed, or lie. 
But this is different from a sentence that has negation. Sentences contain 
negation because they say that something is not the case. They are nothing to 
do with how someone feels. We may not like the idea of spiders in the bath, 
but There are spider! in tlte bath is positive and There are no spiders in the bath 
has grammatical negation (even if we feel happier about that). r was very sad 
is a positive sentence; I was 1Iot very sad is a negation or that sentence. 

There are three main elements of negation in BSL: 

1) facial expression 

2) head movement 

3) negation signs, or signs with negation incorporated in them. 

Facial expression 

Facial expression alone does n ot negate a sentence (although it can accom
pany 'bad' feelings, or it can ex press doubt). For something to have gram
matical negation, there also needs to be a shaking of the head, or a negation 
sign. This is also true in E nglish, where negation is not carried by intonation 
(although sarcasm and disbelief can be). 

There is more than one negation facial expression. T here are different 
degrees of general negation fac ia l expression. At its mildest level, negation 
(abbreviated ' neg') facia l ex pression ca n be signed by having the lips pushed 
out a lirue bit and the eyes slightly narrowed . At a very extreme level, the eyes 
can be almost closed, the nose very wrinkJcd and the mouth very turned 
down, or the lip very eurled (fig. 4.5). 

Facial expression also involves mou th panern s. T here are several negation 
mouth patterns in BSL that accompany negation signs. Without the mouth 
pattern, the sign is not complete. Examples include mouth patterns we call 
'boo', 'vee', and 'thaw' (sce fig. 4.68, band i below). 

Head movements 

There arc two kinds of negation head movement in BSL. 

(a) The 'negation head turn'. The hcud turns and is held there. It may then 
be returned to a forward facing position. This half head turn often occurs 
as part of a negation sign, rather than as a way of negating a sentence. It 
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Fig.4.5a Weak negation Fig.4.5b Strong negation 

occurs with some specific ncgation signs, such as those rhat arc accom
panied by 'boo' and 'vec' (sec tlle section above on non-manual features). 

(b) A repeated side-ta-side movement of tlle head. This may occur together 
with other non-manual markers such as nose-wri nkling or drawn-down 
lips. This head-shake on its own can negate either a sentence or a sign. 

~nle repealed side-tc-side head shake can occur all through a sentence, or 
just at the end of it, in order to negate a ll that has come before. For example: 

'The woman didn 't watch television' could be signed 

~~c-~===c=c~~~~:cneg 
WOMAN TELEVISION WATC H 
with a negative head shake all tllrough it; alternatively th e sentence can be 

signed with the negation clement added at the end : 
_ neg 

WOMANTELEVlSIONWA:["CI-1 NO 
This also occurs in non-standard English, m ost famously in the fi lm 

ly.nYlIc'sWOrld, e.g. 'Great body! N ot! ' Tn Old English, it was quite a common 
way of negating senrences. 

Sentences can a lso be negared by add ing the head shake after the final sign, 
with no eXlra manual component. 

_ neg 
WOMANTELEVISIONWATCI-T 

Negation signs 

Englis h has many negation words, e.g. uo, 1I0t, nevel; nobody, none, nought, 
zero. It also has affixes, such as f/Il - and dis- which work in the same way to 

. . ? 
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change the sentence meaning. For example, unhappy is tJle negation of hafrPY, 
and displeased is the negation of pleased. There arc many negation signs in 
BSL. The following, found in me BSL dictionary, arc some of the most 
common : 

(1) flat hand, palm down and t.vlistingup, with the 'vec' mouth pattern.lt can 
be used alone or cun be attached to a verb as a sort of suffix, c.g. SEE + 
neg, or HAVE + ncg. ft is often used for denial of possession, presence, 
or experience (fig. 4.6a) . 

(2) fia t hand across the mou th, with the mouth pattern 'boo' or 'poo'. This 
uses the haJf head rum that we discussed earlier. It is often used fo r denial 
of existence (fi g. 4.6b). 

(3) Hat hands, palm down, crossed, moving out in a cutting action. This, tOO, 

uses the negation hulf head turn. It is often u sed with command s or 
instructions, so Illay be translated in English as 'don't'. It is often u sed in 
association with signed forms of English (fig.4.6c). 

(4) '0' or 'P' hands circling. They are sometimes glossed as NOTHING und 
NOBODY (fig. 4.6d). 

(5) fis (S, with palms away from the body, moving left and right, with a mouth 
pattern 'shhh'. This is usu ally glossed as NOT-YET (fig. 4.6e). 

(6) fist with the thumb extended moved out fro m under the chin . Often used 
to mean <not'. This is common among northern and Scottish signers and 
also in signing influenced by English (fig. 4.6f). 

(7) the 'B' handshape moved from side to side. 'l'his is particularly used to 
deny something or as :;J. negative answer 10 a rhetorical question (fig. 
4. 6g). 

(8) spread ' 5' hand that may be used as a suffix by some signers, for example 
WON'l~ WHY-NOT. NOT- BAD and SHAN'1 ' (fig. 4.6h). 

(9) the regional Welsh sign (an open '8' hand). This manual sign is accom
panied with the mouth pattern ' thaw', and can be glossed as N OTHING. 
T his BSL sign is not very well known outside Wales, but is widel}' used 
in New Zealand Sign Language, which is related to BSL .There are many 
people in New Zealand whose families originnlly came from Wales, so 
this sign may have been taken there from Wales (ftg. 4.6i) . 

( lO)the BSL verb SAY-NO. Some people cl aim that this has been borrowed 
from ASL; some people say the Am ericans borrowed it from BSL; and 
some people say it is chance that the two signs are similar. It is some
times glossed as sinl ply meaning N O, but acrually it is a verb (fig. 4.6j). 
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Fig.4.6a HAVEN'T*SEEN ('vec') Fig.4 .6b NO'FEXlST ('boo') 

Fig.4 .6c DON'T (command) Fig. 4.6d NOTHING/NOBODY 

Fig.4.6e NOT· YET Fig. 4.6f NOT 
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Fig.4.6g NO (to deny) Fig.4.6h WON'T 

F ig. 4.6i NOT HlNG (Welsh) (' thaw') Fig. 4.6j SAY·NO 

Separate signs 

There arc also signs that have their own negation form. These arc often verbs 
of experience o r sensation, such as DON'T-KNOW, DISAGREE, DON'T
REMEMBER, SHOULDW1~ DOW1~LlKE (fig. 4.7). 

In BSL it is common to have more than one negation marker in the sen
tence. In Standard English, only onc negation marker can appear in a sen
tcnce. However, many forms of non*standard English use multiple negation, 
JUSt as BSL does, e.g. :l person might say lre aitf'lgoillg tlowhereor I (um'l know 
'lOlhing. In BSL, a sentence such as DON'T-KNOW NOTHING is just a 
strong form of negaljon. 
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Fig. 4.7a UKE Fig. 4.7b DONT·LIKE 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter wc have discussed the importance of two grammatical 
constructions in BSL. We have seen that there are different types of questions 
that have different roles in the language. We have also seen that it is possible 
to describe rules about the way that non-manual features and d ifferent signs 
are u sed to make d ifferent questions. These rules are n Ot simple, because the 
facial expression that is used will vary depending on other factors . 

It is possible to negate positive ~cntences and say that something is nOl true. 
BSL does this in a variety or ways: facial expression, head movemenl, special 
negation signs, and changes to signs. 

EXER CISES FO H CHAPTER 4 

I. Yes-no qu estions 
(a) Translate the exam ples of Yes- No questions given below into BSI... 
(b) Sec if your questions feci correct with raised or furrowed eyebrows. 

(I) Is there a king of France? 
(il) Did you go to the Deaf club yesterday? 
(iil) Have )'ou gal any children? 
(iv) Is there life 011 the moon? 
(v) fs it really trtle lhatyou drive a BMW? 
(vi) Do you like ice-cream? 

(c) Imagine thal you were pU7.zled while asking your qu estions, or very 
angry. See if mey feel correct wim raised or furrowed eyebrows. 

2. W h- questions 
(a) Translate me examples ofWh- questions given below into BSL. 
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(b) See if your questions feel correct with raised or furrowed eyebrows. 
(i) W'hl're did you go for your holiday? 
(ii) H7h,en does this prograllllllcjillish? 
(iii) Who is that mall? 
(iv) W'lly are you late? 
(v) {Vhat's her naml'? 
(vi) How many cakes did you eat? 

(c) Im agine that you were surprised while asking your questions, or 
trying to encourage an answer. See if they feel correct with raised or 
furrowed eyebrows. 

3. Negation 
(a) Translate the following sentences into BSL and think how you would 

sign them and how you would sign Lhem with negation. 
(I) The eat's asleep. 
(t'i) Iltirefish . 
(iii) She hil lhe child. 
(iv) He's very sad. 
(v) There is life on the moon. 
(vi) The flowers I1re dead. 
(vii) I know him. 
(viii) She agrees with me. 
(ix) There arc spiders in the bath. 
(x) You catch the bus. 

(b) T ry signing these sentences with ll. negation facial expression only. Is 
this sufficienllo negate them? 

(c) D escr ibe the special ' negation' non-manual features that go with each 
of your sentences above. You will need to describe the facial expres
sion, including the mouth pattern and the head movement. 

(d) Describe Lhe manual sign that was used for the negation. 

4. Other types of questions 
(a) How would yOll translate the following four 13SL sentences into 

English? 

=== = bf 
(i) STAIUWHEN ' 4YEARSAGO 

____ ---,-,=".--:=:-:b, 
(ii) STEAL TELEVISION WHO BOY 

bl 
(ill) =T'"'O-=D:-A"'"y'"'D=-E=-' S=-A."1='E-::' W=H=EC:RE SO UTH WALES 

~c=~~~~~~b' 
(iv) MURIEL PAINT \'ifI-lKr HER HOUSE 

(b) What is the d ifference between the ways thal BSL and English express 
these ideas? 
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Chapter fi ve 

M outh patterns and other 
non-manual features in BSL 

'BSL is a language that uses the hands to communicate instead of the tongue.' 
This statement is only true up to a point, because other parts of the body are 
also very important in BSL. Signers acrually look al each other's faces, not 
their hands, when communicating. This chapter \vill explore the role of non
manual features in BSL, focusing especially on the role of the mouth, but also 
on the rest of the face, and the head . 

There are many mouth patterns that convey grammatical and phonologi
cal info rmation in BSL (sec also chapter 9). 

Although BSL is independent of English, ir has been influenced by English, 
and has borrowed from English. One of the things it has borrowed is the mouth 
patterns from English words. BSL has not jusl borrowed randomly, though, 
and there are times when English mouth patterns arc borrowed, and times 
when they are not. M ore im portantly, BSL changes the English mouth pat
terns, so that when they arc used, they are not always used as they are in English. 

Understanding the use of mouth patterns in BSL is imponam. Knowing 
how and when to use appropriate mouth patterns is a difficult skill for learn
ers of BSL. 

11lis discussion of mou th patterns also rei nforces the point that it is not 
possible to sign BSL and speak English at the same time, because wc will see 
that there are many occasions when an English mouth pattern is inappropri
ate while signing BSL. 

The Dutch sign li nguistTrude Schermer has contrasted 'spoken compo
nents' and 'oral compone nts'. These are the terms that we will use here. 
Spoken components are derived from spokcn languages, and oral l:ompo
nems arc not. We will consider these twO types in turn . 

SPOKE N COM PONENTS 

These have various uses : 

(a) to represent spoken language mouth pattern in combination with signs; 
Cb) to represenl spoken language mou th patterns with fi rs t- letcer signs; and 
(c) to distinguish other manual homonyms. 

81 
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Spoken components have been under· rescarched in BSL. Because 
researchers put emphasis on the independence of BSL, they have tended to 
ignore spoken components . Now that this independence is established, wc 
can show how BSL is influenced by English . 

There arc some mouth patterns thllt are easily identifiable as cor respond. 
iog to English words, and there are 'word·pictures' which are borrowed frolll 
English but are not English. There is no clear distinc tion between the [\0,'0, but 
the two types defmitely exist. For example there arc some mouth patt'erns 
used in BSL that come from E nglish but a non·signing English speaker would 
not recognise th em as English. 

When we talk t1 bout sp oken com ponents, we have LO remember that often 
we interpret what wc see because we know what the English word might be. 
In fact, we might be seeing mings that are not there. Fo r example, Some 
speech sounds look the same a ll the lips, so ' bill' and ' pill', or 'tan' and 'Dan' 
would look th e same. Bur if a dea f person fingerspclled the name -lri· l·l., wc 
would say that the spoken component wc saw was 'Bi]J') not 'pill'.This is ra rely 
a problem in pra!;tice, but it is important to be aware of this. For example, lill· 
guists might believe that a signer is saying the whole English word, when he 
is really only sayin g a par t of it, and the linguists a rc fill ing in the rest with 
their knowledge of English. 

Spoken components in signs 

Hearing and dcafened peop lc, and flu ent signers who arc being kind to learn· 
ers, use many ~poken components an d many Engl~"h grammatical markers, 
(like 'houses', 'wanted', 'sang', ' took'). This often looks like whispered English . 
Using spoken components may help non-fluent signers to recognise the 
accompanying sign . For example, th e spoken componcnt fro m 'room ' and the 
sign ROOM may be much eas ier to understand together tha]1 when each 
occurs on its own. 

In BSL less influenced by English) there is still considerable use of spoken 
comp onents. T hey frequently serve to identify or establish a sign. 'r he)' are 
used especially for proper names, c.g. of people, towns, countries. Most of the 
spoken components are found with nouns. Spoken components accompany 
far fewer verbs, perhaps because (as we will sec late r) verbs often use other 
special BSL mouth patterns. An exception is the group of verbs, such as 
KJ'\l'OW, WAN'l~'rHINK, which do regularly occur with spoken components. 
Where spoken components arc used fo r verbs, the components are oft en in 
their most basic, uninflected forms, for example, mouthing 'take', not ' took' or 
' taking'. So they are not grammatically part of English, but part of BS L. In 
phmsal verbs, part of the verb is often mouthed. For example, 'off' in 
SWITCH· OFF or 'out' in THROW-OUT or ' home' in GO· HOME. Spoken 
components often do not represent the full English word,even with nouns,e.g . 
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Fig.5.1 'Are you deaR' 

'hsp' with HUSBAND and 'fsh ' with FIN ISH. Often the spoken component 
does not coincide exactly with the sign. When an index follows a noun, verb, 
or adjective, the mouth pattern of the noun will often extend over the in dex: 

IdeO I 
DEAF·lndex1 
' Arc you deaf?' (fig. 5.1) 
Sometimes the hands and mouth give the same information, but in a 

different order, for example the hands may sign WORK N O N E while the 
spoken component is 'no work'. It is also possible for the signer to sign 
different elements on tbe hands and mouth. For example, WORK FINISH? 
may be signed with WORK on the hands and mou th ar tieulating 'fsh'. NO 
CHILDREN may be signed with CHILDREN on the hands and ' vee' on the 
mouth to show negation. So somc mouth patterns have no accompanying 
manual eomponcnt. 

His also not uncommon for signers just to use a spoken co mponent withou t 
any manual signs at all. This occurs especially in casual signing. A signer may 
moutl1 'What you mean ?' without bothering to sign, especially if they happen 
to have their hands full. T his, however, is probably not a part of BSL, but an 
example of a signer switching between BSL and English. Signers may also 
mouth English with no manual signing if they a re repor ting the speech of a 
non· signer, e. g. Do you lip-read? or A reyoll all right? T hese fully non-manual 
components are USUally quite short. 

Spoken components with first·letter signs 

' Inere are many single manual letter signs in BSL that are derived from the 
first letter of fingcrspelled English words (as we will sec in chaplcr 12). These 
USually have accompanying spoken components to make the meaning clear. 
Context is important, obviously, but the spokcn componcnt helps, too. For 
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example, the signs given below are all formed by producing the fi rst letter of 
the fi ngcrspellcd English word, so they look the same on rhe hands: 

GEOGRAPHY, GOVERNMENT, GARAGE, GUARANTEE, GLOUCESTER, 
GLAMORGAN, GING ER, and GEORGE 
VLRGIN, VODKA, and VEGETARIAN 
MOT HER, METRE, MONTH, MEMBER, and MOi\.lJ)AY 

Spoken components a rc also often used to accom pany fu ll fingerspellings. 
Ind ividual lencr names are not produced. The only time the names of the 
letlers are produced is when spelling an abbreviation su ch as BBC or RN ID. 

Spoken components to distinguish other homonyms 

Sometimes pairs or small groups of signs have identical manual components. 
O ne group a re 'coin cidental' manual homonyms (that is, signs that have the 
same fo rm but d ifferent meanings), such as FINLAND and METAL, or 
BATfERY and UNCLE, where the spoken component is used to dis~ 
ambigume th em. Other, semantically related pairs, such as HUSBAND and 
Wn"E, AUNT and UNCLE, FOUR and NINE, arc always contrasted by lhe 
addition of spoken components. In some cases, such as APPROPIUATE and 
AGREE, the signs are similar in meaning, and spoken componenu may be 
u sed by .~igners who kll Ow English [0 distinguish them. 

ORAL COMPONENT S 

T here arc 11 great many other uses for the mouth in BSL. W C will consider 
here: enacting mou th movements; parallel mouth/hand movemelHS (,mulli
channel ' signs) ; manner and degree adverbs; and negation. 

Enacting mouth movements 

In these movemems, found in signs such as LAUGH, VOMIT, APPLE, and 
BITE, Ihe mou th performs an action that imitates the renl action, although 
often in a stylised way (fig. 5.2). 

Paral lel mouth/hand movements 

T here arc lexical items whi ch have a comp ulsory BSL oral component. It is 
not an extra piece of information, but is part of the sign itself. 

T hese have often been called 'multi-channel signs'. This was once a usefu l 
term, for drawing attention to non-manual features, but it suggests lhat only 
a smalJ group of signs have non-manual feanlres, whereas in fact almost all 
signs do. 

A more useful an d interesting observation about the signs previously called 
multi-channel signs, is tbat the movement of the mouth parallels the movc-
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Fig. 5.2 BITE 

ment of the hands. For example, in the sign EXlS1~ the hand is held still in 
space while the fingers flu tter gently. The mouth ~rticulates 'sb' at the same 
time, which is a continuous and gentle stream of atI. . 

In DISAPPEAR, the hands close abruptly, while at the same I::!me, the 
mouth closes abruptly. In SUCCEED, the hands move apan abruptly, w~e 
at the same time the mouth opens abruptly. In REALLY, the active hand hits 
the passive hand and is held there, while at the same time the mouth closes 
and lips are held together (fig. 5.3). 

Fig. 5.3 REALLY 
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Fig. 5Au ' th~curl' (' unpleasant') Fig.5.4b 'relaxed mm' ('average') 

Fig.5Ac 'tense mm' ('exact') Fig. SAd 'ee' ('imcnse') 

Manner and degree adverbs 

Oral components which serve as adverbs can bc added to give extra informa~ 
tion about the mann er or effort of an action. CAn adverb is any purt of speech 
that t.ells us m ore aboul an action .) The same oral components are used to 
show the extent or ~ i%c of on obiect or the degree (e.g. 'bigger', 'biggest') of 
an adjective. These are b'lsically the same components, although the meaning 
of manner or size depends on what is being m odified. For example, if an 
action is performed with no special effort, the oral component 'relaxed mm ' 
is used. The same oral component is used when describing an object as being 
of average size. 

Oral components 87 

F· 5 4, 'puffed cheeks ' ('largellong') IS· . 
Pig. 5.4f '~hh ' (' largeilong'(Northern)) 

Fig.S.4g 'sucked-in checks' ('small ') 

The following are the important manner and degree markers in BSL (fig. 

5.4), 

'th-curl' (tongue protrusion with curl ed upper lip) - ooring, unpleasant 

'relaxed mm' (relaxed closed lips, slightly protruding) - casy, effortless, 

average 
'tense mm' (tense closed lips) - dClermined, firm, exact . 

'ee' (teeth together, lips drawn back) - intense, with effort, very near 10 

time or space 
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'brr' (lips vibrating) - movement, either through space or time. T he mouth 
configuration is the same as in 'relaxed mm' (fig. 5.4b) 

puffed cheeks - long duration~ many, large, difficult 

'ghh' (rounded lips) - long duration, many, large, difficult (originally 
N orth ern, but now used more widely) 

sucked-in checks - few, thin, small. 

These oral components a re not the same in all sign languages. There arc 
manner and degree oral componems in other sign languages, but they arc 
d ifferent, e.g. in ASL 'rn' means carelessness and in Finnish Sign Language, 
'hyu' is similar to relaxed 'mm' in BSL. 

Negation 

Negation can be expressed manually, as wc have seen in chapter 4, but there 
aTC also important 'n egation' mouth patterns . A dowIl\vard turned mouth, 
clI rled lip etc. arc part of negation. They can also be used to express doubt if 
they arc not accompanied by a head shake. There arc also specific negation 
signs thar mU St have oral componen ts uke 'vee' or 'boo'. 

FA CIAL EXPRESSlON 

It is not always easy (or desirable) to separate oraJ components in BSL from 
information given on the rest of the face. We will now consider information 
carried on the rest of the face that may be phonologically or grammatically 
importa nt. Imponant parts of fada l expression ro note here are the actions of 
the checks, brows, eyelids. and eye gaze. 

Facial expI(.'Ssion may have several functions, including lexical distinctions 
(obligatory fo r some signs). to mark questions, to mark topics, to mark condi
tionals Cif'), and to show emotional state. 

Lexical distinct ions (the facial expression is part of the sibrn) 

L ike the signs with p arallel mouth patterns, the facial expressions arc obliga
tory for some signs (e.g. REUEVED, SHOCK, BEG) where the facia l 
expression refl ects the emotion associated with the meaning. 

To mark a question 

We menti oned these wh cn wc discussed questions in chapter 4. Basically 
the eyebrows are furrowed for puzzlement and W h- questions, and raised 
for Yes-No questions and those where the questioner has an idea of the 
answer. 

Tucial exprcssioll 89 

l b m ark the topic 

. entioned in chapters 3 and 4 when we talked about topics as part 
This was m . . ' k' n 

. . mment constructions. The brow-raise as a tOPIC mar er IS a 
of tOPiC-CO. I ' 
eXample of the use of facial expression as a grnmrnauca leatUTC. 

' Ib mark a condit ional (' if') 

A conditional clause can be marked by brow movement as weU as head tilt 

and (optionally) the sign IF 

-==C':';;;o~;;;;:;;;;b' lFWANT SWEETS SIT 

---,-=-=::;0;;:::: b, 
WANT SWEETS SIT 
Both can mean 'If you want sweets, sit down' (flg .. 5.5a) .. . . 
Sometimes conditionals look like rhetorical questions discussed earher 111 

chapter 4: 'Do you want sweets? T hen sit down' (fig. 5.Sb). . . . 
T he difference is that there is a longer pause after the rhetOrical quesuon, 

Fig. 5.5a 'If you wanl sweets, sit down' 
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Fig.S .Sb 'Do you want sweets? T hen sit down' 

and the eyebrows are higher and the head further back in the rhetorical ques
tion lhan in dlC simple cond itional. h is worth noting however, that BSL ca n 
use rhetorical questions where Slandard English would use a conditional. 
Non-standard English may use a conslruction very similar to the BSL 
' rhetorical question'. 

To show emotional st ate 

T his is a complex area, because signers show emotions on their facc, the 
same as speakers, and these facial expressions are definitely outside the 
language . 

Howevr.:r, r;:motional facial expressions are also used linguistically. They 
mu st accomp any the relevant sign for an emotion, e.g. sad for SAD, angry for 
AN G RY, surprised fo r SURPRISED. However, they can also be super
imposed on oth er signs. In Lhe sentence: SAD ME WHY RABl3IT DIE, the 
facial expression will change during the sign WHY beeause a qu estion is being 
asked, and then will revert to a sad facial expression again (fig. 5.6) ."rhis sug
gests that the facial expression is linked to the language, because if it was only 
outside dle language it would not be interruptible. 

•• •• . . {~ Facial expression 9 I 

Fig. 5.6 SAD MEWHY RABBIT DJE 
Tm sad because my rabbil djed' 
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Fig. 5.7 I-REMElvtBER 

Fadal expressions arc also of different imensities in different social sinl::!
lions. They are less marked in formal linguistic settings, and more intense in 
casual, relaxed linguistic settings . If the facial expression were a simple emo
tional refl ex, it would be the same in all contexts. 

HEAD NODS 

Head nod s arc u sed by both BSL signers and English speakers to mean 'yes'. 
lnchaplcr 4, we saw that lhe head nod may be sufficient to signal 'yes' in BSL, 
withoul any manual sign at all . Although English speakers also use nods to 
mean 'yes' this is;l conventionalised gesrure that is outside English . However, 
English speakers do nOt just use them to mean 'yes'. O ne study of interviews 
on American television showed thal one nod means 'I'm listening', twO nods 
means 'tell me more' but three nods or more makes the speaker pause or 
change the subject. 

In BSL, nodd ing is also an important part of feedback in convcrsution to 
show attention. This is a 'discourse fearure'; it is nOl a parr of the language, 
but it is used during sign conversation. 

Nodding also has grammatical functions in BSL, apart from the topic 
marking that we have already discu ssed. The number of nods, and their speed 
and intensity is important. 

(a) A head dip can be used to indicate first person Cr).lnsread of signing [ 
REA1EM13ER, the signer can nod while signing REMEMBER (fig. 5.7). 

Cb) Fast htad nods can be used when insisting on the trUtJ1 of something. 
T his is u bit like the use of si in French or e in Portuguese. For example: 
rapid hn 
CAT DOG CHASE 

~ " ;<'i'i'K 
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has the extra meaning of 'yes, the cat did dcfmitely chase the dog, no 

matter what you may think' . 
(c) A single small nod or two small nods can indicate that a comment upon 

a topic, or a gi\'en phrase, is complete. For example: 
hn hn 

FLY LONDON ATHENS AEROPLANE-LAND 
Here, the fi rs t nod simply shows that !.he first ~iece ~~ i~formation is 
complete, and the second nod shows that the acuon 0 ymg was com

plete . 
... .,." then we can say that head nods have a varielY of functions in In summ ..... .. , , . ki 

BSL: to say 'yes', for social feedback) and for grammatical mar ng. 

H EAD SI-fA K ES 

We have already to uched upon the llse of head shakes and head turns in 
chapter 4 . Here we will further de~crjbe the way thesc movements carry 

information in BSL. 

(1) 

(2) 

To respond 'no' to aYes-No question. . 
As with the h ead nod for 'yes', the head shake is sufficient for 'no' 111 BSL. 

negation ..' . . 
In our previous d iscussion of negation lI113SL we menuoned sl~e-to-slde 
head shakes, and half head turns. Head shakes can be used In the fo\-

lowing ways: 
(a) to negate a rhetorical question 

_ _ ---,--c--:-'br _ hs 
CLEVER Index) 
' Is she clever? No' 

Note that there is no manual negation here, and that the negation does 

not star t until afler the question. 
(b) to negate the topic, e.g. 

__ t _ _ -,,-c=:-:-:--:-_hs 
Index] GET MONEY Jndex) 
'lt wasn't her wh o got the money' 
Again there is no manual negation here, but th.e headshake suffices. 
Note, toO, that the negation is marked only durmg the comment, not 

during the topic. 
(c) to negate the wh9lc clause, e.g. 

_ _ --,--c=-:==;:-:--;,-hS 
Index GET MONEY Index3 , . 
'She didn't get the money 
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(3) to exprcss cmotions such as regret, frustration, disbelief or SOfrow e g 
GROU P LEAVE NIN E-O'CLOCK ARRlVE ME FIVE-PAST Nn~E 
_ _ hs 

GONE 

'The group left aL nine o'clock, and I arrived at five past nine, to find them 
gone' 

, .Note ~at t~is h.eadshake does not mea n that dle group had nOl gone. T he 
dlsapPOlOtcd fac utl expression and the slower speed of me head shake indi

cate thm. 
In ~u~mary, he~d ~hakes can serve for 'no', and can also negale a rhetori~ 

cal quesnon, a t?PIC or a whole clause. T hey can also indicate emotion during 
a sentence char IS grll mrnatically positive. 

EYE GAZE 

EY7-gaz~ h.as 3.t least five important uses in BSL: al the phonological level for 
lcX1 C~11 distInctIons; in conjunction with the location and movement of refer
ems III s~ace; to ~how 'role shift '; to contrast pseudo-questions (rhetorical and 
echo) With genuJll c questions; and for marking time. 

Lexicul di stinction (Le. the eye gaze is part of the sign) 

In s~mc si~ns, ey.e gaze is obligatory, e.g. GOD, HEAVEN, PATRONIS E, 
JAyELIN. rhe s l~ns GOD and BOSS d iffer in eye gaze only (fi g. 5.8). 
Wnhout the reqUired eye gaze, the sign has a diffe rent meaning or no 
meaning. 

Fig, 5.8" GOD Fig.5.8b BOSS 

Eye gaze 95 

10 conjun ction with the location and movement of referents in 
signing space 

We can point to locations in signing spacc that have been assigned to refer
ents, but it is also gmmmatical just to look at the locations. 

Eye gaze is also important for indicuting the difference bet'A'een the second 
person ('you') and the third person ('he' or 'she') (sce chapter 3). YOU is 
signed with the eye gaze at Lhe conversf\lionul partner, so thal the eyes look to 
where the ha nd is pointing. HE/SHE may be signed in the same location in 
signing space as YOU, bm eye gaze is not towards the iocalion of the third 

person. 
Eye gaze can also be used to follow movements traced by the hands. For 

example if locations for a ball and goal have been estab!i~hed in signing space, 
then the eyes follow the path of movement of the sign in (BALL)-FLY
THROUGH-T,lE-AIR-TO-GOAL. 

If the movement of the hand during: a sign shows the motion of a referent 
(e.g . a car or person moving) , thcn the movement path of the eye gaze fo llm .... s 
it. If the movement does not represent lhe motion of something (e .g. in 
WORLD or MORNING) then gaze does net foll ow the hands. 

To indicate role shift 

Changes in gaze allow a signer to take difTerent roles of different characters in 
a story. When a signer is shifting bet\Vcen narrator and character roles, the eye 
gaze shifts. When a signer is narrating, gaze is directed at the conversational 
partner; when role shifts to that of a character, gaze is towards whatever the 
character is looking at. We will discuss this in more detail in chapter 14. 

For distinguishing pseudo-quesrions a nd gemtille questions 

Tf a question is not functionally a question (for example. 'rhetorical' or 'echo' 
questions _ chapter 4) the signer does not look at the conversational partner, 
since looking directly at the conversational partner signals turn-taking (sec 

below) . 

To invite someone else to sign 

This is a discourse function (like nodding t,o show that we are paying atten
tion). When a person is signing, direction of gaze changes frequently, but 
there are brief gazes at the conversational parmcr for feedback. The main 
signal for relinquishing a turn of signing is by gazing directly at the conversa
tional partner and holding the ga7.e there . 

'1 
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For marking time 

Looking to the side can indicate past, while looking direcdy ahead or down 
can indicate the present time, and looking up can indicate fU nlre time. These 
diffe rences arc often vcry slight and can be missed by non-fl uent signers. \'<'e 
will d iscuss this again later in chapter 10 where wc discuss the ways in which 
BSL indicates time reference. 

Eye gaze is thus important at the lex ical level, grammaticaUy, and in dis
course. 

S UMMARY 

Mouth patterns in BSL arc derived fro m English and also come from USL 
itself. Use ofEngJish spoken components is not the same as mouthing English 
dur ing signing. There 3rc many oral components in BSL that arc an essential 
part of signs or provide extra grammatical information. 

N on-manual features arc an important part of BSL. All signs need to be 
descri bed in term s of their non-manual features, even if these are 'neutral'. 

Facial expression has many functions in BSL - to show emotion, lexical 
distinctions, IInd grammar. Head nods and head shakes have a range of forms 
and fun ctions, and arc important to the grammar and in conversation. Eye 
gaze ha s a range of lexical and grammatical functions, and also is importam 
in role-shift, turn-taking and interaction. 

EXER C ISES FOR CHA PT ER 5 

1. M outh and face 
(a) Find examples of signs for p roper nouns (for example, in rhe 

BSL/Ellglish dictioTlary). Do they contain a spoken component? Why 
would rhis be? 

(b) Find at least five signs where the facial expression is a vital pan of the 
sign. D istinguish signs which have a different meaning when the facial 
expression changes fro m signs which are incomplete without facia l 
expression. 

2. Spoken and oral components 
(a) Tdentify signs that are 'coincidental manual homonyms' which are 

differcnuated by the spoken component, e.g. FINLAND and 
METAL. 

Cb) Identify 'scmanticnlly related pairs' of signs that are manua l 
homonyms, an d which are differentiated by the spoken component, 
e.g. HUSBAND and \'V'1FE. 
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(c) Identify five examples of visually motivated oral components that arc 
used lexically (i .e . as part of Il sign e.g. BITE). 

(d) Using the following three verbs (CUMB, WALK, llnd HA~A
RO PE) add differen t adverbial oral components to create .dlfferen t 
meanings that show how the action was done (e.g. CLIMB With a firm 
'mm' mouth pattern shows climbing determinedly). 

Watch a video clip of a fluent signer (eiling a story. 
3. (a) Identify fifteen examples of spoken componentS. ~ . 

0) D o the spoken components represent the full Enghsh word , or 
only a part (or can you not tell)? 

(ii) Decide if the signs accompanied by each of these spoken eom~ 
ponents are names of peop le or places, other nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, or something else. 

(iii) Why might tlle signer have used these spoken components? 
(b) Identify ten examples of oral components. 

(1) Describe the oral components you have chosen . 
Oi) What is the meaning of these oral components? 
(Hi) What is the overall meaning of the signs that they are part of? 
(iv) Classify them as onc of tb e following: 

(a) visually motivated or emotional 
(b) lexical but not visually motivated 
(c) adverbial or adjectival modification 
(d) sometbing else 

4. Eye movement 
(a) Identify ten signs where the movement of the hands represents the 

movement of the referent (e.g. a frog jumping across a pond). In all 
these signs, do the eyes follow the movement or the hands? 

(b) Identify ten signs where the movement of the hands does not repre
sent the movement of the referent (e.g. MORN ING). In all these 
signs, do the eyes follow the movement of the hands? 

5. Watch a video d ip of a fluent signer telling a story. 
(a) Go tllTOUgh the clip and identify use of facial expression. Why does 

the sign er use these facial expressions? 
(i) Is the signer showing emotion? 
(ii) 15 the emotion of the narrator or a character in the story? How 

do you know? 
(Hi) Is the facial expressilm being used for grammatical purposes 

(e.g . asking a question or negating)? 
Cb) Observe any head movements. 

(i) Why arc head nods used? 
(ii) Are the nods small or large? 
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(iii) Arc they repeated or single nods? 
(iv) Why is head-shaking used? 
(v) Does the head shake from side to sid e, or make only a hll lf tu rn? 
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Chapter six 

Morphology and morphemes in BSL 

In this chapter we discusS the idea of 'units of meaning' in BSL. M orphology 
is the area of lingui.stics concerned with the meaning of words and signs and 

their strucrure. 

WHAT IS A MORPHEM E? 

A morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning in a word or sign . If we break 
words or signs into smaller and smaller units, eventually they no longer h ave 
any meaning. In BSL, morphemes cun be combined to make a sign that has 
several meaningful parts to it, but which is sti ll a single sign. 

Sometime<>. one morpheme is exactly one sign, and ooc sign is exactly one 
morpheme.This occurs where the sign only has one unit of meaning. In some 
languages, almost all words contain only onc morpheme. This means there is 
only one unit of meaning in every word. T he C hinese language is one 
eKample. There are Olany BSL signs and English words that only contain one 
unit of meaning. English and BSL (and many other langu ages) also have 
words and signs containing more than one morpheme. T hese are eaUed 'poly
morphemic' words or signs from the Greek poly ('many') and morph (,form') . 

The fonowing signs cannot be broken down into smaller meaningful units, 
so they are single morphemes ('monomorphemic' signs): TRUE, SAY, 
MOUSE, RED, KITCHEN, HAPPY, AEROPLANE, 

T he foHowing signs are all single signs that have at least twO meaningful 
units, so they are polymorphemic: PROMISE (made up from SAY + TRUE), 
BELIEVE (made up from THINK + TRUE), SPACE-SHUTTLE, 
MlNICOM, YO U-TEASE-ME, DRIVE-CASUALLY, CHECK (made up 
from SEE + MAYBE),ANIMAL-JUMP-OVER-WALL (fig. 6.1). 

These signs can be split into units of meaning. SPACE-SH UTTLE has the 
separate meanings 'aeroplane' and ' rocket', but th ey are combined to give th e 
meaning 'space-shuttle'. The telephone used by deaf people, MINICOM, is 
made up from TELEPH ONE and TYVEWRlTER (see fig. 6.2 below) . 111 

99 
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Fig. 6. 1a D RIVE-CASUALLY !"ig.6.1 b ANL'viAL-JUMP-OVI' R-
WALL .• 

Fig. 6.1 c SPACE-SHLrITLE 

YOU-TEASE-ME, mere are three bits of inf '. 
'lease', and 'me' (see also I-ASK YOU' fi ormauon 10 the one sign: 'you" 

Th b - . In 19.3.lOa) 
e num er of movements or hand h . . 

[Q the number of morphemes in the si
S na~ IS ~ot nee.essarily a good gu ide 

have onc morpheme and 10 ~. e mIght think that shorter signs 
bGth have one morpheme aOg;r ones lave MO. Hmvever, RED and 'fRUE 
pheme and two movement~ ~ne :;:ovement, but MAGIC has one mor
CI-IECK and BI'LIEVE " ,' n e other hand, although PROMISE 

, .. ' a llJ.ve two p' t th ' SPACE-SHUTfLI:l MINICOM <lr s to em and have two morphemes ~, and DRlVE CAS ' 
movement and have two h' - UALLY only have one 

. . morp ernes. 
It IS Important to be clear th at when . 

about the way umt meanin is . we diSCUSS morphemes wc llre talking 
sign looks like. g represented; we arc not discussing what the 

The same is true for English. C 'd onsl er these words: bmh,picture, tape, run, 
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••. ;.",~ sma1l, happy. Each only has onc unit of meaning. Wc cannot break the 
up and get twO smaller meanings. But think of these English words: 

boJ.hroo
m

, picture-framc, wpe-rccordcr, raJ-run, high-j!lmp,j!Hnpillg, smaller, and 

I~ 

/wppily. Each of these can be broken up imo meaningful par lS, C.g. bath and rOO1ll, 

or light and house. Some of these may seem a bit strange, for example, small 
and -er. Small has meaning, and -er has meaning in a way because, in specific 
contexts, it means ' in comparison'. We will d iscuss these morphemes that do 
not havc their own independent meaning in lbe next section. 

A morpheme in English is not always one syllabic long. T he length of a 
word is not necessarily linked to the number of morphemes. Dog, tab/e, ame
rope, and avocado all have different numbers of syllables, but each contains one 
morpheme, because they all contain only onc unit of meaning and cannot be 
broken into smaller meaningful units. Words can also have one syllable but 
still contain more than onc morpheme. For example, man bas onc morpheme 
but mcn has twO morphemes (one meaning 'man' and another to show there 
is more than one man). Sing has onc morpheme but sang has tv/o morphcmes 
(one meaning 'sing' and another to show it is in the past). 

Different langu ages differ in relation to morphemes just as they differ in 
grammar. For example bedroom in English can be split into twO meaningful 
partS 'bed' and 'room', but BEDROOM only has one morpheme in BSL.ln 
English we need three separate words to say ' J ask you', and each of these 
words is monomorphemic. [n BSL wc use one sign, and it is polymorphemic. 

BOUND AND FREE MO RPHEMES 

There are two types of morpheme: 

(I ) <Free' _ These can stand alone, for example kitchen, bath, and room, or 
RED. TRUE, and SAY. A word or sign can be a free morpheme. 

(2) 'Bound' _ These h ave mean ing, but cannot stand alone. 'They must be 
combined with at least onc other morpheme (e.g. the -er of smaller, or the 

'CASUALLY' of ORlVE-CASUALLY). 

BSL sign morphology may be schematised like this: 

___ signs __ 

monomorphemic polymorphemic 

(free morphemes) / 1----
2 (or more) free combination of combination of 2 
morphemes bound and free (or more) bound 
'compounds' morphemes morphemes 

We will return to a discussion of bound morphemes later. 
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'1\"'0 free morphemes can be brought together to make a compound . A 
compound is a combination of t\vo free morphemes that form a new 
sign/word with a different (but related) meaning. There is often a change of 
Slress in rhe W.ly the sign or woro is made. Although a compound is a 
combination of (WO free morphemes, it functions like a single sign. 

Compound ing is a common way in many languages ro make new words or 
~igns (that is~ it i ~ very .'productive') . \'('e see this in English, for exumple: high
Jump from high Jump; ttlTlcr-lIIbe from illTler lithe; tracksuit from track and suit. 

Many compounds in BSL are direct loans from English, so thcy have the 
same compound form, e.g, GUINEA-PJG , or BALANCE-SH EET. 

Other compounds are not English loans. BLOOD (RED + FLOW) 
PEOPLE (MAN + WOMAN), MINICOM (TELEPHONE + TYPE~ 
WRITER) and CH ECK (SEE + MAYBE) are all compounds in BSL, but 
not com pounds in Engli sh. (Note that not all signs with the same meaning 
have the same morphology. There arc several BSL signs glossed as PEOPLE, 
but ~om~ are mnnomorphcmic even though there is also a compound sign.) 
. Lmgul sts once thought a sign compound was just formed by putting two 

signs togelhcr. However, consistent changes take place in the form of the two 
signs when they arc brought 10gether.The linguists Edward K1ima and Ursulu 
Bellugi have studied this ill detail in ASL, as has Lars Wallin in Swedish Sign 
Language. 

Compound s take less time to articulate than two sepa rate signs. T he length 
of a compound is similar to the length of a non-compound sign. 'Ibis is 
because of ble.nding, smoothing, elimination of lransition, loss of repetition, 
and compression of the first sign in the compound. 

T he rh}1:hm of the signs changes when a compound is produced: 

• the ini tial hold of the fi rst sign is lost; 

• any repeated movement in the second sign is lost; 

• the base hand of second sign is established at the point in time whcn the 
fi rs t sign slarts; 

• there is rapid transition bet,veen the firs t and second sign; 

• the flfst sign is noticeably Shorter than the second. 

Reduction occurs in both the fi rst and second sign : the fi rst sign loses stress 
and repetition and the second sign loses repetition but retains stress. 

Loss of movement is common. The sign PARENTS is a compound of 
MOTHER (-m-m-) and FATHER (-f-f-) which should produce -m-m-f-f
but onc segment or even two are lost. So we get -m-f- or -m-rn-f- or -m-f-f-, 
but not -m-m-f-f-. 
, In BELIEVE, thc signs combined are T HINK and TRUE. In the sign 

1 HINK, the hand moves in an outwards direction. but in BELIEVE it moves 
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Fig. 6.2 MINICOM 

straight down . AlsoTHINK is made with one hand. but in BELiEVE the base 
hand for TRUE is in place whenTHINK begins. 

MIN1COM is a compound ofTELEPI-IONE and TYPEWRITER but 
often in conversation both hands take the T ELEPHONE handshape or the 
TYPEWRITER handshape (fig. 6.2). 

In CHECK the handshape of SEn is combined with the handshape of 
MAYBE (fi g. 6.3) . 

Sign linguists often distinguish twO d ifferent types of compounds: 'simul
taneous' and 'sequential '. In simullancous compounds, both elements occur 
at the same time, for example MINICOM and SPACE-SHUTTLE. In 
sequential compounds, the two elements occur one after the other. for 
example. BELIEVE, PROMISE, and PARENTS. 

AJI the morphemes in compounds are 'frec' morphemes because they can 
stand alone as meaningful units, 'Bound' morphemes are different. T hey 
cannot be independcnt but can be joined to a free morpheme or (0 another 
bound morpheme. Many bound morphemes in both BSL and English 
contain grammatical information. 

BSL bound morphemes cannot sta nd alone. While they do have meaning 
they are not independent signs. O nc bou nd morpheme may be the location 
or movement, while the handshape may be another bound morpheme. For 
example, in the signs:THREE-£ (pounds),THR.EE-YEARS-OLD. J-ASK
YOU-YOU, YOU-ASK-ME, DRIVE-CASUALLY, each is a single sign, but 
there are bound morph~mes in each onc. In T HREE-£ and THREE
YEARS-OLD the handshapc is a morpheme meaning 'three'. But th e mor
phemes meaning £ or YEARS-OLD cannot be signed separately, because 
these morphemes can onl y occur in combination with the location and move-
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Fig.6.3a CHECK 

Fig.6.3b SEE -+ MAYBE 

mcnt of the ha~dsha pe. 'Hand at the chin' or 'hand at the nose' mea ns L or 
YEARS· OLD In some abstract way, but we cannot sign them without using 
a handshape to say how many pou nds or years-old there are (fig. 6.4). 

[n ~OU-ASK-ME and [· ASK-YOU, one morpheme is the handshape 
meamng ASK, but I and YOU are not signed separately. T hey consist of loc3-
lions and movements which cannot stand alone with out a hands hape, so they 
are bound. 

In D RIVE-CASUALLY, .D RIVE has location, movement and handshape, 
but CASUALLY only conSists of a non-manual element which needs to be 
combined with it. T he non-manual element cannot stand on its own to mean 
'casually'. 

Plural morp}J(!Jnes J 05 

Fig. 6.4a £3 Fig.6 .4b 3· YEARS-OLD 

PLURAL MORPH EMES 

We will no\\' focus upon onc special morpheme, the 'plural' .The 'plural' indi
cates that here is more than one of something. Information about plurals can 
be attached to nouns and verbs with bound morphemes. It can also be pro

vided by separate, free morphemes.. 
Plurals in English are made by adding a plural morpheme to a noun. T he 

plural morpheme in English is bound because it cannot sland alone. T he mor
pheme may have different surface forms, but it always has the same meaning. 
In English we have the following forms: in cat + s- (s] is the form of the plwal 
morpheme; in dog + s - lzl is the fo rm of the plural morpheme; in horse + s 
[iz] is the form of the plural morpheme; in ox + en [en] is the form of the plural 
morpheme (sim ilarly with childrell) and mouse becomes mice and goose 
becomes geese (in these, the whole word changes because the vowel in the 
middle has changed to show the plural morpheme) . All these have different 
surface forms, but all mean 'more than one', so we say they are all d ifferent 

ways of showing the plural morpheme. 
Some English words have it 'zero' plural. In sheep, since the form is the sam e 

for one sheep and [v.,'0 sheep, linguists. say that the plural has a zero form. 
However, separate morphemes, such as Qlle, two, tefl, many, and so on indicate 

how many sheep there are. 
Wc should note that /s/ ut the end of a word is not always a plural mor

pheme. In the sentence Jamcs buys his clocks from Argos, only the -s at the end 
of clocks can really be counted as a plural. 

In summary, we can say that as a basic rule, English makes nouns plural 
by adding an /s/ to the cnd. BSL plurals arc different. There is no regular 
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Fig.6.5a HOUSES Fig. 6.5b "BOYS (uTlgrammatical) 

addition at the end of the sign. Instead, there are several different ways of 
making a noun plural in BSL. In some cases, the whole sign changes in som e 
way by adding a bound plural morpheme; in others the plural precedes or 
follows the noun using separate free morphemes. 

Some plurals are made by repeating the sign, \\'ith each repetition disu'ib
uted in El different location, e.g. CHlLD REN.The sign CH Il..D is a free mor
phem e, but the extra movement to show dle plural is bound to CHILD. 
VIDEO-CAMERAS, ST U DENTS (or PERSONS), and HOUS ES arc 
other examples (fig. 6.5a). T he movement is usually repeated three times, btU 
this does nOl mean that there are three of something. The same movement is 
seen whether there are three children or ten. Only signs that are not body
anchored can pluralise in this way. For example, 'BOYS is ungrammalieal 
(fig.6.Sb). 

Any noun with repeated movement in the singular (e.g. INTERPRETER) 
cannot take this distributive bound plural morpheme. Instead, like sheep in 
English, plUral is ind icated by the presence of quantifiers such as ONE,TWO, 
TENTHOUSANO, FEW, j\1ANY, e(e. 

Quantifier signs usually come before the noun, e.g. HE BUYT WO CAKE. 
There can also be ' quantifier copying' before and after the noun, e.g. HE BUY 
TEN CAKETEN. 

The number can acrually be part of the sign, as we saw when we discussed 
bound morphemes before . In THREE-£, the handshape ill the morpheme 
meaning 'three' and the location and movement comprise the morpheme 
'pounds'. 'fhis again is a bound morpheme that marks plural. 

Another very important way of marking number in BSL involves the use 
of proform s. Signs th(lt arc body-anchored (and therefore cannot take a d is
tributive plural) call be represented by a proform which can cake a d istribll-
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fig. 6.6 BEDS 

tive plural, e.g. BED pro-2D +++. If the proform is repeated distinctly in 
different locations, it means there arc that number of beds in those locations. 
However, jf it is performed with a sweeping movement, there arc many of 
them, and th e distribution is just a formal granunatical device (fig. 6.6) . 

1t is also possible to combine the use of quantifiers and distributives, e.g. if 
we wanted to say there were five beds in a row, we could sign FIVE BEDS 
pro-2D-IN-A-ROW. Just as with the simple distributive, the proform is 
repeated three times; the number information is in the '5'-hand quantifier, 
and the proform indicates the distributive. 

BSL also uses pronouns to show plural (e.g. T HOSE-T\'(lO, or ALL-OF
THEM). CAT THEM or M IN1ST ER THEM can be seen as equivalenl to 

CaLSor ministers (fig. 6.1). Tt is irnporttlnt to remember that in these examples, 

Fig. 6.7 MINISTERS 
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Fig.6.8u VrEACH-THEM-ALL Fig.6.8b I-TEACH-EACH-OF
THEM 

there is often more thun just an idea of 'onc' vs. 'more than onc', There is also 
info rmation about where the referents are, and/or how they are arranged. 

VERB MORPHOLOGY 

T here is information aoout number in verbs, too. BSL verbs give information 
about whether an action is performed more than once, or if more than onc 
person is involved in the action. In the verb I-TEACH-TliEM-ALL, the 
sweeping movement of the verb TEACH indicates that a group receives the 
single action of a single person. In the verb I-T EACH-£ACH-OF-"l'H EM, 
the repeated aDd distributive movement indicates that a number of individ
uals each rC<.'Cives lhe single action of a single person (fig . 6.8). This contrasts 
with the absence of distributive movement in 1-TEACH-H IM. It should be 
noted that repetition of movement in a verb can have different meanings 
depending on the rest of the sentence. Repetition of GO, for example, without 
distributed movement can mean either that on e ind ividual goes repeatedly, or 
that ma ny individuals go. In chapter 8 wc will discuss in more depth the 
in fo rmation provided by verbs in BSL. 

GRAMMAT ICAL CLASS: NOUNS, VERB S, AND ADJECT IVES 
IN BSL 

Nouns, verbs, and adjectives can all contain complex morphological i nforma~ 
tion in BSL. T he form of the information and its meaning depend on the 
grammatical class of a sign. 

At one time it was thou ght that nouns and verbs had identical form s in 
DSL. Now wc know Ihere are often differences in form as well as use (for 
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Fig. 6.93 FISH (verb) rig .6.9b FISH (noun) 

example, some morphemes combine with nouns and some with verbs). 
However, it is not unusual for languages 1.0 huve nouns and verbs with iden
tical surface forms. In English, there is often no difference between a noun 
and a verb in their basic forms (for example a nm and to run or an address 
and to address) . Some OOlms and their associated verbs in BSL are very 
different, e.g. FISH (fig. 6.9). However, often dlC handshape and location of 
the noun and verb are identical and only the movements differ, e.g. BROOM 
vs. SWEEP or SERMON vs. P REACH-SERMON (fig. 6 .1 0) . 

Tn these related forms, lhe underlying form of the noun is character ised by 
ending ""'i th a hold, while the verb ends with a change (sce chapter 9). The 
surface form of the noun thus appears more restrained, and ends more 

Fig.6. 10a SER1\10N Fig f., lOb PREACH-SERMON 

I , 
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abruptly. In addition, the verb often contains extra information to show where 
the action is laking place, or the manner of the action . Even in lhe 'citation 
form' (i,e , the base form, before any extra grammatical information has been 
added) verbs often use a conventionalised meaningful location. 

Adjectives 

Adjectives, too, can contain extra morphological information. Adjcclives 
express some featu re or quali ty of a noun (or pronoun) . T here a rc (WO kinds 
of adjectives: 

(l ) ' Attributive adjcctives' - T hese occur in the noun phrase. In E ngl ish the 
adjective comes before a noun when it is attributive, for example, a big 
book, a tall man. In BSL an attributive adjective can come before a noun 
(as wc saw earlier, in chapter 3, with the example of HOT FOOD), after 
a noun (S HIRT WHITE), or can be incorporated into :J. noun (for 
example in LARGD-HOOP-EARRlNGS, Sl-IOKI:LTST~ SMALL
SPOTS) but in all cases it occurs \vithin the noun phrase (sec SMALL
BOX in fig. 3.8a). 

(2) 'Predicative adjectivcs' - Thcse act like a verb and occur in the verb 
phrase, e.g. MAN Index} T ALL ('the man is tail') . 

A predicative :1dje<;tive makes a predicate and the sentence is complete with 
it. W ith un alu'ibutive adjective, dle sentence is nor complete, e.g. The big 
book . .. or T he lail mall . ... 

There has been liule research on BSL adjectives. It has been said that there 
are fewer adjectives in BSL than in English, and adjecLives do appear to be 
uscd less often in BSL. T here may be several reasons fo r this. 

(1) T here afe often no separate adjectives, since some adjectivcs can be 
incorporated into the noun, with the size of the sign indicating the size of 
the referent, or the handshape indicating the size and shape of the refer
ent, e.g. long, short, narrow, round, curved, flat, etc. 

However, separate adjectives have to be used with some signs, because 
changing the size of the sign does not always mea n size cha nge in th e 
whole referent. If wc make the signs BIRD, ELEPHAN1~ or PRIEST 
bigger, the meaning is 'big beaks', 'big trunks', and 'big collars ', rather 
than 'big birds') 'big elephants', or 'big priests'. 

(2) Lt has been argued th at BSL predicate adjectives do not work like English 
predicate nd jcctive~. BSL does not have the verb 'to be' so we cannot sign 
'the man is big' in BSL - th e equivalent sign sentence is MAN BIG. This 
means that tllC predicate adjective can equa lly as well be seen as a sort of 
verb. 
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M ore evidence fo r this is that many signs that would be called ad jec
tives in English can be modified in a way simil ar to that of verbs (sce 
chapter 8) suggesting that th ey arc more like verbs (e,g. DRUNK or 
ILL). However, they cannOl always inflect to show frequency, e.g. <1tJ'm 
regularly red ' or ' ltI'm often taU', in the \\lay that \'erbs can. If there is a 
frequency inflection on an adjective, it means it is characte ristic of a 
person or that the person shows a disposiLion [ 0 this trait. For example. 
a person can be frequentJy ill or regularly ill. or ill for a long time, or ill 
again and again and again. 

The American sign lingu ists Edward Klim'l and Ursula Bellugi have 
described the changes in movement that can be made to some ASL 
predicative adjectives. T hey suggest that the ASL predicative adj~ctive 
ILL can be inflected to show: 'characteristically ill '; 'easily ill', 'often il l for 
a long time'; 'be ill over and over again '; 'be ill for an un interrupted length 
of time'; 'be ill all the time'; 'be very ill'; and 'be totally ill'. These are 
shown by changes in m ovement (sec chapter 7 fo r 1.1 discussion of similar 
inflection in verbs). 

Adjectives in BSL can also be modified to show intensity. 

Co) 

Cb) 

Cc) 

A prem odifier, e.g. VERY or QUITE, can be added, There is a similar 
structure in English. Some signers consider this use of a premodifier to 

be an influence from English. 

A different sign can be substitu ted, e.g. SCARED or T ERRIFIED; 
SMALL or T INY;T IRED or EXHAUSTED (fig. 6. 11). 

In English very can be placed in front of ad jecLives, C.g. very big, very lall 
etc., but only if the adjectivc can be graded. A "very nllcleal'family would 
nO( be acceptable. 1n English, degree can also be marked by using lIwre 

Fig,6. 11 a T IRED Fig. 6.11b EXHAUSTED 
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Fig. 6. 12a LONG Pig. 6.1 2b VERY-LONG 

and mosl or -er and -est, e.g. red, redder, and reddest or beaUliful, more 
beuwiful, and most beautiful. 

BSL Adjectives can be inflected to indicate intensity. That is, they take 
ao e);tra bound morpheme. This has the form of a long, tense, initial hold, 
followed by a very rapid release to II final hold, c.g. HOT vs. VERY-H OT 
and LONG vs. VERY-LONG (fig. 6. 12). 

It should be noted that the form is independent of the meaning. For 
example, VERY-SHORT has a long hold, just as VERY-LONG does. 

(d) NOIl-manual feamres can also be used to indicate intensity, as we saw in 
chapter 5. 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter wc have introduced morphemes. A morpheme is a single unit 
of meaning in a language. Compounds are created by combining t\vo free 
morphemes. Compound s arc diflerent in systemat.ic ways from the signs that 
comprise them. We have also discussed bound morphemes, discovering how 
they cu nnot st.and alone but only in combi nation with other morphemes. We 
have described one example of bound morphemes, plura ls in BSL, iooking at 

how BSL marks nouns and verbs to indicate that there is more than one refer
ent involved . Not all of the information abom plurals in BSL is given by 
adding bound morphemes to free morphemes. T here arc also free-standing 
plural morphemes in BS~ and combinations of bound morphemes, for 
example, bound p lu ral morphemes and proforms. 

\"Ye have also discussed grammatical categories of signs: nouns, verbs, and 
ad jectives. There are small consistent differences between the forms of some 
related nouns and verbs .md they are used quite differently, so there is rarely 
any doubt in context if a sign is a noun or verb. We have seen, too, that adjec-

Exercises for chapter 6 1 J 3 

lives can be modified by add ing extra morphemes, and that it is not always 
clear whether a sign is an adjective or a verb. 

EXERCISES FOR CH APTER 6 

I. What arc the d ifferences between SONG/S ING, AERO PLANE/FLY, 
CAR/DRlVE, IlROOM/SWEEI~ LECTURE/GIVE-LECTURE, 
KEY/LOCK, PEN/WRITE, CIGARETTE/SMOKE, BOOK/READ, 
FOOD/EAT? If th ese signs are used in the context of a sentence, how do 
they differ from their citation form? 

2. Units within signs 
(a) T ry breaking the following signs down into smaller pan s. You should 

find that you cannot break them down ioto smaller units tltat have any 
meaning in the context of this sign. 
(1) TRUE, SAY, MOUSE, FLOWER, RJ~D, KlTCHEN, 

BEDROOM, H APPY, AEROPLANE, CAR 
(b) Try splitting the fo ll owing signs into smaller units. You should find 

that you can split them imo smoUcr unifs with meaning. 
(i) PROMISE, BELI EVE, SPACE-SHUTfLE, MINICOM, 1-

ASK-YOU, DRlVE-CASUALLY, PEOPLE, BLOOD, 
C HECK, ANlMAL-jUMI'-OVER-WALL, VERY-FAT 

3. Compounds 
(a) Find examples of fen English compounds. 
(b) GUINEA-PIG , BALANCE· SHEET, ond CHRISTMAS-TREE arc 

compounds borrowed from English into BSL. Find five more of 
these. 

(c) BLOOD, PEO PLE, M INICOM, and CHECK arc aU compounds in 
BSL, but not compounds borrowcd from English . Think of five more 
of these. 

(d) For each of your examples of compounds above, consider the indi
vidual signs that make up the com pound. Say 
<i) what the t\vo free morphemes are 
(ii) if the compound is simultaneous or sequential 
(Hi) what differences there are between the compound and the two 

separate signs. 

4. Free and bound morp hemes 
(a) F ind examples of ten signs that only contain onc morpheme each. 
(b) Pind examples of ten signs that contain at least one free morpheme 

and one bound morpheme. 
(c) For each sign, say 

(i) what the free morpheme is 
Cl i) what the bound morph eme means and how ie is articulated. 
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5. Using a video clip of a fluent BSL signer, identify examples of ways in 
which BSL shows that there is more man one of something. 
(a) For ench exam ple, say if a noun or a verb is showing the information 

(or if you are not sure). 
(b) "or each example, say how the plural is made (e.g. by repetition and 

d istribution, by a separate quantifi er like LOTS, by a sepurate 
proform. or by a combination, etc.). 

6. Adjectives 
(u) 'l ake the ad jcctive 'long'; the signs for ' hair', 'wait', 'sleeves', ' list' and 

'story' will change depending on the length. Think how these would 
vary wi th the adjective 'short' . 

(b) Think about the adjective 'thick' and then think how this could be 
incorporated into a 'thick' 'sandwich', 'coat', 'pillow', Of 'po fridge'. 

(c) Make up ten sentences containing different adjectives that occur as 
predicates. 

(d) Change the intensity of these adjectives (e.g. 'not very tired', 'quite 
Lired', 'tired', 'very tired', ' cxhausted').You might use a :ieparatc sign 
as the intensifier; a different sign for the adjective; change the move~ 
ment of the sign or change the facial expression. Make a note of the 
changes that occur as you make the adjective more or less intense. 
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Chapter seven 

Aspect, manner, and mood 

In the previous chapter we introduced the bas ic idea of morphemes, and then 
considered some of the ways that morphemes are used in BSL. We looked in 
some detail at nouns and ad jectives. This chapter will focus on the morpho~ 
logical information that can be found in 13SL verbs. 

BSL verbs contain a considerable amount of morphological information, 
and very much more than English verbs do. The three types of information 
fearured here (aspect, manner, and mood) are usually provided in English 
through the use of separate adverbs; in 13SL the information is often incor
ponned into the verb itself. Before we consider these truee inflections, 
however, it is worth discussing tense. BSL does not use tense, while English 

does. 

T ENSE 

Tcnse is onc way of locating events in time. It means showing time by adding 
morphemes to verbs to p rovide information such as 'past', ' present' and 
'future'. Some languages have lenses indicating 'distant past' and 'distant 
furu re' too. Tense is deicric; that is, it needs a specific reference point for it to 

have any real meaning. Using a reference point of ' the p resent', English verbs 
show when an event occurs by adding this information morphologically. 
There is little evidence so far that BSL uses tense, but itis a feature worth dis
cussing because so many other languages do, induding English. 

In English, there are only twO basic tenses: present and past. English does 
not have a future tense. III tbe present tense, in Engli sh, a regular verb such 
as walk either has no ending (for first and second person singular, and for all 
plurals) or it has an ~S added for third person singular (e .g. I walk,you walk, 
lhey walk, he walks) . In the p ast teme, a final -ed is added (e.g. I walked,yoll 

walked, he walked, they walked). 
English refers to the future by using expressions of intent (such as wilT or 

going to), or lexical time markers (such as tollW'TOW) combined with the 
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Fig. 7.1:1 WIN Fig.7.1b WON 

present tense. Will is probably more ri ghtly categorised as part of mood 
rather ~an tense.We will discuss mood later in this chapt er. The Engli sh verb~ 
used Wltl1 th ese other markers of future time may have a final -ing, or the 
present tense -S, or no added suffix at all (e.g. \Ve will 'lJ.XJlk to L(mdon 
1bmor row he Yl.Iatks to LotICum, J am walking to London OIl M OIuiay, or Jam coill; 
10 walk 10 L,,,,don on lv!muiay). 

Like English, BSL uses base verb forms with other separate lexical time 
ma.rkers (manual and non-manual) to refer to the fUnI re. It uses expressions 
of m~ent, such as WI~L, und lexical markers, such as T OMORROW, jUSl as 
Enghsh does. It uses Similar devices to refer to the present and the past. 
. French has a rich tense system, including a fUUlre tense (e.g. il saUlail - he 

It/n./ped, il s~ute - Ju:jll.mps, il sallleru - Ire willjump). A French speaker might 
claim th:lt French IS better tllan English, on the grounds mM English is such 
a poor .language it d?e~ not even have proper tenses, and needs to rely on 
somethmg as unSOphIStiCated as a separate lexical time marker to indicate the 
futu re. Native users of English would disagree with such an imerprctation 
and ~et it has been sugges ted that BSL is somehow a poo rer langu age tha~ 
Enghsh because English has a tense system and BSL does not Use of a tense 
system does not make a language better, just different. 
. ~ome verbs in some BSL dialects differ depending on whether the action 
IS 111 the past or present e.g. WIN/WON, SEE/SAW, GO/WEN1~ but it is 
!, robably b~ttcr to s~y wc have different lexical items, rather than saying there 
IS systematJc alteration for tense (fig. 7.1). 

WiJ1iam Stokoe and Lynn Jacobowitz have claimed that future tense ill 
Amerkan Sign Language is shown by an extension of th e wrist, dbow, shoul
der, or neck, and past tense by fl exion of the same joints. No fo rmal research 
has been done in Britain, but signers do not appear to be using this system of 
tense marking in BSL. 
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Fig.7.2a 'Are you going to Liverpool?' Fig.7.2b 'Have you been to Liverpool?' 

It is possible that moving the head fOf\vurd or back may show some of this 
information . A forwa rd movement Of U1C head and shoulders may be used by 
some signers to show the future , and a backward movement of head and 
shoulders may be used in the same way to show the past. T his is a possible 
line of inquiry. Certainly sentences in BSL that would be translated as Are 
you going 10 Liverpool? and Have you beetl 10 Liverpool? may well be dis
tinguished solely by different h ead and body movements. However, this 
cannot be seen as a true tense sysl.em because whole phrases and senten ces 
are covered by these non-manual markers, not only verbs (fig. 7. 2) (also see 

chapter 5) . 
Finally, it is worth noting that pragmatics (common sense) can be used to 

show if an event is in me past or not. If someone with an obviously short, 
neat haircut is discussing something happening at the barber's) it. is likely the 
event took place in the past . jf someone's hand is in a bandage and they are 
talking about an accident in which their hand was hurt, it must be in the past. 
This is also the case if people rue talking about an action of someone who is 
dead (e.g. Queen Victoria or Alexander G rr-ham Bell) . If someone is signing 
about the end of the universe, it is certain that they are talking about the 

future. 
It is important to emphasise dlat it does not matter if there is no evidence 

of tense in BSL. A lack of a tense system does not make BSL worse than 
English (any more than a lack of f"l.lture tcnse in English makes English worse 
than French); it simply shows that langunges arc different and use different 
methods of marking the time events take place other than lense. We will con
sider ways that BSL does talk about time in chapter 10. 

BSL verbs, then, do not contain morphological information to locate an 
event in time relative to tl,e present, and it does not really make sense to talk 
of tense in BSL. However, IlSL verbs do contain a good deal of other 
morphological information, most notably for aspect, manner, and mood . 

, 
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ASPECT 

Aspect allows a signer to describe the internal timing of events. Aspect focuses 
on when something happened relative to another event, so that it shows how 
long the event wcnt on for, whether it is complete or still in progress, and so 
on. Aspect may be shown in many ways, including verb inflection, separate 
lexical markers. and word or sign order. 

BSL verbs inflect to show a great deal of infonnation about aspect. and 
English verbs show very little (the converse to tense where English uses it and 
BSL does not). Russian verbs inflect for both tense and aspect. However, all 
languages can provide the same information about aspect somehow. 

BSL frequently marks aspect within the verb. A signed sentence glossed as 
*LOOK LONGTIME is not considered by many signers to be grammatical 
in BSL (fig. 7.3b). Use orthc separate signs LONG and T IME would be con· 
sidered apart of Sign cd English.The BSL construction would be a single sign: 
LOOK· FOR-A-LONG·TIME, where LOOK has been inflected for aspect 
by repeating the sign LOOK, with a short circular movement, or by holding 
the sign for a longer period than normal, \v:ith an increased tension (fig. 7.3a). 

Inflections for aspect 

Mary Brennan has detailed several of the changes in movement that may 
occur as a part of inflecting for aspect in BSL. Some of the importan t ways 
that BSL verbs can change fa show different features of aspect are as follows: 
repetition (slow or fast); a change from straight to arcing movement; a sudden 
hold ,u the end of a sign; an initial hold of the sign; a hold for a longer period; 
moving the sign bit by bit; and movmg the sign slowly. BSL aspecrual 

F ig.7.3a LOOK·FOR· A·LONG·TIME 
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Fig. 7.3b ~LOOK LONG TIME 

inflections are frequently visuaIly motivated. if an action is interrupted sud· 
denly, the sign reflects this in a sudden interruption of the .movement. If an 
action happens smoothly, the sign movement of the verb IS smooth. If .the 
action continues for a noticeably long time, the sign may be held for a nouce
ably long time. We will now consider each of these aspecrual inflections 
described by Brennan in morc detail. . 

Repetition of movement in a sign can show aspecUla] information. ~or 
some verbs (c .g. WAIT, WALK) the repetition shows how long the action 
lasted. Short, fast repetition of the sign WAIT would be translated into 
English as wait for a long time. Slower repeti tion of the sign WAIT, with even 
larger movement, would be translated in to English as wait for all extremely long 

time. 
For other verbs (e.g. KNOCK, GO) short, fas t repetition either indicates 
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that the action is a]wllYs performed or that it occurred very quickly, Short, fas t 
repetition of the sign KNOCK could be translated into English as either 
always knock or knock rapidly. Context will d isambiguatc these {WO meanings. 

P?f these ~erbs. the slow repetition can be translated as 10 do something 
aga'" w,d agam. Slow repeti tion of the sign KNOC K would be translated into 
English as knock again and again. Note, !.hen, that the same movement can 
have different meanings depending on the rype of action in the verb. 

For the following inflections, the movement of the hand reRecls the timing 
of the action. End marking is signed by pausing at me end of the movement 
of a sign . T his inRection is used to show that an action came to an abrupt halt 
(cessive inflection). Abrupt halts would be seen in 'I was saunter ing through 
the forest, when suddenly J slopped as I came lO a wide river' or 'r thought 
and Lhought and thought about it and suddenly, I understood .' In these exa m
ples, the signs SAUNTER and THINK come to a sharp, abr upt halt to show 
that the action was suddenly in terrupted . 

T he use of an initial hold shows that an event is about to happen but does 
not. This is sometimes referred to as 'in ceptive aspect' . The sign may fin ish 
with this initial hold or it may continue after the hold, if the interruption is 
only temporary. In the sentences that carry the meanings 'I was about to cross 
th e road when a car came rushing past' or '1 was about to cat my dinner when 
the doorbell flashed', th e signs CROSS-ROAD and EA1:'D1NNER would 
have an initial hold . 

The sign may be held for much longer than normal. This serves the same 
~urpose as. repetition for some verbs (Le. that som ething went on for a long 
time) bm IS par Licularly used with signs that have no movement in them. 
LO OK held for a long time would be trunslated in English as lookJor ages. A 
similar meaning would be given to the sign HOLD held for a long time. Extra 
muscular tension in the sign may also be important here. 

rnle movemcnt of a sign may not be smooth but morc 'stop-start'. T his 
shows thilt something happened bit by bit (and is sometimes called 'incre
mental aspect') . Exam ples include WIND-UP-BY-DEGREES and G Err: 
WEALTH1ER-BY-DEGREES. 

It is also possible for a signer to change Lhe speed of the movement of a verb 
sign: If th~ sign slows down, it suggests something happened gradually, but 
not III the Jumps suggested by lncremental aspect. Examp les include G RAD
UALLY-COME-TO-UNDERSTAND and GRADUALLY-APPROACH. 

Separ ate aspect markers 

Although BSC signs change movement to show aspect, there are also separ
ate signs for some aspect marking. The idea of completion of an action is also 
part of aspect, and is shown in BSL by an extra sign, rather than by a change 
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in the verb sign. Aspect shows wh ethe:r an event is fin ished (or complete) or 

is still in progress. 
BSL uses signs that can be glossed as FINISH or BEEN to show co~pl~

. These signs may be used at the e:nd of a clause to show that the action IS 
tlon. .. f th 
noW finished and complete. BEEN can also be used at the begmnmg ? e 
I use to show that the action about to be mcnlioncd is completed . It IS also 

;;ssible to use BEEN togetber with ano ther verb itself, if it is one-handed, 
e.g. SEE BEEN or EAT BEEN (that is, 'already seell' and 'alread; eaten ' ). 
For this reason, some people see this BEEN marker as a marker Lor tense, 
perhaps even as a suffix. In many cast'S, it m~y be the only marker to show 
that an event took place in the past H owever, It can only be used for comple
tion. It would be ungrammatical to sign ' BEEN EAT +++ l O mean '1 was 

eating' . . 
As well as aspectual inflections on verbs, signers may also use adverbs like 

OFTEN, ALWAYS, FREQUENTLY, NORMALLY for indicating aspect. 
English may have influenced BSL here. Sometimes, th~ separate adverb and 
the inflection can both be used to refer to the same action. 

Simultaneou s signing to show aspect 

BSL signers can also represent aspcctin respect of twO events happening rela
tive to each other, by showing the twO events on two diff'erent hands, or onc 
event on the hands and one on the face . If a tr'ain passenger was reading while 
the person beside them talked, we can show this in BSL with the information 
about the 'readillg' on one hand, and the 'talking' on the o ther (fig. 7.4) .T~ere 
are many examples of this device being used ill BSL: ' I held the baby while I 
picked up the bag'; 'She gripped the steering wheel as she sounded the horn '; 
, Holding the flag in one hand, he saluted smar tly'; 'Puning his ann aro~nd 
the little girl, he asked if she felt OK', and so on .1n each example, one action 

Fig. 7.4 READ_WHILE_SOM EONE_TALKS 
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is shown on each hand . We will discuss this idea of 'simultaneous signs' in 
chapter 11 in 1110re detail. However, this is a very good example of the ver\' 
difIerent ways that BSL can make good use of both hands and space to shO\~' 
quite complex grammatical information. 

Stative and dyn amic verbs 

Verbs. have some idea of aspect buil t into them, because of their underlying 
meanmg, and we can divide them into two main groups: stative verbs and 
dynamic verbs. 

Stative verb s describe states or processes that have no obvious action, e.g. 
'be', 'have', and 'know' . T hey do not indicate aspect, because the 'event' 
cannot be said to happen at anyone time. If we consider the idea 'I have two 
sisters', it does not really make sense to say that ' I keep having two sisters' or 
that 'I gradually had two sisters'. Consequent1y, we can say that these stath'C 
verbs do not readily show aspect. Of course, it is always possible to find excep
tions, but normally these constructions would not make sense. 

English has a class of predicates which are fo rmed by the verb to be with 
predi~ate adjectives. T hese can be considered as stative verbs, since they 
deSCribe the state of the subject. [n BSL, it has been argued that there is no 
difference between a predicative adjective and stative verbs. 

1n the sentences MAN TALL and MAN G ROW, the predicate is essen
tially the same sign, while in English, the two predicates are di fre rent (is tall 
and grows) (fig. 7.5) . 

Dynamic verbs describe something happening, rather than just being or 
existing. They are verbs that allow us to talk abou t the internal timing of an 
event and to show how the action happened relative to other events, so these 
are .the verbs that can show aspec t. D ynamic verbs are of two types, which 
agam affect the way they may show aspect: 'durative' and 'punctu al'. 

D urative actions can go on for any length of time. The actions referred to 

Fig. 7.5a TALL Fig. 7.5b GROW 
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. ,v/ALK ANALYSE THINK SWIM, T ALK, READ, and WRITE are all 
III ,'\ ' ) , 
capable of going on indefinitely. . . . . 

punctual verbs only happen in a mOlnent, at one pomt 111 tlme. The actlOns 
described in the verbs KNOCK, BLINK, NO D, T AP, and HIT all happen in 
a single instant. S0l11e mark a transition so that there is only one moment 
vhen an event happens before circumstances change, e.g. ARRIVE, 
~CORE-A-GOAL, and LEAVE. Anyone may be working towards arriving, 
scoring a goal, or leaving for quite a while. However, when the event of arr ival, 
scoring or leaving happens, it happens in an instant. After this moment, the 

person has arri"ed, scored, or left . 
This distinction between durative and punctual verbs is not always clear, 

and there are times when the verb could be either. Consider, for example, 
SHOUT. It is not really durativc because it does not go on indefinitely (in the 
end, we would run out of breath), but it is not punctual either, because it does 
not happen only at one point in time. However, as the shouting can go on for 
a while, the verb is considered durative. 

JUMP is also difficult to classify. If we jump up and down, dle verb looks 
like it is punctual, because the jump happens in a moment. But if we jUlnp a 
long way (e.g. over a cl iff in an action fi lm), the jump could go on for a long 
time. This may be a problem of semantics, however. Perhaps there is one verb 
JUMP for leaving the surface, and then the rest of the action is actually 'trav
eJling through space and then descending' rather than ' jumping'. We might 
also describe the signs glossed as JUMP in English as actuaJly twO very 
different signs in BSL. Perhaps a better gloss would be JUMp-ON-T HE
SPOT and JUMP-THROUG H-SpACE, so that the former is punctual and 

the latter is durative. 
In durative verbs, if we sign WAIT ++ + T EN M INUTES, the action of 

waiting \vould continue for 10 minutes. In punctual verbs, if we sign 
N OD+++ T EN MINUTES, dle action of nodding would continue over and 
over again over a period of 10 minutes. In both cases, it is possible to stop and 
start the activity but one goes on continuously, whereas the other occurs 

repeatedly. 

Aspect in E nglish 

We have seen then, that BSL indicates aspect mainly through verb inflection, 
although it may also use separate signs. \V/e may compare this with English. 
In English, verbs will show if something is still in progress (progressive) or if 
it is complete (perfect). Perrect in English uses have with a verb with -ell . For 
example, I have 'Zvriuen lily /O've a leller, means that 1 have finis hed the letter. 
Completion does not need to be in the past: it could be a prediction, as in By 
/lext S Ul1day morning, 1 will have written my love a leuer. 
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Progr~~sivc in English uses be with -ing on the end of the verb. For example, 
! am ~rlllng my love a letler or , was w riting my love a letter. T he fi rst example 
IS set In l.h~ prescn( (or even in the furure if the context is Next Sunday morning 
1 Q!'1 wrIlmg my love a .Iclter) and the second example is set in the past, but in 
neither case have I fi mshed the leuef (0 my love. 

T he prog~sive an~ perfect arc shown by changing Lhe verbs in English, 
bur. fo r most mformatlon about aspect, English uses many other words and 
phrases in place of the BSL inflections. Examples of English include: 1 had 
Q11ly sUn 'led writing my iove a letter when ... ; I was about to write my love a 
feller w hen. .. ; I had been writing my love a teller for nearly U!7I minutes when 
suddenly .. . ; I have been writing nO' love a letter for hours; I write my love a 
/cuer regularly every SlInday; and I often write my love a leller. 

These separate words (shown in bold italics in the above examp les), are 
usually calle~ 'a~ver?s of timc' in English, and that is how wc mos t commonly 
show aspect 1n Imghsh . In English, these adverbs are usually separate words. 
In BSL they are frequently builc into the verb as bound morphemes. 

In summary, aspect tells LIS when an event happened relative to another 
evcnt, h ow long for and how often. English often lIses other words to sh ow 
aspect (mainly adverbs). but BSL often changes th e movement of the verb 
or articulates two verbs simultaneously. ' 

MANNER 

M anner lells us how an action was done. Examples of manner in English 
would ~e slyly, cheerfllll)~ lig}IlI)~ hUI1wrously, like a Frenchman, in the slyle of a 
great Diva, stueetly, confidently. and drunkenly. 

In some cases, there may appear to be an overlap between adverbs of 
manne~ and aspect, if th~re is an clement of time in the way something was 
done. For example w~ ~Ight have adverbs of maliller like slowly, quickly, or 
gradlf~lly, although thIS IS u sually considered a part of aspect. because Ihey 
comam some element of meaning of timing. 

Most of the time, however, manner is clearly separate from aspect. in BSL 
manne r may be shown using separate signs thac are adverbs like SLOWLY 
CONFIDENTLY, CAREFULLY, or LIKE FRENCH (Le. the way a French 
person does so mething), ete. In English, adverbs are used a great dea l to show 
manner (e.g. s/OVJly, quickly, easily, lJappily, miserably). 

I~for?:at"on about manner can also be conveyed by using a different word 
or sIgn. illlS IS because manner can be a part of the semantics of a word 01' 
sign. F~r (.'xample. the basic verb WALK can be replaced by rciat(.'d signs 
de.pendlOg on th e way that a person or animal walked. English also does this. 
~Itfer.ent m ann ers o~walkjng arc implied in words such as sCtltlle, trot,saunter, 
Jog, mll1ce, hobble, stnde, swagger, stagger, limp, and teeter. 
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BSL also u ses facial expression (and esplo.,<:ially oral components) to give 
information about manner. [n fact, we may describe all verbs as having an 
accompanying facial expression which gives info rmation about the manner 
in which an action occurred (although often mat manner is ' neutral ' or 
' unmarked '). \"X'e discussed adverbials on the face (for example 'mm', 'th', and 
'cc') when we d iscussed mouth pattcrns in chapter S. Oilier fac ial expressions 
may give information about the emotions linked to the manner afthe action 
(such as a relieved facial expression accompanying the meaning ' I handed her 
the baby with relief' or a sad facial exprt.."Ss ion whcn signing ' I told her, sadly, 

that the uain had left'). 
It is not always easy when watching a signer to make the distinction belween 

the manner in which something occurred and the feelings of the signer. In 
many cases, they are the same. Tramlations into BSL of [ was happy when I 
walked through the forest and I tl;allecd through the forest happily would use a 
similar facial expression. Thus, a fudal expression that gives information 
abou t emotion may be considered in formation about manner too, when it is 

used in conjunction wiu1 verbs. 
However, there arc times when the emotions of the person referred to in 

the sentence are not the same as the signer's. T lli s occurs when the signer is 
registering an emotional reaction to the event described. For example, in 01e 
BSL sentence meaning 'He did not answer me - he just walked offl ', the 
signer's facial expression may well be one of indignation, but the manner in 
which the man walked offis left unstated by the face. More information about 
the way the person walked off may be found in the movement of me sign itself 

or in an extra sign . 
Change in movemenr is another important way in which information about 

manner is given in BSL verbs. If wc consider intensity (how much effort 
something is) we can see how changes in movement (0 the vcrb can show this. 
We can consider intensity as small (not very intense) and large (intense). 
Where intensity is small. the strength of the signing and size of the signing 
often decrcase . Where it is large, strcngth and size often increase. 

In summary, how the actio n is carried out may be shown by adding an 
adverb of manner, changing the verb comp letely, using fadal expression or 
by changing the movement of the verb. 1.n English this information is pro
vided either by an adverb or by using a ~ifferent vcrb. 

MOOD 

Mood is the third of the tra,ditional three~way split in linguistics for infonna
lion that verbs can show: tense. aspect, and mood. 

Mood tells u s about the speaker's attitude to the information in the sen
tence. For example the speilker may show uncertainty, possibility, or 

'l 
" 
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definiteness. Mood distinguishes commands, statements, and thi ngs we are 
not completely sure about (subjunctive) . In English mood is shown by modal 
auxiliaries like may, call, shall, and nnm. 

rn BSL, there has been littlc fo rmal research, but dlerc are at least two 
manual ways of showing mood, as well as non-manual ways. The first manual 
way is to use modal llUxiliaries, just as English does. Thus, BSL uses signs such 
as SHOULD, CAN, MUST,andWlLL either before or after the verb (or both 
before and after).Thc second manual way to show mood is to vary lhe tensc
ness, slI'engm, and size of me verb sign. SHOULD-ASK is smaller and less 
tense and strong than MUST-ASK, but larger, tenser, and stronger than 
COULD-ASK. A third way to show mood is to use non-manual features, such 
as express ions of doubt or determination . These are obligatori ly used with 
manual marking. These three markers of mood are often all used together. 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter, we have seen that BSL verbs contain information about the 
timing of events and the way in which an action was performed or occurred . 
This information about aspect and manner may be shown by adverbs (as it 
usually is ill English), bu t is morc frequently shown by changes in the move
ment ofvcrb signs or by non-manual information. 

EXE RC ISES FOR CHAPTER 7 

1. Read the fo llowing passage from ' Body of Evidence' by Parricia Cornwcll 
(1993) London: Little, Brown (pp. 282- 3). 1dentify as many examples of 
aspect as you can find . 

Parkillg in the Crovel lot designated/or t-isicors, I W/!1lL i1ll0 Ihe lobby a/ViCIOriall /ur
lIullings, Oriell/al rugs, and heavy draperies with ornate ((mlices tlJell along Iheir «'ay 
10 beillg threadbare. ! was about co annOl/llce myself to Ihe receptionist whe/I [ heard 
SUI/ItOlle behilld me speak. 

'Or Scarpclla?' 
[ turned to/ace a tall, slender black man dressed ill a European-£ll/lIatiy sllit. His hair 

fOOS a sandy sprinkle, his cheekbones alldforehead aristocratically high. 
'/'m !i>brner MaSler.!On,' he said, alld smilillg broadly, he offered his }umd. 
J was aboUl 10 'lJ,"OlIder if I had forgotlell Itim from some former cnCOImler whell lie 

explained Ihat he "ccoglliscd IlI e frolll pictures Ite had seell ill rhe papers and 011 fhe lelc
visioll news, relllinders [ could do wilhoUl. 

' WC '1l go back 10 my office: he added pleasamly. 'Itrusl your dr ive I'.(Ir1m'l 100 firing? 
May J offer you SOII1Clllillg? Coffee? A sIJda?' 

Alllhis as he ClmtillZlld If) walk, alld I did my beu to keep liP with his long strides. A 
sigllijicalll prof'<Jrtion of IfUlfll/matt race!tas no idea what it is like /0 bl allached 10 sho!"t 
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legs, mId I am forever findinc myself indiCllant~y pumpirlg along like a hal/dcar i~ a 
world of express traills. Dr A1aSlCr1lm was al the Olher ctld of a 10 ,% carpeted corr/!oT 
wheu hefinally had Ihe prcsmu of milld /0 /ookarowut. Pawing at a dooru:ay, he. wall~d 
ulllill caught up Wilh him, lhen he whered me inside. 1 helped lIIys~lf to a chOIr u·hlle 
he took his position behind his desk and alllomalically begaJl tampmg wbacco 1/110 aft 
expemive briar pipe. . 

'Needless 10 sa)~ Dr Scarp.:lIa,' Dr. M aslCTSon begall in his slow, preCISe way as he 
opened a Ihick filefolrkr, '/ am dismayed byA1 111111l's (iealh.' 

'Are you mrpri$ed try it?' I asked. 
'Not entirely.' 
'I'd like 10 reviC1.c his rose as t~"l talk: / said. 
He hesitated /ollg enough fOT me 10 consider remindillg him of lily stallllory rights 10 

the record. Then he smiled again and said, 'Cerlainly,' as he handed il ~ver. . 
J opened Ihe manila/older al/d began 10 per/l se ils COll tellls as blue pIpe smoke dnjted 

aver lIIe like aromatic woodsJul'llings. 

2. Give examples of five BSL verbs inflected to show the followi.ng aspecmal 

information: 
(a) the action continues for a long time 
(b) the action continues for a very long time 
(c) the action regularly happens 
(d) the action is repeated slowly 
(e) the action is repeated fast 
Cl) the action continues and is suddenly interrupted 
(g) the action is about to happen but is interrupted 
(h) the action happens bit by bit, gradually 
(i) the action happens smoothly 
(j) (\\'0 actions happen simultaneously (one shown on each hand) 
(k) two actions happen simultaneously (onc shown on lhe hands, one 

non-manual) 
(I) three actions happen simultaneously 

3. Manner 
(a) Think about how to sign different ways of walking. You should try to 

use several different handshapcs and movements. Your body move
ment and facial expression should also vary. 

(b) Vary the intensity of the effort of the actions in the verbs EAT, and 
RUN. Do this by changing the size, strength, and speed of the move
ment in the verb. Translate these into English. 

4. Watch a video clip of a fl uent signer. 
(a) Identify any verbs where movement change shows aspect, (e.g. by 

repetition, steps, c~ange in speed, or change in tension of the sign:. 
(b) Decide iflhese verbs are durative (the activity could go on for a while) 

or punctual (the activity can only happen for a moment), or is it not 

easy to decide? 
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5. Watch a video clip of a fluent signer. Jdentify examples of changes in ~igns 
t~ show manner (the way the action was done, e.g. 'happily', 'carefully' 
'hke a horse', etc. ). I.s me manner shown by the [ace, or the hands, or both? 
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Chapter eight 

Space types and verb types in BSL 

In this chapter we will be considering rhe different uses of space in BSL, and 
the way this influences the use of verbs in BSL. Wc wi ll discuss the difference 
between syntactic space and topographic ~pacc, using evidence from brain
damaged deafpeoplc as well as evidence from experiments with healthy deaf 
people. We will then think about the way these two types of space are used by 
the three groups of verbs that can be identified in BSL; namely plain verbs, 
agreement verbs, and spatial verbs. T he division of these vcrbs is based upon 
the grammatical information they include. The use of space is one of the most 
important characteristics of BSL verbs and needs describing before we can 
talk about verb types any further. 

SYNTACTIC AN D TO POG RAPH lC SPACE 

Some linguists have claimed that there are (\. ... 0 different types of space that 
are used in sign languages. Physically, the signing space is exacdy the same, 
but the space is used in two very diffe rent ways by the language. 

Topographic space recreates a map of the real world. It is a spatial l:lyout 
in signing space of representations of things as they really are. For example, 
when we describe a local shopping area to someone in BSL, we place things 
in our signing space according to where these Ihings really arc in relation to 
other things. If the church is opposite the fruit shop ,und the fru it shop is next 
to the post office, then wc place them that way in signing space. If we place 
Ihe signs anywhere else, or if we do not attempt to place these signs (or their 
proforms) ut all, then it is ungrammatical. 

English does not need spatial information from its speakers, in the normal 
Course of events. A speaker could simply say that there was a fruil shop, a post 
office, and a church without need ing to say where these arc. Of course speak
ers of English can and do describe where things arc, if they need to; hov,'ever, 
Ihis is not done by changing the words, but rather by adding words. This, 
again, highlights the many differences between 13SL and English. 

129 
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~hile top~graph ic space rcfl cx:cs the layout of things in the real world, syn
taCtIC space IS created from within the language and may not map onto the 
real world, As an example, wc may consider how we might express that some 
de'~~ Asians in Bri tain find themselves torn between two strong culrures; the 
British De~ f com~u?ity . and the British Asian community. Perhaps a signer 
wants to sign thar I1 IS difficu lt being Asian and deaf in Britain because she 
does not fit into ei~cr group. T he signer might place a sign referring to 
ASIAN on the left side of her signing space and a sign referring to DEAF on 
the righ.t. There arc actually no Asian people on her left, and no deaf people 
on me nght. The placing of the two groups is just created from within the lan
guage to allow the signeT to refer to them in space. It would be equally possi
ble to pl~ce two tot~aU? abstract concepts in signing space, so that a sign 
represern,tll1~ HONbS IT could be placed in one area, and a sign for 
WBAI..:I H In another, to allow the signer to discuss the relative merits of the 
two. 

Syntactic space uses grammatical structures which move in space betv.een 
grammatically defin ed poi nts. For example in 'I gave my aunt a book' 
(AUNT Indexl Index\ BOOKI GfYE-BOOK

3
) tbe real aunt in the real 

,,:,orld does not have to be where The signer placed her for this sentence. The 
slgner could even have posted it to her from London to Tokyo bU I the 
grammatical location of the aunt is the same and that is where th~ book is 
directed. 

We can c~mpa rc topo~raphic and syntactic space. In topographic space, 
the referent IS at the location (e.g. where wc place the sign fo r !.he church rela
tive to where we place the sign for the post office represents their real loca
tion in the world), whereas in syntactic space the referent is the location - and 
the location is the refcrent - (so the arbitrary location we give to British Asians 
and British deaf people is used to mean them) . 

This idea of dividing space like this is not accepted by all linguisl.<;. Some 
people (e.g. T rcvor 10hnston in Australia and Scott Liddell in America) have 
argued that there is no diffe rence be{\veen these two. Cenainly there arc some 
exam~les \~here there seems to be overlap, and the debate is not yet reso lved. 
Des PI~'e thIS, the distinction is helpful for someone learning about BSL, und 
there IS strong experimental evidence that there is a real difference between 
the two use~ of linguistic space . 

Evidence from brain-damaged deafpeoplc 

The brain is divided into left and right hemispheres; the left is known 10 be 
more important. for language and the right is more important for spatial skill s. 
Even th?ugh sign languages are visual languages, they lire still primarily 
located 10 the left hemisphere. Much of the research into the relationship 
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between the brain and signing has been done by Howard Poizner and Ursula 

gcllugi in America. . 
Damage to the left hemisphere of any person - whether they are a slgner 
speaker _ can create very serious language problems but still leave them :th spatial skills (e.g. they can match shapes, or look at two different layo~lts 

f an area they know and indicate which is correct). Some deaf people With 
~ef[ hemisphere damage can manage a few simple s i~ns and ca~ place ~o~le 
of those correctly. They may also be able to indicate If someone IS descnbmg 

a layout wrongly. . . 
Damage to the right hemisphere can have rc1auvely little effect on a 

person's signing, in relation to both lexicon and grammar, except fo~ the 
effects on use of topographic space. A right_hemisphere-damagcd slgner 
asked to describe a zoo might describe it with dear signs, but each sign would 
be placed in the same location, crcating a visual image of animals being 
stacked higgledy-piggledy in onc part of the 'zoo' . .. 

This distinction provides evidence that syntactic and topographiC space In 
sign languages arc treated differently in the brain, so we may expect them to 
function differently in signing. 

Evidence from healthy signers 

Evidence fo r two different uses of space in sign languages also comes from 
experiments conducted with heallhy deaf people. An American researcher, 
Karen Emmorey, togemer with colleagues did work with {\VO types of sce
narios. one involving topographic space, and one using syntactic space (fig. 
8. I). She provided signers wi!.h twO d ifferent types of sentences s~gned ~ 
ASL, and asked people to make a d(.'Cision about a probe sign t1~at did or did 
not occur in the sentence. The idea behind this experiment IS that when 
people are in some way uncomfo rtable with what they have just seen, their 
decision-making processes will be slowed down. T hus, if subjects showed 
significant differences in speed of reaction to diffe rent types of probes in 
different sentences, rhis could be taken as evidence that they were th inking in 

different ways. 
In an example of a sentence using topogra phic space, she described her 

dressing-table as a terrible mess. 'My blusher case (right) is broken. My nail 
polish (centre) is spilled. My perfume (left) is empry.'This description uses 
topographic space because it recreates H mnp of the dressing table and every
thing is laid out as it is in the real world. 

Tn an example of a sentence using syntactic spnce, she described the prob
lems of her parents' house . ' [t is so expensive to run. It uses a 10tof gas (right), 
electricity (centre) and water (left).'The space used here is syntactic because 
the three utilities are not located anywhere spcx:ifically in the real world, in her 
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nail polish 

perfume blusher case 

Layout in topographic space 

electricity 

wll ter 

Layout in syntactic space 

Fig. 8.1a Emmorcy's two types of scenario 

" 

perfume 

.. ' 
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1 bpogn phic space - probe in correct place 
F llS lest response time 

Syntactic space - probe in correct place 
Fastest response time 

Syntactic space - probe in wrong place 
Slower response rime 

~ Topographic spaCC - probe in wrong place 

( \ Slowl..'St response Lime 

perfume 

Fig. 8. 1b Reaction rimes to probes in Emmorey's scenarios 
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parents' house, and certainly not necessarily to be found at the r ight, ccntre, 
and left of the house. 

After each sentence she gave a ' probe sign' and asked the volunteers in her 
experiment if that probe was in the sentence. The \'olunteers had to decide 
quickly. For example, she might give the probe On.. or HAIRBRUSH, and 
they would be expected to respond ' no', because these were not in the previ. 
ous sentence. If she gave the probe GAS or P ERl<LJME, th ey would be 
expected to respond 'yt:s', because £hese were in the previous sentence. 

'111e 'correct' probe was sometimes given at the correct location and some
times not. For example, GASL (which is the wrong location) or GAS

R 
(the 

correct location); PERFUMEL (correct location) or PERFUMER (wrong 
location), In both cases they were slower atrespond ing 'yes' to the correct probe 
when it was in the wrong place, and quicker when it was in the correct place. 
This shows that when a sign is placed in the wrong part of space, signers nre 
made to feel uncomfortable in some way. We can confirm from this that place· 
menl in space is importunt for building up a signer's linguistic understanding. 

However, more importantly, tile volunteers were quicker to recognise ul e 
probe for GAS at the wrong location than they were to recognise the probe 
for PERFUME at the wrong location. They were quicker for GAS becfluse 
no topographi c image had been created . It took them longer to respond 'yes' 
for PERFU M E when it was a probe in the wrong place because a topographic 
image had been created. This, again, suggests that the two types of space arc 
tteated ditrerent.ly in the brain. 

BSL VERB TYPES 

Now that we have seen that space is used for different functions in sign lan
guage, wc can think about the way that verbs in BSL use these [WO d ifferent 
types of space. T his is part of a larger consideration of the sort of information 
that a verb in BSL can include. 

Wc have already seen in chapter 7 that ver y few, if any, verbs show informa
tion about tense (Of, if they do, they do not use space to show this informa
tion). M ost verbs include i.nformation about aspect, but a few are very limited 
in dle sorts of information they can include. These are the stative verbs we 
discllssed in the previous chap ler. They have also been called invariant verbs, 
although even these c.m include a small amount of morphological inform;l
rion, e.g. the verbs KNOW and HAVE can include in fo rmation about the 
signer's anirude (,defin itely know', 'sorry to have', etc.). 

T here are some verbs that carry aspeerual information about events by 
changing th eir movem ent, but they carry no more regular grammatic:l ! 
information than that. (Some can carry information about the direct object, 
as part of the handsbape, and that will be discussed later.) 

j. ; j , 
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other BSL verbs u se movement through space to show 
A gre~t ma:ut the subject and object (both dire<:t and indirect) , Many 

informBa;~~earbs use movement and location in space to show the movement 
other . f the ob,' ect during the action of the verb. BJld locallon 0 

SPACE AN D VE.RB S 

. ee in use of s ace is very impor tant when wc consider verbs. In 
The differen . P of a layout and the verbs move with their related 

e verbs we have an Image ' I th erbs 
som , gh thi' , l~at is the" use topographic space. n 0 er v b'ects thrall s Image, 11 , .' 1 
o , . on is art of the verb, and not part of any pre-eXlsung ayo~t 
the loeaU p. '111 k at the way verbs u se space rn BSL. F th st of thiS chapter wc \\'I 00 . . ) 
We ~~ll ceo~esider how verbs show the subject an.d object (direct and mdrrect 

and the~o\~~ti~:n~~~::e~~~~r~~~O~~~~~~ ~~ :~~~~. wc need to thi nk abo~t 
inf:~ation that will tell us who is dOin,g the a.ct.ion (lhe ag7nt o(riligrag:7a~; 

. ) d ha or what IS recclvlllg the acuon e , 
cally, the. s~bJe~e ~~jec~; For both the subjeCt" and object, wc need to know 
grammatlc~, ' ·c si ner or someone else, and how many people or 
~~e pers?~v~~~~~'~:!ntiogned this eal"lie~ in chapter 3 when we compared 

mgs are 1 '. BSl and English . We StlW that English pronouns can 

~~~Ot~~l ::~fn~~I;1 ~~~fson ; ::oo:::cal}oo; e :~;~ri~::~n:f ::~:r:a~da;~'~~~ 
pronouns can te us lone, , , , . SL b 
referred to. This same information can be shown m some B r v~.~ ~n now 

W ith a clear idea of manner, usp<-'Ct, person, and num~ , f b 
, b ' BSL There are three baSIC classes 0 ver s discuss the different vcr types III . 

in BSL, depending on what informalion they carry: 

plain verbs _ they can be modifi ed 10 show manner, aspect and class of 

d irect object; 
....l... _ they' can be modifi ed to show manner, aspect, person, agreem ent vel-US . 

number, and class of direct objcct; and . 
' I ~ thoy can be modified to show manner, aspect and loeauon, spatia VCruS-

movement, and related noun. 

l' LAIN VERBS 

E A BlCYCJ F l OVE RESEARCH, Examples of plain verbs arc RID J- . _', ~ J, ~ , 
RUN SMOKE THINK and UNDBRS l AND, 

, ' ' . d'fi t" and do not move These plain verbs show relatively little m o I lea Ion . f ri 

through space to show grammatical inforr:'atiOnbM~:t ~~~)w~7a~:: a~~ 
about aspect, although some d o not (stauve vcr s e· 
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Fig. 8.2 T HINK-HARD 

aspect arc marked in these verbs by speed of the repetition of the verb and 
presen(.:c of non-manual features. For example, THINK-HARD is made by 
a small circling repetition of the sign, with a 'effortful' fac ial expression (fi g. 
8.2). RIDE-A-I3ICYC LE-CASUALLY is made using a relaxed facial 
expression wilh the 1008C 'mm' oral component described in chapter 5. 

RESEARCH -FOR-AGES is made by a repeating arcing movement' of the 
sign RESEARCH (as we saw when wc discussed aspect in chapler 7) (sce 
also figure 7.3a). 

Many plain verbs are made using the body as the location (sometimes 
called 'body-anchored '), which may, at fi rst glance, appear to be a good 
reason fo r them to be plain verbs. After all, if a verb gives information about 
subject and objcct person :lI1d number by moving through space, then a body 
anchored verb will not be able to do this. Examples of body-anchored plain 
verbs include LIKE, LOVE, TH IN K, KNOW, SMOKE, UNDERSTAND, 
FEEL, SWEAR, and WANT However, this is only a genenilisation because 
tJ1ere are other verbs that arc not body anchored and are still plain (e.g. 
SWIM, RlDE-A-m CYCLE, RUN, "nd RESEARC H). 

Any information about 'person' and 'number' in plain verbs needs to bc 
given scpara tely~ by pronoun s. Plain verbs cannot move through space to 
show this information. '(I) like hinl ' is signed LlKE Index], not "ME-LlKB
HlM (fig. 8.3). 

Some informati on about the features of the direct object can also be 
included in plllin verbs. This can be shown by the handsha pe, or movement. 
For example, in the verb SM OKE, the base form of SMOKE is usually given 
as the sign mote accuratcly glossed as SMOKE-CIGARET f E but the hand
shape can also be changed to show SMOKE-P1PE, SMOKE-JO J NT~ 
SM OKE-C1GA R, SMOKE-HOOKAH, and so on (sec the discussion in 
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Fig. 8.3a 'l 1ike him' 

Fig. S.3b Ungrammatical form of'*1 like him' 

chapters 3 and 11) (see also figs. 3. 11 and 3. 12). This LOpic has also been 
researched in Israeli Sign Language by Anat Slav~ns. . 

The m ain point here is that plain verbs include l~formau~n about manner 
and aspect, and sometimes direct ?bjecl, but other mformauon about person 
and number is given in separate Signs. 

AG REEMEN T VBRB S 

ASK GIVE TELL TELEPHONE, Examples of agreement verbs are , , , 
TEASE CRITICISE, BLAME, FILM, and SAY-NO: 

A re:ment verbs allow the inclusion of i nfor~atlon about.person and 
nU;ber of the subject and object. This is a!;compl;sbed b?' mO'img th e ~erb 
in syntactic space. T hat is, information about who IS carrYll1g out the acuon, 
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and who or what is affectcd by the action is shown by changes in movement 
and orientation of the verb. Information about manner and aspect can also be 
given by changing the movcment of the verb and by adding non·manual fea. 
tures, just as with plain verbs. Some agreemen t verbs also identi fy the direct 
object through the handshape. 

This group of verbs indudes verbs that are sometimes called 'directional' 
verbs. However, 'directional' focuses on the fo rm of the verb (e.g. where it 
moves) . Calling them 'agreement' verbs focuses on the morphological 
info rmation in the verb. We can say that the info rmation about where the verb 
moves 'agrees' with the person and number of the subject and/or the object. 

Agreement verbs may agree with first, second, and third person. For the 
fi rs t person, the verb is directed to, or located at, where the signer is. For the 
second person, the verb is directed 10 or located at the convcrsational partner. 
T he third person may be marked with an index (or a proform) or the noun 
may be located at that positi on with the agreement marker moving bct\veen 
lh l.: locations. In theory, BSL allows as many third person agreement markers 
to be operating in the sign.ing spar.:e as the signer chooses, but in practice there 
are very rarely more than thrl.:c in nny one rurn. 

Usually, the starting point of these verbs is the location of the subject. 
Usually, too, the end point is where the object is. That is, in an agreemem verb, 
there is a start poim (subject agreement marker) then a linear movement 
(verb stem) and then an cnd point (object agreement marker). T his means, 
for example, that the verb I-ASK·YOU starts at the place in space that is used 
to refer to the subject 'I' (a plar.;c near the signer), and fi nishes at the pl ace in 
space that is used to refer to the object 'you ' (a place at the far side of th e 
signing space, in the directiOl' of the conversationaJ partner) . 

The exceptions to this are a few verbs with 'backwards agreement' where 
th e start point marks the object and the cnd point marks the subject. 
Ex~mples include TAKE· FROM, INVITE, CHOOSE, J30 RROW, and 
IN TRODUCE. The verb l·INVITE--YOU starts at the place in space used 
to refer to the object 'you' and moves towards the space used 10 refer to the 
subject 'I' (fig. 8.4) (sce also fig. 8.5 and fig. 3. 1 0). 

N umber agreement in agreement verbs is quite complex and verbs d iffer 
in how they show different inform ation about number for the subject and the 
object. In some instances, al1 the information about number in the subject and 
Ule object is shown by movement of the verb; in other instances a pronoun is 
used for some of this information, 10 0. Number agreemcnt may be for singu· 
lar, collective plural, dual, triple, and exhaustive. 

( \ ) Singular is marked by a si ngle simple movement from the subjecl marker 
towards the object markcr (e.g. I·ASK·YO U or YOU·TELL· HER or 
SHE-GIVES-ME). 

(2) 

(3) 
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Fig.8.4 1-INVrr E-YOU 

Collective plural of the object is shown by a sweeping movement of the 
verb across an arc that refers to the plural object. T he verb is not 
repeated, but rather, it is displaced. This sweeping movemen t to show 
collective p lural is for obiect agreement only, fot example in I·ASK· 
YOU·ALL or HE-ASKS·THEM. It is not used to show collective 
plu ral for subject agree ment, so that the verb form 'WE-ALL-ASK
HIM is unacceptable. For plural subjects, the signet uses a sweeping 
proform, for example, in WE· ALL ASK· HIM orTH.EY-ALL ASK·US 
( fig. 8.5). 

Some signers do not" use sweeping movement to show the plural object 
if the basic verb alre3dy has repeated movement (e.g. SHARE, TEASE) . 
These signers use a sweeping proform for the plural object, as well as fo r 
the plural subject. 

Dual agreement is marked in various ways. If the object is dual (Le. ' I 
ask the two of you'). wc r..:!In show the information in onc of th ree ways 
(in the following examples, SIST ER and BROTHER have been located 
on the right side and lcft side of signing space respectively): 
(a) we can make the verb movement twice with the end point of the 

second movement at the location of the second object. If we take the 
example ' I asked my sister and brother', this may be wrinen as: 

~==~~~~~~~t 
SISTER IndexR BROT HER IndexL jASKK jASKL . 

SISTER is placed HI location 'R' by an index, and BROTHER IS 

placed at location 'L' by another index. The verb moves from the fi rs t 
person (' l ' - close to the signer) la the location 'R' and then repeats 
the movement from the firs t person, bullO location 'L' (fig. 8.6a). 

(b) if the verb is one-handed (for example ASK~ TELL , or TELE
PHONE) we can also doubk the verb stem lO a two·handed form 
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Fig.8.5a I·ASK· YOU·ALL Pig.8 .5b Ungrammalical form of 
*WE·ALL--ASK· HL\1 

Fig.8.Sc Grammatical form of WE· ALL ASK-HIM 

and move both hands simultaneously, or one after the oUler. T he 
same idea '1 asked my sister and brother' may be written like this: 

~~~~~~~~~t 
SISTER IndexR BROTHER IndexL (r ighr hand) lASK R __ 

(left hand) lASK!. 
Again) SISTER and BROTHER are placed at locations 'R' and 'L') 
but this t im e both hands make the handshape for ASK, and the right 
hand moves from the fir st person location (' I ') to location 'R', at the 
same time as the left hand. moves from the first person to location 
'L' . Aherna tiveiy, the right hand can move to ' R' and be held there, 
while the left hand moves to ' L' (fig. 8.6b). 

If the verb is two-handed (e.g. BLAME or T EASE) this doubling 
of the verb is nor a possible option. 

r" , 
, 

I .'. 

1I 

Fig.8.6a ASK-TWO-OP·T HE!\!1:one 
hand moves 10 each object location 
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Fig.8.6b ASK·T WO-OF-THEM: eaeh 
hand moves iO an object location 

Pig.8.6c ASKTWO-OP-T HEM: separnle pronoun shows the object 

(c) a th ird option is to use a single movement towards one of the objects, 
and then use pronouns Iike TWO-OF-THEM. Once again, with '1 
asked my sister and brother', wc may write this as: 

( 

SISTER IndexR BROT HER [ndexL tASK] i "'WO-OF-THEM 
Here SISTER and BROTHER afe again located at'R ' and 'L', and 
the verb ASK is moved simply from first person to a third person 
location near 'R' and 'L'. The signer then signs th e pronoun TWO
OF-THEM referring to 'R' and 'L' (fig. 8.6c). 

This third option is often the preferred choi ce for the verb wh cn 
the subject is dual, for exam pJc, as ;n 'l\l..y sister and brother both 
asked me at the same time.' 

M oving the verb between dual subjects located at ' R' and ' L' and then 
moving it towards the object (the first (,,~tion here for dunl objects) is not 
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Fig. 8.73 I~GIVE-TO-EACH-OF~ 
THEM 

Fig. 8.7b J~GlVE~TO~HER~AND~ 

HER~AND-HER~AND~HER 

grammuticnl. The American sign linguist Carol Padden has claimed that 
t11e second option (dou bung the verb so th at the two verb signs m ove 
fro m subjects at 'R' Imd 'L' towards the object simultaneously) also works 
in ASL when the subject is dual, but not all BSL signers agree on its 
acceptability in BSL. 

(4) Triple agreement works in a similar way to dual agreement marking, but 
u ses a triple end point to the verb stem or uses both hands to duplicate 
the verb sign . ]t is anatomically impossible to use three hands for th is, so 
both hands arc used, and one hand repeats the end point Again, another 
option is {Q use the pronoun T HREE-OF-THEM with the basic third 
person movement. 

(5) Exhausrive agreement (i.e. each of more than three) is shown by rcpeat~ 

ing the verb stem at least three Limes, with the end poinr moved .'l"hree is 
the conventional number of repetitions. If a kind uncle gives ten children 
presents, we only need to make the exhaustive movement three times, so 
long os the number ' ten' is specifi ed. We could write this asT EN CHTL
DREN PRESENTS GTVE-EACH-OF-THEM. 

Carol Padden has observed that this is not the some as verbs being repeated 
in a series of clauses when! the subject happens to be the same. She has 
pointed out thfltt here is a difference between '] give one to cad I of thcm' and 
'T give one to her, and to her, and to her' (fig . 8.7). 

In 'givc one to each of them' there is repetition of only the verb stem, with 
a moving end point. In 'give onc to her, and give onc to her, and give onc to 
her', the whole verb is repeated. 

Padden has suggested that all the modifi cations occurring in agreement 
verbs are in the horizontal plane . (This may not seem very impor tant for now 
but we will sec that spatial verbs can have movement in other planes (Qo. ) Th~ 
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Fig. 8.8 TELL in 'The mnster tells his dog' 

exception to this, however, is that it is possible to move agreement verbs 
through on inclined plane, if there is a perceived height difference between 
subject and object. If telling a story in which a small child asked a question of 
a tall adult then I~ASK~YOU would move away from the subject and up 
towards the object. In a story where a master told his dog something, the verb 
would move out from the subject and down towards the object (fig. 8.8). It is 
stiU true, though, that agreement verbs are limited in the angles along which 
they can move (whereas spatial verbs) os we will sce, are not) . 

We have been describing agreement verbs as they move through syntactic 
signing space. However, some agreement verbs do not change direction of 
movement lO show agreement, but instead th ey ch<l l1ge orientation of the 
fi ngers. For example I~LOOK-Al~ YOU does nOt move from the subject to 
the object, but instead the fi ngers point from the subject ('1') towards the 
object ('you') . In the verb YOU~LOOK·A'l~ME, tlle hand is sim ply turned 
round so that the fi ngers point from the subject ('you') to the object ('me') 
(fig. 8.9). O ther agreement verbs like this include FILM, TEASE, and SAY

NO-TO. 
A third group of agreement verbs change directio n of movement to sho ...... 

agreement, but do not change orientation of fingers, such as ANSWER and 
(in some dialects) SUPE RVISE (fig. 8. 10). 

Many agreement verbs simply agree with subject and object. This is the 
'classic' agreement verb. I~TELBPJ-lONE~YOU has syntactic locations for 

the subject and the object. 
Some verbs can agree with twO subjects, where the action is reciprocal. The 

BSL verbs meaning 'they exchanged papers with each other' and 'they 
changed places with each other' u se both hands, so that the n-,;o subjects are 
signed at the same time. 
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Fig.8.90. I-LOOK-A'f.YOU Fig. 8.9b YOU-LOOK-Kl:ME 

Fig.8.1Oa I-SUPERVISE-YOU Fig.8. IOb YOU-SUPERVISE_ME 

Some verbs can agree with two objects. In the BSL verb in ' I separated twO 
do~s fighti~g ' ' I' is a single subject but there are (wo dogs in the object, and 
agam, the slgner uses both hands, one for each object. 
Agrcc[~enc verbs do not only show information by using syntactic space. 

In form:lt1on about the direct object can be shown in the handshape. In 1-
T HROW-YOU-BA.LL, the d i.rect object (the ball) can be incorporated into 
:he. hand shape during THROW and th e movement shows the subject and 
md ln!ct object. The handshape would be different in I-THROW-YOU
BRICK and I-THROW-YOU-CHAIR, because the handshapes reflect the 
way we handle bricks and chairs when we throw them. Verbs like T HROW 
have a ~'cry large number of potential handshllpes, depending upon what 
~xactly is thrown. They are still agreement verbs, however, becau se the stltrt
mg and finishing points relate to grammatical roles like subject and not to 
topographic locations in space. 

In summary, agreement verbs move through syntactic space to show 
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information about subject and object, and use a variety of devices to show 
number for th e object. They can also be modified ( 0 indicate manner and 
aspect. Some can also show info rmation about a direct object in the hand
shape, although nor all agreement verbs can include all this information. 

SPAT IA L VERBS 

These verbs use topographic space, nOI syntac tic space. T hey may inflecl to 
show manner and aspect, bu( they do not inflect for person or number. They 
can give information about the path , trajectory and speed of movement of the 
action described by the verb and about the location of the action. The move
ment and location of these spatial verbs are 'isomorphic ' with the real world . 
By this wc mean that whatever the movement or location of the referent, the 
verb moves in the same way. T hey can also, in muny cases, give some limited 
information about the class of noun of either the subjcct or the objcct. The 
linguistTed Supalla has called these 'verbs of motion and location', and oth er 
linguists have called them 'classifier verbs'. H owever, we will continue to call 
them spatial verbs. Spatial verbs include RUN-DOWN STAIRS, GO-T O, 
DRIVE-TO, PUNCH -(someone), SH AVEM(somcwhere), CARRY-BY
HAND, or PUT-(somewhere). 

There is not always a clear d iffere nce between agreement verbs and spatial 
verbs. Verbs that appear 10 behave as agreement verbs also behave as spatial 
verbs. For example LOOK-AT appears to nct as an agreement verb, with 
forms such as I-LOOK-AT-YOU, T HEY-ALL-LOOK-AT-ME, and WE
TWO-LOO K-KI-=-HER. However, I-LOOK-Al -=-MY-ARM or I-LOOK-AT
THE-FLOOR act as spatial vcrbs because they tell us the location of the 
looking (fig. 8 .1 1). 

It is possible 10 resolve this problem in some cases by saying that spatial 
verbs have movements and positions that may look exactly the same as agree-

Fig.8. 11 I-LOOK-A'FMY-ARM 
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Fig.8.123 WALK-FROM-LEFT_ 
TO-RIGHT' 

Pig. 8. 12b WALK-FROM-RIGHT_ 
T O-LEFT 

m ent verbs, but the movements and pos itions mean differem things HE
GIVES-HER and IT-MOVES-fROM-A-T O-B may look exactly the same 
but the difference is that in the first sentence we use syntactic space and i~ 
the second sentence we llse topographic space. 

In '1 walked over there' tlle spatial verb sign can star t anywhere, not just at 
a location near the signer's body. If the location is near the signee, it just 
means that the area in question is pla<.-'Cd near the signer in the signer's 
memal map. ]t does not contain any information that the signer (i.e. the fi rst 
person) walked from that location. T he verb would look exactly the same for 
' I walked over there' or ' You walked over there' or 'She walked over there', 
because it is the location Ihat is included, not the person . Similarly, 'r walked 
from left to right' nnd 'J walked fro m right to left' would have very different 
movements and srarting locations, even though both involve the first person 
(fig. 8.12) . 

Spatial verbs can move in a vertical p lane (e.g. 'slide a small object 
upwards', or 'hau l down on a rope') or, indeed, in any plane (e.g. 'bore a 
tunnel ahead uphill at 45 degrees, then to the left, then ahead again, and then 
downhill a t a 20 d egree angle'). T he movement is not limited to the horizon
tal plane in rhe way that agreement verbs arc. In the verb PUT the movement 
can vary to show that we can put things high up or low down, e.g. on shelves, 
in pigeon holes, under tables, and so on. We cannot GIVE the same things up 
or down, unless we are reflecting a difference in heights, as discussed earlier, 
such as an instance of a child handing something lO her moUler. Any varia. 
tion from the hor izontal plane for agreement verbs still requires movement to 
referents at syntactic locations. Movemclll in spatial verbs can be anywhere 
withi n the signing space. 
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Fig. 8. 13 PtrFlT·UP-T HERE 

Fig. 8.143 CARRY-BAG Fig. 8.1 4b CARRY-BABY 

There 3re different. types of spatial verbs. 

(a) Some have the location and movement included in the verb, but no 
information about wha( is acting or being acted on in the verb. Examples 
are COP Y, BREAK, and P UTJn verbs expressing the ideas 'put it there' 
or 'put it up here' the hand~hape does not change to show the class of the 
object although wc move the handshape isomorphically with the real 
action (fig. 8.13). 

Cb) Other spatial verbs have information about the location of the noun in 
the action and also show the sha pe of the object or the wuy that it is 
handled. In the verb CARRY, the handshape varies according t.O what is 
being carried (e.g. CARRY-BAG, CARRY-BABY, or CARRY-BOX) 
(fig. 8 .1 4) . Other examples include DRO I~ OPEN, and SCREW. in the 
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Fig.8.15 BOA1: BUMP-OVER
ROUGH-SEA 

case of SCREW, the handshape would differ for verbs meaning 'screw in 
with a screwdriver', 'screw on a lid', or 'screw in a light bulb'. 

Cc) An important group of spatial verbs contain information about location 
and have semantic classifiers (or a proform, such as we considered in 
chapter 3). Examples include CAR-TURN-LEPT, T WO-M EN
WALK-WTO-EACH -OT HER, i\rtAN-STAND-UNDER-BRIDGE, 
BOAT-BUM P-OVER-ROUGH-SEA (fig. 8.15). [n each ofthcse cxam
~les wc know where something is, where it moves from and ra, how fast 
It moves, and whal semantic class it belongs to. Other examples include 
FOLLOW, M EET, and GO-UPSTAIRS. 

(d) In another group of spatial verbs, the meaning involves an action usi ng a 
pan of the body, and the location of the verb is on the body itsclf. 
Examples include H1T-(a part of me body) , PAJNT- (a part of the body), 
SCRATC H-Ca par t of the body), and WASH -Ca part of the body) (fig. 
8. 16). 

There arc also some spatial verbs that Carol radden has called ' locativc 
verbs'. Like the spat.ial verbs mentioned above, these also represent location 
by using u locatio n in real space. However, the handshape does not tell us tLny~ 
thi ng about t.he obj(!ct. r or examp le, OPERATE-Co n some part of the body) 
and I.-IL'RT/ACHE-(in some part of the body) arc made 011 ule appropriate 
location on the body> but the hand shape remains the same. 

For sign~ where the action is directed at a fairly large area of the body, such 
as the trunk, the legs, or the head, the location of the verb does not have to be 
on the signer's body, but can be on an 'imaginary mannequin' placed in front 
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Fig.8 .16a SCRATCH-NOSE 

FIg .8. 17a POINT-GUN-Al : 
PERSON'S-FEET 
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Fig. 8. 16b SCRATCH-TUMMY 

Fig. 8.17b PO INT-GUN-AT
PERSON'S-HEAD 

of the signer. Examples include PO rNT_GUN _K I:PERSON'S-FEET or 
POINT-GUN-Al~PERSON'S HEAD (fig. 8.17). 

Spatial verbs can also contain information about manner and aspect, 
e.g. BRUSH-HA IR-FURIOUSLY and CARRY-BABY-WITH-EFFORT
FOR-AGES. As with plain and agreement verbs, this information is shown 
by change in movement of the verb, and by changes in non-manual features. 

]n all these examples, though , there is no information in the verb to show 
who points the gun, who drives in the car that turns left, \"ho screv.'S in the 
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light bulb, or who carries the bag or puts something somewhere. This extra 
information about. the subjeet must be shown separately. 

The main point arising from this discussion is that spatial verbs incl Ude 
information about the location and movement of the object within th e verb. 
T hey frequently also show information about the object as part of the hand· 
shape. 

VERB SANDWICHES AND SE RIAL VERBS 

Some verbs ill 13SL have so much information to carry that it cannot all be 
carried in one sign. When this happens, wc may get 'verb sandwiches', where 
the same verb is repeated, but with different information. Sometimes the verb 
is first given with liule or no extra information, and then signed with the 
morphological information. Other times, there is d ifferent morphological 
information in eaeh verb. For example, we may sign DRIVE as a brief, 
uninftected sign, with the spoken component 'drive' . Thi s may be followed by 
DRIVE-CASUALLY-FOR-A· LONG·TIME, with information about. 
manner and aspect shown by the facial expression and small, fas t repetition 
of the sign. Another sign could then fo llow whieh would show where the car 
movedJ and how (ast. while it was being drive n. 

Serial verbs are similar to verb sandwiches. In ser ial verbs, me verb occurs 
in two parts, Witll one part cnrrying the aspecrual information . However, 
while in verb sandwiches the liHme verb appears both inflected and 
uninflected, in serial verbs, the t\vo parts differ. For example, the verb POUR
WATER-ON-SOMEONE'S-H EAD occurs in two parts: POUR, and 
POUR-ON·SOMEONE'S-HEAD. If we wanted to sign 'He poured waler 
on many people's heads', we would infl ect POUR, and not POUR-ON
SOMEONE'S-H EAD (fig. 8. 18). 

SU MMARY 

Verbs in BSL may be classifi ed as plain, agreement, or spatial according to 
the amount and type of information they can include. M ost verbs include 
information about manner and aspect. Plain verbs contain the least informa
tion. Information about subject :!Od object and movemenc and location !Ire 
shown lexi cally where relevant, or by using a different form of the verb. 
Agreement verbs contain considerable information about the subject and 
object and they do this usually by movement through syntactic space, or at 
least by the orientation of the hand. 

Spatial verbs do not mark subject and object by their movement and there
fore this information must be provided lexically. Spatial verbs, howeVer, do 

.' 

Fig.8. t8a POUR·WATER 
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Fjg.8.ISb POUR-WATER-ON
SOMEONE'S-HEAD 

Fig. 8. \8c POUR-WATER·ON
MANY_PEOPLE'S-HEADS 

include information about movement and l ocati~n of the object, and 
qucntly contain information about the class of subject. 

EXERC ISES FOR C HAPTER 8 

fre-

1. Plain and agreement vcrbs h Id b b dy 
(a) Find exampk s of ten plain verbs. Fivc of !he verbs s ou c 0 -

anchored and five should not. 
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(l) Can you include info rmation about the direct object in some of 
the verbs you have chosen (e.g. EAl:'APPLE or EAT-SWEE'l : 
CORN)? 

(ii) Make up some sen tences using these plain verbs but using sub. 
jecrs and objects, e.g. 'I like all of you' or 'Wc all smoke a lot of 
cigareues.' Note that these verbs need separate pronOlln 
markers to give information about person and number. 

(iii) Inflect these pla in verbs for different types of manner. e.g. 
'easily'. 'cheerfully', or 'carefully'. 

(iv) Inllect them for diffe rent types of aspect, e.g. ' for a long time', 
or 'ofren ', or 'to be about to'. 

(b) Find examples often agreement verbs. 
(i) M ake up some sentences using these agreement verbs wirh sub· 

jects and objects, e.g. ' I tell all of you' or 'we all give presents to 
the children ' . When do you need a separate pronoun and when 
can you show this information by inflecting the verb? 

(ii) Inflecr these agreement verbs for differell t types of manner, e.g. 
'easily', 'cheerfully' , or 'carefully'. 

(iii) Inflect th em for different types of aspect, e.g. 'for a long time , 
'often', or ' to be about to'. 

2. D ecide which ofrhe verbs given here are plain verbs and wh ich {Ire agree
ment verbs. 
(a) ASK 
(b) BLAME 
(c) CHEER 
(d) CHOOSE 
(e) CRITICISE 
(0 CYCLE 
(g) EAT 
(h) PEEL 
(i) FILM 
(i) GIVE 
(k) KNIT 
(I) KNOW 
(m) LI KE 
(n) LOOK-AT 
(0) PATRONISE 
(p) SMOKE 
(q) SUPERVISE 
(,) SUSPECT 
(s) SWIM 
(t) THROW 
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3. Translate the fo llowing sentences into BSL.You will need to consider using 
spatial verbs located on the body, as well as located on a 'mannequin' .You 
m ay wish to use 'serial verbs' here, lOO. 
(a) Freda held a gUll to lvall's head. 
(b) The nurse gave Linda all injection ill her OOllOIll. 
(c) A fight broke Oll! at the LaSI Gulch Saloon. When the sheriff arrived~ the 

barmall was holding a gUlf 10 the piuno-playcr's head alld the pial/o-player 
was punching a cO'{vboy 011 the 1I0se. 

4. Spatial verbs 
(a) Identify three spatial verbs in which the handshape varies according 

to how the object is held. 
(b) [dentify three spatial verbs that contain :1 proform. 
(c) Identify three sp:ltial verbs that use (he body as a location . 
(d) Identify three spatial verbs that can use a 'mannequin ' as a location. 

FURTHER READ ING FOR C HAPTER 8 

Emmorey, K., Corina, D., and Bcllugi, U. 1995, 'Differential processing of topo
graphic and refcrentinl functions of space', in K. Emmorcy and J. Reilly (eds.) , 
Language,gcsture Qnd space, Hillsdalc, NJ: Lawrmce Erlba~m Associates, 43--62 . 

Padden, C. 1989, 'The rclation between space nnd grammar JI1 ASL verb morphol
ogy', in C. Lucas (ed.), Sign la/lguage reS~QI"Ch: theoretiwl issues, Washington, DC: 
Gallaudet University Press, 11 8-32. 

Poizner, H., Kli ma, E. S., and Bellugi, U. 1987, \Vhat the hands rt1)C,ll about the brain, 
Cambridge, 1\11\: MIT Press. 
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Chapter nine 

The structure of gestures and signs 

In previous chapters we have discussed the ways signs arc combined and 
changed in BSL grammar. Here we explore the basic ' building·blocks' of 
single signs. Signs, like any use of the body for communication, can be called 
gestures, but they form only a small set of the possible gesmres that can be 
made, and they differ in specific ways from most gestures . Wc will begin by 
describing the ekmcnts which combine to form the signs of BSL and then 
discuss the relationship bct\veen gestures which are part of the language and 
gestu res which arc not. 

]n chapter 1 we discussed th e design features of human language. One of 
those features is duality. A small set of basic meaningless fearurcs can be 
used to build up a large set of meaningful signs. The study of how these 
small units combine to create larger units is called phonology. An important 
principle of phonology is that if is not concerned with little variations which 
do not contribute to d ifferences in meaning. For example, middle-aged 
female learners of BSL often keep their fingers together where other signers 
spread them, as in SIGN, but such variation is not 'contrastive', and there
fore is nOt the concern of phonoiOb'Y (fig. 9.1). However, if SIGN was 
articulated with 'A' handshapes, it would no longer mean SIGN, it would 
mean ENGINE. So we can say that 'A' contr.lsts with '5' and is therefore 
part of BSL phonology, as phonology is lhe study of the smallest Contrastive 
units of language. 

The term ' phonology' may seem odd ill the COnlcxt of sign linguistics, since 
the word has as its root pholl- the Greek word for ·sound '. In earl ier research 
on sign la nguages the term 'cherology' (from the G reek cheir - hand) was 
used. However, sign linguists now prefer the term phonology to emphasise 
that the same level of structure exists in sign language and spoken language, 
despite the diffe rences in modality. 

The study of sign phonology began with the work ofWilliam Stokoe, the 
American founde r of sign linguistics. Instead of regarding signs as unanalys
able gestures, he identified and described regular patterns of contrasts in ele
ments with in signs. He identified three basic sign 'parameters' or parts: 
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Fig.9.111 SIGN (with fi ngers together) Fig.9.1b SIGN (with fingers sprt:lld) 

handshape, location, and movement. Later researchers suggested the addition 
of two oilier par ts: orientation (the direction iD which the palm and fingers 
face) and facial expression. 

Signs can share onc or more parts. For example, the signs NAME (fig. 
9.2a) and AFTERNOON (fig. 9.2b) have identical handshape, movem.ent, 
orientation, and facial expression, but differ in l oc~tion .. T he sl.gns 
MORNING (fig. 9.3a) and SOLDfER (fig. 9.3b). hav~ ldent.lcal .loca~on, 
handshape, movement, and facial expression, but dl.ffer I? hand o.nentalloll. 
The signs U KE (fig. 9.4a) and MY (fig. 9.4b) ~~ve .Idenuca l locauo~, m?ve
ment, orientation and facial express ion, but differ m handshapc. 1 he SIgns 

Fig.9.2a NAlVl. E Fig.9.2b AFTERNOON 
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Fig. 9.3a MORNING Fig.9.3b SOLDiER 

Fig.9All LIKE Fig. 9Ab MY 

Fig.9.5a ARRIVE Fig. 9.Sb JAM 

Ij'~ 'I' . . 
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Fig. 9.6a CH EW Fig.9.6h WASH 

ARRIVE (fig. 9.5a) and JAM (fig. 9.Sb) have idcntical locatioo, handshape, 
or ientation, and faci al expression, but different movements. The signs CHEW 
(fi g. 9.6a) andWASJ-I (fig. 9.6b) arc identical in aU parts except facial ex pres
sion. 

Since a diffe rence in only one pan results in a difference in meaning, we 
know Ihat these are impon3m elements in the structure of signs. When we 
analyse the phonology of signs by comparing pairs of signs, wc are concerned 
with which parl of the sign is responsible for a difference in meaning. Pairs of 
signs which differ in only one par t and have different meani ngs afe called 
'minimal pairs'. 

As d iscussed in chapter 1, there afC onl y a limited set of elements for each 
part. If wc look at location, for example, we ca n sec that signing is confined 
to a specific signing space, and that not all possible locations within that space 
afe used in BSL: there arc no signs located on the underside of the upper 
arms, on the top of the ears, elc. If we look at handshape, we can sec that not 
all possible hundshapes are lIsed in BSL. 

h is impor tant to remember that phonology is about contrasts in meaning, 
not necessarily contrasts in appearance. Two handshapes may be rather 
different in appearance, but sti ll not contrast with each other in terms of sign 
meaning. For example, the handshapes 'F' and ' bO' look quite d ifferent, bur 
the choice of onc or the other does not result in a contrast in meaning. For 
example, the sign FLOWER may have e ither handshapc (fig. 9.7). In ASL, 
the handshapes iUustrated are contrastive. 

There are only a small n umber of contnl.sting handshapes in BSL, bll\ they 
can be used at different locations with d iffe rent movements, so that many 
different signs can be made. An important p oint about the phonological \evel 
is that we look a t elements such as location and handshapc from the point of 
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Fig.9.7a FLOWER with '£1' handslla pe Fig. 9.7b FLOWER with bO 
handshape 

view of their having no meaning in lhemselves. Of course, elements with (he 
snme surface form may have meaning at the morpholog icnl level. The same 
is true of English. In English, /si is both a phoneme (without meaning, for 
example in the word sit) and a morpheme (as in plural -s, or third person sin
gular -s). In BSL, !.he handshape '13' is a phonological element with no 
meaning (as in PROOF (fig. 9.8») and a morpheme (with meaning) as in the 
proform 'B' fo r vehicles (see fig. 3.3 and fig. 3.Sb). 

SIMULTANEOUS AND SEQUENTIAL CONTRASTS 

Stokoe developed a notation system for writing ASL which was adapted and 
used by linguists researching many other sign languages. A variant of Stokoe 
notation is used in the BSL(English Dictionary, and the labels fo r the hand
shapes he devised are also used in this book. However~ later researchers 

Fig. 9.8 PROOF 
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Fig.9.9a COPY Fig.9.9b SENO 

identified a number of problems with Stokoe's descriptions. Some of these arc 
fairly minor - fo r example, Stokoe allowed for only one location in the space 
in front of tbe body (neutral space) , but the signs HEAVEN and HILL (both 
in ' neutral space') arc in vcry different locations. 

A more serious problem with Stokoe's analysis relates to his view of the 
underlying structure of the sign. In English, there are both sequential and 
simultaneous contrasts between elements. The sounds in words are combined 
in sequence, over time, and the order of the combination can result in 
differences in meaning, although the elements themselves an: the same. The 
words pat and lap have the same elements, but in different order. It is also pos
sible to consider the elements or 'phonemes' of English as consisting of 
simultaneous bundles of fea tures. For example, fmf uses voice, is articulated 
at the lips, and the air flows steadily through the nose ('nasal') , whereas (b! 
uses voice, is articulated at the lips, but the air flow is stopped and then 
released . Words like bal and mat, therefore, do not contrast in the sequence of 
their elements. In their first clement, however, the bund1c of simultaneous fea
turc.~s differs in one particular way. This parallels the way in which we have 
described the make-up of signs. 

Stokoe had claimed that sign languages d iffe red from spoken languages in 
that sign languages had only simultaneous structure. He believed that in 
words, the elements which make up a word were only combined in a linear 
order, whereas in sign languages, the elements formed a simultaneous bundle. 
1n a sign like WOMAN, the handshape, location, motion, ori entation, and 
non-manual features all OCCllr simultaneously. However, there arc many signs 
in which contrast is better de~cribed as sequ ential. Por example, in Stokoe 
notation, the signs COPY and SEND appear very different. COPY has a '13' 
handshapc, while SEND has '()'. COpy has a closing motion, and SEND has 
an opening motion. However, it is more ewnomical to regard them as iden
tical but the reverse of each other (fi g. 9.9) . 

1 
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CHANGES AN D H OL DS 

Another problem with Stokoe's original system was that aU signs were 
described as having onc or more movements. When Margaret Deuchar 
began researching BSL in 1977> she reali sed that there were many signs 
which did not move during their ar ticulation. Signs sllch as GOOD and the 
numerals (e.g. ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, etc .) have m ovement to get the 
hand to the required location, but once in thutlocation, the hand is held still. 
T his observation was independently made some time later by the American 
researchers Scott Liddell and Robert Johnson. They went on to develop an 
alternative phonological description of ASL. Their basic claim is that signs 
consist of 'hold' and 'movement' segments which arc produced sequentially. 
\'<le will use the term 'change' rather than 'movement' to avoid confusion with 
Stokoe's use of the word. D uring holds, all parts of the sign are held in u 
st'eady state; during changes, some aspect of the articulation changes. T his 
may be a change of handshape, a change of location, a change of orienta
tion, or a com bination of these. The Liddell and Johnson model solves many 
of the descriptive problems found in the Stokoe system. T heir model sees 
sequence as a basic featu re of sign languages, just as it is a basic feature of 
spoken languages. This model also provides a straightforward description of 
some of the morphological fea tures of BSL For example, the citation form 
ofTI-ONK can be described as consisting of change (C) + hold CH) (CH). 
In the compound BELIEVE (sec chapler 6), however, THINK consists of a 
hold (H) . When THINK is infl ected for durative aspect ('think for a long 
tim c') it consists of a ch{lnge (C) . Related nouns and vcrb~ can also be 
described in this way: AEROPLANE has the form CH, while FLY has the 
form C. 

SIGN TY PES 

Signs can be classified in terms of their fo rm. Type I are those signs made 
with onc hand only, articulated withOUl touching or being near to any specifi c 
body part:WHAT , SALT (fig. 9. lOa), ete.Type 2 are one-handed signs which 
make contact with, or arc close co, a body part other than the non-dominant 
hand: WOMAN, LIVE (fi g. 9. 1 Ob), etc. Type 3 arc two-hll nded signs where 
borh hands are the same shape, are active and perform identi cal or symmet
rical actions without touching each other or the body: SIGN, BICYCLE (fig. 
9.10c), etc. Type 4 are signs where two hands with identical handshapes 
perfo rm identical actions and contact each other: AGREE, TALK (fig. 
9.1 Od), etc. Type 5 arc two-handed signs where both hands are active, have 
the same handshape, perform identical actions and contact the body: 
INTERESTlNG, COW (fig. 9. 10e), etc. Type 6 arc lwo-handed signs where 
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Fig. 9.1 Oa SALT (Type I) Fig. 9. IOb LIVE (Type 2) 

Fig.9.lOc BICYCLE ('I)'pe 3) Fig. 9. 1 Od TALK (Type 4) 

Fig. 9. IOe COW (Type 5) Fig. 9. 10f WRONG (Type 6) 
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the dominant hand is active, and the non-domjnant hand serves as the loca_ 
tion for the movement; they may have the same or different shapes: 
BU1'TER, WRONG (fig. 9.I Of), etc. 

UN MARK ED HANDSHAPES 

1r we examine the frequency of occurrence of particular handshapes, we 
fmd that a relatively small number of handshapes dominate in BSL, with 
jusl four handshapes, 'B', '5 ', 'G', und 'A', accounting for 50 per cent of all 
signs. T hese four are interesting fo r a number of reasons. T hey are the most 
contrasting handshapes in all sign lanb'Uuges. They contrast in terms of their 
geomet:rie proper ties : A is maximaUy compact; D is a simple Aat surface; 5 
is the most extended and spread; and G is a narrow linear form . These 
prop erties are actively used in proforrns (sce chapter 3) . T'hese handshupes 
can also be described in te rms of specific fe~llUres: B has fi ngers extended 
and together; 5 has fingers extended and spread, etc. T hese four handshapes 
arc among the first handsbapes mastered by children acquiring BSL and 
other sign languages as a first language. They aTC also found in all known 
sign languages. 

T hesc very common handshapes have also been described, in linguistic 
terms, as 'unmarked', that is, lhey are the most basic halldshapcs.The concept 
of , unmarked' handshape can also be seen in the shapes of the location hand 
in Type 6 signs.ln half of lheT ype 6 signs, active and location hands have the 
same handshape (c.g. MAKE, BETT ER, etc.); in the remaining Type 6 signs 
the active and location hands have different shapes. However, for mese signs, 
only a smaU number of han ds ha pes can occur in the location hand, and most 
of these are the unmarked hands ha pes. In BSL only me following handshapes 
appear in these location hands: A, S, 5, G (e.g. LEMONAD E, TOWN, 
CENTRE, uod TEASE respectively) and a small number with A, 1,0, and V 
(e.g. rIRST, END, PO ISON, and THROUGH respectively). 

CONST RA INTS ON SIGN FORM 

We have already discussed constraints on sign form, for example, the restri c
tion of signing 10 a specific space, and the limitations on location handshapcs. 
Two othe r constraints havc been proposed as un iversal rest:rictions on sign 
form, which limit sign complexity. Robin Banison, in an early srudy of ASL, 
was the first to idcntify these phonological constraints on the form of signs. 
I-le called these lhe Dominance and Symmetry constraints. We have already 
(Quched on the Dominance constraint in our discussion of location hand
shapes. 

Fig. 9. 11a 'Sign' vi~la ting the 
Dominance constnlmt 
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Fig. 9.1 1h 'Sign' >wi.th diffe rcnl 
handshapes violating the Symmetry 
constraint 

Fig. 9.1 1 c 'Sign' wi!.h different .oricntations 
violating the Symmetry con~trJ lflt 

' m e D ominance constraint states: if the hands in :1 two-hande~ sign have 
different handshapes, then onc hand must be the locution of the sign, and the 
location shap e i ~ restricted to one of th e unmarked ~a~dshnpes.The ex.a !~p1c 
in figure 9 . l l:l is not a possible BSL sign becallse It vlOlntes the Dommance 

constraint. ' .. d ndcntly 
The Symmetry consu aint states: if bolh hands of a sign m ove I ~ epe 

during its artic ll l~tion, then both hands must have the same loeauon, :t'e)sam~ 
hand shape, the same movement (either simul.taneous or alternatmg .nn 
orientation must be symmetrica1. The examples 111 figures 9 .11 ~ and c arc not 
possible BSL signs because they violate the Symmet:r)' constramt. 

1 
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These two constraints clearly serve to limit the complexity of signs. PUt 
vcry informally, if signs could have two completely different handshapes with 
tWO completely different movements. in two different locations, with two 
d ifferent orientations, it would be much harder to understand a signer, and at 
the same time the sign would be much harder for a signer to ar ticulate. It is 
interesting to note that BSL does allow the two hands to have d iffe rent hand_ 
shapes, locations. and movements, but this only occurs at the phrase or sen
tence level. For example, in the phrase BORN DEAF, in which two d ifferent 
signs a re produced at the samc time. the two hands have different shapes, they 
are in different locations, and they make different movements (see also 
chapter 11). 

THE SO URCE OF SIGNS 

In the remainder ofthi5 and in the next fou r chapters, we will look at the rela
tionship between signs and what they represent, and discuss visual motivH
tion in BSL in rclation to creating signs. The role of gesture in providing a 
source for signs will be explored. We will also think about the role that meta
pbor plays in sign creation and about ' productive' signs which are not part of 
the BSL lexicon but are made up by the signer 011 the spot. Later on we will 
consider the ways in which signs can be produced simultaneously to provide 
new meanings. We will also discuss how signs are borrowed from other hln
guages . 

We will seek to explain the source of most signs that a rc used in BSL.·rhey 
are mostly (but nOt exclusively) based on some visual representation of the 
referent. or borrowed from another language. Some are borrowed from other 
sign languages, and some are derived in some way from English. 

In spoken languages most words have a recognisable source. Exceptions in 
English inclllde some trade- names, e.g. Kodak, and words from fict.ion, e.g. 
Dalek and Klingon. One word that has been made up from nothing is googol
plex which means 'onc, with one million noughts after it'. Otherwise, most 
English words are known to have developed from other E ngljsh words or to 
have been borrowed from oth er languages. 

Here, we will think about the relationship between signs and what they 
represent. In other word s. wc will think about 'iconicity' and will consider 
ideas of gestures, arbitrariness, and visual motivation. 

In chapter 1 wc learned that a feature of languages is that the symbols they 
use arc conventional (we nre all agreed that they have a specific meaning) , and 
can be arbitrary (there is no link between their form and their meaning» 
although BSL has m any signs that have a visually motivated link with their 
referents . This is natural for signs in a visual language. It is k ss natunli for 
spoken words to have a sound-based link \vith their referents beeause fewer 
things make (I noise. 
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• 
Arbitrariness and onomatopoeia in spoken languages 

Most of the words of English arc totally a rbitrary and conventional. If they 
were not, words would be the same in ull languages. For example, the chemi
cal compound I-l 0 (the wet srulTwe drink and where fi sh live) would be water 
in all languages, :ather than '(.Qalel:, dflJl j eau, mayim, aglla, shui, and so on. 

~The converse is also. of course, true. The same sound combination has 
different meanings in different languages, e.g. the word thm sounds like lIlit 

means 'with' in German, and 'glove' in English. The word that sounds like 
galw means 'cake' in F rench and 'cal' in Por ruguese. If sounds were all linked 
to meaning by some natural rule of the universc, a word would have the S;lme 

mcaning in alllunguages. 
But the relationship is not alwuys so removed. There is some link ber-veen 

tile object and the word, even in spoken languuges. Spoke n languages arc 
capable of incorporating the sounds, and even thc movements made by 
certain referents into their words. 

T here arc words that are based on the sound that the referent makes. This 
is termed 'onomatopoeia', and is an attempt at direct imitation of the sound . 
There are a few such words in all languages and many of them are animal 
noises. e.g. moo, woof, and cock-a-doodle-doo. Others arc a bit less imitative, e.g . 
swish, or dash, but the form of the words is still an attempt to show how the 
sound/movement occurred. It is hard to think of a word in English to describe 
a sound that is not onomatopoeic (e .g. whisper, murmur, crash, .queak, giggle, 

pop, etc.). 
This is really the only opporrunity that spoken languages have to use their 

modali ty (sound) to represent objects. However, it is rather limited because 
not many objects or events make noises. After all. what noise does a cake 

make? O r a glove? 
Even words whose sounds represent th eir referents' sounds are sti ll gov

erned by language rules. Even when words Olay be based on the sounds that 
the referents make. the words are not th e same in all languages. If we took a 
pig to the UN and it grunted, an English speaker would say it went oillk. a 
Welsh speaker och, and Japanese bll. An English hen says cluck but a Welsh hen 
says cwchdan. So even here there is no pure refl ection of the sound. Most 
importantly, none ofthese words mak~ a sound exactly like a pig or ch.icken. 
We are capable of imitating the sound of a pig or a hen using our voice but it 
sounds nothing like oillk or cluck because we are using sounds not only outside 
English, but also outside speech. 

Arbitrariness and visual motivation in signed la nguages 

Linguists used lO focus dispropor tionately on the fnct that sign languages 
could use arbitrary signs. T he existence of visually motivated signs suggested 
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that sign languages were not real languages , as the lexicon was not totany arbi
trary. Now wc know that symbols do not have to be arbitrary to be part of a 
language. They are moslly arbitrary in spoken languages because spoken lan
guages arc not designed 10 represent visual forms in the real world. They arc 
able to refl ect some sounds, but the names of sounds arc only a small par t of 
any language's lexicon, so most symbols are arbitrary. Sign languages do nO! 
need to rely so heavily on arbitrary symbols because they usc th e visual 
modality and many objects and actions have an obvious visual form . It would 
be unnatural for sign languages not to use visual symbols. The fact that all 
meanings arc conventionalised is now considered marc important than issues 
of arbitrariness. 

Wc know thal lhere arc some signs that are totally arbitrary and cannot be 
guessed by anyone who does not know BSL. Examples include WANT and 
ELE VEN (sce fi g. 2.3). 

However, because non-arbitrary signs are such an important part of BSL 
wc will focus here on signs that arc not totally arbitrary and will ask where 
they come from . 

GESTURES 

Onc i'Ssue thm needs addressing is the relationship of signs and gestures. 
Some people have argued that sign language is just a set of gestures, because 
they think, wrongly, that sign meanings are obvious.Thls im plies that gestures 
mem selves are immediately transpare nt and understood by everyone. 
However, th is is oft en not true. Gestures can be arbitrary, and their meaning 
is only arrived ilt by conventiOIl. 

We might think th at some gestures (sometimes called 'emblems') are com
pletely nalural and that their meaning is obvious la anyone, but in fact ges
tures arc often specifi c 10 certain cultures. M any gestures arc used outside 
language, but with language. T his use of gesture outside a language is some~ 
times rermed 'exlr8~ l ingu i stic' gesture. 

(1) If wc tap our cheek below me eye in Britain, it means 'waleh Oll t fo r' or 
'wait an d sce' . In parts of central Afri ca it means ' notrungatall ' (fi g. 9. 12a). 

(2) If wc make the thumbs-up gesture in British culmre, wc mean to say that 
something is goud . In some cultures, this is a very rud e gesture. 

(3) The rudeSI possible gesture a person can make in Russia is a gesture that 
means 'good luck' in Brazil. In Britain this gesture means nothing at all 
(Rg, 9, 12b), 

(4) We all know in Britain that if we mean 'yes' we nod our head, and if we 
mean ' no', we shake it. We think of these as two gestures that ,lfe qu ite 
natural. However, in some cultures, a head shake mea ns 'yes', and in 
others a sor t of head nod means 'no' . 
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n' rig.9. 12b 'Good luck'fobscene gesture 
Fig. 9.1 2a 'Watch out for'rnothing at a 

$0 even these emblematic gestures have some con~entional meaning. But 

they arc spread across many cultures, am.ong.\..lsers o[manYr~a:~~g~~th by 
Emblematic gestures tbat arc part, of Bnnsh culture a 

EnI~iS;nS~~s~ke~: ~l~a~JyB:(~yS i;~~~;tingUiSh between gestures (which .;.re 
'd E r' h) and words (which arc part of the lanbruage) because ey 

outSI e ng IS . BSL 'here signs can look 
exist in two diffcrent modalities . lt is not sO easy m . '. " . h 'd t 

. the surface Sign hngulSts ave tne 0 
just like extra-linguiSl1c gestures on.' d ' · BSL to 
descr ibe the differences between emblematiC gesl1.lres an signs l~ . ) I 
demonstrate that BSL is more than just a collection of gestures an IS a rea 

la~~:eebroadest sense, just as words arc ' aud ible ge~tures ' , signs .~re tsible 
estores with conventional form and meaning and wblch obey specl c orma-
~ona1 rules. ]ustas speakers may make soun~s o.utside spoke~ I.a nhguadge,:~\: 

, 'gns out of slgmng space, so 11 IS at to 
panto mimic sigmng may move SI . d A additional difficulty is 
where to draw the line between signs an gestures. n b h 
that some signs were probably once emblematic gestures ut ave now 

become BSL signs. f tu in sign 
There is some debate among sign linguists about the use 0 ges res . . 

th 
' GOOD an emblematic gesture borrowed from h eanng 

languages. Is e sign . . ' . ht' I RUN a 
culture and used within a language, or a slgn 1\1 Its own fig . S 

ge~~~: arc some strong argllmenlS for distinguishing betwecn extra-lin~ 
guistic gestures and signs: 

S
. f BSI when there is no other sign that they replace or add 

(1) Igns are part 0 ~ . . . I f saying yes or 
to. If an English speaker nods her head) It IS III pace 0 

occurs while saying yes. In BSL it means YES. 
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(2) Signs are part ofBSL when they are affec ted by the morphology of BSL. 
The sign RUN may look like u gesture, but it has a number of differe nt 
forms, governed by the rules of BSL. 

(3) It' is possible thal BSL has taken forms that are 'only' gesrurcs in English 
users' conversation, and made th em a pare of the language. In other 
words, they have been borrowed. We will see in a later chapter that bor
rowing is common in all languages. 13SL can borrow from anywhere, so 
long as the fo rm is visual. 

4) Signs can be joined together into sentences, according to the grammati
cal rules of BSL. Gcsrures cannOt be combined into grammatical sen
tences. 

[n the fi nal analysis, the d istinction may not maner. BSL signers use these 
forms as part of BSL discourse. So, no matter where signs may have come 
from originally, they are parl of BSL now. 

VISUAL MOTIVATION 

'Visu al motivatioo' means th ere is a link between an object or action and the 
fo rm of a sign (e .g. it has the same shape or movement). 'Visually motivated' 
is a better term than the frequently-used term 'iconic', as the latter has a rather 
narrow meaning. ' Icon' just mean s 'picture' . Many hea ring people still think 
that BSL is iconic and that all signs are just pictures or mimes, and that all 
deaf cun communicate anywhere in (he world. This is not true. Even if this 
werc true it would still be impossible lO communic~le using gestures around 
the-world because the gestures differ too. T his is becuuse the meanings of ges~ 
tures are based upon cultural norms, .111d these vary. For example, British 
people may understand a gesture refer ring to fish ing with a rod and line 
because dun is how British people fis h; in other culru res one fis hes with a 
spear: in Bri tain we eat widl a knife and fork and could gesture accordingly, 
but a culture that uses chopsticks would gesture the idea of 'eating' very 
differenLl y. 

C ross-cultural issues 

Research by Elena Pi zzuto andVirginiu Volterra in Italy aimed to fi nd out just 
how many signs and gesrures could be understood by people from other cul
tures and using other languages. They showed forty signs from US (Italian 
Sign Language) to hearing non-signers and deaf signers in Italy and in six 
other European countries. A few signs were understood by the ma jority of 
non-Italian volunteers (deaf and heari ng alike). This shows th at there are 
some features of signs d13t have a 'transparent' meaning for people in any lan-

\ 
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Fig.9.13a HEAR (transparenT in Olllny 

countries) 
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Fig.9 .13b MIRROR (tran,.parent lO 
deaf signers in many counttl~) 

Fig.9 .13c HUNGER (tnm~p!lrent to 
Italians - deaf and hearing) 

(c HEAR, fi g. 9. 13a). The non-Italian deaf signers und~r
~age or ~~r:~re !i the visually motivated U S signs than the non~lta\jan 
to~ ma y (MIRROR fig. 9. I 3b) . Pizzuto an.d Volterra con

hearmg volunteers e.g. j , . f ing a 
eluded from this that signers have some general skills .that come . ~oml ~s ._ 
visual langu"gc which enable them to extract meamng fro~ Visual ~ mdoo 

, , . th L IS sIgns were un cr-
vated signs. T he final interesting ftn~ng was at some b h hearing 
stood b ' hearing non-signing Itahan volunteers, but not y le . 

)i , . ' n... US signs were fclt by the ltahans to 
volunteers in the other countrtes. LJ leSe 
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be rooted in Italian culture, and mis highlights me importance of culture in 
the meaning of many gestures (e.g. HUNGER, fig. 9. \3c) . 

The continuum of visual motivation 

Signs may be morc or less visually motivated . Where a meaning is nOt at all visu_ 
ally ~otiv.ated, it must come completely fro m convention. following M ::mdc1, 
the signs In fig. 9.14 arc arranged in order from most strongly visually moti
vated to most arb~ trar}'. It is wor th noting mat fingcrspeUed signs (as in fig. 
9. 14d) are all arbitrary (and, thus, conventional) because they are based on 
hand arrangements that reflect English lette rs. T he forms of English leners 
bear only an arbitrary relationship to the referen t. 

Fig. 9.14a I-LOOK-A' I:MY ARM Fig. 9,14b N OS E 

Fig. 9.14c DARK Pig. 9. 14d MOTHER 
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Fig. 9.15a COFFEE (ASL) Fig. 9. 15b COFFEE (BSL) 

All signs are conventional to some extent. The question is how much they 
are arbitrary. A sign can be visually motivated but also arbitrary in some ways. 
For example, CAT is visually motivated ir the sign reflecrs brushing the 
whiskers or if it reRects stroking the fu r, but which aspect of the referent is 
fOCllsed on (e .g. whiskers or fu r) i ~ arbitrary. The sign glossed as COFFEE is 
visually motivated in both ASL und BSL, bu t BSL focuses on drinking and 
A$L on grinding the beans (fig. 9. 1 5) . If all signs were completely non-arbi
ttaTy, all signs in a ll languages would be the same. However , we s. ... w in chaple r 
1 lhat sign languages have signs that look exactly the same and have different 
meanings (e.g. the BSL sign RAB BIT is the !;ame as the ASL sign HORSE). 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter we have seen that all signs in BSL are built up from combi na
tions of a limited set of elements. BSL is a visual Janguage, and draws con
stantly on visual sources. The use of visual sources does not mean that all sign!; 
can be universally understood, any more than non-linguistic gestures can be 
understood in different cultures. Each language and culture have their own 
conve ntional symbols, even where the source of the sign or geSture is visually 
motivated. 

EXERCISES FOR C HAPTER 9 

1. Sign fo rmation 
(a) Find three pairs of signs that use the same hand shape but are 

made at different locali ons (e.g. MY STUPID, or SO-TOOL: 
AITERNOON). 

(b) Find three pairs of signs ,hal use the same location but are m ade 
using d ifferent handshapcs (e.g. T HJNKK N OW or MORNING: 
DOCTOR). 
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2. Describe the hnnds hapes a fthe following signs, using the namt's of letters 
of the American manual alphabet . (You will fi nd the handshapes listed in 
the Conventions section.) YOLl may find that you know several different 
signs for the same gloss, so you should choose a handshapc lhat describes 
each one. 
(a) ILL 
(b) PUNCH 
(c) NEXT-WEEK 
(d) SCHOOL 
(e) HOPE 
(l) DEAF 
(g) HEARING 
(h) N OTHING 
(;) TEMPT 
Gl JUMP 
(k) AEROPLANE 
(1) SNAIL 

3. Collect examples of gestu res used by hearing people in Britnin. 
(a) How many of these gestures have a conventional meaning? 
(b) How many of these gestures arc also used as signs in BSL? 

4. Visually motivated signs 
(a) Show the following signs to n person wh o knows no BSI.,. How many 

can they guess correctly? 
WHAT, GREEN, WALES, OLD, MOTHER, BREAD, FRIDGE, 
LIGHT, T EE-SHIRT, KN IFE, BOOK, CAR, TEA, CAT, TRAIN, 
BIR D, TREE, LOOK, PUNC H, SIT 
Cb) Can you explain why some are guessed m ore easily th an others? 

5, Find fi ve examples each of: 
(a) T ype I signs 
(b) Type 2 signs 
(c) Type 3 signs 
(d) T ype 4 signs 
(e) Type 5 signs 
(0 Type 6 signs 
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Chapter ten 

Visual motivation and metaphor 

This chapter continues the discussion of the sources of signs, focusing in the 
first section on how handshapes are used in visually motivated signs. In the 
second section, we consider the role of metaphor in the creation of the BSL 
lexicon. 

All signers use visually motivated signs, but most of the time they use these 
signs automatically without thinking about why they are made that way or 
what information is included. Understanding how signs show different 
degrees of visual motivation, and in different ways, is very impor tant when it 
comes to understanding hO\:v to create new signs . \Ve will talk about this more 
in chapter 11. For now, we can say that it is important to understand how BSL 
can reflect the visual nature of an object or an action. 

CLASSES OF VISUALLY MOTIVATED SIGNS 

In the 1970s, the American sign linguist Mark Mandel classified visually 
motivated signs into different groups: 

(a) those that show an image of the referent or action itself (these are 'pre
sentation' signs, because we present the referent or action in some way); 
and 

(b) those that make a picture of the referent, either by drawing it or by 
making the shape of it with the hands (these are 'depiction' signs because 
they make a picture). 

Presentable objects 

T hese can be pointed to, because they are present. There is no specific sign 
because the referent is in the environment, so simply pointing will give all the 
information needed. 

Pronouns like I, YOU, WE, and YOU-ALL come into this group. Parts of 
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Fig. 10.1 DRUNl 

the body can also be pointed to, e.g. NOSE, EAR, FINGERS, and EYES. A 
flat hand can be used for pointing to a larger area, e.g. CHEST, BREAST, 
BODY, and HEAD. Pointing may also represent more abstract ideas. For 
example MIND and TIME are made by pointing to the forehead and the 
wrist, which represent the concepts by association. 

Presentable actions 

These involve using the body to perform the action that is being referred to. 

Examples include STROKE, SCRATCH, HEAD-BUTT, RAISE-ONE'S
HAND, and SWIM. These are sometimes called 'imitative actions'. 

There are also actions that are carried out with the handshapes showing 
how an object is held. Examples of signs like these are many and varied. They 
include WRITE, ELECTRIC-PLUG, COOK, DRUM (or TO-DRUM), 
BROOM (or SWEEP), DRIVE (or CAR), INJECTION, CURTAINS, 
FISHING, and so on (fig . 10.1). 

Virtual depiction 

In this type of visually motivated sign, the hands act like a pencil, drawing the 
outline or marking out the area of the object. In all tlle examples given in 
figure 10.2 the hand leaves behind an imaginary trace of the shape of the 
object in discussion. 

The most comnl0n handshape for these signs is the 'G' hand, used for 
tracing a fine line. Examples include WINDOW, CIRCLE, UNIVERSITY, 
and LIGHTNING (fig. 10.2a). 

It is also possible to sketch broader outlines using the 'H' hand, for example 
in PARIS and HOUSE, and the 'C' hand is used for some signs such as 
COLUJvlN and ELEPHANT, to show a wide, curved outline (fig. 10.2b and 
c) . 
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Fig. 10.2a LIGHT NING Fig. 10.lb I·lOUSE 

Fig. l Q.l e ELEPHA NT Fig. 1O.2d TABLE 

The 'B' nand is used for showing the surface area of an object, for example 
in WALL, FIELD, or TABLE (fig. 10.2d). 

Substitutive depiction 

Another way of showing a referent is to make the handshape become the 
referent. The signer no longer draws the outline but creales an image of the 
referent wilh rhe hands, by substituting their hands fo r the object Examples 
include AERO PLANE, BIRD, TREE, BUTTERFLY, SNAIL, and T ELE
PHONE (ftg. 10.3a. Sce also fig. 2.1 ). 

Actions can also be performed using the hands as 'tools'. For example in 
DINNER (or RESTAURANT ), the hands ' become' the knife and fork, and 
the arms act out th eir use (fig. 1 O.3b). In KNIT, the hands ' become' the knit
ting needles and then the signer uses these to show the action of knitting. 

We might also say that the proforms discussed in chapter 3 (e.g. with the 
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Fig. JO .3a SNAIL Fig. IO.3b DINNER 

'G' hand, the '3' hand, and the '5' hand) are examples of substirutivc depic
tion, because the proform ha~ in some sense become the referent (c.g. the 
person, or the vehicle). 

Some signs can be ,'ar ied to show variations in the referent. A very high 
wall or a vcry long table could be represented by increasing the distance that 
the hands move. However, if someone drives a large car, this WQuld not be 
shown by sign ing a larger steering wheel. Similarly, a large hospital would not 
be signed by making a larger cross on onc's arm. We will talk about this more 
in chapter 11. 

Visual motivation in use of space 

So far wc have been talking about the visual motivation shown in handshapes. 
However, we huve seen in chapter 8 that 13SL uses space to reflect real space 
in the real world. There is a great deal of visual motivation in the use of space 
in BSL. For this reason wc should note that spatial verbs are highly visually 
motivated when it comes to movement, even ifhandshapes arc not necessari
ly very visually motivated. 

META PHO R IN BSL 

We have seen that the forms of many sigus in BSL are based upon the appear
ance of their referents. This is an important way of creating signs in the BSL 
lexicon. Another way of expanding a language is to use melllphor. By stretch
ing and extending the meaning of a sign or word, new meanings can be 
expressed. We will now consider the ways that BSL uses metaphor. 

There are two differen t types of language: 'literal' and 'figurative' . In literal 
language, we mean exactly what we say, for example ' f love my dog', or 
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'London is the capital city of England.' In figurative language, our language 
is not meant to be understood for its obvious m eaning, but with another level 
of mea ning. T his is often extended in some way r rem the literal meaning. 

For example, in BSL we can sign: M AN Ind ex)JUM.P-UP-AND -DOWN. 
Literally, it means 'The man is jumping up and down .' However, it al so bas 
the figurative meaning 'The man is very happy.' In this case, the man is not 
really jumping up and down but he is so happy that he could be jumping up 
and down. 

English uses a great deal offigurntive language. Many spoken languages do 
the same and the same idea can often be phrased metaphorically in diffe rent 
ways in different languages. In English we say 1 WOIl!dn'tlike LO be il1 his shoes 
but the Finns say 1 wouldn't like 10 be in his frousers, Bodl arc fib"Urative phrases 
to show that the speaker does not envy another person . English speakers say 
That's nothi,lg to write home about and the Swcdes say You uxmldn't hang that 
on your Chn'stmas tree, but both mean literally that the speaker is unimpressed 
by something. Some researchers say that us much as t\\!o-tlti rds of all English 
discourse is figurative. That figure may be a bit high, but certuinly Engli sh is 
very figurative. So is BSL. 

MET APHOR 

Onc important part of figurative langunge is 'metaphor' . In metaphor, somc
lhingis referred 10 as if it was something eise.The focus is on a certain fearure, 
and that feanlre is used to refer to something elsc that is related in some way. 
Impor tantly, the conversational par tner must be able to make the link between 
th e literal m eaning and the metaph orical onc. If H man says th:lt from his 
experience girl friends :u e like buscs or bananas, we need (0 be able to work 
om why he says that. He does not think that they lransport shoppers around 
town, nor that they are yellow and curved. Rather he thinks that he waits fo r 
u girlfri end for ages (just like buses), and that they always come along in 
bunches (just like bananas). If the conversational partner does not know this 
or cannot work dlis ou t, the mea ning is lost. 

The same is true in I3SL. If we are very hungry, we can sign that we have 
got li ttle fish swimming around in our stomach eating all the food in there (tig. 
10.4) . Obviously there are no fis h there, but the metaphorical undersranding 
is that it feels as if there arc fi sh in onc's stomach . However, if the conversa
tional parmer has not made the link lhat the fi sh arc related to our hunger, 
then they \ .... ould not und erstand this metaphor. 

M etaphor has been described by many linguists and philosophers. T he 
ancielll G reeks thought it was very imporrant. Poets and writers have also 
thought about it a great deal. More recently, G eorge Lakoff and M ark 
Johnson changed the way wc consider metaphor in language, by the publi ca-
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Fig. lOA RAVENOUSLY-HUNGRY 

tion of their work in the 1970s. M etaphor has also been considered by sign 
linguists. M ary Brennun has done especially important work in the field of 

metaphor in BSL. 
Some fur ther examples ormeraphor in BSL will now be discussed, in order 

to give a more detailed idcll of meraphorical signs, 
]n BSL, if a signer is starting to panic, she might sign something like 

'h:mging on to the face of a cliff ' . She is not actuully hallging on a cliff-face, 
but there is something similar in how she might feel . 

If we are fed up with someth.ing, wc sign FED-UP as dlough we were full 
of something, We are not physically full up to the chin, but fee! as if we were. 

When someone hus done something really stupid, and been put in their 
place, they might sign something like HE AD-DUCK-BEHIN D-WALL. 
T hey are not really d ucking behind a wall, but feel as though they would like 

to. 
rn 'put me in my place', the signcr fecl~ like a dog would feel when she puts 

Fig. 10.5 'PUl me in my place' 
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Fig, 10.6 (Christmas) came up 
suddenly' 

her ears down, but otherwise there is nothing similar between th e signer and 
:1 dog (fig. 10.5). 

Ot~er examples include 'tllkc it from your head and pop it in u drawer', 
m~3nmg .thal \~e w~nt to forget something bothersome; or 'opening up the 
mmd, taking thmgs m, an d closing the mind at th e end', meaning we are ready 
to learn ncw ideas. 

If a signer wants to say that 'Chri stmas came up suddenly', it can be signed 
as though Christmas is a solid object. T he sign is similar to a sign that means 
'to come ~ace ro fa ce with something as solid as a door '. However, we know 
metaphorically, that' we have come face to face with Ch ristmas (fi g. 10.6). 
Metaphor~ can be created on the spot and allow highly creative signing, for 

exam ple, saymg .that 'someone's sign ing is wearing a bow tie', becallsc it is so 
fo rmal. Fluelll Slgners can produce many, ofren very humorous, metaphors. 
Othcr metaphors have become a very central part of lhe langullge and every
one uses them, often nor even thinking tha t they arc metaphors. 

Metaphor in time 

We mentioned in chapter 1 that it is one of the featu res of human languages 
that they can all refer to the past and the future. All languages have to resort 
to metaphor to mlk about time, and BSL is no exception. T his means we ta lk 
about time as though it were something real that occupies space th at wc can 
see and touch, even though it is just an abstract concept. 

We can talk about 'Universe' time, in English and BSL. We think of it as 
som e sort of. line that starts from the moment of'Thc Big Bang' or the words 
~t there be bglli (or however people think lime began) and goes on until 'The 
BIg Crunch' or ' the final trumpet call' (or however peop le believe time wiJI 
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end). We can measure this 'universe time' in seconds, hours, days, seasons, 
centuries, and so on. 

rn ourWesrern European culture, we imagine a line running from che scaT( 
of time to the end, and place events on that line as they happen, relative to 
now. We should note that other cultures do nor see time as a line, but as a circle 
or II spiral. (In English we <llso talk about some time as though it were c ircu
lar, fo r example in the phmses his biT/llday comes al"Olmd so fas t and the years 
go rolling by .) 

We can imagine time as proceeding linearly and that 'vc are now at some 
point along that line of time. Somc people imagine thal we slllnd still, and time 
passes us by, or that time does nOt move, but that we move through it . Eilher 
way, the end effect is the same. 

There arc events that have already happened and events that have nOt hap
pened yet. Our culture and language treat these with spatial metaphors; past 
evenf.s that have already happened are metaphorically 'behind' us (further 
towards th e srarting point of the line), and future events that have not yet hap
pened are metaphor ically 'ahead' of us (further towards the fin ishing point of 
the line). Both BSL and English use this spatial mctuphoT. However, this is 
only a cultural construction. The Urubu-Kaapor in Brazil (a Brazilian India n 
people who use a sign language :IS welt as a spoken language) believe that the 

. future is metaphorically behind because we cunnor see it, and the past is meta
phorically ahead because we can see it. Wc will sce that construction of the 
metaphor of time influences the way that signs are lIsed to show time. 

We have seen thar English secs time metaphorically, and, importantly, also 
uses spatial metaphors to describe it. We have phrases like the days ahead; well, 
Ihat 's behind liS TlOfQ; / lookfol"'U'Ord /0 lhat;and whm I look back on my lIfe. When 
English u ses spatial metaphors to talk abollt time, it needs 10 u se words to 

describe the space. BSL can use space directly to talk about time, as wc will 
see. 

We saw in chapter 7 that our discussion of time is 'deictic'. That is, it needs 
a reference point. Usually the reference point is now. When we talk about the 
furure and the pus t, it is relative to the present. At lunch- time, breakfast is in 
the past and rea is in the future, but by teatime, lunch is also in the past, and 
teatime has become the present because the reference point has shifttd. We 
can also use other refe rence points, sllch as 'before I was born' or 'after 2022'. 

The way tha t lang1.lages express tim'c varies. Some languages use words
either singly or in p hrJses, llnd some use verb in flections (Le. tense). Many 
languages use b oth . We h:lVc seen in chapter 7 that BSL does not use tense in 
the way that English does. Instead it lIses scpanue signs which may be moved 
through space to describe time metaphorically. The area towards and at the 
signer's shoulder is u sed for time in the past, and the area in fronr ofthe s igner 
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refers to the future. Similarly, movements are metaphorically determined, so 
that ?,oving the hands forwa rds implies time passing towards the future, while 
movmg the hands backwards implies time in the past. 

B$L uses lexical items that simply locate an event in time as well as lexical 
items that expn:."Ss the location of an event in time and also have some more 
specific meaning. BSL has manual signs that mean 'now', ' in the future', 'in 
the past', 'way in the future', 'way in the past', or 'recently in the past'. More 
specific signs and phrases include TOMORROW, YEST ERDAY. TODAY, 
SOON, RECENTLY, LAST MONDAY, and 26 JANUARY 1847. 

We have alrcady see n in chapter 7 that some languages can refer to events 
located in Universe time by using tense. As weU as past and future tense, some 
bnguages have tenses indicating distant past and distant future too. We can 
understand the reasons why BSL does not use tense when we consider the 
use ofliteral and metaphorical space in BSL 

We know that' I3SL uses space (0 show time metaphorically and that the 
movement and locations of the hands in sign ing space represents past, 
present, and future time. In theory there would be nothing to preve nt verb 
signs from moving backwards towards the signer to represellt past tense and 
forward s away from tl1e signer for future tense. The sign ASK, for example. 
could move from centre-space to the signer's chest to mean' ASKED :l.Iid 
from centre-space away from the chest to mean ·WILL-ASK. H owever. th is 
is not possible because this movement is already used for other functions: \0 
represcnt the grammatical relations between fi rst, second, and third person in 
the subject and object, or for topographic space. A sign does not use the same 
movement through the same part of space to mean hodl YOU-ASK-ME and 
'ASKED. 

Because of this, BSL adds a separate sign, using space metaphoricaUy to 
locate an event in time, in conjunction with verbs that inflect using space for 
other information. 

Non-manual features also use space to show time in BSL. We mentioned 
this in our earlier discussion of non-manual features in chapter 5. Refere nce 
to time can also be made by the 'c-s' head movement (cheek to shoulder), 
with the head moving backwards to give information about the past. Body 
movement can also be used in conjunction with other signs to show time. For 
example the only difference between MORNING and EARLmR-"rI-llS
MORN1NG may be in the movement of the body. In EARLIER-THIS
MORNING the body hunches slightly and the head moves slightly back (fig. 
10.7) . The same is true for EARLIER-THIS-AFTERNOON. These non
manual markers are easily misscd by learners of BSL, who arc more used to 
looking out for manual m arkers. 

Eye-gaze is also very important, and uses the same spatial metaphor to refer 
to time. We saw in chapter 5 that BSL signers look to the side and slightly 

Fig. 10.7a MORNING 
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Fig. IO.7b EARLlER-THIS
MORNING 

downwards for past, and upwards when talking abou t tile future. This again 

is using space as though time occupied space. 

The use ofmetaphoricul space in 'Time lines' 

'Time lines' are probably the most frequently mentioned way of describing 
how BSL uses space to show time. A time line is a metaphorical representa
tion of time. Some of the linguistics literature suggests that there are four of 
these Lines, but this is not completely accurate. 

Line A is said to be parallel to the floor from behind tile body, across the 
shoulder to ahead up to an arm's length, on the signer's dominant side. It 
allows a signer to place the distant past, recent past, present, near future, and 
distant future . Roughly speaking, the shoulder and check mark the present; 
anything behind marks the past; and anything in front marks the furure. Exact 
location is not acrually rclevant however, and direction, size of moveme nt, and 
palm orientation along the line are more important. For example a signer can 
sign LONG-AGO starting well in fro nt of the eheek and finis~ing ~ear the 
cheek, so long as the sign moves in the right direction for the nght dlsran.ce. 
YESTERDAY can be signed with backward movement and backward-facmg 
palm, or with forwa rd movement and forward-facing palm (fig. I 0 .. 8a and b). 

Line B is said to run from elbow to fingertips of the non-dommant arm, 
away from the signer. It is used for l3EFORE and AFTER, as well as calen

dar units, especially WEEKS (fig. 10.8c). 
Line C is said to run in front of the signer from left to right. It is used for 

continuity and duration, e.g. in the signs FOREVER and CONTINUOUS 

(fig.l0.8d). 
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Fig. 10.8a YESTERDAY (with 
backv,'ard m ovement) 

Fig. 10.8c IN-TWO-WEEKS'-T IME 

Fig. 10.8b YESTERDAY (with 
forward movement) 

Fig. 10 .8d CONT iNUOUS 

Line J) is said to run from foot to head, by the signer's side on the domi
nant sidc. ] t incorporales growing up or maturing so that CHILD and 
ADU:Lr arc placed on the line, irrespective of the heights of the people (fig. 
10.8,). 
. When wc look at t.hcsc lines, we see that the description is only partly sat
l ~factory. For example, many signs often take a diagonal line across the 
sIgn er 's body, e.g. HAVEN'T-SEEN-YOU-FOR-AGES (fig. IO. Sf). There 
:lso appear~ to ~,a 'time line' in the centre of the body, e.g. i.n POSTPONE, 
EVERY-WEDNESDAY or EVERY-MONTH (fig. 10.8g). Ti.me line 0 is 

Fig. lO.8e CHlLD-GROWING-UP 
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Fig. lO.Sf HAVEN''-:·SEEN-YOU
FOR-AGE .. ':; 

Fig. IO.Sg EVERY-MOt\iTH 

perhaps the most unsatisfactory- It only has one use: to refer .to the waY.dlHt 
humans grow over time. If a pregnant woman's tummy gets bIgger over tIme, 
the sign would move out from the stomach, in the centre of the body along 
the same space as POST PONE and EVERY-M ONTH; if a. v~get.a~le 
marrO\'" grew over time, it would grow along the same space seen m ume hne 
C; and if hair gre\\' over time, it would grow along a line running from the 
neck down to the navel. Thus the idea of growing over time may well be repre-

sented metaphorically, but not neccssarily along !Jny one line. . 
However, even if there is a dispute over the exact number and meamng of 

time lines, it is clear thal they all allow signers to use movem ent through space 

to show the metaphorical passing of time. 
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ID IOMS 

Another form of figu rative language is the use of idioms. These arc phrases 
!hat arc specific to ;lJld an established pan of one language. If the phrase is 
takcn apart and each individual word is analysed, the meaning of each wOrd 
would nOt be !he same as when used in an idiom . English has many id ioms. 
For example: he passed with flying wlours; she sees the world through rose· timed 
SpeClacles;you're ill hol water this time!;an oldflame; never ill a month o/Stll/days; 
a dog in the manger; and heads will roll. Users of English know what flying 
means and what colours arc, and also know thatflyillg colollrs in !his id iom does 
not mean colours that fly (as flying birds would) but 'very successfull y'. 
Similarly, they know that the person need not ",'ear spectacles at all to sce the 
world through rose-tinted ones, because the idiom means that they never see 
the bad things in the world. We can see, then, that idioms have a li teral and a 
figurative meaning. If someone takes a hot bath, they would literally be in hot 
water, but 111e idiom has anotiler meaning) of 'being in trouble' . 

One problem with discussing idioms in BSL is that they are not llsually 
phrases of sequential signs in the way that they arc sequences of words in 
English. M ost 13SL idioms are made up of a single sign, so it i~ not pos~ ibl e 
to break the meaning down into the component signs and see how the whole 
idiomatic meaning differs from th e sum of the signs in a li teral sense. 

Some signs that have been called idioms in BSL have no ftgurative 
meaning. These include what have been called 'multi-channel signs' such as 
T H ERE·IS and COULD-HAVE-HAPPENED (fig. 10.9) (also discussed in 
chapter 5). T hese have been referred to as idioms because they are an cstab· 
lished part of the language, they are specific to BSL and they have no ready 
lranslation into Hnother language. However, this is only par t of the meaning 
of idioms. Idioms usually have both a li teral meaning and a figurative onc, and 
signs such as ·rH.llR E· lS and COULD· HAVE·HAPPENED only have 3 

literal mc:ming.Therefore, these signs should not be called idioms. However, 
some 'multi-challnel signs' do have both literal and figurative meanings, fo r 
example JAW· DROP. This is figurative because the jaw does not necessarily 
drop when a person is surprised. T here is a literal meaning if th e jaw really 
does drop, but the sign usuaJJy means 'being very surprised' . 

Idioms are a subset of metaphors. If a metaphor has been ~lsed in the 1:.lI1· 

guage often enough for everyone to know it, then it is also an idiom, because 
idioms are an established part of the language. If the metaphor has been 
created by someone on the spot, tilen it is not an idiom because it is not an 
established part of the language (yet) . 

BSL and English use many similar idioms. This might be because BSL has 
borrowed from Englis h, or because the lWO cultures share the same view of 
the world, or for both these reasons. 

Fig. 10 .9 COULD·\·IAYE· 
HAPPENED 
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Some BSL idioms are obviously borrowed fro m English, as pa~t .of a 

natural borrowing process (see chapter 12). Exam~;t;l~~~'e~~~~::~,s 
are BRA1NWASH, HACKLES·UP, BROKEN· HE , ~., ' 

d ROLL.SL.EEVES· UP. Some Hre phrases translated from bnghsh~ such 
:~ NOT MY cup.OF·TEA or BACK-TO SQUARE ONE. Not all slgners 
would use all of these, bu~ they arc all used by somc B.S~ mers (fig. t o,lO); 

Some BSL idioms are obviously crented fro~ ,wIthin BS~, The~~;~~~ 
no link to English at all. For example, the IdIOm MAKE-ME· b 
means 'great d islike of a person'. The id iom PU1:EARS-DOWN can. e 
translated as 'put in one's place'(see fi g. 10.5). Neither of these has any link 

with English . tl th same 
Other idioms are similar to English ones but arc not e:ac y e. 

E I · I d IN ONE EYE_AND·OU1·:THE.OT HER (as opposed xamp es mc u e - • 

Fig. 1O. 10a BRAINWASH 
Fig. 10.10b GRASS-ROOTS 
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Fig. 10.11 'My hands are sealed' 

to in Ort~ ear alld out ,he mher) and MY-I-fAND S-ARE-SEALED (as opposed 
to my liPS. m·e scalcd) (fig. 10.11). T he sign transla ted as going over 1I1Y hcad, 
when a Slgner h.as not understood information, is an interesting example. 
:~ost people believe that th e BSL sign is a direct translation of the English 
IdIom, but it is not. Tn fact, in BSL it goes past the ears, not over the head. 

Other English idioms do not find a ready equivalent in BSL with a simil ar 
meaning, e.g. come hcll or high wate1·or once in a blue moot!. A signer could sign 
COME HELL -o-r- HIGH WATER or O NCE IN -a- BLUE MOON but 
these would be sign-fa r-word translations and would have no established 
meaning in BS L of'determination' or 'mrll)" respectively. 

M etonym y a nd syn ecdoche 

1n 'synecdoche" a part of something is used to refer to the whole of it for 
example, in the sign ELEPHAN1~ The sign represents tllC U"unk of an' e1e
phant, .blll sm~ds for the whole elephant. in 'metonymy', something associ
a~ed WIth a relerent stands for the referent, fo r example, SCOTLAND. T he 
Slgn represents bagpipes, which are not a par t of Scotland, but are closely 
associated wilh it. 

English uses this figurative speech as a stylistic alternativc to existing words. 
English has a wor~ monarchy but also uses the term the Crowll as <I metonym. 
l~ BSL ~c same SIgn often represents the referent, as well as something asso
Ciated with the referent, and also part of the referent . The same sign is used 
to mean bo Lh CROWN and MONARCHY, and th e sign SOM BRERO is also 
used to mean MEXICO. T his is no cause fo r confu sion, and signers know 
what is intended. 
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I 
BSL the use of metonymy and synecdoche is very widespread, and is a n , . ~ 

.or feature of signing. Visually motivated signs very often denve lrom a 
rna) b · ( .) 
representation of one par~cularly noticeable part of an 0 ject or action to 
mean all of i.t. In the BSL SIgn COW, the horns are used to represent the whole 

w and in PRIEST the collar stands for the person who wears the collar. 
;;: sign BffiD only represents the beak, but it is used to mean ~e whole ~ird, 
not just its beak. To this extent we may want la say dlat fi gurative use of signs 

is very comrn.on in BSC. . 
Many referents that havc no obvious visible form that can be generalised 

can still be represented by visually motivated signs because of metonymy and 
synecdoche. For example, a hospital has no obvious visible form, but in the 
sign HOSPITAL, thc cross on the upper arm represents a red ~ross on the 
sleeve, and this feature, strongly associated with hospitals (at least m the past), 

stands for tile complete concept of a hospital. 
In BSL, metonymy and synecdoche tire a central part of creating visually 

motivated signs. However, we should re~trict the l1se of the term met3pho.r to 

those signs wherc there is clearly a fi gurative extension fro m a literal mcamng. 
We would not want to say that G1RAFFE and ELEPHANT are metaphors, 
even thou gh the signs were created by the process of synecdoche, as th~s 
would lead to all visuall y motivated signs being called metaphors, and tl11S 

would weaken the idc<l ofmctaphof in other areas ofBSL. 

Metaphorical m orphem es 

T he link between a whole sign and its meaning does not have to be complete. 
There can also be par ts of signs (e.g. handshapc, movement, or location) 
which have a meaning and signs shar ing this par ticular pan may share the 
meaning. In some signs, tllC mea ning of onc part relics upon extended 
meaning (metaphor). The term 'metaphorical morpheme' has been used for 

this. 
Some signs with different locations and mO,vements have handshapes ~at 

have a commo n meaning. For example the 'A' handshape has the meamng 
'good' withi n many signs:PROUD, HEAt:TH, BEST, RlG HT, and CON
GRATL'LAT E; and the 'J' handshape has the meaning 'bad': ILL, POlSON, 
WORST, FAIL, and WRONG. T here arc olher signs that use these hand
shapes and which do not have these meanings (e.g. D IFFICULT and 
SHEE P) , but the shared meanings are widespread (fig . 10 .. 12) . 

Other signs have a location with a shared extended mearung. For example, 
signs on the chest often are related to emotion like LOV.E or ANG~Y, 
(although there are other signs, e.g. AR.!vtY that are nothiOg to do with 
emotion). Signs on the head arc often linked with cognitive activitics, e.g. 
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rig. 10. 129 BEST CA' car ries 
'good'meaning) 

Fig. IO.12c IlL (,I' carries 'bad' 
meaning) 

Fig. IO.1 2b DIFFICUl.:r CA' does not 
carry 'good' mcantng) 

Fig. 1O. 12d SHEEP ('I' does nOl carry 
'bad' meaning) 

CLEVER, KNOW, T HINK, INVENTION, and UNDERSTAND (but 
others are not, e.g. MOTHER (fig. 10. 13)) . 

Something similar is foun d in English. It is termed 'sound symbolism'. If 
people are told the names of two couples: Bob and D eb, and Annc and Clive, 
and are asked to identify which is a tall and thin couple, and which is a short 
and plump couple , most Englis h speakers will tell us that they think Bob and 
Deb fire shorter and plumper, and Clive and Anne are taller and thinner. T his 
is based entirely on the vowel sounds in their names. We associate the sounds 
'0' (as in Bob) and 'e' (as in Dcb) with short, round things and ':1' (as in A lii/e) 

Fig. 10.13a LOVE (chcst carries 
'emotion' meaning) 

Fig. IO.Bc UNDERSTAND (temple 
carries 'cognitive' meanin g) 
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Fig.IO.Db ARMY (chestdoes nol 
carry 'emotion' meaning) 

Fig. lO.13d MOTHER (temple does 
nOl carry 'cognitive' meaning) 

and ' i' (as in Clive) with long, taU things. This shows that there is often some 
son of generalisable, symbolic link between sounds and meanings in English. 

The sounds 'ee' and 'i' are linked to small th.ings in many languages (e. g. 
teeny, weeny, and lit/le). Thr.: sound 'sk' occurs at thr.: start of m any words 
describing quick movement" (e.g. skip, scullle, scoo/., and scud). At word cnds, 
the sound 'ambl' is used for many unsteady movements (c .g. scramble, 

shamble, amble, and ramble). 
In English verbs of motion, short vowels are linked [0 quick movemenl and 

long ones to slow movemcnt. \'V'ords like hop, skip, and jwllp have short vowels 
and quick, short movements but words like seep, creep, slide, andflow have long 
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Fig. 10. '4a SM£LL Fig. 1O. 14b THEORY 

vowels and slow, long movements. Wc can see this in pairs of words (00: pulL is 
short?~ t' draw is JOllg;S/ip is shorL bUtslideis long;quick is short but slowis long. 

ThiS 15 ~ot always the case, e. g. the vowels in hOl/se, mouse, and louse do not 
refe r. to thmgs {ha[ arc very long and drawn out, and the 'sc' in same has 
nothmg t~ do Wi,th ~ui~k movement, but the pattern is nevertheless quite 
~ommon m .EnglIsh. fhl s shows that th e idea of build ing meaningful ideas 
mto parts of words and signs is very com mon in English as well as in BSL. 

H andshape and movement as metaphorical morphemes 

Mary Brcnnan has argued that we can describe handshape and movement as 
metaphors \V ith~n signs. T he '5' handshape (with the hand open and the 
fin.gers spread) IS used to represent sets. of long, thin things, such as grass, 
half, or : fence. But the same handshape can also be used in the signs 
WATERFALL, BLOOD, SNORT, SMELL, aodTHEORY (fig. 10. 14). Wc 
c~n al.so use the handshape to mean ' to spread rapidly', as with information, 
or a dJs~as~. In a.1l these examples 'someth ing' is secn to have some quality of 
l o~g,thm [jnes, 111 a metaphorical way, and the fingers of the '5' hand show 
thiS . . Brennan argues that these metaphorical uses of handsbapes are impor
tant III the creation of signs in BSL. 

Movement is also important in Mary Brennan 's theory of metaphor an d 
mo~phemes in BSL. She suggests that mctaphors can be grouped into cate
gones, such as: 

( l ) ' Emana.tc/e:nit' (tlow out, give oul). TIlere are a group of signs in which 
sometiung IS rcpt(.."Semed as given OUt or sent out from a centr'JI sou rce. 
Examples inclu de SUN, MAGIC, and LiGHT. Brennan says these are 
metaphorical because nothing is actually given OUI. The metaphor is 
shown by the opening or the closed hand. The closed handshape repre-
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Pig. 10.15 LIGHT Fig. 10.16 CATCI·f~AN-ILLNESS 

sents the source, opening the hand represents releasing the 'something', 
and the open hand rep resents the rays moving out (fig. J 0. 15) . 

(2) The opposire of 'emanate/emit' may be seen in 'copy/absorb', where the 
handshape closes. Signs like PHOTOCOPY involve the suggestion of 
something being taken in. 

Signs like LEARN, LISTEN, TAKE-fN-BY-SIGHT, ACQlJ ISI
TJON, and CAT CH-i\N-lLLNESS represent taking in abstract things, 
as if they were solid (fig. 10.16). 

Relative location is also important in metaphors in OSL. 'Positional' or 'or i
entational' metaphors allow us to see abstract things as though they were set 
in space. 

English uses these metaphors frequ ently. For example, we may talk abollt 
'upper ' and 'lower' class, suggesting that one class is higher man the other, 
although class as an idea is totally abstract. Wc also talk about being tip in the 
air or down i1l the dumps, suggesting that be ing happy is somehow higher than 
being sad. The linguistic philosophers George Lakoff and M ark Johnson 
believe that we use metaphor like this because or the way we see the world. 
We see good things as being up, and bHd things as being do\\-·n. Heaven is said 
to be above liS and hell to be below. 

English uses these spatial metaphors a Jot, but BSL is able to make even 
better use of them because it already uses space as a part of the language. (We 
saw something similar when we discussed the use of spatial metaphors fo r 
time in English and BSL.) When we talk about size or distance in BSL, we 
move the hands furth er apart to show increased size or distance. This may be 
for real objects in space, or fo r abstract concepts that are only placed in space 
because of metaphor. TI1C hands can also be positioned 10 show diffcrent 
meanings using spatial metaphors, e.g.: 
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Fig. 1O.17a WAR Fig. 1O. 17h SUPERIOR 

Fig. lO.17c ,\lATCH 

(a) opposition: ARGUE, rIGHT, CHALLENGE, COMPETITION, 
DEBATE, WAR (fig. 10. 17a). Here the hands arc set opposite each 
other, because the people involved in any of these concepts are meta
phorically on 'different sides' in these situ ations. English uses similar 
metaphors in phrases like differelll sides in the debate; meet the challenge; or 
face up lO llze compelilion. 

(b) status: EQUAL, COMMAND, INFERIOR, BOSS, SUPERIOR. H ere, 
the hands are set at re lative heights to each other, so that higher status 
referents are shown by hands higher in the signing spnce. 

(c) separate/together: hands move apart or come together to show how 
abstract concepts may be seen as separate from or dose to each other. In 
the signs DIVORCE, SPLIT, DIFFERENT, DISAGREE, and CON
~RAST the hands move to show a metaphorical moving apar t. In the 
signs AGREE, SIMULTANEOUS, SA1v1E, and MATCH (e .g. match 
colours) the hands movc together to show (I mcraphorical coming 
together (fig. 1O. 17c). 

. ' 
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Note that thesc metaphorical morphemes also have literal meanings. I n a 
.go meaning 'scparaling IWO dogs figh ting', the movement of the two hands 
~lterallY rcpresents tWO objccts being separated. M etaphor mkes real, physical 
states, and uses them to talk about abstract concepts. . . 

There are many other metaphorical morphemes like these in BSL, but It IS 

worth remembering that English shares many of these spatial metaphors, 
using words, rather than real space, to express them. 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter we have looked at the ways that BSL can create signs. Visually 
motivated signs are fo rmed by cither 'presenting' (showing an example of) or 
'representing' (depicting) the referent . We have also seen that the lIse of meta
phor allows BSL 10 creute evcn more signs with new meanings.We have see n 
dlat som e metaphors arc casily recognised as such; others arc used regularly 
in BSL as idioms; still others arc much less recognisable and are built into 
BSL at a very deep level. We called these metaphorical morphemes. 

EXERCISES FOR C H APTER 10 

J. Arbitrariness and conventionality 
(a) Give three examples of visually motivated signs. 
(b) Give three exa mples of totally arbitrary signs. 
(c) Even visually motivated signs are conventional. Explain why the visu

ally motivated signs you have given above arc conventional. 
(d) Make tl list of ten English words showing sound symbolism and 

beginning with the fo llowing sounds: 
(i) 'gl-' (meaning linked with light) 
( ii) 'sl-' (meaning linked with unpleasant things) 

2. Metonymy and synecdoche 
(a) F ind as many signs for animals as you can. How many ofthern could 

be called synecdochc? 
(b) Give ten examples of metonymic signs (e.g. SCOT LAI'JD which 

uses bagpipes to stand for the country). S~ly why each one is a 
metonym. 

3. Metaphorical morphemes 
(a) Identify some signs that have 'good' and 'bad' handshapes.What signs 

have the same ho.ndshape but do not contain the meaning 'good' or 

'bad '? 
Cb) Find examples of signs that are located on the chest and have some 

meaning linked to 'emotion' (e.g. LIKE) . 
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(c) Find ~xan.'p les of signs that are located on the head and have so 
~eamng hnked to 'cognition' (e.g. DREAM). me 

(d) Fl?d ex~?le~ of~i~ns ~lm use meruphorical morphemes for the i d~a 

4. 
. of OPposition or dlffenng heights' (e.g. ARGUE Or BOSS) . 

Glve.ten ~x~m plcs ?fsigns or sign phrases that you think arc metaphorical 
(e.g. pamc - hanging on the edge of a cliff, or 'feel stupid' _ head behind 
a wall~ . For eAch one ~a}~ wh at the litcral meaning is, as well as the figurative 
meanmg. Is there a S1m1la r expression in English ? 

5. Using a video clip of a fluent signer lemug a story, identify as many signs 
as you can that can be categorised as: 

6. 

7. 

(a) totally arbitrary 
Cb) a presentable object 
(c) a presentable actio n ' 
(d) a substitm ive depiction 
(e) a virtual depiction 

M etaphors of time 

(a) Find ~en e~amples of signs that give on idea of time by moving along 
a straIght. I~e. How many different 'lines' can you lh ink of? 

(b) FInd fo ur. signs ~at give .an id~a of rime by moving in a drcle (possi-

T
. bly combmed wIlh a straIght hnc, too, creating a spiral). ,m, 

(a) Identify examples of the following: 

(i) ~ive sign~ in BSL that place an e\'cm in time bur give no other 
mformallon 

(ii) . len sIgns i~ BSL that ploce an event in time, but also have so me 
more specIfic meaning, e.g. YESTERDAY. 

(b) ~or each of the signs above say what information is contained in the 
Slg~ (e.~.YESTERDAY tells you that itwas ill the past. and the period 
of tIme IS a day) . 

(c) Identify five semences in which 'common sense' from the eOnlexllells 
when the event occurred. 

FURTHER READ ING FO R CHAPTER 10 

Bren~an., M . 1983, 'Marking time in OSL', in J. G. Kyle and B. Woll (eds) LA t " 

m SIgil, London: Croom Helm, 10-31. . , Ilgua"e 

Schenner,~, and Koo~of,l 1 990~ ":he n.-ali.IY of time lines: aspects of tense in Sign 
Langu~ge, of the N~therl!lnds , m S. Pnllwitz and T. Vollhaber (eds.), Cllrrent 

"" 1 lrmds m Europeal/ sign lallguage research, Hamburg: Signum Press 295- 306 
w l bur R 1990 'M h' ' . , . ,. , etllp ors III American Sign Language and English' in W' 

Edmondson and F KarlS50n ( d ) SLR '87 n ' . . .' . c s. > : l-apers from the /oul'fh inlCl'llatiollal 
sympoSIum on sIgn langl/age research, Hamburg; Signum Press, 163-70. 
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Chapter eleven 

The established and productive 
lexicons 

In this chapter we will continue our discussion of the origin of signs. We have 
already seen that they c:m be derived from a representation of the visual form 
of the referent, or created by metaphorical ext.ension (often drawing on some 
vi~ua! metaphor). This chapter will consider several other mechanisms for 
creating signs in BSL, includ ing new signs made by derivation . We will also 
consider signs mat arc not a permanen l part of the BSL lexicon; t.hey are 
created ad hoc, for the moment. Wc will also consider the use of simultaneous 
signs for creating new meanings. 

The signs of BSL can be divided into tllOse that are part of the 'established' 
lexicon, and th ose that are par t ofrhe 'productive' lexicon. Before we consider 
any more processes for creating signs, it is worth considering these (WO 

groups of signs. 
English speakers have a large set of words to choose from, and they can 

combine these words together to make sentences. English creaws new words 
by adding prefixes and suffixes, or by making compounds from two existing 
words, or by extending the meaning of a \vord 10 give it a new me~ning. It can 
also borrow words from other languages. On the whole, though, these pro~ 
duetive processes are not much used and EngliSh has a fairly large, fa irly 
stable lexico n. 

BSt.. is very different. In BSL, there are fa r fewer 'basic signs' fixed in the 
lexicon, but the process of using signs not in the established lexicon is much 
mOre importanLThe BSL/English Dictionary lists picrures of a nJy 1,789 signs. 
Although in many cases a given form of a sign may have more than onc 
meaning, and the dictionary does not list aU core signs, there is no doubt that 
the core lexicon of BSL is rel atively small when compared to English. People 
who do not understand how signs arc formed in BSL may think that this 
means that BSL has a very small lexicon. [n som e respects this is (fue, and 
yet there are no limitations on signing. One way in which BSL expands is by 
borrowing, especially by using fingerspelling. We will discuss this process in 
the next chapter. Another way, thougb, is t'o create the sign that is needed, 'on 
the spot'. Many other languages which make eX lcnsive use of derivational 
prOcesses also appear to have small core vocabularies. 

/97 
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Fig, 11.1 SATELLITE 

, Signs in .the ~stablished lexic.o n are those found in a dictionary, or in our 
mentalleXlcon (the words or signs Lhat we have stored in our brains as items 

o.fthe.language). ~hcse established signs are fa irly easy to learn. Many of the 
sign: III th.e est~bhs.hed lexicon. are ~OUllS, and many of them can be easily 
tran~ lated lIltO bnglish words. Signs In the established lexicon can be visually 
motivated or can be totally arbitrary. T hey exist in citation form. That is, they 
can b~ underSlood when they stand alone, without any contexl to clarify the 
meamng,and can be cited in response to the question 'Whar's th e sign for _?' 

In contrast, the productive lexicon is created by signers from compone nt 
~arts that arc combined 1'0 create a new meamng.A good image is that of shelves 
In our brains containing a runge of basic components) like spare parts in a work
shop. These c~mponents arc: the ra nge ofpermiued handshapcs in BSL; lbe 
range. ofper~lttc~ movements; the range of permitted locations; the range of 
permmcd OrlentatiOns; and ll1C range of permitted non-man ual features. 
. To c~eate a new s!gn. the signer must know the rules fo r the assembly of a 

sign usmg these b a SIC components. The signer m USt know the rules fo r selec
tion of a handshape (for exa mple, to refer l O the referent's semantic group
perhaps by focus ing on the size and shape of tJle referent, or how it is 
handled); the rul es for the movement of the sign; the rules for the orientation 
of the hand (s); th e rules fOf the location (and location relative to the other 
hand. if necessary); and the rules for the selection of non-manual featu res 
including mouth components and facial expression. The signer can thc~ 
a~scmble these components into a new sign. The new sign always drnws on 
visual motivation in some way. It cannot be arbitrary. T his visual nature is 
cCl1lral to the role that the productive lexicon plays in B$L. 

In the recently crealed sign SATELLIT E, the non-dominant hand ('B') 
re~resents the dish and the dominant hand represents signals travel ling to and 
bemg reflected from the satellile (fig. 11.1 ). 
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Fig. 11.2 TALL-CHILD 0 1 SHOR"f
ADULT 

However. this sign can be further modified, with infinite changes in the 
orientation of the non-dominant hand, and in the angle at which the domi
nant hand strikes the non-dominant, etc. These possible changes are infinite, 
because BSL maps representations of the real world directly into language by 
what is called the 'analogue' principle. Analogues are paraUels of other things. 
For example, the sign TALL in BSL can vary depending on the height of the 
referent. In fact., ll1cre is no real contrast between TALL and SHOR1~ as the 
same form can be used depending on context: SHORT-ADUr.::r vs. TALL
CHILD (fig. t 1.2). In spoken languages, words are ' discrete'. T hat is, wc 
cannot vary the word tall to indicate different heights. 

T he use of a productive lexicon makes the size of the lexicon in BSL 
very different from English. The visual basis of BSL allows the creation 
of signs from the productive lexicon for what might otherwise be corc 
vocabulary. This is par ticularly true in BSL verbs which include nOlln 
information, e.g. PARA DE_SLOWLY_CROSSES_FROM_R IGH1:TO_ 
LEFr (fig. 11 .3). It is also true for signs which contain , information 
about nouns and their modifiers: TlNY_BUTIONS_DOWN·'fHE_LEF r_ 
SLEEVE (fig. 11 .4). 

Earlier, in our discussion of verb types in chapter 8 wc discussed how hand
shapes can vary depending on the direct objeer. Signs for opening a door, a 
book, a window, a can of drink, or an. umbrella will all be very different. 
H anding another person a trophy, a certificate, a jar of jam, a hot plate, or a 
set of keys would require different handshapes in BSL, because of the 
different ways wc hold different object's. 

The list of different possible forms of HAND and OP EN is extremely 
large. We would not want to say that all [hose signs are part oflhe established 
lexicon and would not want to put them all in a dictionary of BSL, any more 
than w~ would enter phrases and sentences into an English dictionary. I't is 
much more appropriate to say that there are b asic verbs HAND-(somerhing) 
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Pig. 11.3 PARAD E-SLOWLY_ 
CROSSES-FROM-RIGHT-T O_LEFT 

Fig. 11.4 llNY-BlfIT ONS-DOWN_ 
T HE-LEFf-S L.EEVE 

and O PEN-(something) , and that BSL rules allow the signer to select from 
the range of basic components for those verbs, to create new signs when nec
essary. 

T here arc pairs .of verbs, such as HAND-(something) and GIVE, and 
:TCK~UP-(sometlung) and CHOOSE which differ in their possibilities of 
mdudlll~ direct object information. GIVE. and C HOOSE reHeet change of 
ownership of the direct object, and therefore the handshape does not change. 
HAND-(somcthing) and PICK-UP- (something) reRect change of IOCillioll 

of the direct o~ject, and therefore the handshape changes. T his pairing of 
verb~ re~resentmg change of ownership with verbs represen Ling change of 
loeaoon IS common in many spoken languages as well (fig. 11.5). 

However, some of these forms may be used more often than others. For 
example, HAND-CARDS ('deal ') is used more often than HAND-A-SIX
IN CI-l -PIECE-OF-STRING. Both use a basic sign with {he appropriate 
handshape, but the former intuitively feels more established than the 
latter. However, HAND-CARDS-TO-THREE-PEOPLE-SEATED_ON_ 
THE-LEFT is clearly from the p roductive lexicon. This means that in our 
conversation about the established and productive lexicons, there is no d ear 
d i~jd ing .l ine between what is established and what is productive. One person 
m~ght think ~e~ are creating a new sign, but the conversational partner might 
thmk that tillS IS a part of the established lexi con. For some signers, the 
process of creating signs may be so naNml that they are not even aware that 
they are doing it. 

Use of the productive lexicon is par ticularly common in informal signing 
and stor~-telling but wc can see its Ll~C at all levels of discourse. Signing th at 
IS more lllfiucnced by Engli sh makes less use of the productive lexicon. 

lj'" \ '. , 
'. 

Fig. lUa GIVE 

Fig. 11.5c C I·IOOSE 

Inflectioll /or PCT~on alld manlier 20 1 

Fig. 11.5b HAND-SOMEONE-A
BUNCH-OP-FLOWERS 

Fig. 11.Sd P1CK-UP-APPLE 

English-influenced signing is oflen seen in more fo rmal contexts, so wc may 
expect less use of the productive lexieon in fo rmal settings. 

Some signs from the productive lexicon end up being part of the estab
lished lexicon, if they are used often enough. This is the commonest way by 
which visually motivated signs enter the established lexicon, e .g. FAX, 
AUTOMATIC-DOORS, Co.MP UTER-MOUSE. We saw this proce!>s 
earlier with SAT ELLITE. These were aU created ad hoc. at one stage, and later 
became part of the lexicon, so that if someone asks 'What's the sign for -f-a
x-?' the signer ea)1 reply FAX. 

INFLECT ION POR PERSON AND MAN NEH. 

In chapters 3 and 8 we noted that inflecti ng a word or sign changes ~om~ of 
the information in the sign, but that the basic sign stays the same. 1 he clta-
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tion form ASK, I-ASK-YO U, and HE-ASKS-YOU are all the sign ASK, but 
with differem grammatical information. So much information can be addcd 
to a sign that signs with the sa me roo t" can appear vcry different, and have VCr \" 
diflcrent meanings. . 

Wc know thal plain verbs can be modified la show information aboul 
aspect and manner. Wc also know mat agreement verbs can be fu rther 
modified to show information aboll t number and person. Tn ull lhesc exam_ 
ples, the inflectional morph ology adds extra grammatical information. 

It is difficult to say what is a new sign, and what is just a new form of :l sign 
created through inflection. For example, in English, we would s.."1y that 
inflection does not create a new word (e .g. I1Innillg and ran arc really on ly two 
forms of the same word), but there is much more inflection in 13SL, with verbs 
marked for [lSpcct, manner, location, subject, and object. The sign glossed as 
RUN has a neurral facial expression, but ifit has a 'mm' facial expression, it 
may be glossed as JOG. Because a ditrerent English gloss can be used, wc mav 
be tempted to say that a new BSL sign has been formed. . 

We have [ll ready considered the verb P1CK-UP~(somelh ing) . There afe 
many ways to sign P1 CK-UP-(somcthing), depending upon what is picked 
Up, how it is pi cked up, and from whcre it is picked up. 

Some of these should definitely be seen as forms of the sam e verb (' I pick 
up a bowl', or '] p ick up a match'), because they can be pred icted from the 
rules of BSL. But what if a signer rurns his head away while signing? For 
exam ple: NAPPY IndexA PTCK-UP-NAPPY A (reluctantly/resentfully) . 

In tbis example, we need to decide if we have produced a standard sign with 
a manner inflection, or if this mUlmer inflection is unusual enough to be classed 
as productive, or if dlis expression is outside the language (that is, 'gestural'). 

USING COMPON ENTS T O SI·IOW SIZE AND SHAP E 

The creative use of hands ha pes is a central part of using the pfoduclive 
lexicon, particularly the selection of handshapcs to represent size and shape 
or rhe way an object is hand led. 

Consider a post or railing in a fence. Depending on th e handshape, these 
posts can be represented as thicker or thinner. This makes them into different 
signs, even if they share the same basic meaning. English does not directly 
represent the size and shape offence posts, an d several very difrerent-Jooking 
signs may all be glossed as FENCE~POST because of this. Again, the use of 
the English gloss may interfere with our understand ing of what is a new sign, 
and what is a variant form of an existing sign. 

The form of many BSL nouns includes information about the size or shape 
of a referent . In English, adjectives arc used to deseribe the size and shape of 

Ij'\ 
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Fig. 11.6a WlDE~BELT Fig. 11.6h NARROW-BELT 

noun referents. for example, we could say that a belt was wide or narrow, or 
Ihick or Ihill. In BSL the sign itself is changed to show the size, using ana
logues of real size, so that rather than BELT, we get signs better glossed as 
WIDE~BELT or NARROW~BELT. There is an almost infinite number of 
possible thicknesses and widths of a belt. We certainly would nut want to put 
all these signs in a dictionary (I -INCH-WIDB-BEL"r, HALF-INC H
WJDE-BELT, 2_ INCH_WIJ)E_BEI..]~ etc. (fig. 11 .6». The same could be 
said for the width of stripes, or the length of hair (not only HA1R, but 
SHORT-HAiR, LONG-HAIR, SHOULDER-LENGTrl-HAIR, etc.) . 

SIMULT ANEOUS SIGNS 

There is also another way in which BSL can create new signs, by producing 
two signs simultaneously, onc on each hand. We may \",ant to suy that sllch 
constructions arc more like phrases or sentences, but there is no satisfactory 
distinction between signs wbich are single lexical items, and signs which are 
more complex constructions. 

We wiU now consider the way that BSL uses simultaneous signs. In some 
cases, simultaneous signs arc clearly single item s of vocabulary. In others, the 
combination of twO signs creates what many people would agree is a sentence. 

SIMULTA NEITY IN BSL 

In chapter 3 we discussed word order and sign order. The underlying assump
tion in any discussion of order is thut onc sign fo llows another) just as words 
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Fig. 11.7 'The poet, the dog and the bird all doze' 

do in English. This is often true, but now we will focus on the way that signers 
can produce more than one sign at the same time in BSL. 

It is only possible to have simultaneous production of signs because there 
is more than one m:ljor articulalOr. In spoken language, there is only one 
mujor articulator: the mouth. [n BSL, cach hand can act as an independent 
major articulator, as can the head and monrh, to a lesser extent. All 
sim ultaneous constructions are made by articulation in two or more chan
nels, each channel carrying meaning units. [n a poem by D ot M iles, 
'Afternoon', the signer, her dog, and a bird a ll enjoy an afternoon doze 
together. She signs this by using boLh hands and her head, each as a separ
ate articulator (fig. 11.7) (see chapter 14 for u further discussion of poetry 
in BSL). 

In simultaneous signs, the information on the two hands is linked. Each 
hand does not produce content unrelated to the other hand. For example, the 
left hand does not sign about last night's film on television, while the right 
hand signs :1 cake recipe (although this can be done for humorous effect in 
jokes). 

As we discussed in chapter 5, the head, face and mouth can all carry 
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information, so they clln provide channels for simultaneous signs. For 
example 'no hope' can be signed with I-lOPE on the hands and NONE using 
just the head and facial expr(..'Ssion . ln another case (as we also saw in chapter 
5) it is possible to produce one sign on the hands but use a spoke n compo
nent related to a different sign, and so give two pieces of information at the 
same time: for example, TYPING on the hands and 'finish?' on the face, or, 
following establishment of an appropriate context (e.g. a question about 
members of a signer's family) counting ONE, TWO, THREE on the hands 
and mouthing 'mother', 'father', and ' ~i s ter'. 

Since much grammatical information (such as tOpic, questions, and nega
nons) is provided on the face, we may want to say that this is also an example 
of simultaneous signing. However, here wc are onJy going to look at what 
happens when the two hands give different, but rdated, information at the 
same time. 

In this d iscussion, we will d istinguish the dominllnl hand (the right hand in 
most right-ha nded signers) from the non-dominant hand (the lef[ hand in 
most right-handed signers). 

There is some debate about the functions of the dominant and non-domi
nant hands. Usually, where simultaneity occurs, the dominant hand provides 
me new, ' fi gure ' or 'foreground' information, and the non-dominant hand 
provides old, 'peripheral', ' ground' or 'background' inform ation, including 
indexes. (Wc know from the discussion in chapter 3 that indexes are old 
information because they refer to something already known.) 

However, this rule is not fixed, and m ay depend on many factors, includ
ing signing fluency. Some signers (especially native signers) can easily alter
nate hand dominance . 

We will now d iscuss some simultaneous signs. We must go beyond collect
ing examples, to arrive at a stage of being able to classify and group them, in 
order to explain why a person is using two hands in this way. The groups 
described below are not an exhaustive list but they help us to begin to under
stand the richness of BSe. 

Some of these groupings come from the work of Chris M iller and his col
leagues in Canada. Others are suggestions that have arisen as a result of 
observing signs in BSL. There are many others which have nm yet been inves
tigated . 

To place referents in space 

Two different signs may be produced at me same lime i.n different locations 
but in the same field of vicw. This creat(..'S an overall picrure of a spatial layoul. 
(Nole that this does not occur in English . Extra words must be u sed for 
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Fig. 11 .8 MUG·ON·SAUCER 

descriptions of spatial layout; in I3SL signs can be placed in relation to each 
other.) 

These can either be the full sign, if the sign can be produced with one hand, 
or al ternatively a proform . Examples include MU G-ON-SAUCER or 
LL\1PET-ON-SIDE-OF-SHIP (fig. 11.8). Here the signs represent the 
spatial relationship be1:\veen the referents in the real world . 

T his process can produce an infi nite number of constructions. 'There were 
two tables next ( 0 each other' could be signed using two 'B' hand p roforms as 
TABLE TWO TABLE TWO-TAHLES-NEXT-TO-EACH-OTHER-A
SHOR'T·DfSTANCE· APART. H owever, depending on where the two '8 ' 
proforms are placed. there are an infi ni te number of ways to represent the 
angles and distances. These simultaneous signs are beSt described as belong
ing to the productive lexicon. 

To show how referents move in space 

TIlis is very closely linked to the previous group, but instead of describing 
where two referents are located. we say how mey move. If two aeroplanes flew 
around in the sky, narrowly missing each other, each hand would represent 
one aeroplane, and their movements would show how the aeroplanes moved 
relative to each other.'l'his type of construction is particularly common where 
proforms are used in verbs. The t\.."o hands can move in relation to each other, 
in order to show how and where the referents move, for example, BRIDGE 
CAR Veh-CL-UNDER-BRIDG E (sce fig. 3.7) . 

Fig. 11.9 'Hold a child over one's knee 
and smack its bottom' 
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Fig. 11.10 'Puuing an arm around a 
child and asking: "Do you \\o<lnt ice
cream?'" 

If we sign that 1:\\'0 people meet each other, wc would sign something 
that may be glossed as TWO·(people)·MEET. However, this sign can 
be varied. depending on the direction the tWO people come from, how they 
move and how lo ng it takes them to meet. Thus, again, we have a potentially 
infinite number of productive signs, based on the potential of ~jmultaneous 

signing. 

In role shift 

Another use of simultaneou s signing occurs when a signer is using role 
shift. When a signer shifts into the role of someone (or something) else, they 
can use a sign that represents a presentable action . We saw this in chapter 7 
when we discussed aspect. Onc hand could represent holding a naughty 
child over the knee while the other hand signs SJ'vlACK~ON-BOTTOM 

(fig, 11.9) . 
Onc hand can be used fo r the presentable action, showing what the char

actcr d id, and thc omcr can sign whut mc character said . For example, a char
acter m.ight have their arm around someone while asking another character if 
they want ice-cream (fig. 11.1 0) . 

To show the topic 

Lynn Friedman, an ASL linguist. suggested in the 1970s that it is possible 
to maintain the topic of the sentence on the non-dominant hand while the 
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Fig. 11. 11 'That man - I know him' 

dominant hand signs lhe rest of the sentence. Marg'dTCl Deuchar observed 
this too for BSL in her discussion of the different ways of showing the topic 
in a sentence (as wc saw in chapter 3). T his maintenance of the topic on the 
non-dominant hand is a common use of simultaneous signing. 

The non-dominant hand may show the full sign,or an index (usually p oint
ing), or another sort of proform, e.g.: 

CAR (d) WE-LOOK -AT (directed to nd) 
(nd) Vch-CI -, _ _ _ _ 

'We looked at the car' 
Otllcr examples include 'That man - 1 know him ', where the proform 

replacing M AN is maintained during (he comment '1 know him' (fig. 1 t . I t ); 
and 'That woman over there is my sister', where the index locating the sister 
on the non-dominant hand is maintained during the comment (directed to 

the naIl-dominant hand). 

To enumerate Of establish a time frame 

The non-dominant hand can be used to count things off, or to establish a time 
for the events on the dominant hand . 

(d) COLLEGE GO-HOME STUDY _ EAT 
(nd) 2.00 4.00 6.00 7.00 
'I'm at college from two o'clock, J go home at four o'clock and srudy until 

six. Then I eat at seven.' 
(d) LiFT-HANDSET DIAL-NUMBER LiSTEN 
(nd) ONE TWO THREE _ _ _ 
'First you li ft the handset, then dial, then listen. 

'",' 

. 
~ .. 

if ., 
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Fig. 1 ! .12 'T hose are deaf, those arc deafened, and those are hearing' 

To sh ow a location or a pronou n 

The non-dominant hand can be used to identify referents or locations asso
ciated with th em, while information is presented with the dominant hand. 

(d) DEAF DEAFENED HEARING 
(od) IndexA __ Indexn Indcxc_ 
'Those people are deaf, those are deafened and those arc hearing' (fig. 

11 .12). 

To emphasise a sign 

An index can be directed towards the sign made with th e dominant hand. 
Either the subject or the object can be indexed. 
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Fig. 11. 13 '(Do you know) HER?' 

(d) Index l KNOW lndex)
(nd) Jndex) 
'Do you know her?' (fig . 11. 13) 

Fig. 11. 14 CU-r:'DO\VN-TREE 

T his is much more emphatic than just using one hand and signing sequcn
tially. 

The index can be used to emphasise any sign . For example, in 'Of the deaf 
and hearing groups, we really need the deaf group', we can see that (DEAF) 
GROUP is emphasised. 

(d) DEAF HEARlNG===-WE NEED lndexLt+ 
(od) GROUP L GROUP R GROUP L 

To incorporate the object in the verb 

The object is signed by the non-dominant hand, while the dominant hand 
signs me verb, to represent the object receiving the action of the verb. 

(d) CU1~DOWN-TREE 
(nd) T REE ___ ,----__ _ 
'Cut down the tree' (fig. 11 .14) 
(d) HAMMER-NAIL 
(nd) NAIL---,-_ ---,-_ _ _ 
'Hammer in the nail' 
This can also be found in verbs where the t\vo hands do not acrually inler

act. For example G fVE or AS K can be d irected towards a proform , e.g. a 
panel of fo ur people could each be asked a q uestion, with the sign AS K 
directed to each proform (fi g. 11.15). 

• 

Simllltalleity ill BSL 2/ I 

Fig. 11.15 ASK-EACH-O F-FOUR 

ln 1anb"Uage play 

T he ASL researchers Edward Klim a and Ursula Bellugi have d iscussed how 
two hands can be used in poetry and humour [0 set two separa£e ideas 
against each other, for example, signing HAPPY with one hand and 
DEPRESSED with the other. An example in BSL would be to sign YES and 
N O simultaneo Llsly, if the signer is un su re of something. As we will see in 
chapter 14, the use of simultaneous signs is an important poetic device in 
sign languages. 

'Ib m aintain a topic a nd make a remark a s an 'aside' 

T he non-dominanlhand maintains the lOpic of the discourse, while the signeT 
makes an 'aside', using the dominant hand . Then the signeT returns to the 
topic, for example: 

(d) UNCLE DEAF MOTHER lndexB HEARING IndexA 
(nd) Index

A
.-;::-: ____ _ _ ______ _ 

(d) WENT DEAF SCHOOL 
'(Her) deaf uncle «he r) mother is hearing) went 10 a deaf school.' 

In simultaneous compounds 

Wc discussed these in chapter 6 . We mentioned signs like MINICOM and 
SPAC E-SHUlr LE, where each hand represents difrerenl signs which arc 
brought together to create a new sign with another meaning. 

Simultaneous compounds derive from the productive processes which 
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create simultaneous signs. But simultaneous compounds are lexicalised .They 
form a single sign in the established lexicon. 

Established signs which use proforms or handshapes to represent how 
objects arc handled, such as RlDE-A~HORSE, LOCK, WRITE, and 
TRAMPOLINE are best described as single signs rather than as 1."\·vo separ_ 
ate signs occurring simultaneously. 

Signing two signs at the same time a s part of a phrasc 

Jim Kyle and Bcncie WolI have said that this is frequent in casllal signing, e.g. 
'born deaf' and 'small boy'. One hand signs one sign from the phrase, and the 
other hand signs the other sign. It is even morc common for one sign to 
slightly precede the other, and then be held while the other is made, as we can 
sce in the example below. 

(d) BORN __ 
(nd) DEAF 

'born deaf' 
We cannot always be sure if simultaneolls signs are presenr or not. What 

may appear to be a 'simu ltaneous sign', may be an examp le of a sign remain
ing on the hand ('perseverating') fo r no reason other than that the signer h,ls 
not dropped the hand . Often, in a two-handed sign, the domimll1thand moves 
(to produce the next sign) while the non-domjnant hand remains in its pre
vious location. For example, in W RIT E, the '8 ' handshape of the non-dOJ11i~ 

nant hand may be retained while the dominant hand articulates a new sign. 
Where this occurs, it may be difficult [0 dis tingu ish from simultaneous signs. 

Where the visual motivation of a sign is of two identical referents, onc on 
each hand, wc might argue either that we have a simple two-handed sign, or 
that each hand has its own meaning. For example, in RA.BBIT we have a 
simple two-handed sign, meaning 'rabbit' , but this sign is derived from a 
representation of the two cars of an animal. This is dearly n Ol simultaneous 
signing. However, we might produce a formally similar sign that refers to the 
ears separately (e.g. one ea r might be straight u p and one might flop over) 
(fig. 11. 16) .Therc are many examples which illuminate this. A useful conven
tion is to say that in nouns, the two hands function as a single sign, but in 
verbs, the (\.vo hands may function more independently as simultaneous signs. 

T his convention may also solve the problem of how to class ify signs created 
as presentable actions. If we 'mix something in a bowl', one hand represents 
the bowl and tlle oth er, the spoon. We may say that COOKfNG is a sign from 
the established lexicon, but DO-COOKING is potentially a simultaneous 
sign. 

Simultaneous signs are very common in BSL, and may hI.: sct:n as eX !l m~ 

pies of the productive lexicon in action . 

.. 
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Fig. 11 16 'A rabbit with onc floppy 
ear' 

SUMMA RY 

This chapter has considered the creation of signs in BSL. Wc have seen that 
the established USL lexicon is relatively small in comparison to lhe lexicon of 
English, but lhere are many devices for creating new lexical items in BSL. 
One way is through the creation of signs from component elements. We have 
seen that comparisons with Englis h and especially translation of signs into 
English are frcqu(:lltly confus ing when we consider new BSL signs. The two 
hands often present separate, but related, information, in order to create new 
simultaneous signs. We have a lso seen that there arc times when a two-handed 
sign can be considered la be a single sign, and other times when the hands 
show different information, and should be considered as examples of 
simultaneous signs. 

EXERCISES FOR CHAPTER 11 

I. Signs from the produ ctive lexicon 
(a) Think of fIfteen different signs. that could be glossed as PlCK-UP

(somcthjng). 
(b) Think of fifteen different signs that could be glossed as OPEN-(somc

thing). 
(c) Think of fifteen different signs Ihat could be glossed as (someth ing)

FALL. 
(d) Think of fifteen different signs that could be glossed as CARRY

(something). 
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2. Using a video clip of a fluent signer telling a story, identify examples of 
signs from tbis story that you think are not a part of the established BSL 
lexicon. 
(a) List the signs that you have chosen, and say why you th ink they are 

from the productive lexicon. (Are they presentable actions? Arc they 
using classifiers in a new way? Are mey new simultaneous signs?) 

Cb) Thl.'fc may well be some signs (hat you are not sure abou(. Include 
these, saying why you are not sure about them. 

3. For each of tbc differem functions of 'simu ltaneous signs' outlined in this 
chapter, thin k of three more examples for yourself. 

4. BSL rnakl.'S extensive use of productivity, but English is also productive. 
(a) Using a good English dictionary, find the meanings and origins or the 

parls that make up these words: 
(i) ulcvisirm 
(il) x-ray vlsioll 
(ili) telephone 
(iv) xylophone 
(v) alcoholic 
(VI) shopaholic 
(vii) hamburger 
(viii) turkeyburger 

Cb) Find some new words that have come into Englis h recently by adding 
prefixes or suffixes, by making compounds, or by extending the 
meaning of an existing word. 

c) In English wc can unscr~ untU, unkllot, undress and so on. Wle cannOt, 
however, 'u1Yllmp, ',lnhit, ',warn'wor 'unblink. 1ruok of some more 
vcrbs (hat will accept this proollctive Ult- and some more that will oat. 
Why cail some verbs not be made using Utl-? 

5. Watch a video clip of a fluent signer (elling a story. 
(n) Identify examples of simultaneous signs that you can sce in the Slory. 
Cb) D escribe the two signs made by the two hands, and say why the signer 

has used a simultaneous sign, instead of sequential signs. 
(c) If the simultaneous sign fits one of the categories discussed in the 

section on simultaneity in BSL, say which category that is, and why 
you th ink so. If it does nor, try making a category of your own. 
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Chapter twelve 

Borrowing and name signs 

In the last chapter we discussed the productive and established lexicons and 
~imu ltancous signs. We said that signs in the prod uctive lexicon afe a very 
Important part of signing BSL. In this chapter we will discuss another way 
f~r new signs to emer Ihe language, through borrowing. As well as creating 
Slgns from within the langllnge, BSL can borrow signs from other lnnguugcs. 
It can borrow from other sign languages or it can borrow from English, either 
through !.he process of' loan tran slation' or through fingerspelling. 

As an illustration of these processes, we will also look at signs fO r brand 
names, people, and places . Personal name signs are particularly useful to 
stud~ here beca use they show many different sign-formation processes. They 
prOVIde a way to summarise some of the different ways that 13SL adds to its 
lexicon. 

BORROWIN G 

BS t. borrows from other languages. By this we mean thm it uses signs that 
are derived from words or signs of olher languages. English also borrows from 
other languages. There are a great many I:!nglish words that can be traced to 
other languages and the process continues today. For example, jihad has 
recently come into English from Arabic, and karaoke has been borrowed from 
Japanese. 

lt is impOrtalH to note that after a long time lhese words are often not recog~ 
nised as fo reign. Potato, tobacco, and tomato are not considered foreign words 
now, although both the referents and their names were, when they arrived 500 
years ago. 

Wc know that BSL borrows fro m other languages, and signers may not 
notice that such signs are 'foreign' eilher. For BSL, English is the maj or donor 
language, not other sign languages. T his is because all languages borrow most 
from the language they have most contact wi th. British signers have most 
contact with English, so they borrow from English. 

216 
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Fig. 12. 1 a AMERICA (old sign) Fig. 12. 1b AMERICA (new sign) 

Loans into BSL from other sign languages 

T he number of loans from other sign lanb".lages is still small . It may well 
increase. For some British signers, many of their sign language loans are from 
American Sign Language, because ASL is a socially important sign language 
at the international level. It is the one that some British signets come across 
because of the influence of GaUaudet University in Washington, D C, 
America's liberal arts college for deaf students, which has many international 
students. 

Nevertheless, loans do come fro m other sign languages. Other sign lan~ 

guages provide their signs for countries and major cities. For example, the old 
BSL sign AMERICA has been replaced by the ASL sign. T his is becoming 
increasingly comm on as British deaf signeTS travel more and meet more 
foreign signers (fig. 12.1). 

Signs such as AMERICA, FRANCE, CHfNA, JAPAN, D ENMARK, 
NORWAY, AUSTRIA, AUSTRAUA, and T HAILAN D, each borrowed 
from the respective sign language of those countries, are coming into increas
ing use in BSL (fig. 12.2).They arc also now taught to learners of BSL, so we 
may say th at they arc now becoming p;lrt of a developing 'standard BSL' . 
Some of them are also listed in the BSL/English DictiQnary, which helps to 
reinforce th eir acceptance. The names of cities such as CO PENH AG EN, 
PARIS, LIS BON, BRUSSELS, NEW-YORK, WASHIN GTON, and 
ROME have also been borrowed from those countries' sign languages (fig. 
12.3) . 

Many of these new signs replace - or are used alongside - signs that arc 
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Fig. 12.2 T HA ILAND 

Fig. 12.3a ROME (old sign) Fig. 12.3b ROME (new sign) 

already in use in BSL. T h is demonstrates that signs are not only borrowed 
where the language does not alrc;ldy have a sign. Loans can also replace (or 
exist alongside) old signs. 

Technical terminology - especially linguistic terminology - has been bor
rowed from other sign languages. Por example, two signs meaning LAN
GUAGE that are p resently used in .13SL were bOHmvcd from Swedish Sign 
l.:anguagc and ASL respectivcly (fig. 12.4) . CLASSIFIER is a corrunonly 
cIted exm~ple of a sign that has been borrowed from ASL, although the path 
of borrowing has been more complex. The BSL sign CLASSIFIER derives 
from the ASL classifie r handslmpe for ' vehicle', with added movement (since 
classifiers themselves have no movement). T hus BSL has taken the form from 
AS L, but has given it a new meaning (fi g. 12.5). 

A"rrrrUDE is a loan from Danish Sign Language. T he verb SAY-NO-

, 

8orrowillg 2 I 9 

FIg. 12.4a LANGUAGE (from 
Swedish Sign Language) 

Fig. 12.4b LANGliAGE (from ASL) 

Fig. 12.5 CLASSIFIER 

TO may have been borrowed from ASL, although some British deaf signers 
do not accept this. Other loan signs may include VIDEO from ASL. . 

It is worth making the point here that we often do not know where a. sign 
came from. We cannot always be sure of a sign's history. Many Amencans 
believe that an ASL sign glossed as NO-GOOD is borrowed from BSL, 
because the sign contains hand arrangements very similar to the British 
manual letters -n- and _g_ (fig. 12.6). Unfortunately for this t'heory, BSL has 
no similar sign . People may have their own favourite theory about whc~e a 
sign came from, but there is often no flrm proof as ( 0 the source of a SIgn. 
Sometimes the etymology that is given is imeresting in its own right, whether 

w __ =~-~ . 
Irish Sign Language is also a donor language for some dialects of BSL.T his 
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Fig. 12.6 ASL sign NO-GOOD 

Fig. 12. 7 Irish Sign Language loon 
BABY-DAUGHTER 

is .because.thcs~ BSL dialects have close contact with Irish Si n Lan a 
Dmltocts wIth Insh loans £tr.c.found in Glasgow, Liverpool, and r~ndon ~h::~ 
there are la rg~ communities of Roman Catholics and links lo I I d 
Examples of Signs borrowed from Irish Sign Language include YEA~ an d 
BABY-DAUGHTER (fig. 12.7). an 

Borrov'ling is nOt a one-way process' BSL . t1 . . . . ,IS not a sponge that soaks up 
o lef signs w:t.hO~t glvmg anythi~lg back. Other Innguages horrow from BSL, 
too. Many Ins~ slgners use an Increasing number of BSL signs. The lrish 
Deaf communIty I~ as access to BSL through contacts with Northern Ireland 
and ~ Iso by watching BSL on British television programmes which can b~ 
seen In lrt!land . 

'. 
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Loans into BSL from English 

There are two different ways that BSL can borrow from English. Each sign 
can be translated, sign for sign or morpht!me for morpheme from English to 
BSL, in a process called 'loan translation'. Alternatively, the letters from an 
English word ca n be represented in some way using the manual alphabet 
Sometimes letters are used without any alter-.nion, but on other occasions 
BSL adds eXlra information to loans made through fingcrspe lling. 

We should remember, though, that loans are not only at the level of the sign 
lexicon. We discussed in chapter 5 that BSL can borrow at the phonological 
level (that is, part of a sign), fo r example by adding spoken components in 
signs such as FINlSH or H USBAND. it ca n borrow from English at the 
morphological level (as we saw in chapter 7 (fig. 7.3)), for example by using 
an English~derived structure like LONG TIME instead of th e BSL infl ection 
LONG-TIME. I t can borrow at the syntactic level tOO, for example by using 
English word order instead of BSL sign order (see cbapter 3) . 

Loan translations 

Loan translations are found in many name signs. For example, the sign glossed 
as rCELAND is made up of the signs TCE and LAND, and GREENLAND 
is made up of GREEN and LAND. This process is very common with refer
ent's predominantly known by their English name. The names of television 
programmes may be translated directly into BS L, so that me Granada soap 
Coronation SZreel is signed CORONAT10N STREErl~ and tlIe snooker quiz 
game Big Break is signed BTG BREAK. Jt is important to note that BSL does 
not rely on this process entirely. For example the sign for the BBC soap glossed 
as EASTBNDERS is a visually motivated metonyrn thal u ses the shape ofthe 
Riv.erThamcs that appears in the programme's credits (fig. 12.8). 

Fig. 12.8 EASTENDERS 
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Loan translations are also very common when using English idioms . 
BSL~ or when a signer wants to mark an utterance as being a quote fro m 
English. M ost si~ers are bilingual to some extent ·in BSL and English, so \~ 
would expect thiS sort of switching between languages (sometimes caJJ d 
'code-switching' Or 'code-mixing'). A signer, for example, may produce S1.J~h 
utterances as CAN'T STAND to mean 'strongly dislike' and DRINK 
PETROL for .a car thal is uneconomical on fuel. In both cases, the signing is 
~ 10:10 transi.atlon. Some loans of this type become fixed and lire regularly used 
In BSI., w.rule others remain instances of temporary code-switching only. 

S?mc signs may be ,used in BSL that have been borrowed from English in 
a dlfferen.t co? texl. The phrase 'key issues' was signed by onc fluent 
BSLlEngilsh bJlmgual as KEY ISSUE, using the sign KEY which refers to 
locks and keys, rathe~ man the sign KEY whic.:h refers to important things. In 
a,nOlher examp le, a slgner used the sign BOOSTER (referring to a vaccina
tio.n boosrer), to mean a booster session in a part-time university course. In 
neither c~sc were these errors: the signers chose signs knmvlng that the 
conversauonal par tner knew English and BSL and w(Juld be able to ex trnct 
the intended meaning. 

Anomer inreresting example of loan translation is the creation of signs from 
acronyms, using a partial loan translation . Examples include ABSOLUTE 
from -a-b-s-I-t- (Association of British Sign Language TU lOrs), and CAP 
from -c-a-c-d-p - (Council for the Advancement for Communication with 
Deaf People). 

Fingcrspelling 

Wc huve already seen in chapcer 1 that fingerspelling is used in BS L to allow 
the reproduction of the letters of an E nglish word as pari of signing. We have 
se.en that ther~ are ma ny reasons for representing English while signing. We 
wlt~.now cons.'der ~ore of the ways in which BSL uses fi ngerspcUing. 
~mgerspell ~ng sIgns are torally unmotivated visually. There is nothing about 

thel! ror~ to link ~em to tlle referent except convention. Several handshapes 
~o look like the wntten letters of the alphabet, but no more than that. T here 
IS no connection between the manual lcttcr fro m the English alphabet and the 
referent, except convention. 

All fi ngerspelling loans in BSL use the beginning of the English word . We 
do no t' know of any that do not use the first le tter, except perhaps AUGUST 
(-g-g-) . 

:rhe way that the manual alphabet is used is defined by a complicated 
nuxture of at least fi ve factors: 

( 1) BSL phonology and morphology 

(2) English spelling and morphology 

, ' 
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(3) the form of ll1e manual letters 

(4) the linguistic competence of the signers 

(5) the fingerspeUing competence of the signers. 

Phonology and morphology 

BSL phonology permits only lWO changes in anyone basic sign. These 
changes are usually very easy to sec. It has been suggCSlt.'(i that many 13SL 
signs are 'disyUabic', in th at they can be split up into two definite pan s. For 
example, changes in h::mdshape are often from closed to open (c.g. MAG IC); 
changes in orientation are from palm up to palm down (e.g. CONF1RM)j 
changes in location are from onc area to another (e.g. MORNING). None of 
these disyllabic features is seen in fingerspelling a whole word because the 
hand shapes change for every letter. 

Because of this preference for disylIabic signs in BSL, it is common for 
fingcrspellings to b e shortened, and for letters lO drop out, especially the 
vowels. Robin Baltison claimed in 1978 that me ideal number of letters in 
ASL fi ngerspclling loans was two, in keepi ng wim this idea ofa disyllabic sign, 
but thjs is not always the case. Acronyms are often thn.-e or four letters long, 
e.g. BBC, RNm, and BOA, and these afe fingerspclJed using ull the letters. 
We can sce here that the ' two par t' sign rule is less important than keeping 
important information. In acronyms, the information contained in each letter 
is very important, and may even be considered a separate morpheme, so no 
letter can be dropped withoUlloss of information . 

The structure ofBSL makes it diffi cult to borrow fi ngerspelled verbs. If wc 
think about' the three groups of verbs we identifi ed in chapter 8, we can sce 
why fingerspelled verbs are so rare. In almost aU spatial verbs the handshape 
is influenced by the physical ap pearance of the referent involved. The hand
shape in a sign from the manual alphabet must be a letter handsh ape. This 
creates a clash of requirements. We also know that spatial verbs move through 
signing space to indicate location and movement of the referent. However, 
BSL signs do not move through space while the handshape is changing 
(except from open to closed or vice versa). If a fingerspeUed verb were to 
move through space, the handshapes form ing each of the letters wou.!d be 
changing while the sign m oved. So fi ngcrspelled spatial verbs cannot occur, 
because we cannot have both fi nger mQvement and movement through space. 
Lastly, English does nOl have many verbs that can easily be used by BSL as 
spatial verbs. Spatial verbs arc often glossed using several English words. It 
wou.!d not make sense for BSL to borrow this category of verbs from English, 
when English does not have a readily identifiable group of these verbs itself. 

Fingerspelled loans may be more available for agreement verbs because 
English does have similar verbs in tins category, and the handshapes ofthesc 

1 
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Pig. 12.9a I· RECOfv!Jv1END·TO-YOU Fig. 12.9b QUALIFY 

signs are not classifiers. However, there are still very few, probably because of 
the problems with movement offingerspelling through space. Informati on in 
agreement verbs. is shown by movement through signing space (e.g. I-ASK
YOU, as described in chapter 8), and we have just seen that moving 
fi ngerspeUing is not easy or acceptable. 

We know (from chapter 5) th at full fi ngerspell ing is not always necessary, 
and a signer can often use the fi rs t letter from the English word, so long as 
there is an accompanying spoken component. This would solve the problem 
of combining hnndshapc change and movement through space. However, the 
vcry few agreement verbs in BSL that use only £he fi rst letter (e,g. RECOM· 
MEND, or PROPOSE) are lim ited in £he information aboUl subject and 
object that they can show. Most of £hem appear only lO indicate agreement 
wilh first and second person singular (I·RECOMMEND-TO· YOU but not 
' j·RECOMMEND·T O·ALL· OP· YOU 0 ' ·SHE·RECOMMENDS·TO· 
H1M (fig . 12.9a)). In fact, these may not be agreement verbs at all, but just 
verbs with an arbitrary movement that happens to be away from the signer, 
in contrast to downward movement, as in QUALIFY where the -q. hand
shape moves down (fi g. 12.9b) . They may not even be verbs, but rather the 
nOLlns RECOMM ENDATION or PROPOSAL. 

We also know from our consideration of oral components in ASL (in 
chapter 5) that verbs in BSL are frequently accompanied by adverbial BSL 
oral components. lfthis is the case, we cannot have th e E nglish spoken com
ponents that arc required for a sign that u ses the flr slletter of an Engli sh word . 
Once again, then, wc have a clash of requirements. 

P lain verbs should be free from most of these restrictions, so it wou ld be 
more possible to have fi ngerspelled plain verbs in BSL. However, the only 
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widely used fingerspelled plain verb is DO.T he problem may be linked to the 
required spoken component, or perhaps 13SL just does not need to borrow 
verbs, because there are other prefer red ways of creating verbs .- most notice
bly by aspect and manner inflection, whereas English uses different words. 
~or example, English has different verbs: look,g/wlce,stare, eye-up, glare while 
BSL only alters one basic verb LOOK to give the same meanings, wi£hout 
using entirely d ifferem signs. 

The restriction on verb loans is not the only influence that BSL has on 
ftngerspeUings. We know (from chapter 6) that English and BSL have 
different ways of showing grammatical information, such as plurals. In 
English,a plural usually has an -$ at the end of the word. In finge rspelling, the 
's' is often (but not always) left off and BSL grammar is used instead to show 
the plural. For example, if we were talking about the cells in the body and 
decided to fingerspell the word, we might use -c-e·\·J-s- but, more often, we 
would u se -c-e-I-I- DIFFERENT DIFFERENT or · c-c-I-I- pro3D++~ . 

E n glish spelling and m orpholob'Y 

The form of the English word also afIects fingcrspcllings. Short words arc 
more likely to b e fingerspelled than long oncs. T hi s is probably why many 
short function words (that is, short 'grammar words') have been borrowed 
into BSL through fingerspelling, e.g. n~ BUT, OR, and ["OR. ]n m any three
letter words, the articulation of the vowel can be significantly reduced in 
three-letter words, so that the overall effecl is a disyllabic sign (e.g. -f-r- or 
-b-t-, instead of -f-o-r- or ·b-u-t-). It is usually vcry rate for languages to 

borrow function words from each other but BSL may borrow these words 
from English precisely because they fit so well into the strucmre of BSL. In 
the dialect of some signers, their signs for these function words are these 
fingerspeUings. O£her signers only use the fi ngerspellings fo r emphasis, using 
a non-loan sign at other times, for example, BUT and -b-u-t- (emphatic) . Yet 
other individuals use the non-loan signs for em phasis and fingerspell -b-u- t
the rest of the rime. Eithe r way, the signers arc using the two forms with 
slightly different meanings . This slight difference in meaning is la be expected 
when a loan comes into a language whcre a word with the same meaning 

already exists. 
Lf an English word is short, it is usually fingerspelled in full (even though 

the vowel may be reduced). If it is more tllan four letters long, it is usually 
abbreviated. This abbreviation is not random. There are definite panerns for 
abbreviations. The signer may retain the first syllable, for example, -j-a-n-, 
-f-e-b-, ~a-u-g- , -s-e-p-t-, ·o-c-t-j -rn·o·n-, -t·u-e-, -w-e-d-; -a-b
(ABERDEEN) and -o-x· (OXrO RD). These abbreviations are part of 
'formal' BSL, in a way that they are not part of 'formal' English . 
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Where the second letter of a word is an ~h~ ) and therefore combines With 
the first leu er 10 form a single English speech sound (e.g. ch, th, ph, sh) then 
the fir~t (Wo manual letters are often retained (e.g. ~c-h- for CHAPTER and 
CI-IEL rENHM 1, and ~r~h-. forTHURSDAY or ~r~h- for RHETORICAL). 

Another way of abbrevlatmg nn English word is ro retain the first and last 
letters, e.g. -g~w~ ~GLASGOW), -b-l- (BRISTOL), -5-(-0+n-, -m-(-a-)_y_ 
or -t- (-a-) -x-. This process often happens when the English word is three 
letters long and ha s a central vowel. \X1hcrc the vowel starts a word, all three 
leuers are kept (e.g. -o-w-I-) . Vowels are dropped more often man conso_ 
nants, but the first letter is never dropped. So if dlC first letter is a vowel, all 
three leuers arc usually retained. The retention of fi rs t and last letters fro m 
longer words is common in place names, but not in many other words. 

Anothcr possibili ty is that the fi rst letter fro m each syllable or (perccived) 
morpheme is kept, for exnmple -m-c- (MANCHESTER), -n-c- (NEW, 
CASTLE), -p-;- (l'ROjECT ). 

Form of manual letters 

T he for~ of the Olanualletter is likely to contribute to deciding which letters 
to selecr Ul an abbreviation. For example, if there is <I vowel or an -s- at the 
cnd o.f th e word, then the last letter is rarely uSl'd in the abbreviation. If the 
letter IS symmetrical in manual form (e.g. -h-, -f-, -x- or -z-, where both hands 
have the same handshape), it is often retained. 

In words where the fIrst letter is a vowel and the second letter is II conso
nant, the fir st two letters are often retained. This is particularly true where the 
fi.rst two letters are -e-x-, because there is no handshape change (e.g. execll
title, Exc/(:r, exCIIse, or example may all lead to -e-x-) . 
Anot~er way of borrowing a word from English is by using a single manual 

letter. Signs borrowed using a single manual letter may be of various ryPI.'S. 
~ost common are sign~ that only use the fltst letter unmodified in any way. 
Smgl.e Ma~ual Leuer Signs (SMLS) are made using just the first lener, and 
?rc dlsamblguated by context and spoken compOnent, if necessary (as wc saw 
m chapt~r 5) . The Australian linguist Trevor Johnston has obscrved that they 
arc parllcularly co~mon in cer tain semantic groups, e.g. days of th e week, 
measuremcnt ?~ ume and space, and fami ly relations. For example, 
MOT~ER, FA 1 HER, DAUG HTER, UNCLE, and N EPI-IEW/NlECE all 
ha":,c signs made using the first manual letter, as do SECOND, MINUTE, 
WEEK, M.ONTH, YEAR, and CENTURY. 
. At fir st sight there appears to be a link between the number of tim es a letrer 
IS rep,eat: d, an~ the number of syllables of the English word. For example 
MOl HER, Mb\1BER, TUES DAY, BIBLE, DAUG HTER, and TOILET 
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all have tWO syllables in English and in all the citation fo~ms .of these S~~ 
the letter is repeated, e.g. -m~m, -t-t~,. -b-b~, c~c. But the h~k IS n? t ~at ngld, 
becau~e there is no such strong relallo nship m conversanonal s~grung. Also, 
there can be a repetition in a SMLS derived from a mon~syllab.lc word (c.g. 
~y~y_ from J'Olmg), or no repetition in a SMLS from a dlsyllablc word (c.g. 
SIX-m- from six mimltes), llnd once we get ( 0 three syllables or more, the 

attem is no longer present (e .g. -g-g- from governmem) . lr is more likely that 
~he preference for disyllabic signs is the most important factor, creating signs 
with twO m ovements, even if th e handshapes remain the same. . 

As in previous examples, the form of the mUl1ual lctter is important m. r~la
tion to repetition. If the SMLS uses -h- or -j-, there is rarely U rcpe~ll1on , 
because there is already movement in these letters, e.g. JUBILEE and 
HARRODS may simply be signed as + and -h-, not -j-j- and -h-h-. 

Single manual letter signs with the handshape -<:- arc very common, 
because the letter is one-handed) which makes it easy to move around the 
signing space. We will see luter that onc-handed letters make such good single 
manualletter 'signs that several non-standard one-handed manual letters are 
coming into use in BSL, nlongside the existing standard two-handed letters. 
Manuallcttcrs that have only a small surface contaet area between the hands 
when they are articulated (e.g. the vowels and -s-) are rarely used as SMLS, 
and, again, symmetrical letters (e.g. -f- und -h-) are more favoured over asym
metrical ones (e.g. -d ~ and -p-). 

In some S!vU.S, however, an extra movement is added to the simple manual 
letter handshapc .This movement may have some sort of meaning, or may be 
completely arbitrary. Among signs that have a SMLS using meaningful 
movement are FAMILY, which combines movement representing a group of 
people with the handshapc of the manual letter -f- (fig. 12. IOa) and G OLD, 
which combines the movement of GLITTER with the m anual lener -g-. 

Signs with an arbitrary extra meaningless movement include FEBRUARY, 
in which the extended fi ngers of th e dominant hand in th e -f- manual letter 
are rubbed back and forth along the non~dominant hand, and ENGLAND 
in which the manual letter -c- has a similar rubbing motion (fig. 12.10b). In 
FRIDAY the fmgers of the dominant hand rub the flllgers of the non-domi
nant hand in a circular movement, but the basic hand arrangement is a ll ~f-. 

In these examples, a letter handshape acquires an extra movem ent. 
However the reverse can also occur: a basic sign movement ean have th e 
handsh u~e of the first letter added to for m a sign, sometimes called ' initiali
sation '. This is very common in some sign languages that use a one-handed 
manual alphabet, such as ASL and Irish Sign Language. T he use of onc
handed manual letters allows l:mguages to add tJle lener handshape to an 
existing sign quite easily. For example, in ASL there is a base sign GROUP, 
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Fig. 12.lOa FAMILY Fig. 12. lOb ENGLAND 

Fig. 12.11 a FAMILY (ASL) Fig. 12. l lb T EAM (ASL) 

but if this movement and locatiOIl is articuJated with the .f. manual lettC! 
handshape, the sign is glossed as FAMlLY. U the handshape for the manual 
letter .1. is substituted, the sign becom es TEAM. etc. (fig. 12. 11 ). This sign. 
creation system has been in existence for over 200 years. Abbe Sicard used it 
in the late eighteenth century in Paris in the school for deaf children . There 
arc large Ilumbers of signs in borh ASL and Irish Sign Language with these 
handshapes. Thus PEOPLE, WALK, and HAPPY in lSL have .p., .w., and 
.h. handshapes respectively. In ASL, PEOPLE, WINE, and INTERVIEW 
have .p., .w. and .i. han dshapes respectively. Thcse letter handshapes have 
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'O",etim" , been inaccurately described as a type of classifier handshape 
"1><""'" they represent a 'class' of items that all start with the same English 

BS'L does not make much use of thi s process because it has two·handed .' ~::;~~I letters which are not so easily added to an existing sign, so many 
~. , of BSL may be surprised by the extent of this use of manualleners i.n 

other sign languages. . 
It is much more common in BSL to sign the first leuer of an English word 

, and then add a sign that is a near synonym. T he sign bec.ornes ' disyll~bic', 
. even if it is monomorphemic. There are many examples In th e established 

lexicon e.g . • h.LONG~AGO, .g.J..AND·AREA, .c·LOOK·Al-~rER> -a
ADD.UP.FlGURES, ·e-M O NEY, and ·p·VNlVERSITY (translated in 
English as history> geography~ creche~ aCCOlllllancy, economics, and f!Olyte~htlic). 
111is process is also productive wben signers need to create a sign. Slgners 
who know English well can use this strategy to great effect because they can 
produce the firs t lener of the English word, a dose or related sign, and also 
the English mouth patlcrn. 

F luency of signers in BSL and English 

The fl uency of signers in BS L and English is very important in determ ining 
if a signer will borrow from English by fi ngerspelli ng . Signers without a good 
command of BSL but who know English well are more likely to fingerspell 
words if they do not bave a ready sign for them. T his is common among non· 
fluent signers, but not only among non·fluent signers. While signers with 
fluent BSL have larger sign vocabular ies and are more able to use the pro· 
ductive lexicon, they may still u se fingerspclling, if they are also fluent in 

English . 
It may seem odd that non~fluent signers use fingerspelling more than some 

fluen t signers, because non· f\uent signees usually cannot fingcrspcll very well. 
However, the choice is often onc of fi ngerspelling or nothing, because {he 
non. flucnt signer does not know the signs or have the skills to use productive 
features of BSL sign creation. BSL teachers often try to persuade their stn· 
dents not to fingerspcll, but to think of a way to create a sign to express their 
intention, so that th ey do not come to rely on fingcrspelling. 

Skills in fingerspcll ing determine the form of fingerspelling that is pro· 
duced. Younger people and people without a strong background in 
fmgerspelling are more likely just to use a first letter (or perhaps an abbrevia
tion), and rely on context and the spoken component. Older s igne~s or 
English speakers who are very well practised in fingerspelling arc more hkely 
to fingcrspell a word fully. 
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NON -S TANDARD MAN UA L LET TERS IN THE BRITISH 
MANUA L ALP HABET 

These arc used in BSL and are linked to the English alphabet, but are not pan 
of (hc standard British manual alphabet. One example is the use of d iffcrent 
handshapcs to represent LIlc letter Id' in upper and lower case, to mean 'D eaf' 
(cultural deafness) and 'deaf ' (audiological deafness) . ~l1l is is the only use of 
lower casc 'd ' as a manual lener (fig. 12.1 2a) . 

N on-standard onc-handed manual letters also exist and arc used pro
ductively. T hey arc the '8' hand fo r -i-, the '0 ' hand for -0-, and the 'L' hand 
for _1_. T hese handsh:Jpes have several ad\'antages over the standard letter 
handshapes. They can be casily distinguished from other similar manual 
letters and the '0 ' and 'L' handshapes are highly visually motivated . Also, 
because they are one-handed They can easily be used in signs \v:ith movement 
with out the loss of info rmation that would occur if the base hand were 
omitted in the two-handed letter (fig . 12. 12b-d). 

The '0' ,md '1.' handshapes appear in other manual alphabets (induding 
ASL) and it is possible that they may be loans from other manual alphabets, 
but the hand shape~ appear in established BSL signs which arc unrelated to 
fo reign sign~. Exam ples of signs synonymous with English words beginning 
with 'I' and made with u handshape which mirrors the shape of an upper-case 
' I' include UVERPOOL, LAN CASTER, BROT HE R-IN -LAW, LESUIAN, 
LASER, LAGER, LEADERS HIP, and LUCK. 1bese might be seen as 
initialised signs. T hey are not loans from languages which use this manual 
alphabet handshape for ' I', bill are Bri tish signs (unlike LANGUAGE which 
is based on the ASL .\.). 

The '0 ' handshapc, like the non-standard one-handed 'L ', aUows signs to 
move. T he hand may simply open and close to repear the '0 ' handshape or il 
may cird e. Established signs with these lelter handshapes include 
OCT OBER, O RPHANAGE. OXFM1, and OFFICE. 

T he existence of these signs is not, by itself, proof that the handshapes arc 
being used as part of a manual alphabeL Howevcr, there is also strong evi
dence that the '0 ' and 'L' handshapes arc being used instead of the -0- and 
-1- of the standard manual alphabet, to make SI\1LS. Some ad hoc signs 
using the fir st letter of the English word are made in the same way. T hey use 
thesc handshapes as they would for other standard letters of the manual 
alphabet. 

T he '0 ' hand~hapc appcars particularly productive in place names e.g. 
OXFORD, OKEHAMPTON, ORPINGT ON, and OBAN. The 'L' hand 
shape seems less productive bUl is still used for place nam es, as in LEWI
SHAM and LIVERPOOL. 

Non-standard manuallellCrs ill /he Brirish manllal alphabet 23 1 

Pig. 12.12a Non-standard-d- Fig. 12.12h Non-standard-o-

Fig. 12.1 2c Non-standard -i- Pig. 12. 12d Non-sumdard-l-

Stronger evidence stil l for the role of these handshapes in fingerspelling is 
that these handshapes may also be used as representations of the letters '0' 
and '1' with other fingcrspc1J ed letters, e.g.: 'O'-a-p- for OAP using the '0' 
handshape for '0'; and as part of the fingerspelling of oz fo r ounce. 
. ForWaterloo Station, one sign compounds WATER with the 'L' handshape 

(1.e. WAT ER 'L'), and some younger signers, in fun, may usc the non-stan
dard one-handed 'L' and '0', to spell loo as a sign for toilet. T he non-standard 
letters occur in the fingcrspeUed sign COOL, in the sense of 'laid back', 
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creating a sign that is totally one·handed, because the standard manual letter 
-c- is also one-handed. The 'L' handshape also occurs following the manual 
lener -y- to produce YOUTH LEADER. 

Another non-standard letter is the manual letter representing 'i'. In the 
standard manual letter, the middle finger of th e non-dominant hand is 
touched by the index finger of the dominant hand. The non-standard form 
makes 'i' onc-handed. It usually occurs as an initialisation, for example for the 
English words image, insurance, and infection, always with the accompanying 
spoken component. It may also be used for place names, e.g. for llfracombe, 
Islington, and Ipswich. 

It may not be a coincidence that 'i' and '0' are developing new forms. Both 
-i- and -0- can be easily confused in the standard British two-handed alpha
bet. In 1845, John Kitto, a Scotsman, described these manual alphabet vowels 
as being 'in every way a sore evil'. The two non-standard forms are easily dis
tinguished. All three of the non-standard manual letter handshapes are also 
more easily incorporated into first-letter signs which involve some form of 
movement, and so lend themselves to the loan process of initialisation. 

NAME SIGNS 

A study of name signs illuminates many of the processes we have discussed 
in general terms in this and dle preceding chapter. Brand names, place names, 
and personal names all provide many examples of borrowing and productiv
ity from widlin BSL. 

Brand names 

Visually motivated signs are commonly used for creation of new signs for 
brand names. Because of product innovations, there is a continuous process 
of creating new signs for new brands. We have seen in chapter 10 that visu
ally motivated signs are often based on the movement of an object, or the 
appearance of an object. Some signs for brand names are based on a company 
logo. This is also common, for car and company names (e.g. ROVER, 
RENAULT, PEUGEOT, MCDONALDS, and ASDA) (fig. 12. 13). 

Other signs are made by loan translation, such as WATER STONE for the 
booksellers '\X'aterstones' or BOOT for the chemists' chain 'Boots'. Partial 
loan translation is also possible, such as the (usually jocular) sign -m- AND 
SPIDER for the company Marks and Spencer (Spencer and spider look very 
similar on the lips) . 

Many other examples use abbreviated fingerspelling (e.g. -s-s~ for 
'Sninsbury's', -\\1-\\1- for 'Woolworth's', or -p-s- for 'Panasonic'). 
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Fig. 12.1 3a PEUGEOT Fig. 12.13b MCDONALDS 

Place-name signs 

It is important to remember that even if a signer knows a sign for the name 
of a place, the name will often be fingerspelled at least once in full, if there is 
any doubt about dle name, or if the place is being mentioned for the first time 
and is not locaL 

Some place-name signs may only be locally known, and for anyone outside 
the area, a different sign or fingerspelling would be used . Signs for the Bristol 
areas BEDMINSTER, FISHPONDS, T OTTERDOWN, and KNOWLE, 
for example, would only be used among Bristol signers. It would be consid
ered bad manners to use these signs with odler signers, unless there was an 
explanation that these were areas in Bristol. 

Signs for places are often immediately followed by an index for their loca
tion. If the places are local or nearby, signers will point in the direction of the 
place. If the places are further away, signers will use the vertical plane of signing 
space as an imaginary map of the country and pointto the relevant area. 

The name may be based on something associated with the place. PARIS 
(the Eiffel tower), DERBY (the Derby Ram), SHEFFIELD (a knife, after the 
cutlery industry), NOTTINGHAM (a bow and arrow, after Robin Hood), 
and SCOTLAND (bagpipes) are examples. These signs are all visually moti
vated and they are all metonyms (fig. 12.14). 

Wc have already seen that some place names are borrowed from the lan~ 
guage of the place so that MILAN, NEW-YORK, COPENHAGEN, !lnd 
MUNICH arc borrowed from Italian, American, Danish, and German sign 
languages respectively, even if there are also well~known, commonly used 
BSL signs (as, for example, there is for New York) . 
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Fig.12. 14s PAR IS Fig. 12. 14b DERBY 

The signs may be based on a loan translation of the English place 
name, via an English word. One of the signs for1\.Jrkcy, as well as the signs 
for Newcastle (N EW CASTLE) and Swansea (SWAN SEA) are all exam
ples of exact loan translations. The names may also be partial loan transla
tions, based either on the written word, or 0 11 an approximation of the 
spoken component. Examples of signs based on the spoken co mponent 
include one of the signs fo r Bristol (PISTOL or PETROL) and one of 
the signs for Preston (PRIEST). Other partial loan translations include 
Worthing (WORTH), Washington (WASH), Manchester (MAN CHEST), 
and Axminster (AXE). 

The place name may also be fmgerspelled, or at least use fingerspelling fo r 
some part. Sometimes half of me word has a manual letter and half hes a sign . 
Shebficld can be signed -s-FlELD, Montrose con be -m-ROSE, and 
Holberrow can be -h-BARROW. New York and New Zealand combine the 
sign NEW with a fingerspelled letter in NEW-y- and NEW-z-. T he impor
cant point is that if part of the name can easily be translated into a sign (l ike 
NEW, FIELD, ROSE, and BARROW) then it will be, and if it cannot (like 
'Sheb', 'Hol', and 'Zealand ') then a manual letter will be used. 

Personal name signs 

Although there has not been any pllblished research on personal name signs 
in BSL, there has been a good deal of research into ASL personal name signs, 
as weU as research on some other sign languages including Chinese Sign 
Language, Swedish Sign Language, and Quebec Sign Language. We can 
propose some rules for BSL personal name signs, drawing on this research 
and on everyday experience of BSL . 
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Fig. 12.15 ADMIRAL-NELSON 

Personal name signs fall into several categories in sign languages. BSL does 
nOI use all of these, but it is interesting to sce what processes are available to 
sign languages in general. 

In the pasl, children in deaf schools did not have personal name signs, but 
were given numbers (e .g. Geo rge Scott, a wetl-known British Deaf story
teller, was known at school as DBS).This practice has died out now but when 
older deaf people meet at school reunions, they often know each other by 
numbers. 

A much more common source of personal name signs today is descriptive 
sigl:ls.These mayor may not be visually motivated, but they are all metonymic 
because they u~e some single descrip tive feature associated with a person as 
a name for th e whole person. The descriptive signs have three different 
sources: a physical chamcterisuc; a chamcter trai t of the person; or something 
identifiable about the persou's life. 

Physical characteristics include a reference to someone's eyes, the style of 
someone's hair, or n particular 'distingui~hing feature' such as tattoos . 
Personal name signs based on these characteristics are very common for his
[orical figu res, because we often only have a picrure of them. Examples 
include EYE-PK r CH for Admiral Nelson (fig. 12. 15), and TOOTH
BRUSH-MOUSTACHE for both Charlie Chapl in and Adolf Hitler. Among 
friends, personul name signs such as LONG-CURLY-HAIR or GOATEE
BEARD orTALL may be used. 

Character traits may lead to a personal name sign based on a person 's 
habits. Another sign for Charlie ChapJin reprcscms swinging a cane. One sign 
fo r Stan Laurel (of Laurel and I-lardy) is made by scratching the head. 
Among friends or colleagues, an office administrator who is always checking 
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everything may receive the personal name sign C HECK. Anotllcr perso n 
who is very quie t and wilhdrawn may be named QUIET. 

A name sign may also be based upon personal information. For ex ample jf 
the person comes fro m another country, but is staying in Britain for a while, 
they may be given the name of the ir home country, e.g. BRAZIL, FINLAND, 
or AUSTRAUA. If they have a special job or hobby, this may be the basis for 
a name sign. 

Sometimes these descriptive signs are nol flattering (particularly name 
signs that are given at school). Adults can rejcct their name sign if they want 
to, as we will see in our d iscussion or uses of nam es in BSL. 

An alternative to basing pcrsonal name signs on physical characterist..ks 
and personal information is to base them on Joan translations from the 
person's spoken language name. They may be based on an exact one-ta-onc 
corresp ondence of either a first nam e or surname, e.g. someone called Hope 
or surnames like "Iaylor, D river, or Bird. Alternatively, they may come from a 
partial, approx imate translation of either the written form or spoken compo
nent in English, e.g. Gloria may become GLO RY, Clive may be named c
LIVE, and Jerry may be named C!-lERRY. 

Personal name signs m ade using the manual alphabet arc common in many 
sign languages, although this may vary according to the form of the manual 
alphabet in the different languages. In languages using the on e-hand ed 
manual alphabet, such as ASL, it is very common to create name signs using 
the letter handshape of the ini tial letter of the first name, and then to add a 
movement or location. 

An American researcher, Sam Supalla, has explained that in American 
Deaf fa milies, all the name signs of the family members arc made at the same 
location and only differ in the letter han dshape. T he movement may be arbi
[mry, too. For example th e personal name sign of a Frenchman called Bcbian 
(who lived in the hire eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries) is a .b. 
moving downwards. 

Many people's personal name signs are just th eir initials (e .g. -j-d-, or -s-r-) 
or even the initials of their firs t name, especiaUy if the letter is either -h- or-i
(e.g. H ilary or Julic could simply be -h- or -i-)."nlcse arc often used as personal 
name signs for people who lire new to, or peripheral to, the sign language com
munityand who have nOlyet been givcn a unique name sign. Short names may 
just be finge rspeJled, e.g. Ann or Bob, since as we have already seen, BSL can 
re'ddily accept three-letter loans from the manual alphabet. into the language. 

In BSL, personal names formed by descriptive signs or loan translation s 
are more common than those using the manual alphabet. In some other sign 
languages, it is much more common to form personal name signs by using an 
initialised sign with movement. 

Finally, it is possible for a person to inherit the name ~ ign of a famous 
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relatio n or numesake. If H man's father was weU known in the community, the 
son may be given his fathe r's personal name sign. 1f the person shares a name 
with someone famous, he may be given that person's namc. For example, if 
someone's name is Churchill, he may be given Wins ton Churchill's personal 
name sign (based upon either his cigar, or his 'V for Victory' gesture). 

Differences in use ofnamcs in signcd and spoken languages 

Personal names are nOl used in the same way in BSL and English. There a re 
different social and linguistic rules in British Deaf culture and 13ritish hearing 
culture. 

In BSL, personal name signs arc not used to address a person, but only to 
refer to them. In English, in comparison, it becomes very awkward if wc 
cannot address u perso n by name. Names in English arc often used for getting 
someone's atlcntion. whereas in the Deaf community wc get a person's aUell
lion in other ways: by waving at the person, or with some other culturaUy 
approved action such (IS tapping their shoulder. 

Personal name signs a rc not essential, because it is possible to use a person's 
E nglish name; and so not everyone has onc. Many deaf people from hearing 
families who do not mix much with other deaf people do not have personal 
name signs. Vcry few hearing people wbo 2re not involved in the D eaf com
munity have them (except for some famous people, including politicians and 
historical figures) . 

Personal name signs can also change several times during a deaf person's 
life. If a deaf person dislikes their personal name sign from school, they may 
elect to change it. If the sign becomes less appropriate because of a change in 
appearance or interests, a new p~rsonal name sign may emerge. In contrast, 
most people keep their English given name all their li ve~, even if women may 
change their surname on marrying. Hear ing people may change their names 
by deed poll, but it is quite unusulIl. 

Personal name signs are not used in all siruations. In so me sodal situations, 
a person's English name is used. Sometim es this is because a conversational 
parUlcr may know only the English name, and not thc personal name sign. In 
other cases, the English name is more formal, for example if the person 's title 
is needed, like 'Rev. E W. Gilby' or 'Miss J. Smith'. BSL name signs do not 
vary fl ccording to status or formality. There is no parallel with English titles 
such as Mr, Mrs, Dr, Or l'rofessor. 

Surnames are not as important to the British Dcaf community as they 
a rc to hearing British people. Some people joke that it is a sign of real intimacy 
to be on surname terms with someone in the Deaf community. Tt is possible 
to know someone's Engli sh fir st Iwme and their personal name sign, and not 
learn tJlcir surname fo r many years, if at all 
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According to Sam $upaIJa, when a person is frrst introduced in the 
American Deaf conununity, their English name is fingerspelled, and tllcn 
lheir personal name sign is given, if they have one. If they have not gOt one, 
their initials are used, until a name sign emerges. This differs from Britain. 
Often there is no introduction by name, but a brief background description 
is given for context (e.g. 'a friend from work', or 'Enuna's mother') . Later, 
in their absence, they may be referred to as 'you know, the one from 
Liverpool', or 'witll bright red lipstick', and so on. Only later, if the person 
remained in contact with the Deaf community, would an English name be 
provided. 

SUMMARY 

In this chapter we have seen that BSL can borrow from other languages. It 
can borrow signs from other sign languages or from English. Borrowing from 
English may be done eitllcr through a process of loan translation, or by 
fingerspeUing. By looking at signs for brand names, place names and personal 
names we have seen examples of all the processes described. We have also 
seen that personal names are used differently in BSL and Engli sh. 

EXERCISES FOR CHAPTER 12 

1. Manual letters 
(a) List the signs that you know for family relations (e.g. Mother, Father) . 

How many signs use a manual letter? 
(b) List the signs that you know for measurements of distance or time 

(e .g. yards or metres, and seconds or years). How many signs use a 
manual letter? 

(c) List the signs that you know fo r the days of the week and months of 
the year. How many signs use a manual1etter? 

2. Place names and personal names 
(a) Find out the place-name signs for your own home town or places 

where you have lived or recently visited, if you do not already know 
them. Put each one into tlle following categories: manual alphabet, 
melOnymy and synecdoche, loan translation, or a mixture. Are these 
groups enough? Might you need another group? 

Cb) lfyou attend a sign language class, put the personal name signs ofstu
dents i.n your class into the following categories: physical character
istics, personality traits, features of a person's life, loan translations, 
manual alphabet, inheritance, or a mixture. Are these groups enough? 
Might you need another group? 
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3. Shortened fingerspeUing 
(a) List some examples of shortened fingerspellings in BSL. Think of 

three that are only two letters long (e.g. TAX t-x), and three that are 
more than two letters long (e .g. BIRMINGHAM b-h-m). 

Cb) List examples where you might use -c-h- to refer to sometlling begin
lling with 'ch ' in English . Do you think it would be possible to use just 
the -c- for any of your examples? 

(c) List examples where you might use -t-h- to refer to something begin
ning with 'th' in English. Do you tllink it would be possible 10 use just 
the - t- for any of your examples? 

(d) List at least six signs where the corresponding English word begins 
with the letter 'c', and the sign uses lhe manual letter -c- handshape. 
Try to identify signs that are not made simply from the letter but have 
an extra movement added or are made at a new location. For example, 
COLLEGE is sometimes signed with a -c- handshape at the side of 
the head. 

4. Collect examples of the uses of the non-standard letters '0', 'L', and 'I' If 
you have not seen any instances yourself, ask another signer if they have 
seen some of the examples given in our discussion, and if they know of any 
others. 

5. Watch a video clip of a fluent BSL signer. 
(a) ldentify all examples of fingerspelling. 
(b) Try to work out what has been fingerspelled, without slowing down 

the video. (If you cannot do thi s easily, try various strategies to help 
you, e.g. spoken components, context of signs, identifying groups of 
letters you can catch, etc.) 

(c) \X1hat sort of words are fingerspelled (e.g. proper nouns, 'grammati
cal' words like 'if' or 'so', verbs)? 

(d) Does tlle signer only fingerspell the word, or is there an accompany
ing sign too? (If there is an accompanying sign, is there extra informa
tion added in the sign?) 

(e) Pick MO longer fingerspellings (more than six letters). Does the signer 
fingerspell every letter fully? (You will probably need to slow the video 
to see this.) 

(f) Note any signs made using only one manual letter. (Are they accom
panied by a spoken component?) 
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Chapter thirteen 

Socially unacceptable signs 

This chapter will address the different types of socially unacceptable lan
guage, why these arc used and how.Jt wiIJ not deal with 'rude' or 'coarse' signs, 
except where it is necessary to give examples of particular linguistic points. 
Readers interested in taboo signs are referred to Martin Colville's Sig1lS of a 
Sexual Nature, which is stiU the best source text for this area of BSL linguis
tics . 

Coarse language is an important part of many languages, but it is tradition
ally not studied by many linguists. To a certain extent, this is because not 
much coarse language is written dov·m. Also, many people see coarse lan
guage as something to use only with their friends, so they wiU not use it in 
front of a researcher. 

Tllis is particularly true ofBSL. Many deaf people are reticent about using 
rude or coarse language in front of hearing people or any linguist doing 
research in the language. Some of this feeling may be rel ated to the tradition 
that the only hearing people in contact with the Deaf community were mis
sionets. Some 'socially unacceptable' signs arc included in the BSL/English 
Dictionary. The makers of the dictionary had a responsibility to include these 
signs, although tbey also had a responsibility to note that these signs were 
unacceptable to many people. When the dictionary first came out, some 
people expressed disquiet because it contained a sign glossed as 'JEW that 
many people found offensive. The dictionary-makers defended themselves by 
saying that they had included a note to.indicate that the sign was offensive, 
but that it was used by some deaf people. From a linguistic point of view thi s 
is necessary, because linguists have a duty to describe language as it is used, 
not as some people might wish it was used. In this chapter, signs which arc 
socially unacceptab le in SOl,ne contexts are preceded by an x, rather than the 
• which indicates that something is ungrammatical. 

N ot all cultures use the same amount of coarse language. For example, the 
Japanese arc said not to swear much. The English, on the other hand, arc 
known for using coarse language and as long ago as 1821 , it was said that 'The 
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Fig. 13.1 xDISABLED (socially 
unacceptable sign) 

English ... are mther a foul-mouthed nation.' We might not be surprised if 
BSL also had plenty of swearing because British deaf people share so many 
aspects of mainstream British culture. However, it is also possible that the cul
tural differences between hearing and deaf extend as fa r as swearing, so that 
signers and English spcllkers may use coarse language differently. 

D ifferent sections of the community are likely to use different amountS of 
socially unacceptable language. For example, it is commonly said thar men 
swear morc than women do, in both the deaf and hearing commul1iues. It is 
widely bclieved in the D eaf community that deaf men swear more, p~l rticu

larly members of football teams. 
Older people are also widely believed not to use as much socially unaccept

able language as younger people. However, this distinction is not as clear as 
we might think. Older people may not blaspheme as much as younger people, 
or use 'scrong' swear words, yet younger people may sce older people's lan
guage as full of'bad ' signs, such as ' politically incorrect' signs (which we will 
discuss in more depth later). Old-fashioned signs like xDISABLED, 
xJEWISH, or xC HINESE maybe seen as insulting and unacceptabl e to 
younger people, bu t older people use them and may not consider them to be 
offensive. This demonstrates that the distinction between old and young 
signers is not as simple as wc might first think (fig. 13. 1). 

Within any community there are always people who choose not to use 
swearing or bad language. People with stJ."ong religious beliefs, for example, 
often take great CMe not to u~e language that they believe to be unacceptable. 
This usually involves avoiding sexual swear .. vords, or words that insult God 
in any way. (I t should be noted, though, that these people can still insult others 
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if they need to without swear words. For example, many Arabs hold strong 
religious beliefs, and would not use blasphemy, and yet the linguist David 
Crystal has said that some Arabs arc highly skilled at insulting people, even 
making insults into an art-form.) In the British Deaf community as well as 
the British hearing community, people with strong religious beliefs use less 
'bad language'. 

There are many examples of language that can be termed 'rude', 'coarse', 
or 'unacceptable', but 'socially unacceptable' language fa lls into a number of 
specific categories. Wc will consider three arcus: roboo signs linked to taboo 
topics, insults, and expletives. For each of these, we can describe what forms 
a signer may use and why. 

TABOO TO PlCS AND SIGNS 

Taboo topics and taboo \vords or signs are those which should not be talked 
about because they are socially un ncceptable.ln some cultures, their mention 
is believed to bring bad luck; in Briti~h culture today they are more likely to 
cause hurt, discomfort, embarrassment, or offence . 

Taboo topics are topics that might make ~omeone angry, upset, or embar
rassed if they were discussed. In many cu!rures, taboo topics include sex and 
death or anything linked with the toilet, but each culture has its own taboos . 
For example, in me Dcaf community we might not want to bring up a dis
cussion of BSL and SSE because people might eas ily end up getting hurt or 
angry. In some deaf clubs, d iscussion of sexual matters is not acceptable. For 
years, topics like women's health and child abuse were not discussed by 
British people at all, but even when hearing people began to discuss them, 
they were not mentioned by members of the Deaf community. 

Colville's S igns Of A Se.\·ual Nature deals with signs from the taboo area of 
sex. T hese signs are not necessarily rude, but they arc signs that most people 
would not use in public because !hey wou ld Ilot discuss the topic in public. 

Taboo signs are signs that arc nOt socially acceptable even when the lOpic 
is socially acceptable. Many signers find thesc signs shocking or offensive. 
They may be used at any time, not. ollly when discussing taboo topics. 

Taboo words or signs have a traditional meaning that gives them social 
impact. Other words can be much more ·insulting, if their meaning is taken 
litefll lly, but not have the same swearing force. T he linguist Geoffrey Hughes 
has pointed out that calling someone thiefis a seri ous accusation, but it is not 
a swear-word insult like Xbastard. T his idca of force behind a word or sign is 
important in relation to politically correct language. 

Taboo words and signs can lose lheir original, literal meaning. For example, 
if we call someone a xwallkcr, wc mean that we despise them as being child
ish and annoying. We are not normally referring to ocher activities. In some 
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casc~ a word loses its original meaning altogether, so that many people do nOl 
see a Xbastard as meaning anything except a hard-heaned or rrnitorous 
person. They do not use dlC word to menn someone whose parents were not 
married (or at least use this meaning only rarely). 

Although deaf people have grown lip within the hearing community, the 
two cultures a re not the same and there are 'swear signs' in BSL that arc not 
equivalent to their rranslations in English . BSL has borrowed xBAST'A RD 
and xB ITCH from English with only tbe taboo meaning of insults and not 
with the origin;!1 meanings at all. 

In BSL swear signs do not seem to have the same grammatical flexibility as 
some English swear words. For example xF_ can only be used as an exple
tive in BSL, not us a verb or an ad jective. We cannot sign x'p_ . YOU orx'M Y 
}<---IN G CA R BEEN STEAL using this sign. There are other ways of 
signing the same meaning, but not by using the srlme sign. 

It is possible {Q [aik about things that might be shocking or unacceptable by 
u sillg signs that society considers more acceptable. When someone refers la 

something taboo, u sing words or sign s thal are n ot mboo, th ey use 
'euphemisms' , Wle will discuss th is late r. 

INSU LT S 

T hese are [aunts to someone whom the speaker or signer despises. M osl 
people have someone whom they despise, and for whom they have insults. 

Insults arc based on a person's diffe rence from the person making the 
insult. Insul ts may be for reasons of almost anything that is d ifferent: race, 
nationali ty, sex, religion~ sexuality, coming from anomer pa rr of the country, 
going to a different schOOl, playing fo r an opposing sports ream, supporting 
an opposing sports team, driving a differe nt car, not driving a car at all , being 
of a different age, being very r ich, being poor, being physically different, 
having different political beliefs, having views that arc too liberal or having 
views that are too narrow. T he list is almost endless. 

T he aim of an insult is fo r the person doing th e insulting to feel superior, 
by telling the insulted per~on very clearly that they are in fer ior, often by 
cal1ing th em insulting na mes. 

The signer may have me a im of insulting and hurting someone, but some· 
times insults happen by mistakc.T he signer does n ot mean to insult someone, 
but th e person takes it as an insult. Th is is obviously unfortunate, and ' polirj· 
caJly correct' la nguage has de\' e1oped in part to avoid this sort of accidental 
insult. 

For an insult to occur , the other person has to feel insulted . If they do not 
feel insulted then the insult has not really bappened. Sometimes the o ther 
persoll does not realise they have been insulted . If an American is called 
xgillger by someone from I3rilain, it would not be offensive, but it might be 
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conf using, because in America n English Xginger only refers to hair colou r, 
while in British English it is an insulting term for a homosexual man. 

BSL INSULTS 

Mariy of these develop in schools, and deaf adults see them as someming 
child ish that onc grows out of. One insult used by some children for pupils at 
the Mary Hare Grammar School refers to armpit hair (a pun on hair/hare). 
It would seem (from limited research) that BSL has fewer specifi c signs for 
insults than English. 

It still possible ( 0 insul t someone, of course, bUl not by using signs which 
only have that function. Insults include xWANKER, xBIG·HEAD, 
xTHICKO, xO RAL· SIGNER, and xRU BBlSH (flicking th c middle fmger 
away from th e thumb in a dismissive movement). It has been said that the 
Deaf community is more direct than the English-speaking com munity, and 
reference to physical feature~ is less insulting than in English. T his is not 
wholly true, and calling someone <xfatry' or ,xbean·pole' can be just as hur tfu l 
in BSL as in English . The confusion may arise because many socially accept
able BSL signs appear to have a meaning that, when translated into English, 
would be insulting. T his may be because the non·m anual features in BSL are 
very important in determining whether or not a sign is an insult. English and 
BSL bom distinguish between descr ibing someone as 'heavy· set' and ca ll ing 
them <xfatty' , o r saying th at they wear heavy glasses and calling them ,xfour· 
eyes' but the difference in BSL is not expressed manually, but rather on the 
face. This is also true fo r racial taunts, for example the difference between 
BLACK or CH1NESE and their socially u nacceptable forms also lies in the 
facial expression, nOl the haods (fig . 13.2). We can insult someone in BSL by 
using an aggressively contemptuous look coupled wim YO U. 

Fig. 13.2 CHINESE 
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EXPL ETIVES 

Expletives have the function of allowing people to let their emotions out in 
times of anger, disappointment, or pain, even when lhey are alone, juSt so that 
they feel better. As well as being used to shock or offend, they arc often used 
in British culture as a sign of a bond with a certain group of people. The func
tion of shocking other people may be quite secondary. 

Expletives do not have to be swear words. They can be anything that allows 
the signer to let their feeLin!,"S out . T hey may be signs that are considered very 
rude, but they could also be very mild signs (onc signer reports hjs mother 
signing CUSTARD when in situations of great sU'ess) . People who do not 

approve of' swearing' or 'rude language' sti ll have signs that they use when in 
pain, anger or frustration. 

Some signs are used fo r expletives in BSL. Several expletives may be found 
in Colvillc's book, because signs from this (aboo area are frequ ently used as 
expletives. Different signs have different levels of impact, so that so me may be 
mild expletives, and some stronger. It is possible to construct a continuum of 
expletives ill BSI.., going from mild and acceptable to strong and unacceptable. 
A series could be SI-lAME, DRAT (the lime fi nger extended from the fist, 
moved away from the mouth, with the accompanying mouth paUcrn ' fzzz'), 
?XDAMN, xF_ . In each of these, the facial expression can make the sign 
much stronger. The si%c of each sign, the tension within it, and the speed of its 
articulation all serve to alter the strength of the intended impact (fig. 13.3). 

One source of possible misunderstanding between signers and non-signers 
is in the subtle differences belween many of these signs. For this reason, inter
preters in par ticular need to be aware of the subtle uses of ex plclives in both 
languages. They need ro select an English word with the same strength of 
impact as the BSL sign, and use a similarly appropriate sign in DSL to match 
an English word . 

EUPHEMISMS 

Euphemisms are ways of saying someth ing gently in order to decrease the 
force of somcdling that might be offensive, hurtful, or frightening. Where we 
find taboo areas, we always find euphemisms, too. BSL euphemisms show 
some impor tant genera! charactcristics. Compared to taboo signs, 
euphemisms are much less visually explicit. This mny be achieved by replac
ing a sign wjth a sign which is not visuaUy motivated, or by changing the loca
tion of a sign . The movement of euphemistic signs is usually smaller and less 
pronounced than taboo signs, and the facial exp ression is far more 'neutral' 
or restrained. 
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Fig. 13.3a SHAME Fig. 13.3b DRAT 

Fig. 13.3c -xDAMN Fig. 13.3d xF __ 

Taboo words and signs used when d iscussing taboo topics arc often 'dis
guised' so thal they are morc socially acceptable.The less acceptable the word 
or sign, the more disguises there are. In English, one wuy of making 
euphemisms is to use the Latin or French equivalent, instead of the English 
word, because Lll tin and French are seen to be high-srams languages. T he 
basic meaning is the same, but the fo rce of lhe taboo is greatly decreased . For 
example, in English we may use urinate instead or xPLSS, or conjllgal relations 
instead of xf--ing. 
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Fig. 13.4 Euphemistic form of SEX Fig, 13.5 Euphemistic form of 
TESTICLES 

In BSL, this same reliance on another language is seen when signers use 
signs based on E nglish to create euphemisms. For example, there arc some 
visually motivated signs that arc glossed as xSEX that arc seen as rather 
vulgar, and m any older people will not use them in public, but fingerspelli ng 
-s-e-x- or using a sign based on -s-x- is more acceptable (fig. 13.4). The same 
is true of ' toilet' which has the neutral sign -t-l-. A recent sign meaning 'dis
abled' uses -d-, with an added movement In America me sign meaning 'gay' 
that is most acceptable to everyone, and least offensive, is onc based on 
fingerspelling. 

There 3re other times, though, when me English term wouJd be inappropri
ate. For example, using -o-a-p- la a pensioner is considered unacceptable in 
BSt., and PENSIONER or OVER SIXTY would be more acceptable. 

MOSl euphemisms in BSL have reduced visual motivation. For example, 
there arc euphemistic signs referring to 'menstruation ' that may be glossed as 
TIME (or WHEN), or several other forms, including -p-p- that lire not visu
ally motivated. The arbitrary relationship between fingerspeUings and their 
meaning may be another reason why they are used for euphemisms. 

Euphemistic signs are also made by changing the location of a visually 
motivated sign. Some signs can be potentially offensive because of their visual 
motivation. However, they arc made more acceptable by moving the sign into 
the space in front of the signeT e.g. TESTICLES (fig. 13.5). Alternatively an 
i.maginary 'mannequin' can be constructed in the space in frone of the signer, 
with anatomical parts placed on the mannequin. 

, , . 
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Euphemisms arc often used when n taboo tOpic, such as abortion, comes 
up. Jt is possible to mention this taboo lOpic by referring to it very vaguely, 
saying something like 'Do you want to do anything about it?', or 'go to a 
doctor'. T hese would be eu phemisms. Wc can also use different signs for 
ABORTION that are more or it"Ss euphemistic. T he dominant hand may 
move from the 'B' hand location (neutral force) or the dominant hand can 
move fro m me abdomen (less euphemistic) or the sign can be made deliber
ately shocking (called 11 'dysphemism'), by a represcntation of stabbing me 
abdomen. The facial expression accompanying these signs is also important. 
A neutral facial expression is more euphemistic than one of disapproval or 
disgust. 

If a signer needed to talk about 'women's problems' (a euphemism in itself) 
it would be possible to sign DOWN-THERE, using a curved 'B' hand, or 
fingerspell. Again, the accompanying facial expression is important. 

POLITICALLY CO RR ECT SIGNS 

Poli tically correct signs arc those rJmt have been changed especially because 
it is feared that the sign will offend someone. In other words, the person 
signing is afraid that they may cause an insu lt with out meaning to. 

Some signs may be seen as offensive to people from different countries, 
members of different religions, people of different races (or skin colour), and 
also la people with disabilities. Poli tica lly correct signs <Ire used [0 avoid this 
offence . 

'Political' s igns 

There is anomer area of signs that arc also influenced by ' politics', but which 
is slightly d iffe rent. This is not concerned with me dangers of offending 
someone by mistake. but with signs thal are cons idered unacceptable because 
of Deaf politics and Deaf pride. Deaf poli tics often involves tlle rejection of 
signs that are seen to be 'hearing/social worker ' signs . Examples include 
HEARING (with an 'k handshape), PEOPLE (compound of MAN
WOMAN), and signs that arc borrowed from I3nglish (e,g. ABOUT (from u
b-t)). There are also signs that aTC seen' as being imposed by interpreters. 
Examples of these include the signs TORY, LABOUR, and LIBERAL
DEMOCRAT. The signs in widespread use have been joined by signs repre
senting the Tory torch, the Labour rose, and the Liberal Democrat bird . T he 
former group are perfectly acceplnble lingui stk ally, but some members of the 
Deaf community reject them becuuse they are seen as 'hearing inventions ' . 
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'PC' signs 

Although 'Politics' is 3n issue in the signs described above, this is not \VI};\( is 
meant by 'politically correct signs' . A politically correct sign is 3 sort of 
euphemism for something that is feared could be offensive. 

PC signs come about for two reasons. Either the person referred to by the 
sign is offended by it (e.g. a C hinese person objects to being refe rred to by a 
sign emphasising the shape of their eyes, or a woman objects to being called 
a bird), or the user of the sign dlinks that the person referred to by the sign 
will object to the sign. 

'Inaccu rate' signs 

Some signs in I3SL have been called politically incorrect (PI) because th ey 
aTe 'inaccurate' or arc inappropriately visu ally motivated. This does not really 
count us PI. For example, it has been said that since Ru ssia is no longer a 
Com munist Slate, lhe sign for Russia using a clenched fi st is inllccurate; Hnd 
since not all Asians have a red spot on their forehead, a mctonymic sign ASIA 
using that is inaccurate. This does not necessarily mean that these signs arc 
offensive, however. 

Inaccu racy in visual motivation might be a good reason for changing a sign . 
Howeve r, the mea ning behind words changes all the time, and the word 
remains because everyone is used to it. For example, nurses do not wear red 
crosses on their sleeves any more but we still use a cross on the upper aml in 
the sign HOSPIT AL; jeans arc not made in Genoa any more, but English still 
uses dle word jeans. 

It is becoming common practice to use the country name signs that nation
als of that country use. So, for example, more BSL signers arc using the 
Russian sign RUSSIA, the Japanese sign JAPAN, the Belgian sign 
BELGIUM, and so on. This may be seen as less a PC response than simply 
a major borrowing process. 

Inaccuracy, however, may be onc reason for a sign to be seen as unaccept
able if it leaves some people feeling excluded . For example, the objection of 
some Jewish signers [0 several signs glossed as JEWISH is that they all refer 
to features associated with men (the beards, the side-curls, or u1e skull-caps) 
so that women feel excluded. A sign based on the shape of a menora h (a 
many-stemmed candlestick) is seen as more inclusive and so more acceptable 
by some people (fig. 13.6). 

The sign glossed as IND IA that refers LO the red dot on the forehead is also 
seen a~ unacceptable by some becau se it excludes those for whom this is not 
part of their c\.I\Wre. Mu slims with connections to In dia may see this as 
excluding them, for example. A sign outlining the shape of the sub-continent 
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Fig. 13 .6a JEWISH (referring to a beard) Fig. J3.6b JEWISH (referring to a 
mctloroh) 

Fig. 13.73 INDIA (old sign) Fig. 13.7b INDIA (new sign) 

is preferred by some, to avoid this exclusion (fig. 13.7). A sign also glossed as 
ASIAN made on me back of the hand is used by more people now to refer to 
people from the Ind ian sub-continent. 

Visually motivated signs and PC signs 

Signs for races and countries (and other minority groups) that arc based on 
physical features arc a sensitive area . Part of the force of insults (as we have 
seen) is in their intention and their hi story. In English, to call someone Xsliuy 
eyed or xa y eller fella is an insult, mainly because it has been used as an insult 
in the past. 

In BSL there is not the same tradition of this sort of insult, and there is 
a much greater lingui stic tradition of synecdoche, so it could well be argued 
that no insult is intended. Of course, it is perfecdy possible to use visually 
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motivated signs that are insulting, and to fully intend to insul t. Lhc person by 
using the sign . 

However, it is possible that, despite the lack of intent, d isabled, gay, 
C hinese, Jewish, or Asian people (for example) arc offended by some signs. 
If they are, then it makes sense to explain the basis for the sign, and if they 
still do not like it, to ask what sign they would prefer. For exam ple, many gay 
people have made it dear th:a they do not like me sign GAY that uses the fl ick 
of the wrist, and ask people to use another sign. However, not all people in 
OIl C group have Ihe same opinions about a sign. 

An older sign C HINESE refers la the characteristic eye shape of Chinese 
people. In reaction to some beliefs that this may be seen as insulting, a new 
sign tracing lhe shape of th e buttons on a Chin('Se workers' tunic began to 
spread . Interestingly, however, in a recent discussion wi th a group of C hinese 
deaf visitors to Britain, they declared they had no objections to being referred 
to by th e shape of their eyes, and mentioned that their sign for Europeans 
referred to the round eyes of most Europeans. 

Some people have objected to signs in I3SL that \vould be offensive iftl1ey 
were u sed in English by English speakers. These people have !.hen suggested 
al ternative signs. It is this, in particular, dmt many deaf people have objected 
{o, because they see it as li nguistic imperialism, where English speakers tell 
signers what their language should be like. Desp ite the rejection of PC signs 
im posed by E nglish speakers, some signs in sensitive areas arc changing in 
BSL, as more deaf people become aWMC of the implications of sign choice, 
and more minority groups have more control over signs used to refer to them . 

SU MMA RY 

T his chapter has covered the sensitive area of socially unacceptable signs. Not 
all members ofa communi ty have the same idea about what is acceptable and 
what is shocking, or unacceptable. We have discussed the central top ics of 
taboo signs, inclu ding insults and exp1eLivcs, and also considered 
euphemisms. In each case, we have seen that BSL uses signs to fulfil these 
functions, just as English does, but in its own way, most particularly by reduc
ing the visual force of the sign in euphemisms. Wc th en considered poli tically 
correcllanguage in BSL and changes currently taking place. 

EXERCISES FOR CHAPT ER 13 

1. List some insults dmt you know in English or BSL (or any olher language). 
Whal is particularly insulting about these words?What 'difference' is being 
emphasised by using this insult? 
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2. List signs that are taboo, or used in taboo situations. Tf you arc not a fluent 
BSL user, you may fi nd it useful to look at Colville 's Signs of a Sexllal 
NalUre, to find some signs. (Note, Ihough, that there are many taboo signs 
that are unrelated to sex, and m any taboo topi cs ap art from sex.) 
(a) Find five examples of taboo or socially unacceptable signs that arc 

strongly visually mOtivated . 
(b) Find five examples of euphemistic signs. 
(c) Of the euphemistic signs you find, which are euphemisms borrowed 

from EngLish, and which arc not borrowed? 
(d) Decide if the taboo signs you listed above are taboo only because they 

refer to a taboo topic, or if they a re llsed as insults or expletives. 
(c) Are tllere some sign s which are only used in some contexts (e.g. 

medi cal, ed ucational, to younger people, to older people, telling dirty 
stories late at night after a lot to drink, etc.)? 

3. L.is.t five di fferent topics of conversation that might require sign 
euphemisms (excluding sex or names of body pur ts). 
(a) Explain why these might use taboo signs. 
(b) For each of those five topics, give fi ve euphemistic signs. 
(c) For each of the signs you have thought of, say why that euphemistic 

sign is u sed, explaining how it manages to avoid offence . 

4. Find som e signs which have basically the sam e meaning, but have different 
forms whic h may be more or less socially acceptable? Cl'h ink how fnc ia l 
expression, size of lhe sign, and location of the sign might vary.) 

5. Collect ditferent signs in BSL used to mean Chinese, In dian, Jewish, 
homosexual, disabled, etc 
(a) Some of these signs might be considered socially unacceptable. By 

whom? Why? 
(b) H ow do tlle more acceptable signs diffe r from th e less accepUlble 

signs? 

FURT HER READING FO R CHAPT ER 13 

Colville, M. 1985, Signs 0/ {I sexual nal!l re, Narthwich: Cheshire Society fo r the Deaf. 
Hughes, G. 199\ , SU'earing: a social hislory 0/ /ouIIQlzguage, oalhs and profimily ill 

Etlg/ish, Oxford: Basil Blackwell. . 
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Chapter Jourteen 

Extended use of language in BSL 

For mu ch of the time, language is simply a vehicl e for transmitting rhe 
though ts of one pr.:rson to another. There are times, however, when the lan
guage itself, rather thun its message, becomes the foc us of attention. T hi s is 
particularly tru e when LIle language is u sed for poetr y or jokes. In both th ese 
cascs, the language mer pays particular an cntion to the form ofrhe Jangungc 
chosen. T his fina l chapter will be concerned with the use of BSL in poetry, 
humour, and story-telling. 

LI NGU IST IC FEATURES OF BSL POETRY 

Poems arc a special part of many languages. One feature of poems is that they 
often carry a considerable amount of meaning in very few words. H oweVer, 
onc of the most important fea tures of a poem is that the language that is used 
is just as imporrant as (or even more im portant than) the message in the 
poem. 

T here has been liule published research on sign language poetry, and the 
few available linguistic descriptions are of ASL poems. However, the linguis
tic features seen in BSL poems are suffic iently similar to ASL for us to use 
the commentary upon ASL poems fo r consideration of BSL poetry. 

The Am erican researchers Edward Klima and Un;ula l3ellugi carried out 
an in-depth analysis of ASL and BSL haiku poems (short Japanese poems 
with a very strict syllable strucuJfe) in the 1970s . In thi s analysis, lhey 
found evidence of signing that could be compared to rhyme, a~sonan ce 
(\veak' rhym ing) and alliteration (in which word s begin with the same letter). 
Those readers with a particul ar interest in sign poetry are recoOlJllended to 
look at this ana lysis in Klima and Bellugi's book The Signs of Language. 
M ore recently, Alec Ormsby has described several structural features of 
sign language poetry in an analysis ofa poem by a leading ASL poet, Clayton 
Valli. 

Story-telling has always been an important part of British Deaf culture, but 
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poetry has been less significant However, there is now a growing movement 
in the Bri tish D eaf community for the creation of BSL poetry. T ranslation of 
English songs and poems into BSL is another art form, but here we will focus 
only upon 'pure' BSL poetry. Unarguably, the most important BSL poet of 
this century was Dot Miles and we will use her work as illustration of our 
an:.uysis of BSL poetry. 

Poerry in sign language exists only in live performance or on video, in the 
absence of a writing system. T he following discussion therefore is based on 
video recordings of Dot M iles's perfo rmances of her own poems. 

T he firs t, most immedhllely noticeable, feaLOre of sign poems is that signs 
with similar phonological features are used . This occurrence of phonologi
cally similar signs is much higher than would be expected in everyday use of 
signing. The signs in the poems may use the same, or similar, handshapes, 
locations, or movement paths. 

fn Dot Miles's poem 'The Staircase - An Allegory' there is repeated use of 
the closed fist, seen in the signs DRAWwSWORD, HEAD-ROLL, and, by 
altering the sign, G IAN T (fig. 14.1). G IANT is usually made with a 'B' hand, 
but here the fis t is used to create a link with the other signs. T here are also a 
series of signs made with the '5' handshape as she signs LION, MANE, and 
CLAW. In another poem 'Evening', the 'V' handshape used in EVENrNG is 
echoed in the sign BLIND. I.n the poem 'Christmas Magic', part of the trilogy 
'C hrisunas ', there is repeated occurrence of the '5' handshape, with a 
fluttering m ovement of the finge rs - evoeotive of the sparkling feeling of 
Christmas. This handshape is seen repeatedly in SHIVER-DOWN-ARM, 
MAGIC-FLOWING, EMBERS-DY1NG, and PEEL-ALON G-CHRIST
MAS-ST OCKlNG (fig. 14.2). 

The examples above also show repeated movement paths, which is a 
device also seen in many of Dot Miles's poems. In 'Chrisunas Magic', 
there is a repeated downward sloping movement of many signs, such 
as SHIVER- DOWN-ARM, SANTA'S-SLEIGH-FLIES-DO\'\'N, RUN
DOWN-ST AIRS, and F EEL-ALONG-C r-IRISTlvlAS-STOCKlNG. In 
'Afternoon', there is a repeated set of movcm ents, in three different locations, 
with three different handshapcs, as first the narrator, then her dog, and finally 
a sparrow, all eat and ~it back repletc. ln 'Morning' tile same external move
ments of similar handshapes in similar locations are used to show how rain 
and wind both slowly die down. 

There may also be a repeated pattern of non-manual fea tures, such as 
repeated head movements, direction of eye gale, fac ial expression or mouth 
pattern. In 'The Staircase' the signer repeatedly looks left and right for several 
signs, and then looks up and down during several more signs. This repetition 
of these phonological features may be co nsidered as a parallel to such features 
as rhyme, a ll iteration, and assonance in spoken or written pocrry. 

.. 
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Fig. 14.1a GIANT 

F ig. 14. 1b DRAW-SWORD 

1 
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Fig. 14. l c HEAD-ROLL 

Fig. 14.2a IvtAGIC-FLOWING 
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Fig. 14.2b EMBERS-DYING 

Fig. 14 .2c FEEL-ALONG-CHRlSTNiAS-STDCKlNG 
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As well as the repetition and pattern of phonemic features, there is also a 
greater balance in the use of the two hands. In normal signing, as we have seen 
before, one hand dominates. In poetry, the non-dominant hand is used 
considerably more, to produce greater symmetry. In 'The Staircase', the left 
hand and right hand are balanced as signs are repeated on each hand: a 
person walking forwards on the left, then onc on the right; two on the left, 
then two on the right; three on the left, then three on the right, and so on . Ln 
'Afternoon', we see this again when the activities of the dog are shown by one 
hand, and this is balanced by the identical activities of the bird on the other 
hand . 

Although the movement of articuJa(Qrs in sign languages in everyday 
signing is rarely staccato, in poetry there is often a deliberately smooth and 
graceful fl uidity of movement of the hands. The movement of one sign may 
be especially chosen so that the next sign starts where the first finishes, with 
no break in the flow of signing. We see this in a beautiful construction in 
'Evening' where the sign DARKNESS blends almost imperceptibly with the 
sign BAT.The same smooth flow is seen as the movement of the hands during 
the sign LION blends with the sign MANE in 'The Staircase' . In 'Evening' a 
series of signs moves across signing space, with each sign beginning at the end 
point of the previous sign . For example, in the phrase SUN LIKE FLOWER 
FLOWER-FOLDS (fig. 14.3), the sign FLOWER moves from right to left 
across the nose, and tl1is is a device used to move the signing from the right 
side of the signing space to the left. 

As well as being smoother, movements are often slower and (to use a term 
from Ormsby) more 'fastidious'. Many signs in conversational signing bear 
little resemblance to the 'citation form' found in a dictionary. Contrasts are 
often reduced as the sign handshapes, movements, and locations blend into 
preceding and following signs. Although the blending of signs is deliberate 
within a poem, casual blending does not occur, and each sign is clearly made. 
T his clear signing is a noticeable feature in all Dot Miles's poems. 

fn conversational signing, there arc many signs that would be described as 
visually motivated in some way. However, many of them have become less 
clearly visually motivated over time, as movement is reduced or changes occur 
in handshape or location. In poetic signing, however, the visual motivation is 
strongly emphasised for many signs. This may be partly because the signer is 
deliberately trying to create strong visual images. I-Imvever, Ormsby suggests 
that it is done to draw attention to the form of the sign itself, so that the signs 
become less simple vehicles of communication and more performance art. 
T here are two very clear examples of this in 'Evening'. In the first example the 
poet signs LIKE FLOWER FLOWER-FOLDS, and in the second UKE -b
a-t- BA1:FLlES. On both occasions, she emphasises a visually motivated 
image, and then signs it slowly, clearly, and for a noticeably long time. 
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SUN FLOWER 

LIKE FOLDS 

Fig. J 4.3 'The sun, like a flower, fo lds.' 
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Fig. 14.4 TWIN-TREES 

Signs may also be created for a poem, to draw altcntion to the r ichness of 
the language and the ability lO manipulate form in BSL. In 'M orning' the sign 
T WIN-TREES is a novel creation (fig. 14.4).The audience's attention is par
ticularly drawn to tlIis new sign by the look of complete delight 011 the signer's 
facc. The facial expression might be interpreted as pleasure at seeing the 
refl ection of one tree in the pool, but there is also a defInite feeling of me poel's 
great satisfaction at creating such an elegant sign. 

We have seen on several earlier occasions (e .g. in chapters I and 9) that 
BSL signs arc constrained to a limited signing space. However, in poetry, 
signs may move out of we usual signing space. In th e poem 'Out of the Shell ', 
wrinen for the centenary celebrations of the British Deaf Association, the final 
line OUT:OF-THE-SHELL moves out of the signing space (fi g. 14.5). 

In another device to make the audience focus 0 11 the fo rm of th e signs, 
rather than on their content, the signer's eye gaze can be on the hand s, rather 
than the audience, as we would expe(.:t in conversational signing. As thc signer 
focuses on the hands, the audience is invited to do the same. In ' Morning', 
there is a notewor thy example of this when the poet signs T WIN-T REES and 
during this sign looks at her hands, looks up at the audience, and then back 
to her hands. 
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Fig. 14 .5 OU'l:OF·'rHE-SHELL 

At a different level of analysis, BSL poem s have definite overall strucrures. 
Poems in English have rules, not only about rhyme, alliteration, assonance, 
and rhythm, bu t also about stanzas or verses. Stanzas are also marked in BSI. 
poetry. Ormsby has remarked upon the use of stanzas in VlIl[j's ASL poem 
"The Snowflake'. In th is, there arc three stanzas of 20 seconds, 40 seconds, 
and 20 seconds. The first concerns reflection on the present, the second 
moves to the past, and the third to lhe future fo r resolution. This same thrce
part structure can be seen in Dot Miles's 'Christmas magic' with an initial 
introduction, fo ll owed by a shift lO Chrisunas in 111e past, and finally a return 
to the present-The same triple strucrure is seen .in 'Morning', 'Afternoon', and 
'Evening'. These three stanzas are accentuated by the poct's performance of 
the first while standing, the second seated, and the 1bird stand ing again . 

M ood changes arc also sc. .. cn between stanzas. Wc sec three very different 
moods in 'M orning', 'Afternoon', and 'Evening' as the mood passes from 
fresh excitement at a new day, to peaceful contenunent and companionship 
in the afternoon, [() isolation and fear as darkness falls, paralleling youlh, 
middle age, and old age. In 'Chrisunas magic' the mood changes in each 
stanza, from peaceful remembering, to the child's excitement at Christmas, 
and finally to the ad ult's wiser perspective. 
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BSL HUMOUR 

Another heightened use of sign language is in humour. In this section wc will 
consider the use of language in humour in the Deaf community. 

T he Deaf Comedians, a troupe of com edians worki ng in the British Deaf 
communilY, base much of their humour on the shared experience of mllny 
deaf people, par ticularly m iscommunication whh hearing people and the 
oppression that many deaf people have suffered in the ' hea ring world'. 
Although this is a very important part of Deaf humour, the humour is not 
necessarily based on language. 

By linguistic humour, we mean using the language itself to create amuse
ment. Linb"U istic humour in English includes riddl es, puns, and word games. 

T here are vcry few ' Deafjokcs' in IJ.SL that are told as stories wilh a pu nch
line based on language ralher than solely upon the contcnt. One well-known 
joke is an exception. A deaf giant fa Us in lovc with a human girl. She is 
terrified, bUl he gently picks her up, holds her on th e palm of his left hand, 
lifts her up to his face and using his right band signs to her that he loves her 
and wants to marry her. T his leads to an unfortunate accident because the 
sign MARRY in BSL is two-handed, and the palm of the non-dominant hand 
faces downwards. As the giant says he wants to marry the girl, he turns his 
hand palm down and she falls ofT his hand and plunges to the ground. 

Such jokes fl re not conunon, hut [here are many other forms of humour in 
sign languages that rely on language. There are references to puns in ASL in 
Klima and Bcllugi's book, mentioned earlier. For example, the signs meaning 
'age 13' and 'ejaculation' in ASL are very similnr, and combining them can 
serve as a source of considerable amusement. O ther examples of puns 
include changing the movement of a sign (e.g. in UNDERSTAND, where 
more and more fi ngers can open as lhe person understands more and more) 
and the orientation (e .g. in the sign NEW-YORK where, in reference to the 
seamy, underworld side of New York, the sign can be turned upside down) 
(fig. 14.6) . 

In BSL there are similar signs that are equivalen t to puns in English. tvhny 
puns rely on a slight difference in form, creating 11 difterent (but somehow 
related) mC:lOing. In one exam ple, the sign FOOTBALL changes to the sign 
DISABLED, to show how badly the (cam was playing. In another, one hand 
signs DRINKING (alcohol) and blends with the oLher hand in the sign 
CONVERSIN G until the sign CON VERSATION becomes totally di s
orientated. 

Another BSL pun, with a serious side to the humour is the rath er bitter 
change of handshape from the sign lNTEGRA'T"ION (Q the sign MAIN
STREAMING> referring to placement of individual deaf children in hearing 
schools. The lower hand changes [ram 3 '5' hand to a 'G ' hand , to show how 
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Fig. 14.6a NEW·YORK Fig. 14.6b The New York underworld 

deaf people can feel when they are individually mainstreamed . In this case, 
the person feels less integrated, and more oppressed (fig. 14.7) . 

We have already seen in chapter 10 that productive signs ma.y be se~n as 
humorous, especially in the creative usc of metaphor. A good ~lgner will be 
able to pick up on a certain aspect of a situation and turn somethmg .munda.ne 
into an amusing situation, using a wcll-ch osen m etaphor. A p:uallel m En~l.lsh 
would be the u se of similes in the Blackadder comedies on BBC televISIon 
where the idea of 'stupid' and 'we have not moved very far' arc transformed 
into humorous ideas with similes as lhid~ as a whale omelette and we have 
advanced asJaT as a11 asthmatic ant with heavy shoppi,lg. 

Pig. 14.73 INTEGRATION Fig. 14.7h MATNST REAMING 
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Fig. 14.8 LIMBER-UP 

A signer might sign that they were preparing to give a presenL1tion and lim 
bering up fo r the performance, but a more humorous metaphor would be to 
sign oiling the ioints in the hands and arms with a small oil can (fig. 14.8). 
Another signer might sign that they were getting ready for a par ty, but rather 
than putting on party shoes and par ty clothes, they take their party hands 
from the peg and put them on, ready for a wild evening of signing. Much of 
the humour of this metaphor relics on spontaneity and visual prescntation for 
its elfeet, but it is an important part of linguistic humour in BSL. 

Anotheruse of metaphor in BSL humour is rhe use of 'anthropomorphism' 
by signers. In this type of humour, mings that are nOt human are treated as 
though they arc. The signer 'becomes' the object and signs as though that 
thing were human, and gives its feelings or actions. For example, the office 
joker might descr ibe the feelings of me chairs in the office coffee area after 
th i.:Y have been sat on all day, by 'becoming' the chair, and showing tbe feel
ings of the chair. T he ski ll and humour lie in the ability to describe the feel
ings of the chairs as though they were human. 

Recently, some deaf an d hearing people were siuing in a summer garden 
under an apple tree, when an apple fell and hit a member of th e group on the 
head. It sparked ofrtwo si multaneous jokes. The hearing person whose head 
was hit looked up widl mock inspir.n ion and signed -g-r-a-v-i-t-y-! The 
hearing people laughed, b ut the deaf people merely smiled politely. Even 
though they understood the joke, they did not find it very funny. However, a 
deaf person 'became' a big apple in dle tree, and, with an expression of 
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disdain, nudged her elbow to knock th e other linle apple out of her way off 
the tree. The deaf people laughed, and me bearing people smiled politciy. 'This 
is an illustration of the different senses of humour mat one may see in Deaf 
and hearing communities. 

Another source of linguistic humour in IJSL is bilingual language play. This 
can occur because most fluent signers are bilingual in BSL and English, and 
there is amusement to be had from literal loan translations between English 

• ., and BSL. A similar parallel in English is M iles Kington's 'Let's parler 
Franglais' whicb relics on the reader's knowledge of both French and English. 
Tn BSL, we may see signs such as FELLOW SHIP instead of FELLOWSl-llP, 
or ONE-PERSON-MEET-FOUR-PERSON instead of METAPHOR (mel 
afour) or T CAN'T STOP instead of MENOPAUSE ())le 1W pause) or J\tlY 
CROW WAVING and VERY-SMALL-WAVE instead of MICROWAVE. 

'i' This humour clearly only succeeds if the conversational partner can recon
struCt the original meaning. 

Language games arc also a source of amusement in sign languages. Some of 
them may be seen as partly bilingua l games, but others arc solely within 13SL 
In onc bilingual game, the signer must make a story containing signs whose 
Englisb translation starts with each successive letter in the alphabet. For 
example, AWAKE BECAUSE CAR DRIVE EUROPE FOREIGN, or 
AUNT BUY CAT DEAF EQUAL FRIENDS, and so on.The signs follow an 
order dictated by English, but the story is in BSL, and must make sense in BSL. 

In aoodler 'alphabet' game, which uses BSL only, the signer must make a 
story using successive handshapes from the BSL manual alphabet, but 
without using an initialised signs. One ex ample might be FIRST STUDY
ING CONTINUE-LONG-TUvIE WHISKY! QUICK! NONE-TO-BE
SEEN ... MAKE-IT SMOOTH (\%IlJ I tIJas stlidying all night and needed 
whisky despemtely, bill there wasn'l any, so I decided 10 make some, and if lUrned 
01lL 10 be smooth swJf . .. ). Each of the signs uses tJle handshapes seen in -a-b
c-d-e-f-g-h-, etc (fig. 14.9).This game is not easy, because many of the hand
arrangements of manual letters are quite specifi c. However, the successful 
completion of the story is a source of considerable admiration, coupled with 
amusement at the lud icrous story thal is created as a result of the limitations 
imposed on the signer. 

A similar 'story' game can be played using the American manll ul alphabet 
handshapes (a little easier because this alphabet only uses one hand) or 
numeral handshapes (that is, a sign using the same handshape as ONE then 
TWO, THREE, etc.) without evcr usi.n g them solel y as a n umeral. For 
example: I-SEE AMER1CAN-INDlAN MOTHER (ASKS) REALLY 
AMERICAN? I'M-WRONG (I see all American lndum alld my //Iolher asks, 
'Is he reallyAmel'icall?',bllll'm U'T()lIg ... ) (fig. 14. 10). Each of these signs is 
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Fig. 14.9 Two-handed alphllbet gllme: 
FIRST (-a-) STUDYING (-b-) 
CONTINUE-LONG-T IME (-c-) 
WHISKY! (-d-) QliJC K! (-c.) 

" 
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Fig. 14.10 Numeral game: I-S EE (1) AMERICAN·INDIAN (2) MOTHER 
(ASKS) (3) 

made using the consecutive handshapes for lhe numerals ONE, TWO, 
THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX, etc., but, like the alphabet games, completion is 
difficult and the story produced by the conSLraints often hilarious. 

The culrural differences between deaf and hearing people mean that some
times jokes in BSL are not ellsily appreciated by hearing people, even if they 
understand the meaning of the signs. However, there is no doubt that BSL is 
used by signers as an im portant part of humour. 
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STO RY-T ELLI NG 

Descriptions of story-telling in BSL show us how semences are combined 
into larger units, \"" ruch in rurn have their own features and rules. In a com_ 
munity, like the British D eaf community, in which there is no written litera
ture, story-telling is an important part of cultural and linguisti c life. 

13SL signed stories or 'narratives' share features with stories in English, but 
there are some important differences. T his section will only p rovide a very 
brief introduction to some of the characteristics of 13SL stories. 

rn a story, the narrator [ells about a series of events (real or not), in the order 
in which they were supposed to have happened. They usually tell about 
people acting and interacting. Stories may be on any topic, and of varying 
lengths. Some anecdotes or storics may be new to thc aud ience, bU( olhers 
may also be old stories where the coment is already known, and the pleasure 
comes from seeing a fa miliar story told in a new and skilfu l way. For our dis
cussion of stories here, wc will focus upon the telling of the well-known ch.il
drcn's story 'Little Red Riding Hood'. We will draw panicularly upon the 
teiling of this story by Jerry Hannifin to a class of children at the Royal School 
for the Deat~ Derby, and broadcast as part of a BBC See Hear'! Christmas 
Special television programme. T he story is a famil iar one, but part of the plea
sure of this story is that it is told purely for emeHainmcnt and Little Red 
Riding H ood and Hll the characters in the story are D ear. 

T heories of story-telling expect n well-formed story to have three par ts: an 
introduction, one or more episodes, and a conclusion. This is <:ertainly crue 
in the example of 'Little Red Riding Hood' . It is cven more strongly marked 
by the story-teller signing the raising of curtains at the start of th e story, and 
signillg a lowering of cur tains at the cnd . 

In the introduction of a story, eye contact is made with the conversational 
partner (in this case, a d ass of children). When the e:pisodes start, the eye 
contact moves away from the conversational partner. If the story-teller inter
rup \"s the: lelling of an episode to make an aside, or comment, or add more 
background infonuation, they look at the conversational pnrtner again. 

'l"here may be a number of characters in a story, and the narrator must 
make it d ear (0 the audience which character is being referred (0 at any time. 
T his is true in story-telling in Euglhh (00, of course. English-speaking story
tellers may use devices su ch as the Wolf said, or Little Red Riding Hood asked 
the \\'Ioodma11. The narrator may also use different speaking styles when 
quoting the speech of different characters. Little Red Riding Hood might 
have a soft, piping voice, Grandma might have a qu avering voice, while th e 
wolf wO\!ld have a menacing, sna rling voice. 

In the story we consider here, there afe six characters in the story (Little 
Red Riding Hood, the M other, the Grandma, the rabbit in the forest, the wolf, 
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and the Wood man), and the narrator also has his own role. The nar ralor needs 
to be able to refer to the different characters and also to be identified by his 
audience as the narra(Or tOO, when necessary. 

Gary Morgan, who has made a detailed study of BSL narratives, has 
summarised ten different ways that a narrator can idenlify characters in a 
story. It should b e emphasised that many of these different ways are used in 
conjunction with each other. 

(1) Full noun phrases. The use of a fu ll noun phrase to identify a charac
ter works in the same way as in English language stories. The name of a refer
ent can be spelled out, c.g. -r-a-b-b-i-t-; or a name sign can be used for a 
referenl, C.g. RED-RIDING-HOOD. The narrator can also use phrases like 
T I-lli-GIRL (or less specifi c phrases like A-GIRL which Morgan notes are 
distinguished largely by facial expression) or simply n single lexical item like 
GRANDMOTHER or MOTHER. These named characters will be estab
lished in space by indexing in the signing-space, either after the identifying 
sign, or at the same time as the sign. 

(2) Index points. Once the exact identity of the charncter has been estab
lished and assigned a location in the story's signing space,:1I1 index point for 
reference can be used. When this index is used, it idtntifies the character 
assigned to that location, as well as locating it simultaneously. 

Il is often said thal once the characters have bee n named,and located, they 
do not need to be named again, and the slory-teller can JUSt point back to their 
location. In fact, this is nOl always the case, and even skilled story-tellers telling 
stories to audiences fl uent in BSL win use the chllracter's name again, with 
the pronoun. For example, in a story in Swed ish Sign Language described by 
Inger Ahlgren, onc episode includes a waiter, the m anager, and t\\'o diners. 
Even after all the characters have been named and given an ide:ntifiab1c loca
tion in syntactic space, the story-teller sti ll signs WA1TER Index when refer
ring to the waiter later on . 

(3) Verb inflec tions. We have already seen in chapter 8 that some verbs arc 
inflec ted in space in BSL. Verbs such as G IVE, LOOK, or ASK can give 
information about which characters arc referred to by the use of inflection in 
syntactic space. lf a character placed on the left looks to a character placed 
on the right, the verb LOOK wilt agree with these localions. 

(4) Proforms (also called classifier. pronouns) . T hese may be used to 
establish the character's identity while simultaneously tell ing the audience 
where the character was and how they moved. At the cnd of the story dis
cussed here, Litt.le Red Riding Hood and the Woodman go off home togeth er, 
and this is shown by the use of two 'G' hand 'person' proforms, moving 
through the signing space. 

Morgan refers to these four markers as 'manual '. However, he points out 
that th ese manual markers are not the only markers, and they are almosl 
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always used with other non-manual markers. The next group of markers that 
he describes are often collectively referred to as 'role shift'. By this wc mean 
that the narNltor signs actions and interactions with the narrator himself 
acting as the character. Specific postures, facial expressions, and styles of 
signing are allocated to each character, and the signing space is used as seen 
from each character's point of view. 

We have seen in our earlier discu ssion of humour that signers frequently 
take on the characteristics of people and things they are talking about, in order 
to entertain. This entertaining aspect of role shift is also frequently seen in 
narratives, however, the shift into the roles of others is a1so an important 
grammatical tool in story-telling. 

(5) Body shifts. The body can be u sed to show the identity of the chosen 
character. Body shifts can be a left-to-right shift or a forward-ta-back shift. 
Body shifts arc par ticularly important for contrasting characters, and M organ 
describes a continuum ranging from large sid e-to-side movements to subtle, 
finer forward-ta-back shifts. In the story discussed here, the shifts between the 
wolf and Little Red Riding Hood during the classic 'what big eyes you have' 
exchange arc very subtle, back and fo rward movements, while the shiflS 
between other characters (such as M other and Little Red Riding Hood, or the 
rabbit and Little Red Riding Hood) are much larger and m ore obvious. The 
differing heights of the characters in this story enable the story-teller to use 
body shift very successfu lly and clearly. When the narrator takes on lile char
acter of Mother talking to Little Red Riding Hood, he leans his body forwa rds 
and to onc side and leans down; when he shifts to Little Red Riding H ood 
replying to her mother, he turns his body to the other side, and leans back to 
look up. However, although L ittle Red Riding Hood is mu ch shorter than her 
mother, she is much taller than the rabbit that she meelS in the forest. During 
her exchange with the rabbit, the sign er's body shift is fonvard and to one side, 
leaning down, to identify Little Red Riding Hood, and to the other side and up 
to identify thc rabbit. At Grandma's cottage, the wolf and Little Red Riding 
Hood are of the same height, and the body shifts are fa r less obvious. In this 
case, other features also serve to identify the two characters. Later, when Little 
Red Riding Hood meets the (much taller) Woodman, her identifying body 
shift is again upwards, while the Woodman's identifying shift is leaning down. 

We have seen that agreement verbs can inflect to show subject and object 
in space and so serve to specify characters. However, other verb signs can also 
be directed al specific partS of the signing space, to show who is saying what 
to whom. There are many instances of this in the story described here. W hen 
Little Red Riding Hood leaves home, the signer, in the role of the M other, 
signs WAVE-GOODBYE directly ahead and then almost turns his back on 
his audience to sign WAVE-GOODBYE while in the role of Little Red Riding 
Hood. This is appropriate, because the visual scenario of Little Red Rid ing 
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Hood walking away from the Mother has been set up by an earlier use of pro
forms. When Little Red Riding Hood meets the rabbit, she asks the animal its 
name and this question is signed with the signs directed downwards to the 
specified height of the rabbit. When the rabbit replies, the signs are directed 
upwards towards the specified height and location of Little Red Riding Hood. 

(6) Shoulder shifts. As well as turning the whole torso, a shift of the shoul
ders can also be used to represent different characters. 

(7) Head orientation. The head can also be used to represent characters 
in the story. It is less explicit than body movements but performs the same 
task of contrasting characters for their location and height. In aU of the exam
ples given here of body shifts, there is an accompanying head m ovement in 
the same direction. Indeed) it would look unnatural if the body shifted but the 
head did not. 

(8) Eye gaze orientations. Eye gaze alone can be used to identify refer
ents. However, this is tJ1C most reduced, and least obvious, of these shift 
markers. In lile story here, eye gaze alone is never u~ed (perhaps because the 
audience is a large group of children, where such a subtle marker could easily 
be missed) but it is used on most occasions in conjunction with all the other 
character markers. Tn more sophisticated) adult-orientated narratives, eye
gaze can be the sole identifier of a character. The signer looks to the area of 
signing space a llocated for a character, and that is sufficient for identi ry. Once 
the signer has taken the role of a character, the signer's eye gaze can also 
represent the eye gaze of the character, so that, for example, if in the story a 
character looks down, then the signer looks down. 

(9) Facial component. Facial expression also accompanies the other 
manual and non-manual markers. The story-teller can use specific facial 
expressions to identify different characters, and 1:1150 uses them to show the 
character's emotions in the story, which can be used to identify the character 
in context. For example, Little Red Riding Hood's actions and conversation 
arc frequently accompanied by a wide-eyed, innocent, happy fac ial expres
sion. whereas the wolf's actions have a menacing face, an d the rabbit's 
conversation is signed with a wrinkled nose and 'buck teCuI' . Little Red 
Riding Hood's carefree express ion changes to terror when shc realises she has 
encountered tlle wolf, but where there are two conttasting facial expressions 
of ' innocent' and 'menacing', and later 'terrified' and 'menacing', there is no 
doubt from the story's context that both the innocent and the terrified expres
sions refer to Unle Red Riding Hood. 

(10) Character style (also eaJled cha racter play). Morgan notes that the 
age, physicaJ, and psychological state of a character can be shown by the style 
of signing. For example, the character of an old signer might be shown by th e 
story-teller always using fingerspelling articulated in a small area of space I:It 
waist height, while the character of a younger signer might be shown by larger, 
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expansive signing. A French character's role might be signed in a stcreotyp
ically 'G allic' way, with use of a great deal of shoulder shrugging, or a hearing 
character might be shown using stereotypically 'hearing' signing (perhaps 
with ove r-articulated spoken componenlS). ln the story discussed here, we scc 
two very clear examples of character scyle being used to identify characters. 
When the rabbit fingerspells its name, the signer curves h is hands into 'paws' 
lInd signs with these paws, making an identifiable rabbit signing style.Thwards 
the end of the S(Qry when Linie Red Riding Hood rushes to the Wood man, 
she fi ngerspelJs -w-o-I-f- in a careful, deliberate childlike way. 

In all this discussion of characters, it is also important to remember that the 
narrator must be identifiable and contrasted with nll the characters. The aud i
ence needs to know when the plot is being moved along by the narrator and 
when the signs should be interpreted as an utterance by a character. In nar
rator role, the narrator typicaUy looks ahead at the audience, with a 'neutral' 
body posture, and only looks away or shifts body posture to become charac
ters in the story. 

Although the narrator is the person telling the story, they do not necessari
ly occupy the most importallt signing space. The spatial viewp oint orthe main 
charJcter in the story is the most impormnt one, and all mher signing space 
is set up in relation to the main character. This is why the main charac ter has 
to be set up near the beginning of the Story. According to Ahlgren, th e main 
character need not be given un identi fying location in the signing space, 
bccause the- narrator's body i~ used for the main character.The other charac
ters involvcd are given their place in the signing space relative to th e main 
character. We see exactly this during the tell ing of the L ittle Red Rid ing Hood 
story. Although there is not a single 'muin character' in the story as a whole, 
we do sec that whenever a character becomes the main foclts of an episode, 
the use of space and the direction of verbs is seeD from the perspective of th(lt 
character. 

According to Ahlgren, the number of places used to show characters in an 
episode in the signing space is always onc less than the number of characters 
in that episode, that is: marking reference is for number of characters, minus 
one. T his means that if there are two characters in an episode, only one will 
be placed, if there arc three, twO will be placed, if there are four characters, 
three w ill be placed, and so on. Four people at any onc time is usually th e 

maximum. 

S UMMARY 

In this chapter we huve looked at th e heightened u se oflanguage.We have seen 
how BSL can be manipulated as an a rt form, and as a source of humour. BSL 
poetry is created by using signs with phonological similar ities. to creatc forms 
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that may be seen as parallel to rhymes or aUiterations in spoken languages. It 
also contains many othcr features that draw attention to the beuuty and form 
of the language. Deaf humour is widely regarded as being very different from 
hearing humour, especially because so much humour requires a shared cul
tural experience before an conversational partner can really appreciate a joke. 
However, we have seen here th at USL can be used for hwnour, especially by 
humorous use of creative metaphor. Puns arc made within the language, and 
there are also puns made bilingually wi£h BSL and English . Language games, 
demanding skill and imagination from the IHnguage user arc also sources of 
great amusement. 

An im portane function of stories in any community is to share and remem
ber experiences, and this is true also of the British Deaf community. T he 
stories do not need to be new. The idea is to include everyone in a shared 
experience. For example, when a group of people from school get together, 
the stories arc often about £heir time there. [n many ways, the social function 
of the story, and how it is told, is more important than its content. 

From our br ief discussion of characters in narratives, we have seen that 
BSL uses space, body movement, and non-manual fearures in order to tell a 
story concerning a sequence of episodes and various characters. We have 
focused here especially upon a story designed to entertain. and have seen how 
the s [ory~tel1c r draws upon a range of linguistic markers lO make the story 
both clear and entertaining. 

EXE RC LSES FO R C HAPT ER 14 

1. Watch the video 'Deaf Humour'. 
(a) When does the humour rely upon 'slapstick'? 
(b) When does the humour rely upon shared life exp eriences? 
(c) When is the humour based upon the extended use of BSL? 

2. Wlltch a video clip ora tluem signer telling a story. O bserve how the signer 
identifi es the characters in £he story. 
(a) When arc they named explicitly? 
Cb) When a re they given a place in signing space that is pointed to? 
(c) When is body shifr (or shoulder, head. or eye-gaze shift) used to iden-

tify them ? 
(d) When does facial expression identify them? 
(e) When does style of signing identify them? 
(0 How do you know when the signer is in the role of narrator, and not 

in the role of a character? 

3. Watch a BSL poem. Analyse il, und pick Olll instances of the use of t.he fol
lowing: 
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(a) signs with the same (or similar) handshapes. locations) or movement 
paths 

Cb) balance of both hands (i.c. the non-dominant hand is used unusually 
'actively') 

(c) smooth, fluid movement 
(d) specially created signs or signs that leave me conventionaJ signing 

space. 
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timc line, 183ff. 
topic, 59, 205. See topic-commcnt 
topic-comment,59 
transcription, xi 
transparency. See visual motivation: 

form- meaning relationship: visually 
moti~"3.ted 

universality, 22 

Va lli, Clayton, 48, 254, 263 
variation. 

age, 24, 2S 

lliud., 27 
Catholic, 28 
ethnic, 27 

Subject il/dex 287 

formal, 3 1, 58, 92, 201, 225, 237 
gender, 25ff. 
Hindu, 28 
informul, 3 I, 58, 92, 200 
Jewish, 2g, 250 
Muslim, 28 
l'rotcst9m,28 
regional. Sa dialect.: regional 
situation:tl, 30, 3 1 

verb, lOS, \09, 118, 122, 123, 134fT. 
.tfectivc, 54, SS, 62 
directional. See vt:rb t}'P0logy: agreement 

\"erb~ 

dU rativc, 122, 123 
dynamic, 122, 123 
effectivc, 54, 55, 52 
invari llnt. Set verb: stative 
of mOTi on and location. Su verb typOlogy: 

spatial vcrbs 
punctual,123 
stativc, 122, 134 

vc rb typology, 
agrecment vcrhs, 129, 135, 137ff. , 202, 

223,224,272 
pla in verbs, 129, 135, 224 
scrial verbs, 150 
spatia l verbs, 129, 135, 145ff., 223 
ve rb $.lIndwichl'S, 150 

visuol motivation, 164ff. Su also 
form-meaning-rel3tionship: \'isually 
nl0Ii\'Q ted 

in hondshapes. See classi fier; profonn 
in use of space, 177 

Voltcrra, Virginia, 168, 169 

Wallin, Lors, 43, \02 
Wll tson,Joseph, 34, 37 
Wilbur, I~onnic, 70 
word-pictures, 82. Se#: alIa spoken 

components 



Index of signs in the text 

*nlum atioll of sign 

ABERDEEN,225 
ABORTION,249 
ABOUT,249 
ABSOLUTE (ADSLT- Association ofDSL 

Tutors), 222 
ACCOUNTANCY, 229 
ACQUISITION, 193 
ADMIRAL-NELSON",235 
ADMIRAL-NELSON,235 
ADULT, 184, 199 
AEROPLANE, 62, 93, 99,113, 160, 172, 

176 
AEROPLANE·LAND,93 
AFffiR, 183 
AFI"ERNOON",155 
AfTERNOON, 155, 171 
AGO, 7 1, 79,183 
AGRFj~84> 160, 194 
AIDS, 32 
A1...I\15,25 
ALWAYS, 121 
AMERICA (new sign)"', 21 7 
AMERICA (old sign) · , 217 
AMERICA, 60, 217 
AMERICAN-INDIAN',269 
AMERICAN-INDIAN,267 
ANALYSE, 123 
ANGRY, 90, 189 
ANIMAGCL· ,48 
ANIMAL-CL-JUMl'-OVER-WALL*, l 00 
ANIMAL--CL-JUMl' -OVER-WALL,99, 

11 3 
ANIMAL-CL-LOCATED-AT, 48 
ANSWER, 143 
APPLE,84 
Al'l'ROPRIATE,84 
ARGUE, 194, 196 
AH. ... \1Y·, 191 

288 

ARMY, 189 
ARRIVE·, 156 
ARRIVE, 94, 123, 157 
ASDA,5,232 
ASIAN, 251 
ASK*, 56, 140,141,211 
ASK, 12, 104, 137, 139, 140, 14t, 152, t il2, 

202,210,271 
ASK-EACH-OF~FOUR·PEOPLE· , 2 11 
ATHENS, 93 
ATIITUDE,218 
AUGUST, 222, 225 
AUNT, 84, 130, 267 
AUSTRALIA, 217, 236 
AUST RIA, 217 
AUT OMAT IC-DOORS, 20 1 
AWAKE,267 
AXE, 234 
AXMlNSTER,234 

BABY·DAUGHTER (Irish SL loon) *, 220 
BABY·D,\ UGHTER (Irish SL loon), 220 
BACK·TO SQUARE ONE, 187 
BACK-L"P,54 
BALANCE-SHEET, 102, 113 
BASTARD, 244 
BAT (animal), 259 
BATrERY,84 
BBC, 84, 233 
BDA (British Deaf Association), 223 
BECAUSE, 267 
BED", 107 
BED, 43, 62, 107 
BEDM INST ER,233 
BEDROOM, J01, 11 3 
BEEN, 53, 54, 121 
BEEN·TO·LIVERPOOL",I17 
BEE· STING·INNER·UPl'ER-AIW,5 
BEFORE,60,183 
8EG,88 

BELGIUM, 250 
BELIEVE, 99, lOO, 102, 103, 11 3, 160 
BELT,203 
BEST* (old sign), 36 
BEST*,190 
BEST, 189 
BETfER*,36 
BETfER, 162 
SIDLE,226 
BICYCLE", 16 1 
BICYCLE, 43,48, 135, 136, 152, 160 
BICYCLE·I'ASS',49 
BICYCLE-PASS, 48 
BIG, 11 0, 221 
BIG·HEAD, 245 
BIRD,110, 172, 176, \89 
BIRMINGHAM, 239 
BITCH, 244 
BITE" , 85 
n lTE, 84 
BLACK, 245 
BLAME, 137, 140, 152 
BLIND,25S 
BLINK,123 
BLOOD, 102, 113, 192 
BOAT_BUlviP_OVER_ROUGH_SEN, 148 
BOAT-BUNU'-OVER-ROUGH-SEA,148 
BODY, 175 
BOOK",53 
BOOK, SI, 52, 113, 130, 172 
BOOSTER,222 
BOOTS (chemists), 232 
BORN, 164,212 
BORROW, 138 
BOSS", 94 
BOSS, 94, 194, 196 
BOX, 52 
BOY, 79 
BRAlNWASH",187 
BRAINWASH, 187 
BRAZIL, 236 
BREAD,I72 
BREAK,55, 147,221 
BREAST, 175 
BRIDGP,52 
BRlDGE,206 
BRISTOL, 226, 234 
BROKEN-HEART,187 
BROOM, 109, 113, 175 
BROTHER, 139, 140, 141 
BROTHER-IN-LAW, 230 
BRUSH-HAlR-FURIOUSLY, 149 
BRUSSELS, 217 
BRIDGE, 67 
BUT,225 
BUTTER, 162 

IlIdex ojsigm ill the text 289 

BUTTERFLY, 176 
BUY, 106, 267 

CAKr:, 11,41,53,54,58,61,106 
CAMf-.RA,25 
CAN,126 
CAN'T STAND, 222 
CAP (from c· a-c-d-p- (Coll(\CIl for the 

Ad\'3ncen~m of Communication with 
Deaf People», 222 

CAR ",47, 52 
CAR, 41, 43, 46, 48, 54, 62,11 3, 172,175, 

206, 208,267 
CARD, 43 
CAREFULLY, 124 
CARRY, 213 
CARRY·BABY·, 147 
CARRY·BABY,1 47 
CARRY-BABV-WITH-EFFORT, 149 
CARRY-BAG" , 147 
CARRY-BAG, 147 
CARRY-BOX, 147 
CARRY-DY.HAND, 145 
CASUALLY, 101, 104 
CAT~,48 
CAT, xi,4 1, 48,60,69,92, 107, 171 , 172 
CATCH-AN-IUNESS·, 193 
CATCH-AN· ILLNESS, 193 
CENTRIl, 162 
CENTURY, 226 
C HALL ENGE, \ 94 
C HAPTER,226 
CHARLIE C HAPUN, 235 
CHASE, 60, 92 
CHECK",I04 
CHECK, 99, lOO, 102, 11 3, 236 
C I-LEER, 152 
C HEI!SE, 69 
CHELTENHAM, 226 
CHERRY, 236 
CHEST, 175,234 
CI-IEW~ , 157 
C HEW, 157 
CHILD, 106, 184 
CHILD-G ROWING-VP*, 185 
CHILDREN, 67, 83, 106,142 
CHINA, 17,217 
CHINESE",245 
CHINESE, 242, 245, 252 
CHOOSW, 201 
CHOOSE, 138, 152,200 
CHIUSTMAS-CAME-UP-

SUDDEN'LY ~, 180 
CHRISTMAS-TREE, 11 3 
CHURCHlLL, 237 
C IGARET l'E, 113 
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CIRCLE,175 
CLASSIFIER*,219 
CLASSIHEI~ , 2 18 
CLASSROOM (Paget·Gorman)· , 15 
CU\W,255 
CLEVe R, 93, 190 
CLIMB, 97 
COFFEE (ASL) *, 17 1 
COFFEE", 17 1 
COFFEE, 69, 171 
COU) ",1 36 
COLD,5 1 
COLLr;GI1, 208, 239 
COLUMN,175 
COMB·HAIR,1 1 
COME·BACK, 60 
COMMAND, 194 
COMl' r::- r r nON, 194 
COMPlJrER·MOUSE,201 
CONI-IOENT LY, 124 
CONFIRM,223 
CONGRATULATE, 189 
CONT INl;E·LONG·T1M E', 268 
CONTINUOUS' , 184,268 
CONTINUOUS, 183 
CONT RAST, 194 
CONVERSAT ION, 264 
COOK (verb), 175, 212 
COOL, 23 1 
COPEKHAGEN, 217, 233 
COPY, 147, 159 
COl'Y' ,159 
CORONAT ION STREET, 221 
COULD-ASK, 126 
COULD·I-IAVE-HAPPENED*, 187 
COULD·HAVE-HAPPENED, 186 
COW·', 161 
COW, 160, 189 
CRECHE, 229 
CRITICISE, 137, 152 
CROSS-ROAD,120 
CROWN, 188 
CUP, 62 
CUP-OF-T EA. Sce TEA 
CURTA INS, 175 
CUSTARD,246 
CUT-DOWN-TRE£*,210 
ClIFDOWN-TREE,210 

DAMN*,247 
DAM;"": , 246 
DARK ' ,170 
DARKNESS, 259 
DAUGHT ER, 226 
DEAP , 83, 209 

DEAF, 54-., 83, 130. 164, 172,209,210, 211, 
212,267 

DEAFENED,209 
DEAL,200 
DEBATE, 79, 194 
DENMARK' ,46 
DENMARK,46,47,2 17 
DEPRESSED,211 
DERBY', 234 
DERBY, 233 
DIAL, 208 
DIE· , 91 
D]E,90 
DIFFERENT, 194, 225 
DIFFICU[;P, 189 
DIFFICULT, 190 
DIl\'NER~, 177 
DINNER,176 
DISABL ED (socially unacceplllblc sign)., 

242 
DlSABLED, 242, 248, 264 
DISAGREE,77, ]94 
DISAPPEAR, 85 
DIVORCE,194 
DO, 225 
DOCTOR, 171 
DOG, 51, 60, 92 
DON'T- ,76 
DON'T, 75 
DON'T-KNOW,3 ], 77 
D ON'T-LIK.£:"',78 
DON'1:UKE, xi, 77 
DON'1:REMEMBER, 77 
DO--YOU-KNOW-tlJ!R*, 210 
DRAT *, 247 
DRAT,246 
DRAW-SWORD' , 256 
DRAW-SWORD,255 
DREM1,196 
DRINK, 264 
DRINK PETROL, 222 
DRIVE, 104, 1] 3,150, ]75,267 
DRrvE-CASl;ALLY·, 100 
DRIVE-CASUALLY, 99, 100, 101 , 103, 

104, ] 13, 150 
DRIVE-T O, 145 
DRIVE-UP-HIU. · , 47 
DRlVE-UP-HILL, 46 
DRo\~ 147 
DRL:M*, 175 
DRW .. l,1 75 
DRUNK, II I 

EACH-OF-US,43 
EAR, 175 

EARLlER-T HtS-AFTERNOON,182 
EA1UJER-TH1S-MORNING*,1 83 
EARUER-Tl-llS-MORNIl\'G,1 82 
EASTENDERS· ,22 1 
EAST ENDERS, 22 1 
EAT, 53, 58, 59,61,113,121, 128, 152,208 
EA"f.AI'PLE, 59, 152 
EAT-Dll'\'NER, 120 
EAT-HAMBURGER, 59 
EA"I:PIZZA*,59 
EA'I:PIZZA,59 
GAT-SWEETCORN, 152 
ECONOMICS, 229 
Et) (past lerne) (British Signed English) -, 15 
nIGHT (Porrugucse Sign Language) ' , S 
EJGHT (Portuguese Sign Lunguage), 5 
ELECTRlC-PLUG, 175 
HLEPHANT*,176 
ELEI'HANT, 11 0, 175, 188, 189 
ELEVEN',30 
fl-' .• EVEN,166 
EMBERS-DYING ' ,258 
EMBERS-DYING,255 
END, 162 
ENGINE,154 
ENGLAND*,228 
H~GU.ND, 227 
EQUAL, 194, 267 
nUROPE*,6 
EUROPE, 5,2 17 
EUROPE (French Sign Lunguage) ' , 6 
EUROPE (I'rench Sign Languagl!), 5 
EVENING,255 
EVERY-MONT H' , 185 
EVERY-MONT H, 185. Sua/so MONTH 
EVERY-WEDNESDAY, 184 
EXAMPLE, 226 
EXCUSE, 226 
EXECUTIVE, 226 
EXl;:'TER,226 
EXHAUSTED", 111 
EXHAUSTED, III 
EXIS1~ 66, 85 
(iYES, 44, 175 

F---,247 
F - -, 244, 246 
FALL, 189 
FALL, 213 
FAMILY (ASL) *, 228 
PAMILY (ASL), 228 
l 1AMlLY' ,228 
FAI-ULY,227 
FATHER, 102,226, 238 
FAX', 27 
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Fi\X, 17,25,32,43,20 1 
FEBRUARY, 225, 227 
FED·Ul~ 179 
FEEL, 136, 152 
FEEL·ALONG-CHRIS·J< .... 1AS_ 

ST OCKINC ", 258 
PELLOWSHIp, 267 
FEl\'CE-POST, 202 
FEW, 106 
PTELD, 176; 234 
FIGHT,194 
FlLLJNG,69 
FILM, 137, 143, 152 
FING ERS, 175 
FIN[SH',70 
FIN ISH, 83,12 1,221 
FINLAND, 84, 96, 236 
FIRE,54 
FlRST< ,268 
FIRST, 162, 167 
FISH (noun)*, 109 
FISH (noun), 109 
FISI-l (verb)*, 109 
FISH (verb), 109, t75 
FISHPONDS, 233 
EVE,107,269 
FIVE-PAST, 94 
FLOW, 102 
FLOWER~ , 158 
FLOWER, 11, 12, 11 3, 157, 259 
FLY, 93, 113, 160 
FLY-T J-I ROUGI-I-AIR-TO-COAL, 95 
FOu..OW, 148 
FOOD, 52, SS, llD, 113 
FOOTBALL, 264 
FOR,225 
FOREIGN, 267 
FOREVER, 183 
FORK, 50 
FOUR,84, 160,208,269 
FOURT EEN, 7 1, 79 
FRANCE, 67, 217 
FRENCH, 51, 124 
FREQUENTLY, 121 
FRIDAY, 227 
FRIDGE" 172 
FRIEND, 267 

GARAGE,84 
GAS, 134 
GAY, 17,248 
G EOGRAPHY, 84, 229 
GERo\i1AN,51 
GE'I~ 93 
G IAKI'*,256 
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GIAN1~255 

GINGER, 84 
GIRAFl<E, 189 
GIRL*,55 
GIRL, 53, 54, 58, 61, 27 1 
GIVE·, 20 1 
GIVE, 130, 137, 142, 146, 152,200,210, 

271 
GIVE-LECTURE, 113 
GIVE-ONE-T O-F-ACH-OF-THEM, 142 
GIVE-ONE-T O-EACH-OF-THEM*, 142 
GIVE-ONE-TO-HER-T O-HER-TO-

HER' , 142 
GLAMORGAN, 84 
GLASGOW, 226 
GLASS, 55 
GLllTER,227 
GLORY", 36 
GLORY, 236 
GLOUCESTER, 84 
GO, !O8, 116, 11 9 
GOA1'"EJ<:"BEARD, 235 
GOD*, 94 
GOD, 94 
GO-HOME, 82, 208 
GOING-T O-U VERPQOL*,117 
GOLD,227 
GONE, 94 
GOOD, 160, 167 
GO-TO, 145 
GO-UPSTAIRS, 145, 148 
GOVERNMENT, 38, 84, 227 
GRANDMOTHER,271 
GRASS-ROOTS· , 187 
GRASS-ROOTS, 187 
GREEN, SI, 172, 221 
GREENLAND,221 
GROUP, 94, 210 
GROUl' (ASL), 227 
GROW· , 122 
GROW, 122 
GUARANTEE, 84 
GUINEA-PIG,I02,113 

I-IACKLES-UP, 187 
HAIR, 203 
HAIRBRUSH, 134 
HAM., 69 
HAMlv1ER-NAIL,210 
HAND (verb), 199,200 
HANDSOME,5 1 
HAND-SOMEONE-BUNCH-OF-

FLOWERS~ , 201 
HAPPY, 99, 113, 211 
HAPPY (Irish Sign Language), 228 
HARD, 22 1 

HARRODS, 227 
HAVE",36 
HAVE, 67, 75, 1l4, 135 
HAVEN'T-SEEN ",76 
HAVEN'l:'SEEN-YOU-FOR-AGES ' , 185 
HAVEN'T-SEEN-YOU-FOR-AGES, 184 
HE-ASKS-YOU, 202 
HEAD, I75 
HEAD-BtrII, 175 
HEAD-ROLL *,257 
HEAD-ROLl.... 255 
HEALTH, 189 
HEAR, 169 
HEAR (lralian Sign Language) · , 169 
HEARING, 172,209,2 10, 211 ,249 
HE-ASKS-T HEM, 139 
HE-ASKS-YOU, 202 
HEAVEN, 94, 159 
HER",55 
HER,xii, 79 
HILL, 159 
HIM",137 
HISTORY, 229 
HIT, 123, 148 
HITLER, 235 
HOLBERROW, 234 
HOLD, 120 
HOLD-CI-IIL D-ON-ONE'S-KNEE-AND-

SMACK-IT S-BDlTOM", 207 
HOUDAY,6 
HONESTY, 130 
HOPE, 172, 205 
HORSE (ASL), 171 
HOSPITAL, 189,250 
1-10 1"*,36 
HOT , 51, 52, 110, 112 
HOUSE-, 176 
HOUSE, 44, 79,106, 175 
HOUSES·, 106 
HOW, 68 
HOW-l\1ANY, 54, 68 
HOW-MUCH,68 
HOW-OLD,68 
HUGE, 11 
HUNGER (h alian Sign Language)", 169 
HUNGER (h alian Sign Language), 170 
HURT/ACHE, 148 
HUSBAND, 83, 84, 96, 221 

[,92,104,174 
I-ASK-YOU",56 
I-ASK-YOU,xl, 56, lOO, 103, 104, 113, IJI:!, 

143,202,224 
I-ASK-YOU-ALL' ,1 40 
I-ASK-YOU-AU..., 139 
ICE,221 

ICE-CREAM, 66 
ICElAND, 221 
U~ 89, 225 
I-IN\fITE-YOU~ , 139 
I-INVITE-YOU, 138 
I-KNOW-HIM·, 208 
rLFRACOMBE,232 
i-LIKE-HIM ",137 
lU_- , 190 
ILL, 45,46,111, 172,189 
I-LOOK-AT-MY-ARM-, 145 
[_LOOK_Al :MY_ARM,145 
I_LOOK_AT_T I-1E_FLOOR,1 45 
j·LOOK-Al:.YOU",1 44 
l-LOOK-AT-YOU, 50, 143, 145 
J"1AGE,232 
IN DIA (new sign) ' , 251 
INDIA (old sign)*, 251 
INDIA,250 
INFECT ION', 232 
INFERIOR, 194 
l.N]'ECTION, 32, 175 
IN-ONE-EYE-AND-OtJl~THE-OTI-1ER, 

187 
INSURANC E,232 
INTEGRAT ION' , 265 
INTEGRATlON,26<1 
INTERESTING, 160 
TNTERPRETER·,33 
INTERPRr."TER, 32, 106 
INTERVIEW (ASL), 228 
INT RODUCE, 138 
IN-TWO-WEEKS'-TlME", 184 
INVENTION, 190 
[NVITE, 138 
IPSWICH, 232 
I-RECOMMEND·TO-YOU*, 224 
!-RECO .... 1.J\!lENO·T O-YOU, 224 
I-REMEMBER>, 92 
I-SEE,269 
ISLINGTON,232 
rSSUE,222 
I-SUPERVISE-YOU' , 144 
IT (Irish Sign Language) - , 7 
r r (Irish Sign Lan&uage), 7 
I-TEACH-fu\C H-OF-TI·TEM*, 108 
l-T£ACH-EACH-OF-T HEM,I08 
l-TEACH-HIM,108 
1-TEACH-THEM·ALL", 108 
I-TEACH-T HEM-ALL, 108 
I-T HROW-YOU-BALL, 144 
I-T HROW-YOU-BR1CK,1 44 
J-T I-1 ROW-YOU-CHAlR, I44 

JMA' , 156 
JMI,IS7 
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JANUARY, 117, 182,225 
JAPAN,217,250 
JAVELlN,94 
JAW-DROp, 186 
JEWISH, 242, 250 
JEWISH (referring 10 a b<:ard)*, 25 1 
JEWISH (referring to Q mcnorah)" , 251 
JOG,202 
JUBILEE, 227 
JUMP, 123, 172, 178 
JUMP-ON-THE-SPOT, 123 
JUMP-THROUGH-SPACE, 123 
JUMP-UP-AND·DOWN,178 

KEYS" , 72 
KEYS, 54, 70, 113,222 
KITCHEN ' , 7 1, 72 
~~,70,99, 113 
KNll'E, 172 
KNIT, 152, 176 
KNOCK, xi, !tii, 119, 120, 123 
KNOCK-FOR·AGES,xi 
KNOW, 82, 134,136, 152, 171,190,203, 

210 
KNOWLE,233 

LABOUR, 249 
LAGER, no 
LANCASTER, 230 
LAND, 221, 229 
LANGUAGE, 218, 230 
LANGUAGE (loan from ASL)"", 219 
LANGUAGE (loan from Swedish Sign 

Language)· , 219 
LARG E-BOX, 252 
LARGE-HOOI'-fu\RRlNGS, 1 to 
LASER, 25, 32, 230 
LAST ·YEAR,67,182 
LAUGH, 84 
LEADERSHIP, 230 
LE/lRN, 193 
LEAVE, 54, 94, 123 
LEcruRE, 54, 113 
LEGS, 44 
LEMONADE,162 
LESBIAN, 230 
LETTER, 60 
LEWISHM\,230 
LIBERAL-DEMOCRA1~ 249 
Ln~E, 66 
Uvr-HANDSE'J~ 208 
LIGHT (noun) · , 193 
LIGHT (noun), 172, 192 
LIGHT (verb), 54 
LlGHll"fING· , 176 
UGHTNING, 175 
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LIKE (similar to), 124, 259 
LlKE (\'~rb) ' , 78,137, 156 
UKE (vcrb),66, 69, 136, 152, 155, 195 
UMUER·U1h, 26(; 
UMPI!I:ON-SHIP, 206 
LINGUIST ICS, 54 
LION, 255, 259 
LlSBON,2 17 
LISTEN, 193,208 
UVE*, 161 
U VE,60, 160 
LJVERPOOI..,230 
LOCK, 11 3,212 
LONDOI\,93 
LONG· , 1 12, 119 
LONG, 11 2, 118 
LONG-AGO, 183,229 
LONG-HAIR, 203, 235 
LOO,2] 1 
LOOK*, 11 8, 119 
LOOK., xiii, 50, 11 8, 120, 152, 172, 208, 

225,27 1 
LOOK. FOR·i\·LONG-TIME*, 118 
LOOK· POR-A·LONG-T1ME,118 
L01TERY,25 
LOVE', 19\ 
LOVE, xii, 135, 13(0, 189 
LUCK,230 

MAGIC, 100, 192,223,255 
MAGIC-f'l .OWING · , 257 
MAGIC-FLOWING, 255 
MAINSTREAMING *, 265 
MAINSTREAM.ING, 264 
MAKE, 54,162, 267 
MAKE-Ml!-rr C H,187 
MAN, 11 ,38.41,45,46, SI, 58, 102, 110, 

122, 178,20ij,234,249 
MANCHF.STF. I~, 226, 234 
MANE, 255, 259 
MAN-5TAND-UN DER·nRIDGE,148 
MANY, ]06 
MARKS & SPENCER, 232 
"'tARRY, 264 
MATCH · , 194 
MATCH, 194 
MAY, 226 
MAYBE' , 71, 104 
MAYBE, 7 1, 99, 102 
MCDONALDS' ,233 
MCDONALDS,232 
ME' , 9 1 
ME, 54, 9{), 94 
MEE'I~ 148,207 
MEMBER, 84, 226 
MEN. Ste MAN 

MENOPAUSE,267 
METAL, 84, 96 
METAPHOR, 267 
MET RE,S4 
MEXICO, 188 
,WCROWAVE,267 
MILAN, 233 
MILK, 69 
,"l INO, 175 
MIl\ICOM*,103 
MINICOM, 99, lOO, 102, 10], 113,211 
MINISTER' , 107 
MINISTER, 107 
MfNUTE, 123,226 
MIRROR (Italian Sign Languuge) ' , 169 
MIRROR' , 169 
MLRROR, 169 
MISSIONER. SCl SOCIAL WORKER 
MOCK*,6 
MOCK, 6 
MONARCHY. See CROWN 
MONDAY, 84, 182,225 
MONEY, 93, 229 
MONT H, 84, 184, 185,226 
MONTROSE,234 
MOON, 66, 188 
MORNlNG*, 156, 183 
MORNING, 95, 97,155,171, 182,223 
MOTHER*, 170, 191,269 
MOTHER, 17,84,102,172, 190,21 I, 226, 

238, 27 1 
MOUSE, 8, 99, 113 
MUG,44 
MUG-ON-SAUCER', 206 
MUG-ON-SAUCER.206 
o\1 Ui'\ IC H,233 
MUST, 126 
MUST-ASK. 126 
MY*, 156 
MY, 43, 155, 171, 187 
MY-HANDS-ARE-SEAL ED· , 188 
MY-HANDS-ARE-SEALED, 188 

NAIL, 2!O 
NA..\1E*, 155 
NA,\tE,1 55 
NARROW-BELT' , 203 
NARROW-BELT,203 
NEAR,17 
NEED,210 
N EGATION (strong)·, 74 
NEGATION (weak)' , 74 
NEPHEW, 226 
NEW,51,234 
NEWCASTLE, 226, 234 
NEWSPAPER, 58, 61 

NEWYORK",265 
NEW YORK, 217, 233, 234, 264 
NEW-YORK-UNDERWORLD· , 265 
:-IEW ZEALAND, 234 
NEXT-WEEK", 6 
NEXT-WEEK, 6, 172 
NIECE, 226 
NIGHT' , 36 
NINE, 84, 94 
NINE-O'CLOCK, 94 
NO, 66, 74, 75, 83 
NO (to deny)*, 77 
NOBODY, 75 
NOBOOY{NOT HING*,76 
NOD, 123 
NO-GOOD (ASL)' , 220 
NO-GOOD (ASL), 219 
NONE, 83, 205 
NONE-TO-BE-SEEN,267 
NORMALLV,121 
NORWAY, 217 
NOSE*, 170 
NOSE, 175 
NOT· , 76 
NOT, 75,1 87 
NOT-EXISP,76 
NOT-HAVE, 75 
NOTHING, 75, 77, 172 
NOTHING (W~l sh) ' , 77 
NOTHING{NOBOOY' ,76 
NOT MY CUP-OF-TEA, 187 
NOT-SEE, 76 
NOTrING HA..'vI,233 
NOT-YET*, 70, 76 
NOT-YET, 70, 75 
NOW, 60 

OAP,231,248 
OBAN,230 
OCTOBER, 225, 230 
OFFICE, 230 
OFTEN,1 2] 
OIL, 134 
OK *,4 
OK,3 
OK (ASL)*, 4 
OK (ASL),3 
OKEHAMPTON,230 
OLD, 5 1, 172 
ONE, 106, 160, 205, 208, 269 
OPEN, 147, 199,200, 21J 
OPEN-DOOR, 59 
OPERATE, 148 
OR,225 
ORAL-SIGNER,245 
ORPHANAGE, 230 
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ORi'INGTON,230 
OUNCE,231 
OUR,4] 
OUT-OF-THE-SHELL' , 263 
OVER-SIXTY,248 
O\VL. 226 
OXFAM, 230 
OXFORD, 225, 230 

PACK, 55 
PAINT, 54, 55, 79,148 
PAINT ING,54 
P,\NASONIC, 232 
PARADE-CROSS-FROM-RIGH1:T O-

LEfIT<,200 
I'ARADE-CROSS-FROM-RlGHT-TO-

LEFT,200 
PARDON *,36 
PARENT S, 102, 103 
PARTS- ,234 
PARlS, 175, 217,233 
PASS · , 45 
PASS, 45, 48 
PATRONISE, 94, 152 
PAWN·BROKER*,36 
PAWN-BROKER,25 
I'EANU"!: BUITER,69 
PEN,11 3 
PENCIL, 43 
PENSIONER,248 
PEOPLE, 38, 102, 113, 249 
PEOPLE (ASL), 228 
PEOPLE (Irish Sign Language), 228 
PERFEC"I~ 12 
PERFt..:,\1ll,134 
PERSON, 43, 106 
PET ROL, 234 
J>EUG.E~,233 
J>EUGEOT,232 
PHOT OCOPY, 193 
PJCK-A~-APPLE*, 201 
PICK·Up' 200, 202, 213 
PICTURE, 43 
PIG,8 
PIG (AS L), S 
P I~rrOL, 234 
P JZZA~,59 

I'LA"[E,4 1, 43 
J>OCKh""1~ 11 
!'OINT. GUN-AT-PERSON'S-FEET*, 149 
POINT-GCN·A"f-PERSON 'S-FEET,149 
P01N1: GL'N-AT-I'ERSON'S-HEAD',149 
1'00N""!:GL;~-AT-PERSON·S-HEAD, 149 
POISON, 162, 189 
POLYTECHNIC, 229 
POSTPONE, 184, 185 
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POUNDS·ST ERLING, 103, ]04 
POUR,150 
POUR· ON· [>ERSON'S·HEAD, 150 
POUR·WATER· , ]5 ] 
POU R-WKJ'ER-ON-MANY-PEOPL£'S-

HEADS' , 15 ] 
POUR-WATER-ON-PERSON'S-

HllAD-, 151 
PRl-::ACH-SERMON*,1 09 
PREACH-SERMON, 109 
PRESTON, 234 
PRFITY' ,36 
PRJES' I ~ ] 10, 189,234 
PRO-30-IS-SURROUN DED-BY-WAT ER*, 

" PRO-30-IS-SURROUNDED-DY-WATER, 

" PRO-30-LOCATED-AT*, 49 
I'RO-JQ- IS-LOCATED-AT, 48 
PROJEC' I ~ 226 
PROMISE, 99, 100, 103, I] 3 
PROOP , 158 
PROOF; 158 
PROPOSAl ... 224 
PROPOSE,224 
PROUD, 189 
PULL-FROM-POCKET, 11 
PUNCH, 145, 172 
PUT, 145, 146, 147 
PUT-ARM-AROUND-CHLLD-AND-ASK-

DO-YOU-WANT-ICE
CRI!AM*,107 

PUT--EARS-DOWN, 181 
I'ln:n:UP-T HERE', 141 
Pt.rr:ME-IN-MY-PLACE*, 119 
PUT-ME-IN-MY-PLACE,179 

QUALn"Y ' ,224 
QUAU1"Y,224 
QUICK*,268 
QUICK, 267 
QUIE1~B6 
QUrrE, 111 

RADI3IP, 91 
RABBIT,90, 171,212 
RABBIT-WIT H-ONE-FLOPI'Y-EAR' ,213 
RAISE-HAND, 115 
RAVENOUSLY-HUNGRY- , 179 
READ, 58, 6 ], 113, 123 
READ-NEWSPAPER*,6 1 
READ-WHILE-SOMEONE-TALKS'" , 121 
REALLY*,85 
REALLY,85 
REC ENTLY, 182 
RECOMMEND,224 

RECOMMENDAT ION, 224 
RED, 51 , 99, 100, 101, 102, ] 13 
RED-RIDlNG-HOOD, 27 1 
RELIEVED,88 
REMEMBER, 92 
RENAULT, 232 
RESEARCH, 135, ]86 
RESEARCH-FOR-AGES, 136 
RESTAURANT, See DINNER 
RHETORICAL, 226 
RlC H*, 36, 55 
R1Cl-l,54 
RlDE-A-BICYCLE, ~ BICYCLE 
RIDE-BlCYC I.E-CASUALLY, 136 
RlDE-A-H ORSE,212 
RIGI-IT (correct), 67, 189 
RISE'", 36 
RNID (Royal National lnstitute for Deaf 

People), 84, 223 
ROu...SLEEVES-Up' 187 
ROME, 21 1 
ROME (new $ign)*, 21 8 
ROME (old sign)~ , 2 1 8 

ROOM,82 
ROSE,234 
ROUND-BOX, 52 
ROVER,232 
RUN, 128, 135, 136, 167, 202 
RUN-DOWNSTAIRS, 145, 255 
RUSSIA, 250 

SAD*,91 
SAO,90 
SAINSBURYS, 232 
SALT *, 161 
SALT, 160 
SAME,194 
SANDWICHES, 69 
SATElLITE' , 198 
SAT EUlTE, 198,201 
SAUNTER, 120 
SAVE*,36 
SAW, See SEE 
Sf\Y,99, 101 , 103 
SAY-NO'", 77 
SAY- NO, 75,137, 143,218 
SCARED, lll 
SCH OOL,60, 171, 172, 211 
SCHOOL (PRget-Gorman)*, 1 S 
SCORE-A-GOAL, 123 
SCOTLA ND, 188, 194, 233 
SCRATCH, 148, 175 
SCRAT CH-NOSE'- , 149 
SCRAT C H-TUMMY*, 149 
SCREW, 147, 148 
SECOND, 226 

SEE*, 104,269 
SEE, 70, 75, 99, 102, 11 6, 121, 261 
SEND-, 159 
SEND, 60, 159 
SEPTE,MBER, 225 
SIlRMON ' , I09 
SERMON,1 09 
SEVEN, 6, 208 
SEX, 17, 248 
SEX (euphemism)*, 248 
SHAME*,247 
SHAME, 246 
SHARE,139 
SHAVE, 145 
SHEBFIELD, 234 
SHEEP*,190 
SHEEP, 189 
SHEET OF PAPER' 50 
SHEFFIELD, 233 ' 
SHE-GIVES-MF... IJ8 
SHIP, 267 
SHIRT, 110 
SHIVER-DOWN-ARM,255 
SHOCK,88 
SHORT, 51, 199 
SHORT-ADULT*, 199 
SHORT-ADULT, 199 
SHORT-HAIR, 203 
SHORT-LIST, 11 0 
SHOULD, 126 
SHOULD-ASK,1 26 
SHOULDN'T, 77 
SI lOUT, 123 
SIGN*, 155 
SIGN, 154, 160 
SIMULTANEOUS, 194 
SING, 11 3 
SISTER, 60, 139, 140,141 
SIT*. 48, 89, 90 
SIT, 89, 112 
srx, 11,208, 227 
SIX-O'CLOCK, 208 
SLOW'LY,124 
SMACK-ON~BACK.OF-HEAD, 5 
SMACK-ON-BOTTOM, 207 
S,\IlALi., 52, 110, 1 I I 
StvWL-BOX' , S3 
SMALL-BOX, 52, 110 
SMAU,-SPOTS, 11 0 
SMELL*, 192 
SMELL, 192 
SMOKE, 113, 135, 136, 152 
SMOKE-CIGAR, 136 
SMOKE-CIGARE TT E, 59, 136 
SMOKE-HOOKAH,136 
SMOKE-JOINT, 136 
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SMOKE-PIPE, 136 
SMOOTH, 261 
SNAIL*, I77 
SNAIL, 112, 176 
SNAKI!, 50 
SNOR"I~ 192 
SOCIAL-WORKER·, 33 
SOCIAL-WORKER, 32 
SOLDIER', 156 
SOLDIER,155 
SOMBRERO, See M EXICO 
SOMEONE, 45, 46 
SON, 17,226 
SONG, I ]3 
SOON, 182 
SPACE-SHUITLE~ , 100 
SPACE-SHUTrLE, 99,100, 103,113,21 I 
SPU ·I: 194 
STAND..QN-ONE-LEG, 11 
STAR1~ 11, 79 
Sl1!AL, 1t) 
STRAWBERRY, 11 
ST ROKE, 175 
STUDENT,106 
STIJDY',268 
STUDY, 208, 267 
ST UI' ID, 171 
SUCCEED, 85 
SUN, 192,259 
SUN LIKE FLOWER FL OWER-

POLDS*,260-1 
SUPERIOR' , 194 
SUPERIOR, 194 
SUPERVISE, 143, 152 
SURPRISED,90 
SUSPEC'C 152 
SWANSEA, 234 
SWEAR, 136 
SWEEP, 109, 113, 115 
SWEET S' , 89, 90 
SWP..h'TS,89 
SWIM, 123, 136, 152, 175 
SWITCH-OFF, 82 

T Al:lLE' , 176 
TABLE, 43, 176,206 
T AKE-FROM,138 
TAKE-lN-BY-SIGH'C 193 
TAI..K·, 161 
TALK, 123, 160 
TAL L' , 199, 235 
TALl., 51, 110,122,199 
TALL-CHlLD *, 199 
TALL-CHlLD, 199 
TAI~ 123 
TAX, 226, 239 
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TEA,69, 172, 187 
TF..I\CH, lOO 
TEACHER, 43 
T EAM (ASL)'-, 228 
TEAM (ASL), 228 
T EASE, 137, 139, 140, 143, 162 
TEDDY, 68 
TEE-SHIRT, 172 
'mLEPHONE'-,26 
' l 'ELEI'HON E, 25,99, 102, 103, 137, 139, 

176 
T ELEVIS ION, 74, 79 
TEU,*, 143 
TELL, 137, 139 
IT'.A\P'I~ 171 
T EN, 106, 123, 142 
T ERRD-lED. I1I 
TESTICLES (euphemism) ~, 248 
T HAILAND' ,21 8 
T rlAfLAND, t 7, 217 
THE (Br it ish Signed English)' , 15 
THEM, 107 
TI-lEM-ALL,1 07 
TH EORY', 192 
THEORY, 192 
T HERE-IS, 186 
1 l-TEY-ALL ASK-US,139 
TI-IEY·ALL-LOOK-AT-ME,145 
T Hi CK-ROOK' , 53 
T lliCK-BOOK,52 
T I-I ICKO,245 
T HINK, 82,99, 102, 102, 103, 120, 123, 

135, 136, 160, 171 , 190 
THINK-HARD ' , 136 
T HINK-HARD,136 
THOSE-ARE-DEAF*, 209 
THOS E. ARE-DEAFENED·, 109 
TI-IOSE-ARE-HEARING\ 209 
THOSE-TWO, 107 
THOUSAND, 106 
T HREE, 67, 160, lOS, 208, 269 
TH REE-DOZE"", 204 
THREE-OF·1l-IE.~, 142 
T II REE-I'OUNDS (lOW, 105 
Tf-I REE-POUNDS (0), 103, lOS, 106 
T HREE-YEARS-OLD*,105 
THI~EE-YEARS-OLD, 103 
THROUG H, 162 
THROW, 144, 152 
TI-IROW-OUT, 82 
T HURSDAY, 226 
T ICKETS, 54 
TIME' ,11 9 
TIME, 118, 175,248 
T INY, I 11 

T INY-UllTTONS-DOWN-ll.JE_LEFf_ 
SLEEVE., 200 

T INY-BUT1-0 NS-DOWN-'I'HE-LEFT-
SLEEVE,199 

T IRED*, III 
T IRED, 111 
TODAY, 69, 79, 182 
T OILET, 17, 226, 248 
TOMORROW, \ 16, 182 
TOOT HBRUSH, 43 
TORY, 249 
T OTTERDOW'N,23) 
TOWN, 162 
T~,25,54, 62, 172 
TR.A.\\POLINI3,2 12 
TREE, 172, 176, 210 
TRUE, 67, 99, lOO, 101, 102, 103, 113 
TUBE-TRAIN,43 
TUESDAY, 225, 226 
TIJESDAY (Sootti!.h), 17 
TWIN-TREES ' ,262 
T\XI1N-TREES, 261 
TWO, 106, 160,205, 206, 208, 269 
TWO-J'vlEN-WAU(ED· IN1~EACH_ 

OTHER,148 
TWO-Of-THEM*, 141 
T\VO-OF--nHiM ,1 4 1 
T\VO-PEOPLE-MEI3T,107 
1I'1'E,205 
TYPEWRITER, 99, 101, 10) 

UNCLE, 84, 2 11 ,226 
UNDERSTAND*, 135, 136, 190, 264 
UNDERSTAND,19 1 
tJNlVERSITY*,9 
UNIVERSITY, 8, 175, 229 
UNIVERSI1I' (Spanish Sil:: ll La nguage)*, 9 
UNIVERSITY (Spanish Sign Sanguage) , 8 

VEGETARlAN,84 
VEHICLE, 43 
VEHICLE-CU, 47 
VEHICLE-CL-BACK_UI',54 
VEHICLE-CL-GO-UNDER.BRIDGP, 

52 
VEHlCLE-CL-T URN-I.EFI: 148 
VERY, I II 
VERY-FAT, 11 3 
VERY-HOT,11 2 
VERY-LONG*, 112 
VERY-LONG, 11 2 
VERY-SHORT, 112 
V1DEO,2 19 
VIDEO-CMiERA,62, 106 
VIRGIN, 84 

VODKA, 84 
VOf,.iJT, 84 

WAIT. 11 9, 123 
WALES, 79, 172 
WALK, 50, 97, 11 9,1 23,124 
WALK (Irish Sign Language), 228 
WALK-FROM-LEFT-TO-R1GI-IP, 146 
WALK_FROM_RIG Ii'j:TO·LE!7 r *, 146 
WALL, 43, 55,1 76 
WANKER, 245 
WANT ",89,90 
W/\NT, 82,89, 1]6, 166 
WAR*, 194 
WAR, 194 
WASH", 157 
WASH, 59, 148, 157,234 
WASH-FACE', 60 
WASH-FACE, 59 
WASHINGTON, 217, 234 
WATCH (noun), 25 
WATCH (verb) , 11 , 74 
WATERFALL, 192 
WATERLOO, 231 
WATERSTONIlS,232 
WAVE-GOODBYE, 272 
WE,174,208,2 10 
WE-ALL,4) 
WE-ALL ASK- I·IlM ~ , 140 
WE-ALL ASK-f-I.IM, 139 
WEALTH,I 30 
WEDl\'IlSDA Y, 225 
WEEK, 183,226 
WE-FlVE,4) 
WE-FOUR, 43 
WENT, 67, 11 6, 211 
WE-lliREE,43 
WE-TI;;;rO,4) 
WE_'rwO_LOOK_A' I~rmR, 145 
WliA..-, )1 
WHAT,) I , 54, 61, 68,69, 79, 160, 172 
WHAT (child-d irttted) *, 31 
WHAT-FOR,68 
\'UHAT-TL\1E, 54 
WHE}'; , 68, 7 1,79,2-48 
WHERE, 54, 68, 69, 70, 79 
WHERE (<<:ho question)*, 71 
WHERE (lowcrW brows) ' , 69 
WHERE (ruised hrows)~ , 69, 71, 72 
WHlCH, 69 
WH1SKY*, 268 
WHISKY, 267 
WH IT E, 11 0 
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WHO, 54, 61.68, 79 
WHY ' ,9 1 
\X'HY, 11,68, 90 
WIDE-BELT', 103 
WID[!"llEL1~ 203 
WIFE, 84,96 
WILL, 116, 124 
WIN*, 11 6 
WTN, 11 6 
WI:--'DOW, 175 
WD<E (ASL), 228 
WOMAN, 38.62, 74,102, 159, 160, 249 
WON*, 116 
WON, 116. S«a/so WIN 
WOt..;'T",77 
WOOLWOlmIS, 232 
WORK,83,221 
WORK·HARD, 221 
WORl. D,9S 
WOR~n~ 189 
WORTHING,234 
WRITE, 1\3, 123, 175, 212 
WRONG ' , 161 
WRONG, 162, l ilY 

YEAR, 67, 71,226 
YEAR (Irish Sign Language loon), 220 
YEARS· AGO,71 
YEARS-OLD,104 
YES,66, 167.211 
YEST ERDAY' , 184 
YEST ERDAY, 53, 54, 182,183 
YOU', 83 
YOU, xli, 104, 174,245 
VOU-I\ LL, 174 
YOU·ASK-ME*,56 
YOU-ASK-."-1P.. 56, 10) , 104, 182 
YOL.; -LOOK·A'1:ME·, 144 
YOl,'-LOOK·K f.-ME,143 
YOUKG,51,227 
YOU-SUI'ERViSE-MP, 144 
YOU-TEASE·ME, 99,100 
YOU-TELT.-J-IER,138 
YOUR, 43 
YOUT H LEADER, 131 

'EP,86 
'M"'\' (relaxed) ", 86 
'MM' (tense)' , i!6 
'J>UFFED-CHEEKS'* , 87 
'SHHH'*,87 
'StiCKED·IN-CHEEKS' '',87 
'TH' (C\ lr!) ', 86 
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